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When you arrive at the 
point in your business 
�here you caref1.l1ly 
investigate upkeep and 
operating expense with 
the idea of lowering the 
cost of delivery with your 
motor truck'" when you 
decide that yearly depre ... 
dation of haulage units 
should be less�then 
you'll go to Federal 
Truck Distributors and 
get the facts about 
Federal Modem Design. 

'Means cAnother Satisfied 'User" 
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Ball Bearings Defeat Friction's 
Destructive Effects and Reduce Power Waste 
THE greatest single factor which must 

be combated in o btaining high oper' 
ating efficiency in haulage units is fric� 
tion in the bearings supporting the vital 
rotating parts. Friction means not only 
power waste but also wear of both bear' 
ings and gear teeth. Necessity for bearing 
adjustments and replacements is evidence 
of wear but no amount of adjustment 
can restore gears to their original high 
operating efficiency. 

On this gasoline lumber carrier deep' 
groove ball bearings made by the Hess' 
Bright Manufacturing Company reduce 

power losses and maintenance to a mini� 
mum and help to keep the truck ready 
for service by eliminating the need for 
bearing adjustments and replacements. 
So little wear occurs that it is not notice� 
able after years of service. 

Ball bearings on cars and trucks and 
on industrial and commercial machinery 
are an assurance to the user that pre' 
cautions have been taken to insure 
continuity of service, high operating 
efficiency, maintained accuracy and 
economy of performance. 

THE HESS"BRIGHT MANlJFACTURING COMPANY 
1001 

Supervised by 5ICF INDUSTRIES, INc •• 165 Broadway, New York City 

Races disblaced to show DEEP. GROOVE bear. ing Ca Trying maximum end thrust in a forward direction. 

Races displaced to show THE SAME bearing carrying maximum 
thnlSt in retleTSe direc. 
tion. BA'LL 

BEARINlil 
The Highest Expression 
0/ the Bearing Principle 
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13eauty and 'Dependable 
�ality in Your 

Home equipment 
Beauty and enduring quality in Crane 
sanitation equipment are coupled with a 
gratifying economy evidenced in long 

life and low maintenance cost. It is an 
established fact, with

· 
the warrant of 

sixty-seven years' experience behind it, 
that Crane fixtures and materials are 
lowest in cost in the long run. 

Whether for use in the small dwelling 
or for meeting the requirements of great 
town and country houses, huge office 
buildings, hotels, hospitals and clubs, 
Crane heating and sanitation systems and 
appointments, once they have been In
stalled, are in to stay - and to satisfy. 

This exacting Crane standard of design 
and quality is also reflected in the valves, 
fittings, piping and allied specialties 
supplied for many of the large industrial 
power, heating, refrigeration, oil and 
gas installations throughout the world. 
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CRAN E 
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE •• CHICAGO 

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Forty Cities 

National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New York, Atlantic City 

Works: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga and Trenton 
CRANE, LIMITED, MONTREAL. CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON 
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO 
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"you have sixteen ohms of malaria," 
exclaimed the man at the rheostat 

handles to a member of the SCIENTIFIC 
A�{ERICAN editorial staff, who has been 
investigating in a preliminary way the 
intricacies of the much-disputed elec
tronic Reactions of Abrams. Never has 
a· subject attracted so much attention in 
and out of medical circles as this new 
method of diagnosis and t reatment de
veloped by Dr. Albert Abrams of San 
l" rancisco. The "EJRA," as  the Electronic 
Reaction s of Abrams method is termed 
for short, has its staunch advocates. 
There are "ERA" practitioners throughout 
the country. Remarkable cures are said 
to be effected through this latest thera
peutic agency, and there are a number 
of apparently well-authenticated cases of 
cancer cures. But, on the other hand, 
tbere are many, many doubters in and 
out of medical circles. Attack after at
tack has been delivered against "ERA." 
Still, the matter remains an unsettled con
troversy. The public, looking on, remains 
in a quandry. 

EVEHYWHERE, throughout this coun
try, one hears the pointed question : 

"How about the Abrams electronic re
actions ?" 'Ve receive 'letter after letter 
asldng us for our opinion regarding what, 
sooner or later, must prove to be the dawn 
of a new era in medicine, or a rank 
fraud which has assumed serious propor
tions. A member of our staff recently 
toured the Middle West and came in con
tact with numerous men in. divers fields
writers, editors. of ma gazines, journalists, 
advertising men, manufacturers, salesmen, 
mechanical engineers, and so on. The 
topic of conversation which never failed 
to arouse the greatest response was Dr. 
Abrams and his electronic reactions. And 
why not ? After all is said and done, our 
greatest concern, no matter what may be 
our life's work, is the welfare of our body. 
Anything which tends to make us better 
men must receive prime consideration. 

JUST as we committed ourselves to an 
investigation of psychic phenomena, 

which has. now been under way for many 
months, so we are going to undertake 
an investigation of the Electronic Reac
tions or-Abrams. Frankly, it is a very 
difficult task, requiring almost no end of 
research in the field and in the laboratory. 
We shall invite the advocates of "ERA" 
to present their side of the case. Already, 
our preliminary work has been greatly 
facilitated by the hearty cooperation of 
an Abrams p ractitioner in New York City. 
We shall invite the medical fraternity to 
aid us in our investigation in a broad and 
unbiased spirit, quite in keeping with our 
own open-minded attitude. Numerous tests 
will be made, and the results reported to 
you in due course. But-and this is a 
point for you to remember-do not expect 
an immediate solution of the Abrams mys
tery. It is going to require much time in 
order that the investigation may be worthy 
of its sponsors. In the October issue we 
hope to have something to tell you regard
ing some preliminary impressions of the 
Abrams method. 

ONE of our regular correspondents has 
been spending several weeks in Wash

ington, going ov.er reams of reports and 
statistics. He is now down South, look
ing into the big projects in the planning 
and in the building, for that vast territory 
which is' rapidly developing along indus
trial lines. This correspondent is work
ing on the subject of water power ; he is  
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seeking the leading oplUlOns of the na
tion; he is  delving deep into our water re
sources. His first article will appear in 
an early issue, and will be followed by 
others so as to develop a complete survey 
of the water-power situation and its fu
ture. This series on water power will be 
a feature of a virile campaign for cheaper 
power involving, for the most part, the 
vast potentiali ties of our water resources, 
but also dealing with coals and lignites 
and oils and other power producers. 
Cheaper power remains the' very back

. bone of industrial life, not to mention 
its important r61e in the American home. 

FROM the article entitled "A Small 
Private Laboratory," appearing else

where in this issue, something may be 
learned regarding the remarkable River
bank Laboratories. The member of our 
staff who visited the laboratories and was 
treated to a veritable surprise party, re
turned with a goodly supply of data and 
photographs from Riverbank. The pres
ent story is a general account of the 
Riverbank Laboratories, so it remains for 
subsequent issues to tell you in detail of 
some of the interesting investigations now 
being conducted there. Most important of 
all, however, our visit has served to es
tabl ish pleasant relations with Riverb ank, 
so that we may keep in touch with devel
opments in the future. 

RECENT progress in aeronautics has 
been almost bewildering in its extent 

and variety. The world's speed record 
now stands at nearly 245 miles per hour. 
A we-inspiring endurance records and a 
non-stop coast-to-coast flight are likewise 
to the credit of our Army Air Service. 
Engines on full-power tests are now ex
pected to run 250 hours continuously. 
Gliders remain aloft for many hours with 
nothing but air currents and' the skill 
of their pilots to sustain them. Helicop
ters have risen vertically, hovered o ver 
a given point, made complete circuits in 
horizontal flight. Airplanes have been 
attached to dirigibles while both types of 
aircraft were in. rapid flight. Metal i s  
displacing wood i n  the construction o f  
airplanes. Pilotless planes carry out com
plicated evolutions. These and many other 
remarkabl e  features mark the rapid prog
ress of aeronautics ; and, rather than deal 
with each feature by itself, we have 
thought it best to review the recent prog
ress of the art in one essay, in order that ' 
each feature could be given its p roper 
standing and place in the whole scheme 
of aeronautics. Our review of progress in 
aeronautics will appear in our October 
and November issues. It has b een pre
pared by Alexander Klemin, well-known 
lecturer in aeronautics at New York Uni
versity. 

SMA SHING dishes to learn how to make 
� better dishes ; how water power has 
paid for the paving of a town's streets; 
why armored suit inventors leave home ; 
the latest developments in man-made 
lightning ; recent ambitious undertakings 
in concrete construction ; what happens 
when wood shrinks ; how fabrics are 
waterproofed ; the poisonous plants of the 
usual garden ; ingenious uses of the weld
ing torch; the energy of the atoms and 
the possibilities of applying a harness ; 
the story behind the Underwriters Labora
tories label ; how our automobile fuel is 
brought to  us-these are but a few of the 
subjects which will serve to make the 
October issue of the SCIENTIFIC AMERI'CAN 
more interesting than ever. 
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LINCOLN PERSONALITY 
The Lincoln has invariably entrenched 
itself most strongly in the good opinion 
of those people who demand the most in 
their automobiles. 

Those who require not only luxurious 
and dependable transportation but also 
dignified and exclusive expression of their 
personal tastes and ideals find in the 
Lincoln a car measuring fully up to their 
highest standards. 

We are proud of this personality of the 
Lincoln. It is the settled policy of this 
entire organization that no limitation of 
it is to be allowed. Rather the sum of 
our energies is bent upon keeping the 
Lincoln better than even its most exact, 
ing buyer would expect. 

LINCOLN MOTOR COMPANY 
DIVISION OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
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HI\] United States is a wheat-pro- A N' e £ M ell P d d U ducing country, par excellence; atlon 0 I (, ro ucers an sers getting his fair share. Our annual con
sumption of cheese, as might be expected, 
is far below that of many European counyet the value in 1922 of our 

entire wheat crop is but one-third that of 
the dairy products-milk and cream, butter, 

cheese, and the other things that come out of the milk 
pail. Cotton has been king, and will be again, if he is 
not actually on the throne at the moment ; but the 
fleecy staple produced on all our farms is  worth barely 
half as much as the output 
of all our cows. If we add 
into a single item the potato, 

and. a select few 30,000 or more. The Department of 
Agriculture, making due concession to the obvious fact 
that every farmer cannot have a herd of prize cows, 
believes that due attention to feeding and breeding 
would double the national average. 

A simple division of 11,900,000,000 gallons by 108,-

UNCLE SAMS DAIRY COW-

tries, coming to only 3.7 pounds pt'r capita. If we ate 
cheese with the Danes, English, Dutch, French or G€r· 
mans, we should have a market for nine billion pounds 
of milk beyond our present mark. 

'Wisconsin is the premier dairying State, having m ain-
tained the position since ]920. On .Tanuary 1, 1923, 

there were 2,195,000 milch 
cows in this State. New York 
and Minnesota came next, 
with ],678,000 and 1,641,000, 
respectively. Illinois, Iowa, 
Pennsylvania, 0 h i 0 a nd 
Texas also have each more 
than a million cows in milk 
production. 

oats and tobacco crops, they 
will total only a little bit 
more in value than milk and 
milk products. We are the 
greatest live-stock nation in 
the world ; yet if we were to 
bring into the market for 
slaughter and sale e v e  I' y 
beef a n i  m a I, every lamb 
and sheep and every hog 
in the United States, we 
should find that the pro
ceeds would  not pay for the 
dairy products of a year. 
The dairy products are pro
duced without destroying the 
dairy cows,. who go right 
ahead next year as last ; 
and the procedure suggested 
would wipe out the meat' 
herds. That is  to say, the 
output of the milk industry 
is equal to the entire capital 
stock in trade of the meat 
industry! 

Produc.ecl aver 11 BILLION GALLONS OF MILK in 1921 

Spealdng of the condensed 
milk end of our dairy indus
try, it is of interest to learn 
that the annual output of 
cans, placed end to end, 
would encircle the globe not 
quite five times. To fill these 
cans requires the milk of 
over 900,000 cows. A year's 
produetion of canned milk, 
packed in cases, would dupli
cate the pyramid of Cheops, 
which m easures 495 feet 
from the base to the peak. 
A train 499 miles long would 
be needed to haul at one 
time a year's output of con-

The figures bear out the cartoonist's idea of what the cow means to the United States 
densed mille One year's out
put of condensed milk repre
sente<:l 2,031,000,000 pounds 
in the cnn, and 4,504,000,000 
pounds in the raw milk 
state. Condensed milk con
tains 30 per cent milk solids, 
30 per cent water, and 40 
per cent cane sugar. 

Dairy cattle in the United 
States number' approximate
ly 30,000,000 h ead. They are 
f 0 u n d on approximately 
4,500,000 farms-70 per cent 
of our agricultural establish
ments including milk among 
their crops. On .the farm, 
milk and milk products for 
1922 were valued at $2,090,-
450,000 ; by the time they 
had reached the ultimate 
consumer they were worth 
more than three billions. 

Our drawing shows suf
ficiently the distrihution of 
this immt'.nse total, save that 
it does not indicate what is 
left for inclusion in the "mis
cellaneous" item. This goes 
into the manufacture of milk 
powder, malted milk, and 
o t h e l' minor commodities, 
and al lo,,'s also for the 
wastage and losses incident 
to manufacturing processes. 

CALLONS - MILK ANNUALLY 

C"�ESE 

Evaporated milk is un
sweetened milk, the reduc
tion in bulk being obtained 
by the elimination of much 
of the original water content. 

We have in operation-or 
lIad when the census man 
went his 1'0 u n  d s-3885 

The distribution of our annual milk crop among its various uses, both in percentage figures and in 
pounds, is indicated in the above graphic statement 

It is sai d that through 
the condensing and evaporat
ing of milk we are saving 
in freight handling some 
1,200,000 tons annually. Not 
only in reduced freight costs 
but in other ways the con
densing and evaporating of 
milk has proved a great 
boon. In many parts of our 
country, particularly the 
South, milk is not obtainable 
in the fresh state and re
liance must, in part, be 
placed on canned milk, which 
thus becomes an indi spensa
ble feature of the diet rather 

creameries, 2838 cheese fac-
tories, 553 condensed milk establishments, and un
counted thousands of concerns engaged in the distribu
tion of milk,  the manufacture of ice cream, and in o ther 
collateral aspects of the dairy industry. 

The an�rage milk production of 25,000,000 cows that 
are being milked in the United States today is 4021 
pounds per year. As showing what breeding will do, 
many animals yield 10,000 pounds, a number 20,000, 

000,000 people will indicate that we produce 100 gallons 
of milk for each man, woman and child. Of this, we 
drink seven gallons more per capita than we did in 
J914. Our city dwellers drink, or use otherwise on their 
tables, an average of a pint of milk per capita per day. 
The individual ration of butter throughout the coun
try was 16 pounds for the year, and any reader who 
did not eat 21,i gallons of ice cream in 1921 was not 

than an emergency measure. 
The symbolic Uncle Sam has been represented as 

serving in many capacities-guardian of the treasury, 
soldier, diplomat, agriculturalist, postal official, naval 
officer, and so on. This distinguished person age, i t  ap· 
pears from the above figures, might better be shown with 
an apron over his clothes and a milk can in his hand. 
Of a truth, the philosopher was right who remarked 
that the human animal is a parasite upon the cow. 
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The Inventor and th� Gay Gambler 
Ingenuity Ranging from Marked Cards to Crooked Roulette 

Wheels for Separating the Fool and His Money 

THE misty prehistory of India there 
lived one Raja Yudhishthira, a first-class 
gambling man. He is the Odysseus of the 
Mahabharata, that great epic whose prin
cipal parts probllbly date half a thousand 
years before Jesus. His was the Pandava 

family, constantly at war with the cousin, Kauravas. 
I cite from 'Wheeler's translation of the poem: 

"And it came to pass that Duryodhana (chief of the 
enemies) was very jealous of the tt'iumph that his 
cousin, Yudhishthira, had performed, and he desired 
in his heart to destroy the PaIidavas and gain posse>r 
sion of their raj. Now Sakuni was the brother of 
Gandhari, who was the mother of the K,iuravas; and 
he was very skilful in throwing dice and in playing 
with dice that were loaded; insomuch that whenever 
he played he always won the game. So Duryodhana 
plotted with his uncle that Yudhishthira should be in
vited to a match at gambling, and that Sakuni should 
challenge him to a game and win all his wealth and 
lands." 

Yudhishthira lost all his wealth and lands and his 
kingdom, right enough. 'Vorse yet, he staked the sacred 
polyandrous wife, Draupadi, against Sakuni's queer 
dice and lost her into the bargain. After many wander
ings and adventures he, however, regained all and even 
reached the sunlit heights-so that a gambler evidently 
may enter the kingdom of heaven. 

Yet tJlis is hardly the point. What is worth noting 
is the fact that in the day of Cyrus, Buddha, Nebuchad
nezzar, Crcesus, the first Mikado, Pisistratus, the last 
Tarquin and the first Ronum consuls, and other such 
far-off worthies, someone had invented crookC'd .imple
ments for the gaming tahle; yea, probably long before! 
Thus the gambler-inventor, though he rank not with 
the man who chipped the first flint hand ax or fash
ioned the stone skull crusher, is, nevertheless, one of 
the earliest improvisers of the instruments of civiliza
tion. 

The disastrous dice of Yudhishthira were called 
coupttn, and the modern gamester might have some 
difficulty deciding that they had not been made last 
week in Chicago. A number of these ancient and faith
less cubes were thrown from the veritable box still in 
daily use or misuse. 'Ve know that the Romans dallied 
with the same perfidious faltts, and any anthropologist 
will tell you that the darky's 
devotion to the galloping 
ivories may be partly the 
scurvy inculcation of the 
white -man, but is at bottom 
the deep tradition of a sim
ilar instrument of treachery 
and glory, much used in 
savage Africa. -

So, the first emotion that 
sweeps us when we think 
of the connection between 
invention a n d  gambling, 
is a sinking of the heart 
at man's ancient and unre
generate roguery. Men were 
loading dice before they had 
dreamed of t h e  globular 
earth; they had swords of 
steel while they were still 
ploughing with forked sticks. 
And rightly so, perhaps. 

By Edward H. Smith 

a game of cards to pass the time until the boat arrived, 
We went into a saloon and sat down to play a game of 
poker. He brought out an old deck of marked cards, 
which I recognized the moment I saw them. We began 
to play. [knew the fellow took me for a sucker, so I 
let him play me with 'his cards' until I got a chance 
to down him, which I did, for all he had." 

So, whether one look down the distant vistas of time 
or merely glance at the immediate past of our own 
country, the result is the same. We find the "fixed" 
gambling device in use everywhere. The inventor of 
such infernal stuff has been at work since the begin
ning. But more laughter or indignation kindles (ac
cording to temper) when we find that today the inven
tion or devising of crooked implements of the game 
is an organized business; that large factories exist 
which turn out marked cards, loaded dice, fixed roulette 
wheels and many other sueh pretty instruments by the 
thousands. Once this is realized, we are not further 
disturbed to find that every experienced gambler marks 
his own cards, loads his own dice and contrives other 
"controls" of his weapons. 

The interest, then, lies rather in what these inventors 
and improvers have achieved. It is a well-known prin
ciple of gaming that the nature of the trick must be 
varied from time to time, as the sucker becomes sus
picious of or familiar with one fraud after the other. 
It is this faet that keeps the inventor and adapter 
ever at work. Since dice seem to be the most ancient 
and simple implements of play and cheating, we may 
as well see 'what has been done in this field. 

All dice are fixed in one of two ways-dice used for 
the everlasting game of craps, I mean. Some are so 
corrupted that the advantage will lie with the player. 
These are €ommonly called passers or hitters, The 
others are arranged for the benefit of the banker or 
fader (whoeyer bets that the player will not make his 
point). These are known to the gentry as missouts, 
faders or han king dice. In almost every instance the 
same method used for making passers can be employed 
for producing missouts. It is merely a matter of caus
ing opposite comhinations of numbers to turn up. For 
instance, if the player can he sure that the numbers 
4, 6, 8 and 10 will turn up almost invariahly, he has 
a considerable percentage, since the fatal craps num
bers 2, 3, 7, 11 and ]2 will turn up less frequent1�·. Of 

course, the player who uses such a set of "bones" gives 
up the advantage of occasional showings of the winning 
7 and 11 on the first throw. 

We need not go into the older methods of producing 
such results. Indeed, it is not necessary to give more 
than passing mention to the fact that transparent dice 
are now loaded with invisible bits of platinum behind 
the spots or that dice are now made which can be 
changed from passers to missouts by striking them 
against the table sharply in various manners, explained 
in - the directions which the makers of these nefarious 
implements supply with each set sold. Mis-shaped, mis
spotted, adhesive or suction dice are all fairly well 
known and ingenious enough, But there are recent de
velopments in this field to merit more careful attention. 

Within the last three years one of the professional 
inventors of crooked dice has brought out what is called 
the capped die. I quote from his own description: 

"In making these dice a cap or face of specially 
prepared material is permanently attached to certain 
sides of a blank die. This is done so cleverly that the 
jOint is absolutely invisible, but the composition of this 
cap is such that a die so prepared will show a strong 
percentage when used on a billiard table or other hard 
substance of similar texture. These dice can be used 
where shaped (mis-shaped) or loaded dice would be 
detected immediately." 

But the making of unfair or percentage dice long 
since passed out of the field of the merely physical and 
corne under the purview of chemistry and electriCity. 
Various Idnds of celluloid dice are now made whose 
weight on certaiIi faces can be definitely changed by 
the application of chemicals. I quote from the catalog 
of one of the big manufacturing firms: 

"Our special magic liquid, when applied to trans
parent dice according to instructions, will afford the 
operator a handy and efficient method of making per
centage dice. This liquid is compounded from our 
own formula and penetrates the faces of the dice to 
which it is applied, causing a change in the chemical 
composition of the celluloid. This results in bringing 
up the desired faees and gives the operator a good 
percentage. The work will last indefinitely." 

I suspect, of course, that the magic liquid is nothing 
but a drop of acid, which actually does change the 
nature of the celltlloid to which it is applied, making 

it weigh less. Thus, if I 
want the number 6 to turn 
up on a die, I touch that 
plane of the die with the 
acid, and 10, the job is done. 

But the most intriguing of 
all these pleasant inventions 
for the swift division of the 
fool and his money is the 
magnetic money drawer or 
showcase h u m  i d ol'. Both 
work on the same principle, 
so it will be sufficient to de
scribe the humidor, which 
seems most mysterious to 
the layman. This device is 
most llsed in cigar stores 
where much shaking for 
cigars or money goes on. 
Its siren charm is based on 
a c om m 0 n misconception. 
Everyone had been told that 
glass is a non-conductor, 
against which electricity has 
no power. Naturally, no one 
but the technician believes 
that dice can be controlled 
through the top of a thick 
glass plate by electric mean� 
The secret lies in the dif
ference between electric cur
rent and magnetism. 

The uninitiate modern gen
tleman, when he travels in 
a Pullman compartment and 
plays a disastrous game of 
poker with affable strangers, 
is appalled when he discov
ers later that a pack of 
marked cards has been his 
u n d o i n g. Yet listen to 
George Devol, the famous 
old Mississippi River gam
bler, writing of an event be
fore 1850 : 

"WhiI'e waiting at Donels
ville for a boat to take me 
to New Orleans, I fell in 
with a fellow who proposed 

Lef/.: The victim believes that because this roulette wheel is covered and the dealer cannot see the ball or the numbers when 
spinning. there can be no cheating. He does not know, however, that the lid that is supposed to protect him actually 
betrays him. The dealer is about to spin the ball into the funnel top of the lid. When it descends. however, it runs through 
a tube and invariably comes out at the same spot, just under the screw with the perpendicular cut. Right: The same roulette 

Accordingly, an electro
magnet, ('nclosed in a box 
which looks like a humidor, 
is placed in the show case, 
surrounded with the usual 
array of cigar boxes. Some 
are even arranged with a 

wheel with the lid lifted. It had been set at 22, and the ball is in that slot 

Covering the roulette wheel by no means protects the player 
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Here i s  the p ractice known a s  "dealing seconds." The dealer Continuation of the "dealing seconds" manipulation. Here the The " raised deal." The dealer is raising the cards as he 
has slipp ed back the top card slightly, to get at the one dealer is seen pulling out the "second. "  This is done with extreme passes them out, so that his partner directly opposite 

beneath , and to retain the top card rapidity and is generally not detected may see what goes into every hand 

Some tricks of the crooked dealer which take card playing out of the games-of-chance category 

layer of fancy-sized cigars just under the box lid, in 
case any curious customer or dice player might ask 
to be shown. This magnet derives its power either 
fl'om a series of dry cells or from a connection with the 
lighting circnit, the latter being the final refinement. 
The magnet is, of course, so raised that it is directly 
under the gla ss top and magnetizes a field perhaps 
G x: 6 or 8 x 8 inches in dimensions. 

The rest con"ists of a foot-lever switch and a set of 
electro-magnetic di e-e. The keeper of the cigar store 
stands in su ch position that he always dumps his dice 
on the -mngnetized field and naturally throws the high 
and winning faces. The moment his opponent throws, 
however, the dishonest mere-hant lifts the foot switch 
and the field is no longer magnetized. The percentage 
in favor of the man at the switch is very great. Nobody 
but a proft'ssional gambler is likely to suspect the 
device and such worthies are 
unwelcome intruders in dens 
of this sort. 

will leave a glossy trail which can only be seen when 
facing a strong light. 'l'he gambler sees to it that he 
is placed to see. Coating the edge of a finger or thumb 
nail wit It India ink enables the gamester to mark 
important cards at the edges while he is playing. Sand, 
glass, emel'y, resin and acids are used to remove the 
glossy finish from certain portions of a card's back, 
and the sensitized fingers of the gambler then reveal 
what he is giving to this man and that while he deals. 
When he comes to a desirable card he holds it on top 
and deals ' the next card underneath by a very simple 
sleight-of-hand trick. His partner or he himself gets 
the good card and the next good one. In this manner 
he fills up hands for himself or his confederate. 

Other ingenious ways of marking are by a fine prick
ing of cards near the edge by means of a finger ring 
on which is concealed this fine point or "peg"; daubing 

itself, enable him to see the faces of the cards as he 
slips them off, one by one, in dealing. Such tricks are 
old. The inventor of recent years has devoted himself 
mostly to the card holdout machines, of which there is 
a staggering variety. Everyone remembers the gamblel' 
who slipped an ace up his sleeve. But supposing you 
have this man outfitted with a concealed mechanism 
which takes the aces up his sleeve, into his vest pocket 
or into the vest or shirt front with magic swiftness and 
silence. Suppose such a machine is capable of passing 
down into the concealed hand of the gambler a "cold" 
deck exactly like the one with which you have been 
playing, at the same time taking the true deck up the 
other sleeve out of the other hand of the evil magician. 
Must I explain that a cold deck is one that has been 
stacked so that the cards will fall in a fixed order, 
giving t h e  sucker a big hand but the gambler a 

still better one ? 

Cheating at cards is a sub
jed for long and scholarly 
investigation. Probably their 
marking originated with the 
Chinese who invented them, 
many centuries before they 
reached Europe. Speaking 
broadly, there are two meth
ods of crooking c a r  d 1'1 -
marking their backs so that 
the keen-eyed gambler knows 
what every player holds, and 
trimming the edges in vari
ous ways to assist in crooked 
dealing. Marked cards are 
c a I I  e d l' e a d e r s ; those 
trimmed at the edges come 

Left : Dealing from the bottom. The dealer does not hold the deck in this position in practice. but keeps the faces down. 
In the illustration he is holding the deck up to show the manner in which a ten of clubs is got from the bottom, again with 
extreme rapidity. Right : "Dealing strippers." The high cards are wide at one end and the low cards are narrow, so that 

Such mechanisms a r e  
known by various names 
which usually indicate their 
manner of operation. There 
are arm pressure holdouts, 
which operate by pressing 
the arm against a rubber 
bag concealed in the sleeve. 
Pressing the bag sends the 
hand of the holdout machine 
down the sleeve to grip or 
give up the desired card. 
This hand is always an ordi
nary steel clip, such as may 
be commonly seen in offices 
where large stacks of papers 
are to be held together. 
There is also the knee-spread the dealer can strip out all the desirable cards by pulling the deck apart with the fingers along the edges, as shown 

under the general classifica-
tion of strippers, though some are not trimmed for 
stripping but for high and low cutting. These terms 
will hardly need explanation among card players. 

Marked cards can be and are being made in scores 
of ways. There are, fiTst of all, the ready-made read
ers which can be bought from the same manufacturers 
who turn out the crooked dice devices. They are made 
lIP in an aJmost infinite variety of patterns with almost 
invisible marking-s, such as a slight dimming or dark
ening of a line or llgure at certain places, to indicate, 
aces, kings, queens, jacks and tens, the important cards 
for poker. But the cleverest gamblers usually shun 
these patent readers for the reason that the next man 
may be as familiar with them as the gamester himself_ 
Aceordingl.v, the gentry make their own readers in 
many ingenious ways. A pointed piece of spermacetti, 
wax or resinous pine, drawn across the back of a card 

Dealing from the bottom and dealing strippers 

the cards along the edges with very slight finger prints 
of blue or red, according to the color of the deck in 
use, the color being got either from soft red and blue 
pencils or from tiny pillboxes of color in the opposite 
vest pockets; touching spots on the back of cards with 
volatile oils which darken the backs at the given points 
long enough to make them readable for the period of 
the game but disappear later through evaporation; 
touching the edges of cards at fixed pOints with a 
strong solution of gum Arabic, and many other methods. 

But playing with marked cards is only the beginning 
of the roguery which has been applied to this antique 
pastime. '.rhe inventions used are almost as numerous 
as the fools who play for stakes. 

Little mirrors or "shiners" cunningly affixed to a 
pipe which the gambler lays down on the table as he 
deals, or attached to a box of matches or to the table 

holdout. This is worked by 
means of cords concealed 

under the clothing and issuing through small vents in 
the trouser legs at the knees, where they connect. By 
spreading the h-nees a little the mechanism in the 
sleeves pushes down to receive or release the cards or 
the cold deck. Again we have the chest expansion or 
breast holdout machine, whieh is motivated by inflating 
and deflating the lungs. These machines are always 
operated by a gambler who wears his coat, which may 
be marked for its long and loose sleeves. Accordingly, 
many partly informed men refuse to play in a game 
unless all remove their coats. 

But here again a little wisdom is a dangerous thing. 
The inventors who serve the gambler have in recent 
years devised a holdout machine which required no coat 
or long sleeves. Here is the official description by its 
inventor and maker : 

( Continued on page 215 ) 

Palmin!< a card. The deck is held so that the 
top card may be slipped into the palm of the 

hand with the right thumb 

The card held in the palm in a natural and Another instance of bottom dealing. The dealer One should always be SUSPICIOUS of the 
dealer who moves back the top card. It is 

the first step in "dealing seconds" 
positive manner. The crooked gambler uses this is holding the dfck in a suitable manner to 

hand freely, without arousing suspicion facilitate bottom dealing at his convenience 

How the dextrous hands of the crooked gambler serve him to good stead 
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United States Forest Service Map at Overland Park, 
Denver 

of families will "vacate" this 
summer-·and in future summers-by fol
lowing blazed highways in motor cars 
bulging with camp equipment. For each 
portable canvas home there will be wait
ing, in a choice of cities" free leaseholds 

of land for a "one-night stand," or even for a restful 
visit of several weeks. From the Great Lakes to the 
majestic peaks of the western Continental Divide 
municipal hospitalities of a surprising number are pre
pared. Toward sunset the 
tourist can begin to look for 
some "latch-string hanging 
out"-a placard p()sted by 
the path, inviting him and 
his to use the town's free 
camp-site. 
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Camps of the Central Circle 
Recognition Given the Automobile Tourist by Mid-Western 

Municipalities 
By A\!is Gordon Vestal 

Yellowstone Highway and found but one tiny village in 
all that stretch, ,vhile ranch houses might be fifteen to 
twenty miles apart. The remedy was to carry a mini
mum of food, camp equipment, and water for emer
gency use. 

Just such a taste of seeing a wide country by riding 
over a certain and comfortable course, lunching in a 
grove, camping under the stars, and the idea of plan� 
ning deliberately for camp life all the way grew like 
a snowball rolled across the lawn in melting weather. 
Demand and supply met. Purchasable camp equipment 
,vas soon improved to meet the limitations of motor 
portability and to fill all the varied needs of a com
fortable "home away from home." A complete outfit 
could be purchased in one unit,  as in the camp trailer, 
or an outfit could be assembled from a splendid assort
ment of separate units, from bed to stove, from bucket 
to refrigerator. The camp phase of motor touring had 
ri sen from an emergency necessity to joyful acceptance 
as a mode of life for the entire trip. "Motor-gypsying" 
became a recognized part of the "back-to-Nature" move
ment. And from the cost and kind of many motor cars 
now carrying full camp equipment i t  is  apparent that 
lllany relatively rich roamers have deserted the hotels., 
Beside them come motorists from the great mi ddle class 
and the great middle stat(>s. gven more i n  evi d(>nce 
are the numerous "flivvers," with five to seVf'n pf'rsons, 
a dog, and a silhou ette li ke a moving van. 

'rhe municipal camp was the next logical step. Not 

the host camps they had visited in the mountains. The 
last five y(>ars a rapidly increasing number of host 
towns have been gathering guests from the highways 
and byways hy posting invitations at their city limits, 
or even many miles beyond on the main roads. 

The usual evolution begins with the tentative opening 
of some vacant lots at the edge of town or with the 
corner of an existing park. If no shade exists, trees 
are planted and watered. If the site chosen is beyond 
the community conveniences, or if  the little town lacks 
them, wells are sunk, and sanitation provided. Within 
a season or two the invitation boards along the roads 
are supplemented, in some cases, by neat printed folders 
distributed through garages or by the Chambers of 
Commerce. These give the location of the camp, what 
comforts it  offers, what points of interest may be 
vi sited, what recreation facilities are offered. The 
attractions may finally come to include some-in the 
very largest camps perhaps all-of the fol lowing : free 
fuel, usually wood, but sometimes gas or electricity ; 
fireplaces or stoves ; lights ; running water, sometimes 
with special provision for washing cars ; shade ; shelter 
for cooking cen ter ; comfort stations with modern plumb
ing-whieh may include show(>r baths and laundry 
tubs, occasi()nally even a washing machine and elec
tric flatir()n ; porta hie or permanent tables and benches. 
Sometimes a gf'neral store is  set up near by or the local 
establi shments extend servi ce to the grounds. 

To induce transients to stay over, recreation is  be
ing increasingly developed. 
The things established for 
local residents are shared 
and often added to. Play
ground apparatus ; boating, 
bathing, swimming, or fish
ing ; golf, tennis, or base
ball ; in the larger ci ties, 
visiting the museurn ,  zoo, or 
music centers ; dancing ; vis
i ting nearby points of his
toric or scenic in terest. 

Only a decade ago motor 
cars were of much less gen
eral ownership. Few users 
had driven across as many 
as three states in continuous 
journey. Highways then of
fered much less comfort to 
Hmo-tourists" bumping over 
them, choked with dust, wal
lowing in mud, or straying 
from the intended way. In 
the fall of 1 913 the Lincoln 
Highway Association was 
o rganized. In several suc
ceeding seasons it was 
mapped, marked, and mo-

Fireplace in a public camp at St. Louis, being put to good use by automobile tourists 

The forces mo�t active in 
establishing these c a 111 p S 
ar,e : local divisions of the bi g  
highway associati ons ; Cham
bers of Commerce ; garage 
Illen and dealers in automo
bi les and accessories ; civic 
clubs ; park boards ; wom
en's  s()eieties ; hoy scouts ; 
campfire girls. The point of 

tored over. Crossing the continent in a "gasoline car
riage/' once a great adventure, became a safe and 
comfortable pleasure trip. 

The puhlic must have been ripe for this, for the idea 
spread rapidly, and other transcontinental highways 
were soon named, financed, improved, and blazed by 
brightly painted poles. From east coast to western 
water a choice of many paths may now be had. Numer
ous also are the ribbons of road intersecting our coun
try quite from north to south, connecting Canada with 
the Gulf via the MissiSSippi Valley states. To this 
legion of possihle paths may be added the routes of 
trans-state extent, marked by the cooperative efforts of 
groups of local highway organizations, or, as in Iowa 
and Wisconsin, by the authority of state highway 
officials. 'What are bettered roads and marked ones 
for, but to be followed far ? 

Along the ready roads rolled first the motor cars of 
the well-to-do, with paid chauffeurs and no dunnage 
except suite-ases or expensive runningboard trunks 
11 l1ed with formal clothes. For the three "b's"-bath, 
board, and bed-hotels were patronized. It was early 
discovered that in some cities arriving guests would 
find the excellent hotel accommodations all bespoken. 
If nighttime chanced to bring them to some small town 
they would find only short-order restaurants, with food 
w()rse than indifferently cooked, and lodging houses 
far from llleeting the familiar comfort standards. Still 
farther west, in the sparsely settled portions 'of the 
high plains and mountains, there were apt to come 
h ungry times and sleepy hours when no towns of any 
kind were discoverahle. The writer once rode 125 miles 
in eastern \Y�'oming, on the Chicago, Black Hills and 

for long did the tourist l\Ieccas along the Rockies look 
askance at the visitors not putting up in hotels. It was 
soon apparent that these were decent, law-abiding 
folk-prosperous farmers, substantial bankers, oil mag
'nates from the southwest, reputable physicians from 
Iowa, school teachers from Illinois, Missouri merchants 
with a good rating-all with coin of the realm in the 
pockets of their khaki. Far-sighted boosters saw the 
drift-and established free municipal camp-sites. By 
H )] 6  a number of Colorado cities were nffering such 
hospitality, as were a few 
other towns in the scenic 
parts of other states popular 
for vacations. 

But the central states ? 

view may ()ften be "enl ight
ened selfishness," but results are worthy of the efforts 
so liberally expended. 

'Where only existing comforts are nffered upon 
grounds  already provided with park caretakers the 
additional cost is not great. When utilities are added 
to improve the grounds the cost is sometimes borne by 
city tax funds apportioned for park development. More 
often, however, the additions that are made and extra 
labor required are paid for by organized private inter
ests, such as the Commercial Club or Automobile Club. 

Tourists had been hurrying 
through them, pitching tents 
by the roadsides. There was 
no invitation to "stop and 
shop." By 1917 a few towns 
began to permit camping in 
some public vacant place, but 
seldom was any prOVISiOn 
made for comfort or to en
coumge lingering. But the 
close of the war saw a great 
b()om in the establishment of 
municipal campsites by the 
cities of the central plains. 
Many of the resi dents ()f these 
states h a d  themselves tasted 
the j()yS of nomad life and 
brought back inspiration from Comfort station in the public camping ground at Canon City, Col. 
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Electric light, running water, fireplaces, shower baths and free wood are among the things provided at the municipal camping ground in Pueblo, Col. 

'.rhe merchants . derive benefits which compensate them. 
A camp does often help to "put a town on .the map," 
and occasionally visitors decide to become residents, 
while the guests at a camp often spend considerable 
sums in the town. 

Space does not permit consideration of the camps of 
the entire country, and as those east of the Alleghenies 
are few, while those west of the Rockies are better 
known, we have limited ourselves to the central states 
thmugh u:hich motorists used to pass on their way to 
mountain or seashore, but in which they may now find 
lingering a pleasure. With Ft. Riley, Kansas, approxi
mately the geographical center of the country, as a hub, 
with a radius of about 500 m iles, we can dl'aw a central 
circle which includes all of portions of twenty states of 
the Mississippi Valley, reaching up the high plains and 
touching the Rocky Mountain region. The following 
list of camps is located in this circle. Under each state 
heading the parts numbered ( 1 ) were obtained through 
questionnnirefl sent to the Commercial Clubs of two 
hundred towns, or camps personally en
joyed by the writer ; while the parts num
bered ( 2 )  were obtained from newspaper 
clippings, from people who had visited 
the places named, or from the literature 
of highway associations. The list as a 
whole cannot preten d to be exhaustive, as 
the number of such camp-sites is con
stantly increasing : 

Wisconsin : ( 1 )  Eau Claire, Madison ; 
( 2 )  Abbotsford, Alma Center, Amherst 
Junction, Augusta, Baldwin, Baraboo, 
Berlin, Birchwood, Black River Falls, 
Cambridge, Cazenovia, Chippewa Falls, 
Clayton, Columbus, Durand, Fall Rivet·, 
Fennimore, Frederic, Hudson, Hustler, 
Kilbourn, LaFarge, Luck, Marshfield, 
Mazomanie, Menominee, Merrimac, Milla
dore, Nekoosa, Pepin, Portage, Port Ed
wards, Rice Lake, Richland Center, 
Sparta, Spring Green, Spring Valley, 
'Waterloo, 'Vilson, ·Wonewoc. 

IIlino'is : ( 1 )  Decatur, Dekalb, Fulton, 
Medora, Peoria, Wilmington ; ( 2 )  Dixon, 
Otta ,,,a, Springfield. 

Ind'inna , Kentucky, Tennessee : 
camps reported within limits set. 

No 

Minnesota : ( 1 )  Austin, Bowlus, Breck
enridge, F ergus Falls, Long Prairie, 
Mankato, Minneapolis, Montevideo, Red 
Wing, Rochester, St. Paul, Wells. 

Fairview, Hot Springs, Hudson, Huron, Kadoka, Ken
nebec, Kimball, Lead, Mt. Vernon, Murdo, New Under
wood, Oa koma, Piedmont, Plankinton, Presho, Puk;
wana, Quinn, Reliance, Sioux Falls, Vivian, W'all, 
\Vasta, 'White Lake, Whitewood. 

Nebraska, : ( 1 )  Chappell, Columbus, Cozad, Fremont, 
Gibbon, Gothenburg, Grand Island, Kearney, Lexington, 
Lincoln, North Platte, Omaha, Sidney ; ( 2 )  Central 
City,. Elm Creek, Valley. 

Ka,nsas : ( 1 )  Abilene, Baxter Springs, Coffeyville, 
JDllsworth, Garden City, Hiawatha, Highland, Larned, 
McPherson, Manhattan, Marion, Pittsburg, Salina, 
Wamego, Wichita, Winfield ; ( 2 )  Dodge City, Great 
Bend, Hutchinson, Junction City, Lyons, Newton. 

Oklahoma : ( 1 )  Guthrie, Miami, Oklahoma City ; ( 2 )  
Clinton, Granite, Shawnee. 

Texas' : ( 1 )  Denison, Ft. Worth ; ( 2 )  Wichita Falls. 
Wyom'ing :  ( 1 )  Cheyenne ; ( 2 )  Douglas, Laramie, 

Lusk, Sundance, Torrington, \¥heatland. 
Colorado : ( 1 )  Boulder, Canon City, Colorado Springs, 

Schoolroom Ventilation 

THAT a well-designed but simple arrangement of 
window ventilation is  the most promising method 

for cl assroom yentilation is the striking conclusion 
reached by the New York State Commission on Ven
tilation. 

The commission made a careful experimental study 
of the effects of atmospheriC conditions on health and 
efficiency, carried on in a specially constructed chamber 
in the College of the City of New York, and conducted 
a practical survey of the ventil ating systems in use 
in the schools of Springfield, Mass., New York City, 
Minneapolis and other cities. 

The commission found that, while window ventilated 
rooms ha,'e less complete ail' change than fan ventilated 
rooms, this reduced flushing was not objectionable. It 
was found sufficient to suppress the accumulation of 
odors and i t  pennitted the maintenance of a cooler air 
condition, which the physiological and psychological 
experiments of the commission had shown was more 

favorable for comfort, health and effi
ciency. Furthermore, window ventilation 
did not tend to produce that uniformity 
of air currents  and temperature charac
teristic of fan ventilated rooms which was 
found to exert a definitely harmful effect 
on health by promoting susceptibility to 
disease and affections of the air passages. 

In schoolroom ventilation the commis
sion emphasizes the need of careful tem
perature control, the temperature not to 
exceed 70 degrees, the use of window re
flectors to prevent drafts, and adequate 
gravity exhaust ducts not less than eight 
square feet in diameter. The use of suc
tion fans in the exhaust ducts was found 
to militate against the success of the 
system. The commission found that in the 
average classroom the most agreeable tem
perature was 67 degrees. 

While well-devised and controlled sys
tems of fan ventilation with windows 
closed were found capable of producing 
excellent results, certain characteristics 
inherent in this method made them defi
nitely inferior to a good system of win
dow ventilation. Where used, however, 
the commission found it necessary not 
only to have adequate provision of fan 
motor, duct and register elluipment, but 
also to  control mechanically and individu
ally the temperature and volume of ail' 
supply in each room. - A bstract from 
SchOOl and Society for January 27, 1923. 

Fighting the Corn Borer 

Iowa :  ( 1 )  Charles City, Clarksville, 
Clinton, Council Bluffs, Des :Moines, Iowa 
City, Keokuk, Lake Mills, Lyons, Marbll' 
Rock, Marion, Mason City, Mt. Pleasant, 
Sioux City, Tama, Ventura ; ( 2 )  Akron, 
Chatsworth, Davis City, Hawarden, La 
Porte City, Little Sioux, Missouri Valle�' , 
Mondamin, Northwood, Onowa, Salix, 
Sloan, Westfield, Whiting. Driving through the camping area at Overland Park, Denver 

MORg than 1,000,000 individuals of an 
1 important paraSite of the European 
corn boi'er, Habrobracon brericornis Wes
mael , have been successfully reared and 
liberated in the densely infested area in ilfissotlri : Brookfield, Hannibal, Kansas 

City, St . .  Toseph, St. Louis ; ( 2 )  Bloomfield, Brecken
ridge, Cameron, Carthage, DeSoto, Farmington, LaClede, 
Macon, Osborn, Poplar Bluff, Sikeston. 

A.rkansas :  ( 1 )  Marion. 
Louisiana : ( 1 )  Shreveport. 
North Dakota : No camps reported within circle 

limits. 
South Dakota : ( 1 )  Deadwood, Mitchell, Rapid City, 

Spearfi"h, Sturgis ; ( 2 )  Aherdeen, Alexandria, Bridge
water, Canton, Chamberlin, Cottonwood, Custer, Emery, 

Denver, Florence, Ft. Collins, Greeley, Longmont, 
Platteville, Pueblo, TIocky Ford ; ( 2 )  Berthoud, Blanca, 
Buena Vista, Burlington, Cripple Creek, Del Norte, 
Holly, Lamar, Las Animas, Leadville, Limon, Loveland, 
Olney Springs, Salida, Sheri dan Lake, Sterling, Trini
dad, Victor, Wellington, Westcliffe, Wetmore. 

New ilfexico : ( 1 )  Las Vegas, Raton. 
Thus the automobile tourist is  assllred of camping 

space along his route through the central states, and, 
ulti!11ately, in all states. 

New I�ngland. It was believed by entomologists of the 
United States Department of Agriculture that it might 
be worth while to attempt to introduce it  into the 
badly infe;;ted areas of southern Ontario. Following a 
suggestion to this effect made to the Dominion ento- , 
mologist, authorization was recently given by the Cana
dian government for an assi stant for this purpose. This 
entomologist recently visited the laboratory at Arling
ton, Mass., to receive instruction in the technique neces;
sary for handling the parasite. 
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��A Small Private Laboratory" 
Some General Impressions Gathered During a Visit to the Riverbank Laboratories 

By A ustin C. Lescarboura, Mem. A.I.E.E. 

HUNDRED AND FIFTY acres of 
rolling coun try overlo()king the picturesque 
Fox River and dotted with various kinds 
and sizes of buildings ; over one hundred 
eon tented men working wi th the zeal of the 
true scientist engaged in the work which 

lies closest to his heart ; a vast array of all m anner of 
scientific equipment in the hands of skilled technicians ; 
a quiet, cheerful, healthful a tmosphere conducive to 
creative activities ; and last, hut by no means least, 
time, time, and stilI more time that is so necessary in 
evolving answers to scientific prohlems which have long 
haflled an a l together too busy worl d-th at, . in brief, 
sums up the hroad i mpresRion of how a rt'markable 
man has reali zed a remarka ble idea. 

The locale of this story i s  that stretch of country 
hetween Batavia and Gent'va in the State of Illinois, 
some forty miles out of Chicago. The remarkable man 
i f'  Colonel George Fabyan. His remarkable i dea, in 
fully materia lbled form, is  known as the Rivt'rbank 
Laboratori es.  And the reason why you h ave not heard 
of these things until now i s  due to the extreme modesty 
of Colonel Fahyan , who h a s  al ways made it a point to 
do things rn ther than to talk ahout them. 

Where U tility and Architecture Meet 
On a rrivin g at the Riverhank Laboratories, one i s  

suddenly confron ted b y  a group of odd bui ldings. In
deed, the immediate i mpression is that one is about to 
enga ge i n  a hrand new kind of experience, and subse
quent developments confirm that first i mpression. The 
buildings h a ve apparen tly b een constructed with hut 
one thought in mind, namely, m a x i mum uti l i ty. Con
ventional architecture h a s  
heen cast asi de. Particularly 

the wind friction. Off-hand, even the most thought
ful among us would probably dismiss this wind friction 
poSf'ibility as being quite i nsignificant and not worth 
rhe hother of experimen tation. But not so with Colonel 
Fabyan, who, although not a technicirlll himsel f, has 
the ha ppy faeulty of looking for probab l e  scientific 
developments in odd corners where none are believed 
to be possihle. 

So the Colonel turned his staff on the pulley prob
lem some time ago ; and already the experimentation 
has proved most promising. The author was shown an 
alternating current motor suspended on ball bearings, 
the axi s of suspension being coincidental with the axis 
of the motor, while the motor itself was counterbalanced 
so as to rem ain in any position to which it was 
rotated on its bearings. A spring dynamometer ' was 
connected with the motor shaft ; and the speed of the 
driYen pulley was obtained by means of a speed indi
cator. 'The amount of mech ani cal energy consumed 
was estim ated with great care. The wooden 11ulley 
was then closed at its open ends so as to cover the 
spokes or web, and the tests were repeated.  Measure
ments indicated th a t  considerably less power was re
quired to dl'ive a pulley, and the operation was appre
ciably less noi sy. 

T h i s  demonstration has established the surpri sing 
fact that considerahle power is now going to waste in 
lIlany of our large shops 
where power shafting and 
transmi ssion pulleys are 
still  used i nstead of indi
Yi dual motor drive. One 
pulley alone may show but 

as rega rds one of the buil d
ings, the bizarre feature con
sists of a step-like effect due 
to .each successive floor being 
('onsi derably sm aller than the 
floor helow it.  In thi s manner 
the secon d floor is surrounded 
hy a ·  concrete terrace whi ch 
i s ,  in reality, the roof of a 
goodly portion of the ground 
floor, while the third floor is 
su rrounded by a similar ter
race which is the roof of the 
secon d floor, and so on. The 
general effect is not unl i ke the 
towering structures erected by 
ch i l dren with thei r square 
wooden bl ocks. 

SOME time ago we rec

,

eived a letter from one 
George Fab}}an of Chicago, which read in 
part as follows : "I have a small private lab� 

orator}} which is maintained b}} me for the purpose 
of investigat ing that which interes ts me. It is not  
a commercial laborator}} and . ham not  interes ted in 
securing pub licit}}· either for m}}seit or the labora� 
tory. There are, however, .Ieveral experiments 
which would undoub tedl}} be of interes t to the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
and the public . "  ' . 

Well, We have visited the "small private laborator}}, "  otherwise known 
as the Riverbank Laboratories . It proved a surprise part}}. In the accom
pan}}ing article, our Managing Editor lells what he saW during his visit to 
Riverbank. A nd having estab lished this acquaintance w ith the Riverbank 
Laboratories , TVe shall tell }}OU in future Issues of some of the interes ting 

.s tudies noW being conductcd b:y that ins titution, in greater detail.-THE 
EDITOR. The Colonel knew what he 

was about when he planned 
huil dings of t b i s terraced 
type. In the first place, the . 
various floors h a ve conveni ent terraces whIch may be 

I'eached hy doors. Then, when it is in order to provide 

additional floor space on any floor, i t  i s  only necessary 

to buil d the n ecessary outside walls,  as well as a con

crete slab for the additional roofing, an d the job i s  

completed. Thu s  a laboratory buil ding o f  thi s  type 

keeps np with developments in much the same m anner 

as the sectional bookcase i dea. 
Other Ri verbtlllk huildings are constructed with wings 

and towers and other irregularities, always with the 

paramount purpose of provi ding the ma ximum utility. 

The author does not h appen to have a complete list  

of huil dings, but i t  i s  certai n  that there are at least a 

dozen ma jor l ahora tory huildings, together with bunga

lows and barns and garages and tool houses sprea d 

out over the va s t  tract of l and. 
So much for the buil dings, externally speaking. Upon 

enterin g the first of these huildings, we a re amazed 

at the �'ast array of equipment . Here i s  a mechani cal 

laboratory equipped with l athes, drill presses, automatic 

saws, strength-testing mach inery, f m d  so on . 'Ve are 

('(mdueted to a corner of a l a rge room , where a curiously 

mounted electric motor, driving a countershaft hy means 

01' a leather belt and wooden pulleys, and surrounded 

hv deli cate testin g  d evices, di scloses a mechanical prob
l�m on the scien

'
tiflc operating table. 

The problem proves to be n test on the relative wind 
friction resistance of open wooden pulleys with their 
spokes or webs exposed, and the same pulleys with 
di sks th at cover the spokes or wehs an d thus reduce 

It small loss, hut when this  loss is multiplied lllany times 
in a large pl ant, it hecomes appreci able especi a l ly dur
ing these times of high fuel costs. 

Delving Into the Mysteries of Sound 
Other experiments are being conducted in the me

chanical lahoratory, for it is obvious that lIlechanics 
figure l a rgel y in any prohlem that is being' i nvest i gated, 
not to forget the m a ('hine shop work connected with 
general experi mentation. 

Leaving the meeh anical  laboratory, we pass on to 
the soun d testing buil ding, whieh i s  known as the \Val
l ace Clem ent Sa bine Laboratory of Acoustics.  It ap
pears that thi s bea utiful lahoratory wa� hui l t  for the 
resea rches of the late Professor Wallace C. Sabine of 
Harvard Uni versity by Colonel Fahyan, h i s  friend. 
This l abora tory is a three-story structure of b rick and 
concrete, containing a building within a huilding, as 
depi cted hy Out' staff a rtist in the drawing on the facing 
page. 

It  was Professor S ahine' s wish to produce a huilding 
in which all sound from one portion can be completely 
exdurled from another portion,  excepting as it  passes 
th rough a wall who'se translllission i s  being studied. It 
was no simple m atter to obtain this special  condition, 
for sound i s  an elusive thing which escapes from one 
confined place to another hy val'ious suhtle means. But 
by the appl ication of great skill and ingenious care 
tbe prohlem was finally solved to the compl ete sati sfac
t i on of everyone hy Mr. B. E. Eisenhour of the River-

bunk Laboratories staff, Imcketl up by the keen personal 
interest of Colonel lrabyan. 

The acoustic l aboratory consi sts of two entirely seJr 
arate structures under a single roof. It will be no ted 
by referring to the accompanying drawing tha t  the 
inner room or sound chamber i s  completely insul ated 
from the outer so far as sound transmission is con
(-erned, having i ts own walls and its own foundations. 
The sound chamber, whieh i s  below the level of the 
ground, i s  entered th rough steel doors as well a:,;  a 
heavy sound-proof door not unlike that of a huge refrig
erator. 'rile sound chamber presents a spectacle of 
utter nakedness, due to its  huge size and height, with 
plain floor and wal l s  and ceil ing. Yet there are a few 
fu rnishings in the room which a re all but lost because 
of the spaciousness. These add still more mystery to 
an already mystic atm osphere. In one corner there is 
a battery of organ pipes ranging from the little fellows 
with high pitched notes, down to the huge stack-like 
ones which roar their low notes unti l  everything seems 
to quake with fear. Diagonally opposite, there i s  a 
queer cahinet with h inged doors forming the sloping 
top, said top h aving a hole through which protrude..'\ 
the hea d of any person who sits in the chair wi thin 
t he cabinet. In the center of the room, some distance 
above the floor, there is a pair of steel retiectot'S which 
turns slowly on the vertical axis an d serves ' to change 

the interference system and 
give a uniform distribution 
of sound intensity through
out the room. 

What manner of room is 
thi s ?  It i s  almost impos
sible to talk in this cham
ber, since after the third 
word i s  sJXlken the air is 
surcharged with the per
sisten t echoes of the first 
two words, so that one i s  
soon hopelessly swamped 
by what has already been 
said, To speak still louder 
does not help m atters, be
cause a moment later the 

louder echoes come back and tend to drown out still 
more effectively what is to follow. It now dawns on 
one that the best procedure i s  to talk in a very low 
tone, and to wait after every fe w words in order to gi ve 
the ech oes a chance to exhaust them selves. 

The tl'11th of the matter is  that this sound ch amber 
is highly sound tight. It requi res ahout twelve sec· 
onds for a gi ven sound of medium pitch to he ahsorbed 
hy the four walls, ceiling and floor. 'Vith the soun d 
absorption qual ities of the room known and constant, 
it becomes possible to test the sound ahsorption qua li
t ies of various m aterials and structures. 

Now on three walls, some di stance above the floor, 
there are doors of steel which cover the test panels.  
These test panels may be built up of any material or 
type of construction to be tried out for sound absorp
tion and sound conducti on.  'Vhen a panel is ready for 
test, its steel door is swung out of the wa y to expose 
the panel to the sound waves. The observer sits in the 
cabinet with just h i s  head protru ding, because it h a s  
been foun d tbat clothing has a ma rked effect o n  the 
absorption of sound waves. W i t h i n  the cabin, the 
observer h a s  a board with numerous pegs arranged i n  
order correspon ding to that of t h e  orgnn pipes. Thus 
the observer can connect a switching device with any 
desi red pille. The switching device consists of a button 
which is pressed to start the organ pipe, and which 
starts a stoJrwatch movement the moment the button 
is relea sed to stop the organ blast. The observer 
l i stens carefull .v until the organ note h a s  just become 
inaudible, and again presses the hutton, this time stop
ping the watch and obtaining a reading in secon ds and 
fraetions of seconds. Obviously, this reading indicates 
what effect the test panel has had on the sound absorp
t ion qualities of the sound chamber, and makes possible 
t he compilation of inva luable scientific data covering 
the sound ab sorption cbara cteristics of yarious mate
rials and types of constructi on.  

So much for the soun d ahsorpti on exper i m ents. The 
same a rrangement is also employed for sound trans
mission expf'riments, so as to evolve better partitions 
for our apartments and homes and office buildings. It 

( Continu.ed on page 201 ) 
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'l'HE outstanding feature of the Riverbank Laboratories is outer buildings, and felt insulation is employed wherever outer structures. For the purpose of simplicity, this view does that his clothing will not interfere with the accuracy of the 
the Wallace Clement Sabine Laboratory of Acoustics. oon- the walls come close together to form a connecting doorway. not show the test chambers which are in 1)1e three wings of readings. Steel reflectors, turning slowly and silently, give 

structed in 1918 for the late Professor Sabine of Harvard Sounds produood in the inner or sound chamber can be tested the building. During tests of the sound reflection and sound a uniform distribution of sound intensity throughout th� 
University, and in which Professor Sabine's original program with the utmost precision, and exact data obtained. transmission properties of materials. the observer sits in the room . The method consists of measuring the duration of the 
of . experimentation with- sound waves is being carried on. In- the first view we have a photograph of the beautiful cabinet in one cornel' of the sound chamber. Any pipe of sound after the source has ceased in the sOl!nd chamber, 
ThIS. attractive three-story building, of concrete and brick, laboratory building and its memorial tower. The three wings, the organ, which has 73 pipes, giving all th.e tones of the and also in one of the test chambel's. the two beIng separated 
conSIsts of two entirely separate structures under a single two of which show in this view, serve to house the test cha�- musical scale from C, 64 vibrations per second. to C ,  4096 by the test panel being tested. 
roof. The inner room or sound chamber is  completely in- bel's as indicated in the third view or plan of the ground vibrations per second, can be sounded from the observer's The third view shows the plan of the laboratory • . while �he 
sulated from the outer so far as sound transmi ssion i s  con- floor and sound chamber. cabinet by means of a switchboard 'arrangement. The ob- fourth gives the mechanical details of the sound InsulatlOn 
eerned. Separate foundations are used for the inner and The second view shows the construction of the inner and server sits in the cabinet with just his head exposed in order between the electrically-driven bellows and the organ. 

WHERE SOUND WAVES ARE PUT ON THE OPERATING TABLE : SOME DErA ILS OF THE WALLACE CLEMENT SABINE LABORATORY OF ACOUSTICS AT RIVERBANK 
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Instead o f  weaving t h e  cords into a loose fabric b y  means o f  a 
widely spaced weft thread and then buttering rubber over the 
whole, the cords are soaked in rubber milk a!ld dried while in 
a position of perfect parallelism. The cords and the rubber 
become an integral mass, and separation of the two. which is 
the usual cause of a tire's downfall, cannot occur while the 

stresses are perfectly distributed over all of the cords 

A contrast between the old and the new methods of 
making cord tires 

process of 
making rubber, 
wholly differ
ent from that 
at present used 
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Sprayed Rubber 
A New Hopkinson Process of Making Rubber which May 

Revolutionize the Rubber Industry 
By A. C. Ingalls 

latex and hel d it in' the smoke of a sl l l all open fire 
until the milk coagulated. How the Indi an of the 
Amazonas makes it  still, but how the bulk of the 
rubber-growing industry has within recent years shifted 
to Malaysia, is an interesting story which has to be 
told, briefly, in order to prepare a background and to 
make more evident the contrasts with the new spraying " process that has just been put on a practical working 
basis in the rubber world. 

Rubber comes from the juice of several varieties of 
trees, but for practical purposes it will do to say that 
Hevea braziliensis -is the tree that furnishes what we 
know as real rubber. There are several other vegetable 
sources of rubber, or near-rubber, such as the unrelated 
African bush that produces a rubber called by the trade 
"balata," and which is  somewhat inferior. Hevea bra
zi liensis grows wild in the tropics, especially in Brazil, 
but it has also been very successfully put under inten-

particular lot of biscuits and as the impurities may run 
from " jeuyes :md dead bark to sand and gravel, every 
separate ; lot of biscuits has to be treated differently 
before it enters the finished product, such as the tire 
you buy. Formerly the Indian found it easy to incor
porate a few stones \vith the biscuit, adding to its 
weight without adding to the work. But the buyer 
has learned to cut each biscuit along an axis chosen 
by chance and the Indian has learned that the knife is 
too apt to meeC with his  padding of rock. 

Plantation rubber could be grown in Brazil, provided 
the white man would be willing to die with fevers and 
provided the native could be prevailed upon to work 
after he had earned enough to buy him the few things 
he wants from civilization. But it is  healthier for the 
white man in the Far East, and the native supply of 
labor, none too energetic, can be eked out by the 
Chinese who are found all over Malaysia and who are 

very intelligent and indus
trious. Moreover, rubber 
can be grown more cheaply 
in Malaysia than Brazil. 

It may come as a surprise 
to some who well remember 
the geography lessons of 
their schooldays that nearly 
all of the world's rubber 
comes today not from Bra
zil, but from the Far East. 
The Amazonian continues to 
produce at about the same 
old rate, but the automobile 
tire industry has called for 
greater expansion than he 
could accomplish. The Far 
Jjjast rubber is  all grown on 
plantations in the Federated 
Malay States, Straits Set
tlements, Ceylon, Sumatra, 
.Java, Borneo and Indo
China. 

"""'===::::..1 in the rubber 
industry, much less expen
sive, altogether faster yet 
simpler, threatens radically 
to ch ange the entire process 
of rubher manufacture. It 
i s  a dream of rubber chem
ists and physiCists c o m  e 
true. It represents years of 
research and grasping "for 
a wholly new method of con
verting the solid content of 
the rubber milk into chem
ically as well as physically 
pure rubber in such a prac
tical, workable manner that 
the difficulties involved in 
the process at present used 
shall be done away with. 
That method has been dis
covered. It has been tried 
and found not wanting. Not 
only that, but it makes bet
ter rubber than the older 
process-a stronger grade 
that is  more e n d  u r i  n g 

The rubber latex is received from Sumatra in a tankship. is pumped into a ta..nkcar and conveyed to the spraying unit. It 
is pumped into a reserve tank in the upper room of the concrete structure and is sprayed through an opening in the floor 
into the chamber beneath, where it meets with ail' heated to 500 degrees Fahrenheit. This dries the rubber milk instantly 
and it falls to the floor of the large empty chamber formed by the tapering portion of the peculiar structure in the form of 
rubber flakes. In the shed portion of the unit the accumulated rubber is weighed and baled. Such a unit can turn out 600 

The rubber of Malaysia is  
treated by the coagulation 
process. This process has 
nothing in common with the 
process of the Indian and 
his smoky fire. Neither is  a 
large proportion of our rub-

pounds of sprayed rubber per hour and requires a crew of only four men to operate it 

The spraying unit of the new Hopkinson process of converting rubber milk as received in tankships 
, directly into rubber ( Continued on page 205 ) 

against age tmd more resistent to abrasion and wear. 
The- new process is  so utterly simple, and so little 

involved with technical an d cryptic lore that one won
ders why it wa" not thought of long before. But hind
sight is ea sier than foresigh t ; while the greatness of 
simplicity is  fundamental. 

In making rubber by the Hopkinson process the snow
white rubber milk, known to the trade as latex, arrives 
at the factory in tanks and is  atomized by a simple 
centrifugal device. Falling to the floor through a 
superheated atmosphere the spray is dried instantly, 
making a miniature blizzard of filmy flakes and build
ing up a drift of uniform textured, uncontaminated, 
crea m colored, spongy rubber resembling baker's 
dough. 

Ruhber is made in three ways. The milky "juice of 
the tree i s  coagulated on the paddle of the Amazon 
Indian. Or it is coagulated on the plantations in pans 
by the addition of acetic acid and made into solid 
rubber by several stages, requiring the use of heavy 
rollers and several cleansing processes. Thirdly, it  i s  
made b y  the new latex spraying process. This process 
is fully controlled by patents owned by a prominent 
rubber manufacturing concern, but these patent rights 
probably will be leased to all other rubber makers who 
wish to use them. 

Annually in the world about 225,000,000 gallons of 
rubber latex or rubber milk is made up into about 
250,000 tons of rubber. Approximately ten per cent of 
this product comes from Brazil. '.rhe rest comes from 
the IraI' East. When we think of the source of the 
world's rubber supply we are quite apt to think of the 
damp, sodden silvas of central Brazil.  It is here that 
our schoolbooks told us rubber was produced by the 
native Indian who clipped his paddle into the white 

sive cultivation in the Far East. Scattered through 
the interminable and shadowy forests of the vast 
Amazon basin are found the millions of wild trees 
which are scarified by the forest Indian, permitting the 
juice to ooze out. This juice is not the sap of the tree, 
for it has its sap in addition. Rather it is  a white 
exudation from th e inner bark or bast, and is  of 
about, the consistency of country milk or city cream. 
It is not sticky. No one tree gives more than a quart 
or two of latex, although many of the trees are large, 
and it may with truth be said that the 225,000,000 
gallons of latex gathered annually, including the part 
contributed by Brazil and Malaysia, is al l  collected, in 
the last analysis, b�' spoonfuls. 

Having gathered a container of rubber milk, the 
Amazon Indian builds a small fire, using for this pur
pose the native urucuri nuts. When burned, these nuts 
give off the astringent fumes needed quickly to coagu
late the latex. Into the milky juice the native dips 
his canoe paddle and holds it in the smoke of the 
smouldering nuts, turning it  continually as the thin 
coating of latex dries into rubber. This process re
quires the driving off of about 60 per cent of the latex 
in the form of water vapor. Again and again the 
paddle is  dipped and smoked until finally a ball or 
"biscuit" about the size and shape of a large oval 
hornet's nest has been built up. The paddle is  then 
removed from the center of the mass. Thus made, the 
biscuits are bought up from the natives by compradores 
who make their way into the wilderness to dicker with 
the Indian. 

Rubber made in the above manner is  nearly black, 
owing to the smoking it  gets. It usually contains 
other i mpurities in quite appreciable and annoying 
quantities, and as these quantities vary with each 

From the reserve tan� at the left the latex is run by means of 
a hose through an opening in the floor at the bottom of a 
conical depression shown in the illustration. Here it meets an 
aluminum disc revolving at 4000 R. P. M. in the drying cham
ber below and is whirled into thin spray in hot air from the 
brick furnace shown in the background. A spare motor and 
spraying disc hang in readiness from a hoist. The dials are 
those of thermographs for controlling the heat of the air for 

drying 

Interior of upper portion of the spraying unit, show
ing the spraying and air-heatin g apparatus 
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New type of lake and coastwise vessel of 2600 tons. designed to pass through the State Barge Canal 

Sea-Going Ships for the State .Barge Canal 
Special Type of Barge Designed for Combined Lake, Canal, and Ocean Traffic 

the war we i.l1ustrated a new type 
vessel, combining the qualities of a 

barge with those of an ocean-going ship. 
designed by Mr. McDougall, a veteran of 
lake transportation, which was intended 
to carry freight through the Great Lakes 

and the State Barge Canal to the Atlantic SeaboaTd, 
and thence to such coastwise or foreign ports as might 
he desired. Th,is first experimental ship was taken up 
by the Government and gave good service during the 
war. With the experience gained with this experi
mental vessel, Henry Penton of Cleveland, in collab
oration with A. Miller McDougall, designed two im
proved ships of the same type, which are now being 
built at Detroit. These vessels are designed for 
operation through the Great Lakes and 'Weiland Canal, 
and the Kew York State Barge Canal via Oswego and 
the Hudson River. to New York and points along the 
coast. They are of full 'Velland Canal dimensions, 
with a length of 258 feet and a beam of 42 feet and a 
depth of 19 feet, and they are being built to meet the 
re(]uirements of the highest class of the American 
Bureau of Shipping for Great Lakes and coastwise 
trade. Their sel'vice will cover the trade to the 'Vest 
Indies, the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean. When 
using the State Barge Canal, the ships will be loaded 
to a draft corresponding to a deadweight capncity of 
about 2000 tons, and at 
sea the capacity will be 
about 2600 tons, The 
ships have a full-length, 
d o  u b i  e bottom, with 
stowage for fuel oil and 
water ballast. 

trically heated ; even the whistle is operated by a motor 
instead of by steam or compressed air. 

Refrigerated space is provided in two holds for about 
600 tons of perishable cargo ; the refrigerating machine, 
being in multiple. to facilitate control of temperatures 
as well as a measure of precaution against failure. A 
duplicate s�'stem of fans and ducts circulates air 
through chambers containing coils of pipe, through 
which brine at a very low temperature is pumped, the 
chilled air being thence driven into and through the 
refrigerator holds. Perishable cargo, such as dairy 
products, for example, can thus be maintained at 
proper temperatures at all times and delivered at des
tination in perfect condition. The advantages of this 
arrangement, as compared with rail shipments with 
slow movement and fr�lUent delays, will be apparent. 

Commodious quarters are provided for the CI'ew. The 
master. mates and deck crew are berthed forward, and 
the engineers, oilers and stewards aft, with baths and 
toilets for all. There is a three-berth hospital ; and a 
fresh water supply has been installed in conjunction 
with the officials of the Public Health Service. As a 
safeguard against contamination, the supplies for 
drinking and cooking are drawn only from certified 
sources and they are entirely separate from the ablu
tionary supply. 

The clearance hetween the surface of the canal and 
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for lake service is by no means an ideal ship for deep 
sea work, we have always believed that it would be 
possible to build a special type, which, structurally, 
would have the necessary strength for both services 
and at the same time would operate under no serious 
economic handicaps, either in tbe lakes or on the ocean. 

Are Bees Color Blind ? 

WHAT effect Ims color on bees and are these 
industrious insects able to distinguish between 

various colol's '! This question has been investigated 
a number of times. The importance of the problem 
lIlay not be evident at first glance, but it is possible 
that the ability of the bee to distinguish between dif
ferent colors may have a significant bearing on the 
attraction that flowers have for it. This again may 
influence on the prod'uction of honey in a particular 
apiary, for unless the flowers were of the proper colors, 
the bees would not seek them out and gather the honey 
contained in them. 

The bees were allowed to become accustomed to a 
certain color in such a manner that it indicated to 
them the food kept in small cups, which were arranged 
on paper of definite colors. Gray papers of different 
degrees of brightness, which must exert the same 
stimulus on the color-blind eye as colored papers, were 
used in the experiments for comparative purposes. In 

order to exclude the 
s e n  s e of smell, the 
p a p  e r s were changed 
frequently or they were 
c o  v e l'  e d with glass 
plates. Furthermore, in 
order that the sense of 
location should not be 
allowed to influence the 
bee in conducting him 
to the place where the 
food was stored, the po
sition of the papers was , 
changed from time to 

�'8-'T<H �� L .. -..... L..J,.......J 
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time. In the experi
ments colored papers, 
dyed with pigment ' col
ors, c o l o r s  extending 
over qui te a range of 
wave lengths, were used . 
In order to avoid errors, 

DFtK PL A N  
which might possibly re
sult in the experiments, 

The ' vessels will be 
propelleq by the electric 
drive, and the unusual 
feature is the system of 
control of propulsion 
units. The gas engine 
will operate generators, 
whose current will be 
carried to electric mo
tors, one on each shaft, 
which will be controlled 
entirely from the Pilot 
I-louse, both as to speed 
and direction, by means 
of controllers under the 
hand of the officer on 
watch on the bridge. 
The main engines will 
run continuously in one 
direction at one speed. 

Inboard profile and deck plan. Length 258 feet ; beam 42 feet ; depth 19 feet. Deadweight capacity at Canal 
draft, 2000 tons at full sea draft. Masts and smokestacks can be lowered in the Canal 

monochromatic I i g h t 
was used. 

This was done by 

They will not be reversed or man<:euvered ; in fact the 
engine room force takes no part in the handling of the 
ship, Thi s arrangement gives extreme flexibility as 
well as centralization of control. There is the added 
advantage of the elimination of the racing of the pro
pellers in heavy water. 

The propelling machinery is of the Diesel-electric 
type, in which two six-cylinder engines are coupled to 
electric generators as described above. In addition to 
supplying the main propeller motors, the generator also 
supplies current for the auxiliary machinery, such as 
pumps, windlasses, capstans" steering gear, refrigerat
ing machinery. fans, lighting, etc. The living quarters 
are heated electrically ; the galley range is of the electric 
type ; the water for bath and other purposes is elec-

the underside of the lowest bridge structure throughout 
the canal is only 15 feet 6 inches-a fact which ac
counts for the absence of permanent masts and deck 
super-structures on these two vessels. The two masts 
shown are hinged at the deck and can be quickly 
lowered. The smokestack and 'ventilators also, are 
hinged and can be similarily lowered when passing 
under bridges. 

Conservative shipping men, discussing the possibility 
of using ships of the Great Lakes for deep sea service, 
have declared that the thing cannot be done, for the 
reason that dimenSions, proportions and scantling that 
are suitable for service on the lakes, produce a ship 
which is not suited for coastwi se and trans-ocean 
service. Although we agree that a ship built especially 

casting a mercury spec
trum on the paper, from which all, the colors with the 
exception of a single one were screened off. The posi
tion of the same on the experimental table was re
peatedly changed. The bees were allowed to become 
accustomed to this one color. Then the entire spectrum 
was thrO\vn on the paper and the bees were permitted 
to discover therefrom the particular color which they 
had been originally broken in to. 

n was found that the bees were able to distinguish 
easily and clearly violet up to blue and from green to 
yellow. Ultra-violet was also di stinguished. The con
clusion was reached that bees were able to recognize 
the colors in quite a wide range of the spectrum. In 
a recent issue we dealt with the color-blind aspects of 
several animals. 
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Our Point of View 
Politics in Engineering 

WAYS it is a source of relief to engineers 
when the practice of their calling is un
hampered by the politician. Engineering is 
so serious and exact a profession that its 

membel·.s have no time, and less inclination, for that 
grotesque and unstable thing which we call politics. 
The study of phYSics anq. mathematics at college, fol
lowed by the construction of bridges, earth-works, 
power-plants and machinery in its multiplied forms, 
serves to cultivate in the quaiified engineer a perfect 
passion for cold facts, close reasoning, and straight
forward procedure. The ethics of his profeSSion, and 
its practice, beget in him a wholesome distaste for the 
shams and uncertainties of a pOlitical life. So far as 
the politician is concerned, the engineer asks only to be 
let alone, so that he may put the very best of his knowl
edge and experiences into the prosecution of his work. 

Hence it is that the recent removal of Mr. Arthur P. 
Davis from the position of Director of the United States 
Reclamation Service has produced positive consterna
tion among the members of the engineering profession ; 
for Mr. Davis is an engineer of high standing, who 
for an unbroken period of forty years has proved 
himself to be an accepted and highly capable servant 
of the Government_ Step by step his knowledge and 
abilities had raised him to the position of the executive 
of one of the most important governmental engineering 
enterpri ses in the United States. He was removed 
peremptorily. No adequate explanation has been · given 
for the change, nor has he been afforded an opportunity 
for defense. His removal takes on a strong color of 
partisan politics. Not only is the unseemly precipi
tation with which this distinguished and well-proven 
servant of the public has been dismissed a matter of 
profound discouragement to the engineers of the coun
try, but the reason which is given for the change is 
even more so_ 

The Secretary of the Interior gives as an explanation 
-if it can be called an explanation-that he wishes to 
place this great public work in charge of a business 
man rather than of an engineer ; and without showing 
wherein engineering control has failed, he merely abol
ishes the office of Director, and creates in its place the 
office of Commissioner. This is mere quibble. Our lead
ing engineers have ever been distinguished by great 
business and administrative ability. But so it comes 
about that one of the most distinguished and successful 
of the world'R engineers in great works of reclamation 
gives way to a country banker who, we understand, has 
also been a Governor of Idaho. The whole affair is at 
once discreditable and discouraging ; discredi table, be
cause it betrays a great luck of courtesy, and discourag
ing, because it is a conspicuoul' instance of a movement 
to tram;fer the control of engineering works from practi
cal engineers and place it in the hands of the politicians. 
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has always contended that 
the interests of the country can best be served by plac
ing engineering works under the control of engineers 
and removing them, as far as possible, from the buneful 
influence of the politicians ; for these have almost in
varia1:1ly looked upon the responsible positions in such 
work as so many plums to be given to faithful followers 
of the party. 

The attitude of the average politician to the engineer, 
and to all technical men for that matter, is one of con
tempt fOl' the expert. This spirit is more often than 
not all expression of jealousy and dislike of the man 
who does not know for the man who does know. Resi
dents of New York will not soon forget the contemptu
GUS references of our distinguished Mayor to "those 
experts" ; and although such an attitude has no part, 
surely, in the motives which prompted the elimination 
of Mr. Davis, the Secretary of the Interior cannot 
blame the intelligent element among the American 
people if they believe that this automatic elimination 
of an able executive from a great public work has been 
prompted by political motives of the most pronounced 
kind. 

A World Timber Famine 
A recent letter to the President of the Cham
ber of Commerce of the United States, the 
President of the American Tree Association, 
Mr. C. L. Pack, draws attention to the warn

ing of a world timber famine, which is given in the 
annual report of the British Forestry Commission. 
General Lovat, Chairman of this committee, is coming 
to the United States and Canada to ascertain what 
future timber supplies Great Britain may expect from 
North America. In his letter to the United States 
Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Pack states that the threat 
of a timber famine affects not alone the British Isles 
but the whole world. "The British forestry report states 
that there exists a widespread apprehension of a timber 
famine in the United Kingdom at no distant date. The 
demand for timber is constantly increasing and the 
virgin forests are being worked out far more rapidly 
than was expected. Hence, the committee wishes to 
ascertain what reserves of coniferous timber are avail
able for import and how long they are likely to last. 

It is evident that the question of the United States 
timber supply is a serious one not only for us but for 
Europe. In a recent article on "American Individual
ism and European Recovery," it was stated that during 
the years 1913 to 1 923 the ton-miles of service in the 
transportation industry increased from 166,000 per 
worker to 240,000. To keep industry going, it is esti
mated that 5,000,000 trees are cut down every year, 
merely to provide the poles to carry the wires over which 
pass the messages of industry ; and that 200,000,000 
cubic feet of wood are consumed every year in min
ing and quarrying. These two items represent vast 
quantities, but they cover only a part of the field. We 
must add to them the enormous demands of the rail
roads for ties and structural material, and of the 
building trades for the construction of homes and fac
tories. Ailother terrible source of loss, which annually 
cuts deeply into our forest reserves, is fire, which 
during a recent five-year period was responsible for the 
wiping out of no less than 56,000,000 acres of forest 
lands. 
, The conditions stated above are sufficient corrobora

tion of .the statement that, unless every possible effort 
in the shape of protective legislation and extensive re
forestation is made, not merely Europe, but the United 
States itself, will ultimately be brought face to face 
with a timber famine. Were the annual consumption 
a constant amount the situation would be serious ; but 
because of the rapid growth of population, particularly 
in the United States, and the equally rapid expansion 
of industry, the consumption of timber shows an annual 
increase. These warnings of the American Tree Asso
ciation are no mere cry of "wolf ; wolf !" The menace 
is only too real, and it approaches at an ever-accelera
ting pace. 

Bombing United States Battleships 
ATTEMPT will be made this summer by the 
Army Air Service to demonstrate that battle
ships can be sunk by bombing machines 
operating as closel3' as possible under war 

conditions. The Navy has turned over to the Army Air 
Service the two pre-dreadnaught battleships "Virginia" 
and "New Jersey," which, it will be remembered, are 
among those whose destruction is called for in the 
Washington Treaty of Limitation. 

Criticism was made of the sinking of the "Ostfries
land" two years ago, on the ground that the vessel was 
stationary and, therefore, presented an ideal target. 
In the present operations, the battleships are to be 
towed ; and although their speed will not approach the 
modern battle line speed of seventeen to twenty-one 
knots, the targets will be towed at several knots' speed 
and the difficulty of registering a hit will be propor
tionately increased. On the other hand, there will be 
no defense by anti-aircraft gun fire. To compensate 
in some measure for this the bombing planes should 
fly at a height of several thousand feet. Special inter-

est will be attached to this experiment because the 
tirst use will be made of a new 4300-pound bomb con
':aining 2000 pounds of T. N. T. So far as we know, 
this is the largest bomb that has ever been constructed. 
The aviators will attempt to drop it alongside the ship 
and set the fuses so that detonation will take place 
fifteen or twenty feet below the surface. If they suc
ceed in doing this, there is no question that a large area 
of the side of these old battleships will be blown in and 
their sinking will be a matter of a few minutes. 

Judging by their power of resistance to these Brob
dingnagian depth charges ( for such they are ) the "Vir
ginia" and "New .Tersey," being ships of earlier design, 
will be easier to put down than was the "Ostfriesland." 
The "Virginia" and "New Jersey" were laid down in 
1 902, or some years before · the dreadnaught period. 
The "Ostfriesland" was not laid down until 1908 and 
great attention was paid to ·her underwater design, 
particularly with a view to preserving her flotation in 
case of injury by torpedo. The test, therefore, will 
be more a test of the skill of the airmen than of the 
resistance of the ships. We are of the opinion that if 
one of these 43OO-ton bombs were detonated ten feet 
from the side of the "Maryland" and twenty-five feet 
below water, even that great ship, in spite of her elab
orate subdivision and the prOvision of gas-expansion 
chambers, would succumb to the attack. 

Dams Versus Droughts 
of our busiest industrial centers is to be 

found along the upper Hudson River, upon 
whose banks are paper mills, power plants 
and various industries, all of which derive 

their power from the flow of the river. Like all streams 
which head in the mountains and elevated up-lands, 
the flow of the Hudson is very variable. During periods 
of high water, the manufacturers see billions of gallons 
of water flowing by to waste ; whereas in the dry sea
son the river becomes so low that many of the mills 
have to be shut down and thousands of employes thrown 
out of work. For nearly fifty years past both the State 
and various private agencies have been conSidering the 
advisability of storing up the flood waters and passing 
them down, gradually, during the dr�' season. Not only 
would such a plan prevent the periodical closing of 
certain factories, but it would result in the saving of 
some 2,000,000 tons of coal a year, which have to be 
burned during periods of low water to keep the 
larger and more important industries and power plants 
going. During the past half century many investiga
tions have been made of this problem, and at last a 
scheme has been drawn up by E. H. Sargent, Engineer 
for the Board of the Hudson River Regulating District, 
a body created by the Legislature of 1921. The plan calls. 
for the construction of sixteen storage reservoirs in the 
upper Hudson River watershed with a combined capacity 
of five hundred and ninety-three billion gallons. The 
execution of the work would take twenty years and its 
total cost would be $30,000,000. Money is to be raised 
by assessing the communities and industries that would 
be benefited, and fifty-year bonds backed by these com
munities and interests are to be issued. The. plants to 
be ·  affected can develop at present a hydro-electric 
energy of 180,000 horsepower ; but because of the 
droughts their continuous average output is only 35,000 
horsepower. When the scheme is completed, the en
gineers claim that the flow of water in the river will be 
continuous and that 140,000 horsepower can be realized 
in these plants throughout the year. 

It is one of the advantages of such reclamation 
schemes that the damage done by freshets will be elim
inated. The most severe flood in the history of the 
Hudson River was that of March 28 and 29, 1913, when 
the flow was over 200,000 cubic feet a second at Albany 
and about $1 ,000,000 worth of damage was done to vari
ous towns along the river. If the largest of the sixteen 
reservoirs ( that at Sacandaga ) had been in existence, 
it is estimated that the peak of the flood could have 
been controlled snfficiently to prevent thi s damage. 
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Our Point of View 
The Facts as to German Submarines 

Navy Department announces that it has 
received an authentic official report covering 
the facts regarding German submarines con
structed and lost during the war. It repre

sents some four years of work in checking official 
records and consulting various members of the German 
Admiralty. In the first place, as to the total number 
of U-boats built by the Germans during the war, the 
books of shipbuilding firms holding contracts show that 
281 submarines had been delivered and ] 97 were under 
construction when the Armistice was signed. As to 
what became of all these and the men who manned 
them, we . learn that the losses in personnel were 5364, 
of whom 51 5 were officers. Of the submarines, 37 were 
accounted for by depth charges ; 36 by fixed mines ; 
20 were lost in fights with enemy submarines ; engine 
and other troubles accounted for 14 ; destroyers, torpedo
boats and sub-chasers sank 13 ; 8 were lost through 
accidental ramming ; armed· fishing craft accounted for 
6 ;  aerial bombing for 6, and 6 were lost in submarine 
nets. In aadition to the aboye, 21 U-boats were de
moli shed to prevent their capture by the enemy. 

A study of the chart accompanying the report pro
vides us with the geographical distribution of the losses, 
Hnd we find that 56 boats were lost in the English 
Channel , 26 in the North Sea, 16 off the eastern coast 
of England, 16 were lost in various parts of the Mediter
ranean, 12 off the Dutch coast, 3 near Heligoland, 
2 in Scopa Flow and the remainder at widely separated 
points on the seven seas. The location of the losses 
. as given above is about what the daily record of the 
war in the press would lead us to expect. The toll of 
ships to be credited to the various enemies of the 
U-boats is something of a surprise. Thirty-seven boats 
destroyed by depth charges is about what one would 
look for ; but that a nearly equal number were de
stroyed by fixed mines is surprising. If we remember 
correctly, seven to ten of these were credited to · the 
great sea barrage of mines stretching from Scotland 
to Norway. Another surprise is that 20 submarines 
were lost in encounters with enemy submarines. It 
would be very interesting to know the particulars of 
these encounters, whether they took place below or 
a bove the surface, and whether the losses were due to 
g'unfire, torpedo or ramming. We take it that the 13 
U-boats destroyed by torpedo-boat destroyers and sub
chasers and those destroyed by depth charges should 
go together ; in which case fast surface craft accounted 
for about 50 of the total of U-boats destroyed. If so, 
rhis establ ishes the ciaim of naval men during and since 
the war, that the most effective answer to the submarine 
is a fast destroyer .carrying a heavy battery and a large 
supply of depth charges. 

Super-Pressures zn Steam Plants 
WAS not so long ago that a pressure of 200 
pounds per square inch at the boiler was con
sidered to be the maximum under which a 
power plant could satisfactorily be operated. 

High pressures brought with them difficulties in the 
way of leaking joints, etc., and the quality of the mate-
rial which was then available for steam piping, cylin
ders, etc., set a limit upon. . the use of extremely high 
pressures. The last two decades have seen a great 
development in the production of high-grade iron and 
steel, and materials have become available which, be
cause of their strength and reliability, have encouraged 
steam engineers to run their boilers under increasing 
pressures. If you look at a list of the great power 
plants of thi s country today you will find that a boiler 
pressure of 200 pounds is comparatively rare, and that 
the later the date of completion of a plant the higher 
is the pressure employed. As to those lmder construc
tion, the pressures run from 265 to 375 and 400 pounds, 
and there are two power plants of large capacity under 
construction which will use the high pressure of 550 
pounds per square inch. 

The objects aimed at in this movement are to secure 

a high thermodynamic efficiency and to secure that re
d uction in the dimensions of the turbines and steam 
piping which the great df'nsity of the high-pressure 
iSteam makes possible. That the steam engineers of the 
country are well satisfied with the results secured is 
proved by the action of an electric light-and-power com
pany in Boston, where they are about to install a tur
bine plant in which the boiler pressure is to be not less 
than 1200 pounds per square inch. 

As if this were not sufficient, we learn from Engineer

in{J that there is being bum for the Willans Works at 
Rugby, England, a steam turbine whose boiler will be 
operated lmder the amazing pressure of 3200 pounds 
per square inch. Commenting upon this courageous 
venture, our contemporary draws attention to the inter
esting fact that, since, as the pressure rises the steam 
becomes denser, and the water, on the other hand, less 
dense owing to its expansion by heat, there must come 
a point where the steam and water will arrive at a 
state of equal pressure, temperature and density, or to 
put it another way, they will become indistinguishable 
from one another; This point is reached at a pressure 
of 31.58 pounds per square inch and a corresponding 
temperature of 705 degrees Fahrenheit. At this point, 
also, the water can be changed to steam without any 
surface of separation. The containing vessel may be 
solidly filled with water under this high pressure and 
temperature, since it becomes steam throughout its 
mass when the temperature is sufficiently high. The 
cycle of operation of the Rugby plant as calculated by 
Professor Callendar is as follows : 

At a pressure of 3200 pounds per square inch and a 
temperature of 706 degrees Fahrenheit, the volume will 
be 0.052 cubic feet per pound and the heat required is 
820 British thermal units per pound. The steam is 
throttled down to 1 500 pounds absolute and a corre
sponding temperature of 596 degrees Fahrenheit. · It 
is then heated at 1500 pounds to 700 degrees Fahren
heit. The steam is then expanded adiabatically in a 
high-pressure turbine to a pressure of 250 pounds. The 
steam is next reheated at 250 pounds to 700 degrees 
Fahrenheit, and then expanded in a second turbine 
down to a vacuum of 28 inches. The heat available 
for work in the two turbines is 571 B. t. u. and the 
total heat supplied is 1471 B. t. u., giving a total over-all 
efficiency of about 38.8 per cent. The operation of the 
Benson turhine, so named after its inventor, will be 
followed with close interest by steam engineers. 

Decline in . World's Shipbuilding 
dislocation of the shipbuilding industry by 

the war left the merchant marine of all coun
tries in such a state of unstable equilibrium 
that. �vell today, nearly five years after the 

close of the war, the situation is very confused. The 
enormous increase" in the output of the shipbuilding 
yards, particularly in the United States, carried the 
world's total of shipbuilding to a point far above the 
demands for cargo space, even in normal times. Except 
in this country, where the shipbuilders decided to com
plete their vast building program, there was a more 
or less severe slUmP in building activiti es, and for the 
past few years the shipbuilding yards of the world have 
been in a rather· baa · way. 

. 

The last re�i:t:bf Lloyd's Register of Shipping cover
ing U)el'�art& endillg June 30, shows that on that 
date the shipping yards of the world had a total of 
2.250,000 gross tons of work, which is a decline of 
300,000 tons below the figure for the previous quarter. 
'rhe statistics of new construction show that Great 
Britain and Ireland lead with 1,338,000 tons ; then in 
their order follow Germany, 352,400 tons ; France, 179,-
900 tons ; Italy, 141 ,500 tons ; United States, 133,700 
tons ; lfolland, 100,000 tons ; Japan, 72,800 tons, mid' 
British Dominions, 45,000 tons. It will be noted that 
Germany holds the s('Cond place among the shipbuilding 
countries and that she is building twice as much new 
tonnage as her next competitor, France. This was to 
be expected because of the great depreciation of the 

German merchant fleet, by the handing over of the 
largest and choicest part of it to the Allies as part of 
her reparations. 

Comparing the above figures with those for the last 
quarter of 1914 prior to .the war, we find that the 
United States yards were building 15,000 tons less 
during the last quarter of the present year and the 
British yards about 400,000 tons less. Since shipbuild
ing affords a reliable index to world prosperity, it i s 
evident that there is a long way to go before industrial 
equil ibrium is again restored. 

Seventy-five Years Ago 
the earliest days of railroad travel, the 

question of high speed has excited the public 
interest. Thus in our issue of September 9, 
1 848, i t is recorded that a new engine, with 

5-foot 6-inch driving wheel s, pulled a train of five pas-
senger cars cllrrying 250 passengers from Springfield to 
Hartford at the rate of 50 miles an hour ; "the quickest 
trip ever made in this country with a heavy train over 
any railroad." Those were the days when English 
locomotive builders were in favor of large-diameter 
driving wheels for fast trains, and the Editor suggests 
that with larger wheels a speed of 50 to 60 miles an 
bour could be obtained. Our builders made the experi
ment, but soon returned to the 5-foot 6-inch driving 
wheel; which remained the standard size for 30 years 
or more. 

That 75 years is sufficient to carry . us back to the 
beginning of things is realized when we read as follows : 
"The City of Providence is taking measures to light 
its streets with gas. The Almy Gas Light Company 
have conimenced laying pipes and putting up fixtures. 
'rhe place having been heretofore badly lighted, the in
habitants evinced great joy at the new way of illumina
tion." 

And while on the subject of modest beginnings, take 
note of the following : "Very few railroads in this 
country can show greater percentage of increase in their 
receipts of the last six months than the Macon & West
ern Railroad of Georgia. From a statement just pub
lished, it appears that the total receipts for August, 
1 848, were $12,476 and August, 1847, $9,441." 

The August editorial page opens with an announce
ment of the discovery of an immense bed of gold, 100 
miles in extent, on the Fork and Feathers River, Cali
fornia. The gold is recovered by "washing out the sand, 
in any vessel from a tea saucer to a warming pan." 
'.rhe American settlements were deserted, we are told, 
farming nearly suspended, ships lost both their sailors 
illId captains, and not even $10 a day would tempt 

, laborers to return to the farms." All of which, by the 
way, sounds very modern. 

How many of our readers are aware that the United 
States Navy, 75 years ago, made a survey of the River 
J6rdan and the Dead Sea. As told by Lieutenant 
Maury, the story reads l ike a romance. Two metallic 
boats, ·one of copper and the other of iron, were trans
ported over the mountains and launched on the Sea 
of Galilee. Galilee waiS navigated and a survey 
of its bottom made. The deepest sounding .made was 
1128 feet. There is nothing that the Navy cannot do. 
Well might the Editor exclaim : "It is a specimen of 
the skilled system and discipline of the American 
Navy." 

Very interesting is a letter in the September issue 
from Elias Howe, Jr., of sewing machine fame, dated 
from London, which opens thus : "I am in the regular 
receipt of your valuable paper ( through my father in 
Cambridge, Mass. ) ," and goes on to give particulars 
of a French sewing machine which had appeared in an 
earlier issue. The letter proceeds : "I wish to say to 
your correspondent that I expect soon to submit a sew
ing machine which will stitch and sew in the same 
manner llS is done by hand . . . "  Howe had just 
secured a patent in London to which he refers by saying 
that. "John Bull is thick upon some matters, and upon 
that selll is decidedly thick." 
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Bringing Order Out of Chaos 
The Emergency Job of Reconstruction 

By William 

after Philadelphia's Station Fire 
A. McGarry 

HOBABLY without parallel for sheer speed 

in peace-time experience was the engi
neering feat accomplished recently at 
Broad Street Station, Philadelphia. Pas
sengers in and out of that terminal of the 
Pennsylvania Hailroad look up today at 

the vanishing remains of a rusted, fire-blackened steel 
skeleton that once supported the largest arched train
shed roof in the United States. They see little figures of 
men swarming about with oxy-acetylene torches 150 feet 
in the air to cut away the twisted girders, cranes drop
ping them to flat cars, and the latter moving in and 
out with no interruption to the regular train service. 
They probably marvel at the efficiency of a system that 
can run a train a minute under such circumstances. 
But the task today is relatively simple compared to 
what was done in three days after the train shed 
burned down. 

Broad Street Station stands at the juncture of West 
Penn Square and Market Street. The Pennsylvania 
main lines run directly west from there on an elevated 
structure, paralleling Market Street. Fifteenth Street 
is crossed by girders carrying the passenger platform, 
just outside the gates; the elevated structure is carried 
over all other cross streets by brick arches. The station 
office huilding is a seven- to ten-story brick structure 
occupying the space between Penn Square and Fif
teenth Street. 

Virtually all the space under the elevated structure 
between the cross streets is utilized by the railroad or 
allied services. The surface of the road was carried 
within the shed on ties set in concrete, which rested in 
turn on a girder system. \Vhen that was built 26 years 
ago it was quite adequate to carry the rolling stock 
then in use. But as equipment became heavier the 
company found it necessary from time to . time to 
strengthen the supports of the tracks. To that end 
steel and wooden uprights and girders had been put 
uncleI' the old work. Beneath the concrete of the train 
floor was six feet of this heavy wood work, boxed in 
from below by the ceilings of storehouses, engine rooms, 
a post office sub-station, baggage rooms, etc. 

Likewise, although the roof appeared to be of steel 

and glass, there was quite a bit of timber in it and 
Illuch tar paper and similarly inflammable material. 
The fire started at 11 :45 p. m. on Sunday, June 10th, 
with a trickle of smoke uncleI' the platform between 
tracks 11 and 12, and at first it 
seemed a simple task for the station 
firemen to check it. Within five min
utes, however, they had discovered 
that the blaze had gone down into 
the garret-like area below the tracks, 
and within an hour 25 city fire
fighting _.companies hacl arrived and 
all the apparatus in the city had been 
shifted. By that time the hurning 
of wires had disrupted telegraph, 
telephone, signal and train-starting 
systems; and fire in the engine rooms 
had put out of service the air com
pressors for the operation of the 
switches, and nearly every other 
phase of the terminal system. The 
fire swept the whole length and 
breadth of the great shed in the area 
beneath the tracks ancl over the sur
face platforms, crawled up the steel 
and brick walls and shot hundreds of 
feet in the air as It licked its way 
across the acres of glass above. 

After the blaze-a locomotive· delicately balanced 
across a girder 

ning to talk of dynamite to prevent a possihle city-wide 
conflagration, when fire crews had been called out by a 
dozen skyscrapers and when the station itself seemecl 
cloomed, the work of reconstruction started. Over bor
rowed circuits calls began to go out for division engi

neers, supervisors, master carpenters, trainmasters and 
all sorts of technical eXIlerts; also for section gangs 
and common lahor. Heads of employment agencies and 
supply houses were routed out of bed at three o'clock 
to take orders for men and materials. 

The first actual work, of course, was the removal of 
dehris. Shifting crews and section gangs became 
"smoke eaters" to do that, handling red-hot materials 
with all sorts of improvised tongs at the very edge of 
the burning area, tearing up platforms still burning and 
otherwise making way for new construction. In the 
meantime other forces were preparing new schedules 
to use improvisecl stations in various quarters of the 
city for the handling of passengers over the commut
ing lines. 

By daybreak a group of men out beyond the fire 
area, near Seventeenth Street, had gone to work on the 
hrick retaining walls overlooking Market Street on one 
side ancl Filbert Street on the other. In a short time it 
became evident they were constructing temporary stair
ways. At about the same time shifting engines began 

to crawl over the network of tracks with loads of 

shed was at its worst on Monday afternoon, completing 
the destruction of wires, cOlllpressed air ancl similar 
services. On Tuesclay, however, 142 trains ran in and 
out. On Weclnesday 161 were hanclled. Thursduy 
enough tracks had heen straightened out to run 245, 
and on Friclay ancl Saturday 275 trains were cared 
for in the ruined station. In just nine days all sixteen 
tracks were restored and ready for service, and 300 of 
the 530 trains normally OIl era ted out of the terminal 
were running on regular scheclule. It was not possible 
to bring in the others because it was necessary to use 
from four to six tracks for the reconstruction work. 

More than 1400 Illen were elllployed on day and night 
shifts Monday, and that numher was increased to 
nearly 3600 three days later, when the worst of the 
emergency task was concludecl. All that has been de
scrihecl, however, was more or less simple compared to 
the accomplishment unclerneath the train floor in which 
every phase of engineering was brought into play. 

Before a single train could be run up to the gates it 
was necessary to replace the destroyed support timbers. 
By the time the smoke had been cleared out of the 
shed it was found that one locomotive hacl fallen partly 
through the concrete floor, bringing up in precarious 
balance across a few partly burned girders. The floor 
was not strong enough even for the electric suburhan 
eqnipment. 

Early on Monday morning the lumber yards were 
delivering timbers into the side streets just beyond the 
danger area, and before noon a half clozen portable 
sawmills arrived. It was not then possible to invade 
the whole area unperneath, but men managed to get 
into partly cooled and burned-out sections in order to 
shore up a track or two. After them-or rather with 
them-went the electricians. In SOBle instances they 
succeeded in forestalling the fire, cutting into cables 
out on the line and carrying emergency loops into the 
station. The railroad owns the property paralleling its 
line on the north, and over the tops of these were 
strung by daybreak more than 400 pairs. - As soon as 
the ruins had cooled enough these were bunched and 
carried through windows into the tel'minal room. 

A list of the electrical work would read like a catalog. 
Suffice it to say that in seventy hours after the first 
tire started the train-starting system was reestablished, 
with indicators on all the tracks; the telephone and 
telegraph lines temporarily shifted to West Philadelphia 

were operating out of the nmin offices 

in Broad Street, and all the other 

complex parts of the system were in 

working orcler in so far as wires were 

concerned. The power restoration 

was just as rapid. It should be 

stated that the railroad runs com

muters' trains on two of its most 

heavily traveled lines by electricity. 

1)'or the convenient handling of these 

trains every track of the sixteen in 

the train shed had an overhead 

trolley wire, and naturally all of 

these came down, together with much 

of the side supports. \Vorklllen re

stored them first on temporary sup

ports, a foot at a time, follovdng the 

smoke, ancl later put in more pernla

nent stanchions. 

The interior of the shed was obvi
ously untenahle for human life, with 
smoke, flame and melting glass. But 
somehow railroad workers operating 
in the most complicated system of 

General view of the wreckage in the Pennsylvania Terminal in Philadelphia, with the 
electricians patching up the nerves of the train-control system 

The story of how the old train shed 
is being removed is also of interest. 
I't stood a gaunt and twisted skeleton 
after all the flames had been extin
guished and officials had long realized 
that it could not he restored. Plans 
were drawn for a traveling platform 
to operate on four tracks, with clear
age of passenger trains and of the 
umbrella sheds which are to be built 

tracks in the world, got into that shed with switching 
engines often enough to drag out a string of sleepers 
bonnd for Boston and filled with slumbering passengers, 
most of whom knew nothing of the fire until they ar
rived in the Hub the next morning. They also saved 
all but 21 passenger coaches and three locomotives. In 
the meantime the fire had jumped a hundred feet over 
lIlarket Street to the upper floors of a steel skeleton 
which is to be a theater fmd office building, and burned 
out six floors of timber forms for concrete. 

At that time, when experienced firemen were begin-

cinders and timber, and a growing force of carpenters 
got to work laying platforms right up to the edge of 
the burned section. Another gang wearing asbestos 
glQves started stripping everything loose from the train
shed roof. In spite of the new fire raging undernea th, 
platforms of some kind were shoved up to the train 
gates so that even on Monday the company operated 
38 trains in and out of Broad Street Station. 

The rate of progress after that may best be indicated 
by the number of trains operated. It should be borne 
in mind that the second fire burning underneath the 

over the platforms between tracks. The main wheels 
of the platform run on tracks 7 and 10. Tracks 8 and 
9 are being used to load and haul away the steel work, 
ancl the outer ends of the platform or apron are carried 
on tracks 1 and 16. On the platform are derrick booms 
and other equipment to bring down the steel after it is 
cut. It is estimated that every vestige of the fire inter
fering with passenger traffic will have been removed 

within eight weeks of the day it ended, long before 
which time all the umbrella sheds will have been 
completed along with the other reconstruction work. 
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THE coal for this power plant is received in barges and 
unloaded by means of bucket hoists. The bucket hoists 

deliver the coal to the hopper in one of the two coal towers, 
whence it passes down by gravity through the coal crushers 
and into the cable-road coal cars below. 

The cable-road coal cars operate automatically.  When 
filled, they move along through the cable gallery to the coal 

bunkers, where they automatically empty their load and 
return again to the coal hopper. Also, a certain quantity of 
coal i s  sent to the storage yard, not shown here, which has 
a storage capacity of 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  tons. 

From the coal bunkers, which have a total capacity of . 
3300 tons, the crushed coal passes down to the traveling coal 
larry, which in turn carries the coal down its aisle in the 

boiler room , to the variolls automatic stokers of the boilers. 
The crushed coal give. an intense heat in the boilers, under 

the forced draft. It i s  steadily fed by the automatic stokers. 
while the ashes are automatically and continuously removed 
at the bottom and dropped into a hydraulic sluicing system 
so as to be carried out in a strea.m of water to a reclaiming 
basin outside, for subsequent removall by barge and truck. 

The high-pre,sure steam of the boilers drives the turbo
generator�. Contrary to usual practice. the generating end 
is  placed nearest the river because the circulating water 
system is materially simplified thereby. The circulating 
water �ystem serves to condense the exhaust steam. 

The distributing or current-handling end of the station 
i s  p laced in  a separate building at the right, not · shown. 

CONVERTING THE LUMP OF COAL INTO E LECTRIC POWER AND LIGHT : NEW YORK'S HELL GATE STATION, REPRESENTING THE LAST WORD IN GENERATING PRACTICE 
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The Bureau of Standards test automobile, equipped 
for sixteen simultaneous determinations of important 
fe'atures of gasoline performance and car economy 

automobile engine may be tested in 
the laboratory, under ideal conditions ; 
but it must run on the road, under condi
tions far from ideal. When traveling 
along the highway at a speed of forty 
miles per hour, more or less, the behavior 

of car and engine presents so many aspects that, for 
their competent observation, more observers would be 
required than could possibly be packed aboard the car. 
It is in this emergency that the inventive faculty is 
called into play ; the Bureau of Standards has recently 
devised an apparatus that automatically and autograph
ically records the action of the car, in sixteen separate 
particulars, requiring at most the attention of one or two 
OI1E'rators in addition to the driver. This makes it pos
sible to conduct road tests on a basis never before 
dreamed of, as regards both accuracy and completeness. 

'rhe rate of flow of gasoline in an automotive engine 
is an index to the rate of energy input. Obviously, 
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Sixteen-to-One Autonlobile Testing 
Extraordinary Assembly of Apparatus for Making Many Tests 

on a Single Run of a Motor Car 
By S. R. Winters 

pressure is recorded by a pen-arm affixed to the com
pression element. Oil is an agent of pressure trans
mittal which not only minimizes the motion of the 
mercury but reduces the lag of time in the instrument. 

Automotive engineers are familiar with the formula 
relating to the operation of an automobile, namely, that 
the engine power at the clutch required to propel the 
vehicle is the aggregate power needed to overcome half 
a dozen counter forces. First, of course, is the force-
measured as the product of the mass and its linear 
acceleration-necessary � overcome the inertia of the 
car. Then we have the mechanical friction losses
that is, the energy squandered in the transmission, uni
versal, differential, rear axles, and wheel bearings ; the 
tire-rolling losses ; the energy consumed in overcoming 
windage ; that employed to fight 
the gravitational pull in climbing 

The speed of the test automobile is determined by an 
aircraft tachometer, geared to a front wheel. The 
spindle, which ordinarily is equipped with an indicating 
hand, is in this case provided with a small pinion linked 
to a recording pen. This tachometer has no tillle lag 
and registers the average speed of the automobile 
during the preceding two seconds. 

The many-sided, compactly-built, recording unit uses, 
for almost all its work, a single recording drum. Speed 
of the automobile, acceleration, velocity of the atmos
pheric current, direction of the wind, manifold pressure, 
water-outlet temperatures, water-inlet temperature, oil 
temperature, carbureter-air temperature, tranmission
lubricant temperature, differential-lubricant tempera
ture, weight of air used by the engine, fuel temperature, 

and air temperature are all 
graphed, in inks of varying colors, 
on a single strip of paper, moving 
at a non-variable speed of one
tenth of an inch per second. The 
paper supply is adequate for an 
uninterrupted service of one hour. 
The gasoline flow-meter camera is 
a separate unit, a 12-exposure 
kodak film being used for retain
ing the impression. 

grades ; and that which is used up 
in developing the angular acceler
ation of rotating parts. The ac
celerometer, however, when func
tioning in an automobile being 
propelled over the highway, con
fines its determinations to that 
portion of the power expenditure 
of an engine necessary to over
come grades and produce linear 
accelerations. The other four 
counteracting forces-friction in 
power transmission, tire losses, 

Diagrammatic sketch of the 
accelerometer 

The faithful observations of this 
humanized recording unit are at
tuned in harmony with the records 

windage, and rotational inertia--may be measured by 
this instrument as a negative acceleration. This is 
accomplished by permitting the motor-propelled vehicle 
to coast in neutral. Friction wastage in the engine 

of the flow-meter, this delicate 
adjustment being made by individual timing devices 
placed on each of these instruments and driven by a 
single time-contact on the tachometer. The recorded 
observations are made on unruled paper and the read
ings are made by use of celluloid template, oriented 
into position by reference pOints and lines, and marked 
with the calibrated pen-paths. The supply of paper, 
record roll, and the driving element, constitute one unit 
and its removal for reloading is possible without up
setting the testing portions of the apparatus. 

then, the first object was to find a 
sui table instrument for determin
ing the flow of the gasoline. A 
flow-meter was selected, comprised 
of a vertical tube slotted parallel 
to its axis. A light piston moves 
vertically in the tube. Gasoline 
enters the latter at the bottom, 
flowing freely out of the slot be
low the piston into a ring-shaped 
space through which the position 
of the piston may be seen. The 
pointer affixed to the piston, mov
ing over a vertical scale on the 
central tube, indicates the effec
tive length of the slot. Knowing 
this, imd knowing the pressure, the 
rate is- indicated. 

The mechanism o f  the flow-meter 

may be taken cognizance of by 
coasting with the clutch engaged 
over the transmission in gear. 
The energy absorbed and yielded 
by the angular accelerations is pri
marily reposed in the wheels and 
this expenditure of power may be 
calculated from the changes in the 
machine or wheel speed. The mo
ment of inertia of the wheels can 
be determined directly by the pen
dulum method. Such a method of 
measurement acts upon the as
sumption that the readings of 
rolling and frictional resistances 
under power conditions are iden
tical with those when coasting is 
resorted to. Exact , precision is 
not thus vouchsafed, but in the 

Little wonder is it that this test car, with its multi
tude of ramifications, should have been accorded a 
weird reception through the rural sections in which 
preliminary experiments were conducted. With the 
radio-telephone on the crest of its popularity, the off
hand conclusion of the spectators alongside the highway 
between Washington, D. C., and White Sulphur Springs, 
West Vi rginia, was that this automobile was equipped 
with a wireless outfit. This theory having been sum
marily exploded, observers were wont to characterize 
the mechanism as a creation for ferreting out moon
shine distilleries. camera 

Preliminary experiments in
volved the use O:Lllhotographic records secured by focus
ing an image of the scale and pointer of the flow-meter 
on a moving film. The bulkiness of this type of flow
meter camera operated to a disadvantage, and the 
design was displaced by one in which the camera traces 
lines of the scale and pOinter by means of shadows on 
a roll of bromide paper. Time intervals are controlled 
from a contact mounted on the tachometer of the car ; 
and these are impressed on the fuel-flow film by the 
alternating increase and decrease in the intensity of 
the illumination on the bromide or sensitized paper. 

How much energy or thrust does it require to move 
an automobile on a level highway, down hill, or up
grade ? 'I.'he apparatus described replied to this ques
tion in t�rms of the power output of the engine. An 
accelerometer was employed, which is essentially an 
instrument for measuring the force acting on a "free 
body" to supply the latter with the constant increased 
velocity which is to be accurately determined. Such a 
device appraises the linear acceleration, positive or 
negative, of the automobile mass, and takes account 
Doth of the velocity and of the gravitation factor. 

The "free body" employed in the particular accel
erometer used in these experiments consisted of a col
umn of mercury mounted parallel to the wheel-base of 
the motorized vehicle. The gage element, an abbreviated 
connecting tube, as well as the space above the closed end 
of the mercury column, were filled with a light oil. 'When 
the tube containing the mercury column is acted upon 
by an increased velocity parallel to its long axis, a 
hydrostatic pressure is exerted in the oil, thus balanc· 
ing the force required to accelerate the mercury, This 

interest of simplicity and popular application of the 
method, i t adequately answers for all practical 
purposes. 

"The wind bloweth where it listeth," is a Biblical 
observation that is necessarily rec-
ognized · in any experiments that 
would accurately reflect the condi
tions under which a motor
propelled vehicle operates. Both 
the velocity and direction of wind 
exercise an influence on the motor
car in action. Acceleration meas
urements, in the interest of 
accuracy, have to include the 
speed as well as the course of the 
wind. The direction of the latter 
in relation to the movement of the 
automobile is significant because 
of the increase or decrease in the 
effective frontal area. A double-
tube Venturi, mounted three or 
four feet above the top of the 
automobile, and supported from 

High-Altitude Mountaineering 

IN the Geo.fJraphical Jou.rnal for March, 1923, Mr. G. 
1. Finch presents some of his findings on the physi

ology of high-altitude mountaineering. Mr. Finch bases 

i _ 

1 _ _  

his conclusions on his experience 
in climbing Mount Everest. Up to 
21 ;000 feet the climber's physical 
functious were found to be prac
tically unimpaired and good sleep 
and reeuperation from fatigue 
were pOSSible, but at 23,000 feet 
sleep was fitful, appetite fell off, 
and there was a general loss of 
physical fitness. '.rhe conclusion is 
that at, say, 22,000 feet acclimati
zation to altitu-de ceases and above 
that height oxygen should be used, 
at first in small doses, and from 
26,500 feet . in larger doses, but th� 
. dose 'must ; depend on the nature 
of the ground. It must also be 

the running board, measures the 
relative velocity of the atmos
pheric current. This unit of the 
engine-performance testing appar

Structure and working of the flow 
meter 

remembered that oxygen increases 
the appetite, and due provision 
must be 'made for this. The stimu
lating effect of cigarette smoke was 
noted at 25,500 feet. Although 
greater heights than tJlese were 

atus is free' to revolve about a vertical axis, and is main
tained in the wind hy vertical vanes in proximity to its 
exi t end. The angle between the direction of the wind 
and wheel base of the motor-car is conveyed to a re
cording pen by the angular moveml:'nt of a flexible shaft. 

reached without the use of oxygen, Mr. Finch thinks 
this procedure unwise, and believes that above the 
acclimatization level a man must become steadily 
weaker and unable to recover from fatigue unless he 
makes use of oxygen. 
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The Trial Trip of the ��Leviathan" 
A Five-Day Test of the Motive Power, Equipment and Operating Staff 

=====n::rm trial trip of the "Leviathan" took place 
over a distance of 2185 miles, on the 
course shown on the accompanying chart, 
and lasted from Thursday, June 19, to 
Sunday, June 24. Starting from Boston 
Light, the ship passed around Cape Cod 

and, at Nantucket Lightship, laid her course for Abaco 
Light. She then passed through the Providence Chan
nel to the Florida coast, and from Jupiter Inlet Light 
she ran on a northerly course for a 25-hour test at 
maximum power. 

This was the third trial trip of the "Leviathan." 
The first took place in the North Sea, in the early sum
mer of 1914, when she was fresh from the builder's 
hands ; and, as in the recent test, she carried a large 
liumber of invited guests. The next trial was made 
after her hasty transformation into a transport for 
American troops during the war. The present lengthy 
trial was rendered necessary by the extensive overhaul 
of the main engines ; the change of the boiler plant from 
coal to oil-burning ; the complete reconstruction of a 
large part of the passenger accommodations ; the redec
oration and refurnishing of the whole ship ; the substitu
tion of entirely new lighting, heating, and plumbing 
systems, and the general reconstruction of the ventilat
ing system. 

All practical shipping men know that the responsi
hilities and strain upon the operating staff of a large 
ocean liner increase more rapidly than the increase in 
the size of the ship ; and they will agree that the de
cision to give this great vessel, upon whose recondition
ing over $8,000,000 had been expended, an extended 
trial, under conditions similar to those of a regular 
transatlantic passage, was a wise and necessary pre
caution. Although the most important trial was that 
of the motive power, a thorough test was made, also, 
of every part of the equipment and of every department 
of the personnel. The program of the trial, as handed 
out to the guests, called for the swinging out of the 
life-boats by the crew ; daily boat musters for the crew 
with the passengers assembled with life-preservers on ; 
fire drills with operation of the hose and closing of 
watertight fire doors ; tests of the Rich fire-detecting 
system covering the holds ; to say nothing of tests of 
the powerful Sperry searchlight of 450,000,000 candle
power on the foremast, and of whistles, sirens, tele
graphs, ventilating systems-257 in number-salt- and 
fresh-water sanitary systems, and a score of other ele
ments in the makeup of a giant, high-speed liner-that 
most complicated of modern constructions. 

The plan of the trial called for a gradual working 
up of the power from that represented by 150 revolu
tions of the propellers at the start, to the final opera
tion of the ship at maximum power for a period of 25 
hours, On leaving Boston Light the revolutions were 
1 50 per minute. This was maintained for 12 hours, the 
technical staff taking engine-room data for the last four 
hours of the twelve. The revolutions were then gradu
ally increased to 1 60 and maintained for 12 hours, 
data being taken during the last four hours. Then, 
for successive periods, the revolutions were increased 
to 170, 175, 1 80, and finally to the maximum, with all 
burners going, if necessary, in all of the 46 boilers. It 
should be noted that, unlike the Cunard and White 
Star ships, which u,se the low-pressure White burner, 
the "Leviathan's" boiler plant is equipped with the 
Peabody high-pressure burner ; an American type, which 
gave excellent results throughout the trial. 

There was fog on the first night out, and this caused 
the ship to fall several hours behind her schedule. She 
rounded Abnco Light about midnight, June 21 ; passed 
at high speed through the Providence Channel ; and in 
the early mOl'lling swept into the Gulf Stream. Turn
ing north she had Jupiter Inlet Light abeam at 7 :17 
A. M., June 22, and, with everything wide open, reached 
Diamond Shoal Lightship at 3 :39 A. M., June 23, hav
ing covered the distance of 570 miles at an average 
speed of 27.99 knots. Full power was maintained until 
the "Leviathan" reached latitude 36.52 north, longitude ' 
74.21 west, when it was found that the ship had cov
ered a distance of 687 miles in 25 hours, at an average 
speed "over the ground" of 27.48 knots-a splendid 
performance and a world's record for a continuous 25-
hour run. 

Now it detracts nothing from the merit of this per
formance to remind our readers that this does not mean 
that the "Leviathan" is a 27112 to 28-knot ship in still 
water. To get at her actual speed, we must make a 
deduction for the speed of the Gulf Stream, in the axis 

of which she was running, and an addition must be 
made to her speed to compensate for the loss of power 
due to the high temperature, 85 degrees, of the sea
water which was passing through her condensers. 

A study of the current charts of the Hydrographic 
Bureau of the United States Navy shows that at this 
period of the year the Gulf Stream runs at a speed of 
3% to 4 knots off the southerly coast of Florida and 
diminishes in speed as it spreads out to the northeast. 
The average speed over the 25-hour course, taking 
account of the high temperature, was probably about 
2.75 knots. Deducting this, we get a speed of about 
24.73 knots through the water. 

On the other hand, if the speed of the Gulf Stream 
was a help, its high temperature of 85 degrees was a 
hindrance to the speed of the "Leviathan." The nor
mal sea temperature is 65 degrees and that rise of 20 
degrees played all sorts of mischief with the vacuum 
-and a high vacuum, be it remembered, is all-important 
in developing the full power of a steam turbine. vVith 
sea-water at 65 degrees the "Leviathan" would have 
shown at least 28 inches at the condenser, and this 
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Trial course of S. S. "Leviathan." Full-power run was 
made from Jupiter Inlet to latitude 36.52 north 

would have meant an addition of 0.75 knots to her 
speed, raising it to 25.48 knots. 

If, at the end of the 25 hours, the "Leviathan" had 
turned and run back over the course, and the same 
conditions of no wind and calm sea had obtained, the 
current effect wl)uld have been eliminated, and the 
actual speed would have been determined with great 
accuracy. This method is used in all our warship 
trials over the measured mile at Rockland, the vessel 
being run alternately with and against the current ; the 
mean speed, as thus obtained, being the actual speed 
through the water. 

As a check upon the above calculations, in which the 
speed of the Gulf Stream is necessarily no more than 
an approximation, we have available the closely ac
curate method of determining the speed of a ship by 
the revolutions of the propellers. Applying this to 
the "Leviathan," we fino that the pitch of her pro
pellers is 1 4.93 feet, and mat the average revolutions 
for the 25-hour run were 1 84 per minute. So, 14.93 
( pitch ) x 184 ( average revolutions per minute ) x 60 
(minutes per hour ) gives us the dif.>tance the propellers 
would move through the water in one hour, if the water 
were rigid. Dividing this by 6080 ( one knot ) we get 
the speed in knots per hour. But because of its fluidity 
the water is driven rearwardly in a variable proportion 
to the forward motion of the ship. This, subject to 
certain corrections, is known as the "slip," and experi-

ence has shown that, in average weather, with propellers 
suitable to the ship's form, etc., the slip is about 1 0  
per cent. Making a 10-per-cent reduction, we arrive at 
an average of 24.39 knots for the 25-hour run. 

But the "Leviathan" was using cooling water in her 
condensers which varied in temperature from 85 degrees 
at the commencement of the run to 78 degrees at its 
close, and this had the effect of pulling down the 
vacuum to as low as 26.5 inches during the first few 
hours of the trial. Had water been available at 65 
degrees it would have been possible to hold the vacuum 
at 28 inches, as was done in the cool water off Boston 
at the start ; in which case about 0.7G of a knot would 
have been added to the speed. Thus we arrive at 25.14 
knots as the speed of the ship through still water. 

From these considerations we are led to the opinion 
that, in a series of runs, with and against the tide, in 
deep water, the "Leviathan," when she has been thor
oughly shaken down, would be capable of making a 
speed of 25.25 to 25.50 knots over the measured mile. 
The "Majestic" ( six feet longer and with two more 
boilers ) has averaged 24.79 knots from Ambrose Light 
to Cherbourg ; hence we may look for a spirited ocean 
contest between these fine ships. 

vVhen we bear in mind that the "Leviathan," during 
the intervening ten years since her . launching in 1913, 
had seen only about eighteen months of service, and 
that she hac! spent over eight years lying idle in the 
water, it will be agreed that the fine results achieved 
in this trial are a great credit to the Gibbs Brothers, 
who laid out and supervised, and to the Newport News 
Company, who executed the reconditioning, and ( in all 
fairness let us add ) to the original builders of this 
fine ship. 

Dynamiting Bedrock Over a Subway Tunnel 
in New York Harbor 

DIRECTLY over a subway tunnel under New York 
Harbor, with only thirty feet of rock between the 

tunnel and the river bottom above, charges of one 
hundred pounds of dynamite are daily being exploded 
without the slightest injury to the tunnel or to the 
subway trains which pass along its. length at frequent 
intervals. Diamond Reef lies in the bed of the East 
lUver, just above the old Brooklyn Bridge, and rises to 
within thirty feet of the surface at low tid�. In order 
that the largest battleships may pass this point and 
enter the Brooklyn Navy Yard, as well as to permit 
the passage of the deep draft vessels now so largely 
in use in the merchant marine, the channel must be 
deepened to forty feet. The obstructing reef is of solid 
rock of a very tough variety, so that before the ex
plosive can work against it to good advantage it must 
be placed in holes drilled in the rock to a depth of 
ten feet. This drilling must, of course, be done from a 
scow on the surface of the water, and it is essential 
that means be provided for holding the scow rigidly in 
11lace when the tides and swells from passing harbor 
tugs batter if. The scow is equipped with vertical 
spuds, like a dredge, and these are projected down-. 
ward until they rest on the bottom. In addition to 
this, by means of i'acks and pinions moved by small 
back-geared steam engines it is possible to raise the 
scow bodily, not clear out of the water, but sOllie dis
tance above its normal level of flotation. For all prac
tical purposes the scow is now no longer a scow, but 
a temporary platform on legs and the drilling may 
proceed with the assurance that the drill s  will not be 
thrown out of line above the holes. A battery of three 
churn drills is mounted on the scow and the holes are 
sunk to a depth of ten feet on ten-foot centers. The 
scow or drill boat now backs away about seventy-five 
feet, the charges of 80 or 90 per cent gelatin are packed 
into lengths of cOlllmon galvanized iron leader pipe and 
these are lowered into the holes. 

vVhen the charges have been connected in series by 
the wires used for electric detonation, the charges are 
ready to be fired. Certain precautions must now be 
taken. On ilroad principles of safety it is necessary to 
ascertain that no subway trains are in the section of 
the subway beneath the river. This is made known by 
a system of electric signaling that was installed for this 
purpose. Trains are prevented from entering the tun
nel and those that happen to be in it are allowed to 
pass thl'Ough. Then the signal i s given and the charge 
is fired. Surpri Singly, it has been found that so little 
tremor is felt in the subway only thirty feet beneath 
the point of the explosions that a glass of water placed 
on the floor of the tube as a test trembles but slightly. 
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Psychic Adventures at Home 
The American Supplement to My European Expedition : A Sitting with Ada Besinnet 

By J. Malcolm Bird 

A ssociate' Editor, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and Secretary of the SCIENTIFIC AMEnICAN Psychic Investigation Committee 

he was in New ' York in April, Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle suggested that he 
might be able to arrange for me, with 
some of the better American mediums 
whom I should have difficulty in ap
proaching dir�tly, a few informal seances 

of the same sort �s my English ones. He was en
couraged to do this, and presently I had a wire in
structing me to meet him in Toledo on Thursday, April 
26, for a sitting with Miss 
Ada M. Besinnet. Miss B, 
as I shall call her for econ
omy's sake, is regarded by 
spiritualists as one of the 
world's foremost mediums. 

The seance was held in 
the dining room of Dr. John 
S. Pyle's reSidence, at 1064 
Prospect Street. Dr. Pyle is 
one of Toledo's leading med
ical practitioners. He has 
known Miss B from the age 
of twelve, and has watched 
her mediumship d e  v e l  0 p 
from its earliest stages, 
with an interest which seems 

better access to all parts of the table and circle than 
she would have with a more conventional arrangement. 
The extent to which she could circulate in and out of 
the well in the center of the table is, of course, entirely 
problematical. The "runners" along which the table 
slides and which hold the two ends together would 
hinder this in some ways, and I suspect in others they 
would facilitate it. 

Miss B has phonograph music throughout her sittings ; 
and since her controls insist 
upon their familiar and 

Table 
wdh 

fi'adlo 

..Poor 
to .Kr.td1Cll 

favorite airs, she carries 
her own records with her
she even carried them to 
Bngland. Their unpacking 
was delegated to me. From 
a large suitcase I removed 
some fifty large and small 
records of the disk type, 
two tambourines, a sectional 
trumpet of cheap leather or 
heavy cardboard, a writing 
tablet, a pencil, and about ten 
yards of rope in two pieces. 
All this was piled indiscrim
inately upon the table ; then 
Miss B sorted the records 

continued for some time to be the only phenomena ; but 
presently we began to get vocal effects. These were 
confined to singing and whistling. A tune or a song 
might be played through on the machine without inci
dent ; but always there was the prospect that the 
whistler would join the tune, or any one of numerous 
singers would add their efforts to the song. 

These voices were altogether extraordinary. They 
came clearly from the well in the center of the table. 
On one occasion the large end of the trumpet was 
presented for me to put my ear to, verifying that the 
voice was not in i t ; and most certainly it was not. 
'Without exception the voices had the touch of personal 
characteristics ; thus, one female voice had a distinct 
Irish li lt. There was a prodigious rich tenor, sufficient ' 
in volume to fill a cathedral. This particular singer 
has a name-he is Dan, and he attends all :Miss B's 
sittings_ Collectively the voices ran the gamut of the 
piano range, from the tinkliest treble to the deepest 
and most goose-fleshy bass_ Even if one were prepared 
to believe that Miss B could produce Dan's colossal 
voice, one would stumble, over the assumption that one 
person could have such a range. And I have never 
heard a tune carried so well by any other whistler as 
tunes were carried by the whistle that came from the 
center of the table. 

to be in equal parts friend
ly, professional and scien
tific. Of the other members 
,of the group whose names ' 
appear on the di agram, spe
cial mention must be made 
of the Rev. Horace \Vest
wood, pastor of the First 
Unitarian Church of Toledo, 
who has for some time been 
interested in Miss B's me
diumship and who was one 

The two chairs bracketed under the names of Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle and Mr. Bird were occupied 
in alternation by these two sitters, who on three 
occasions during the seance were instructed by the 
controls to exchange seats. Miss B was the medium 

out into three groups-vocal, 
and loud and soft instru
mental. 

The phonograph was at 
the medium's left, where 
there was barely room for 
it between table and china 
closet ; it seemed an effec
tive barrier against her mov
ing about in that direction. 

Mrs. Lee had the phonograph records piled before her, 
and it was her duty to keep the machine wound and 
supplied with records. On the second or third record 
attempted, the music was cut off inlmediately it started. 
Mrs. Lee denied having done this ; Black Cloud ex
plained, in answer to questions, that he wanted a softer 
record. Throughout the seance when a record was 
stopped, the motor wound, the lid raised or lowered to 
alter the volume, or a record put on or taken off, Mrs. 
Lee would state whether she had done it or not. Usually 
when she entered a disclaimer, Dr. Westwood was able 
to assert that he was in contact with both her hands. 
Quite usual was stoppage of the machine and rejection 
of a record that had been put on without consulting 
the controls to see which sort of record they wanted. 
Once we had something fairly evidential ; the motor 
was wound "independently" when the medium was 
clearly marked by contact with me as being in her seat. 
The handle was on the side away from her, and it 
seemed unlikely that she could reach it, or having dis
torted her arm to reach it, turn it. 

Arrangement of the sitters and the furni
ture at the seance described in the accom

panying article 

of those who defended her 
against Mr. Black at this time last year. Mr. W. W. 
Roche, of the Toledo News-Bee, is known to our 
readers in this same way. Save for myself, in fact, 
all the sitters were close friends of the medium and 
fairly frequent sitters with her ; so from the spiritualist 
viewpoint a brilliantly successful seance could be an
ticipated. 

The party assembled early ; Miss B likes a bit of 
social contact beforehand, to get an atmospher'e. The 
Pyles live in a thoroughly typical detached cottage of 
the sort found in the outlying residence districts of 
American cities-"villa" is the word for my European 
readers. Considerable preparation was involved, in 
which aU hands joined. I watched carefully for evi
dence that certain tasks were done by certain people, 
that furnitUre was placed in particular spots, etc., and 
found nothing whatever of this sort of suspicious 
doings. 

Miss B requires total darkness. The two windows 
were sealed by means of dark curtains, fitted close to 
the glass outside the conventional dark shades. The 
living room, wide open to the street through a door and 
numerous windows, could not well be darkened. It 
joined the dining room through a wide open doorway. 
The big rug that carpeted the! dining room was taken 
up and hung in this opening. Along one side of the 
rug was a series of loops, with nails to match along 
the wall above the frame of the doorway. The rug 
was adjusted with complete success, cutting off all 
light from the front of the house. I was informed that 
while seances had been held at the Pyle house before, 
they are by no means so frequent as this preparedness 
might lead one to suppose_ 

The dining room contained an extension table, a 
smaller table in one corner with a vacuum-tube radio 
outfit on it, a large china closet, and a cabinet phono
graph. Of these articles, only the phonograph was 
moved from its permanent place. The dining-room 
chairs were supplemented from other rooms. 

Miss B's controls demand a "solid" table. The ex
tension table, whether the leaves be left in or taken 
(lut, has one or more joints which violate this require
ment. So it is opened as though several leaves were 
to be inserted, and the operators accept this as the 
equivalent of two separate "solid" tables. The medium 
then sits, not really at the table at all, but at the 
opening in the table. Obviously this would give her 

The privilege of tending it 
during the seance was of

fered me, and declined on the ground that it would 
take too much of my attention. On the whole this was 
a wise decisiOn, but there were moments when I wished 
I were at the machine, and in a series of sittings I 
should take this position at least once. The duty was 
finally assigned to Mrs. Lee ; the rest of the company 
sat as diagrammed. There was no physical obstacle 
a?,ainst the medium's moving about to her right, but 
Sir Arthur and I observed no evidence that she was 
ever doing so. 

Miss B's controls are two 

Toward the end of the seance we got trumpet voices 
on a small scale_ The trum
pet would be presented di

in number : Pansy, a little 
girl, and Black Cloud, the 
inevitable Indian. Pansy 
speaks in a ' lisping childish 
tone ; Black Cloud throws in 
two or three words at a 
time in staccato grunts. 
Both are apt to rap instead 
of speaking, if what they 
ha ve to say is covered by 
the code. Like a good In
diall, Black Cloud is hard 
to amuse, but he finds white 
squaws more to be laughed 
at than the generality of 
things ; and he laughs at 
them by gently shaking the 
table. 

Hands were placed, flat 
and un joined, on the table, 
and we were insured that 
the controls would rearrange 
them whenever they wanted 
them rearranged. The white 
lights were replaced by a 
single red bulb, this was ex-
tinguished, and the seance 

71 IfO.RE than once We have pointed out,  

1 V 1 in a place like the present one. the 
dis tinction between Mr. Bird's per

sonal and informal examination of mediums, 
and the formal tes ts carried out  by h is com� 
mittee. Heretofore, there has been a geo
graphic basis for the dis tinction, in that the 
informal work had all been done in Europe 
and the formal sitt ings held all in A merica_ 
With the present ins tance. this geographic 
barrier is broken down ; We have Mr. Bird 
holding an informal seance with an A merican 
medium, in A merica. It therefore becomes 
doubly important �o insis t, as he has done. 
upon the fact  that this s itting Was not given 
in the presence of our committee and has no 
standing DJith them_ Miss Besinnet has not 
even expressed a willingness to sit with them. 
in fact, so  the reservation must be made on 
her behalf as well as on ours .� THE 
EDITOR. 

without getting tangled 
the chandelier. 

rectly to a sitter, and the 
message given in a whisper 
that was quite inaudible to 
the others, and almost so to 
the one addressed. There 
was also a performance with 
the tambourilles. One of 
these had a spot of luminous 
paint, by virtue of which 
one could follow it as it 
travelled about above the 
table, in and out over the 
heads of the sitters. While 
thus travelling it played an 
accompaniment to the phon
ograph tune ; one of the 
ladies remarked that she 
had not realized that such 
good music could come from 
a tambourine, and I was in
clined to agree. The tam
bourine and the lights in 
their travels covered space 
above the center of the 
table, to which it was dif
ficult to see how the medium 
could take them by hand 

up in the lamps and arms of was on. At intervals, one of the sitters would ask, 
"Are you here, Ada ?" After perhaps five minutes the 
question failed to elici t an answer ; so someone asked 
"Are you ,here, Black Cloud ?" The answer was "Yes," 
in very faint raps. 

Before the medium was thus marked as baving gone 
under, lights appeared, quite bright and of considerable 
range and speed of travel. I was told that this was 
usual. After the controls had taken charge, the lights 

While tbis medium does not sit tied as does Powell, 
the ropes play a part in her performance. The control 
announces that the medium is to be tied, and after an 
interval of five or ten minutes requests that the red 
light be turned on and the work examined. The 
medium is found in apparent trance, with her hands 

(Continued on page 211) 
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Introduced in 1 836 : A Columbia typewriter of dial form, with 72 characters Invented in 1 8 5 0  by S, A. Hughes : A type-
on the edge of a vertical disk or wheel writer for the blind 
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Designed in 1 8 5 1  by S i r  C.  'Wheatstone for t h e  rapid p rinting
of telegrams : A type\vriter with a piano-like keyboard 

Now in the National Museum at Wash
ington : The Burt Typographer of 1 829 

An early Pratt typewriter of 1865,  pre
ceding the Pratt typewriter of 1 8 6 6  

Patented in 1973 : T h e  Remington ( originally known 
as the Scholes-Glidden) Made and patented by John Pratt in 1 8 6 6 ,  

with 36 symbols on a vertical roller 

Patented in 1 880 : The Bar-Lock typewriter, No. 1 model. re
sembling certain types of present-day machine. 

Once the property of Sir Henry Irving : A Hammond type
writer patented in 1 880.  The type is on a segment bar 

Patented in 1 8 8 1  by Thomas Hall of New York : The Hall type
writer, with square rubber sheet as fount 

Patented in 1884 by A. H. Guhl : The "Hammonia" typewriter, with 
45 characters on the edge of a thin straight blade 

Made in 1 8 9 0 : A machine lent for exhibition by the English Type
writer Company, with 29 type-bars arranged in an arc 

Patented by ,J. Gardner in 1893 : A machine meant 
to reduce size 

THE typewriter in practical form, is fifty years old. The n amed S choles and Glidden, who, after some thirty at- using a capital as well as small letter on each type-bar 

earliest reference to a writing machine is the recorded tempts, had a typewriter placed on the market by a firm 'vas invented in 1878, and other improvements followed 

invention of an Englishman n amed Mills, who is said to of gunmakers in 1873. This was the foundation of the until the typewriter as we know it today was evolved. vVe 

have patented a typewriter as long ago as 1714. The first typewriter industry. Another American n amed Soule de- are indebted to the Illltstra.ted London News for the accom

salable machine, however, was the work of two Americans vised the pivotal type set in a circle. The shift key for panying excellent illustrations. 

SOME MI LESTONES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODERN TYPEWRITER 
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I(eeping the Ash in Motion 
Continuous Mechanical Discharge of the Unburned Residue, and Its Role in Boiler Efficiency 

By David C. Spencer 

r=====INfi', of the problel.Ps which constantly con
front boiler room engineers and operators, 
is the matter of cleaning fires and dis
charging the ash. To the average layman, 
this may seem like a simple proposition. 
In the case of small furnaces where opera

tion is carried on at nominal rating or 
less, possibly the situation is not so dif
ficult. But in these days of large units 
and continuous operation at high over
ratings, the problem assumes an entirely 
new aspect. 

Boiler operation may be classified in 
two groups. There is the station or plant 
whose load changes frequently, sometimes 
slightly, at other times in violent swings. 
The boilers may be delivering steam at 
100 per cent of rating at one minute, and 
five 01' six minutes later be required to 
deliver 200 or 300 per cent of rating, with 
an equally sudden drop when the load 
goes off. Such experiences are not infre
quent in central-station practice or in such 
industries as pulp and paper mills, rolling 
mills, power stations of coal mines, etc. 

this would he very wasteful operation, but when the 
operator is confronted with the necessity of delivering 
a certain amount of steam or facing a shutdown, prob
ahly it would be the less wasteful course to pursue. 
Of course, this is an extreme case. A capable operator 
seldom gets caught in a jam which would require 

will show why it is easily possible to perform this 
operation in less than half a minute. It is especially 
noteworthy that in such operation with the power 
dump, there is practically no interruption to steaming 
as the result of the dumping period. 

In the second class of operation the problem is en
tirely different. With a fairly constant 
load, the operator seeks, naturally, to 
operate his plant at the point of maximum 
efficiency. There is comparatively little 
need for the ability to clean fires in
stantly. Rather, there is urgent need for 
as nearly as possible clean fires at all 
times. The ideal way to maintain clean 
fires is to discharge the ash as rapidly as 
it forms-in other words, by means of 
continuous ash discharge at a rate pro
portional to the rate of combustion. 

The most practical and satisfactory de
vice for accomplishing this result is the 
rotary ash discharge which has been 
brought to a high state of perfection. One 
of its essential features is a deep ash 
pocket. This pocket must not be regarded 
as primarily a storage place for ash. If 
that were the only requirement, an ash 
pit would probably answer the purpose. 

Then there is the station whose load i s  
fairly constant for an extended period of 
time. Such changes as occur are gradual 
and can usually be anticipated. There 
are practically no sudden fluctuations. 
Instances of this class are found in the 
case of power companies operating two or 
more stations, one of which carries the 

Stoker in a Philadelphia power plant fitted with two-roll rotary ash discharger 

It is extremely difficult to handle hot 
ash. After the ash has become cool, it 
can readily be broken up and discharged. 
The ash pocket serves as a space in which 
ash may be treated or conditioned for 
discharging. The conditioning of the ash 

swing, while the others operate at a uniform rate. 
Among industrial plants a good example would be a 
shop equipped with machine tools or a spinning or 
weaving mill where production is fairly steady. 

In stations of the first classification, the operator's 
problem is to deliver steam when and in the quantity, 
that is required b�· the plant processes. In the case of 
central stations supplying light to the 
community and power to the traction 
lines, a sudden storm, for example, means 
an instant increase in both the lighting 
and power load. This increase must be 
met and carried by the boilers. In the 
industrial field the sudden call for steam 
for process purposes, as for example vul
cani:dng in the rubber industry, means an 
equally sudden peak which the boilers 
must take. The operator's problem in 
such cases is, as has already been stated, 
to deliver the steam. To accomplish that 
he must have an equipment that is highly 
flexible. 

The elements which make for flexibility 
are the reserve capacity of the stoker and 
the ability to clean the fire quickly, easily 
and thoroughly, and that the cleaning 
period should be variable at the will of 
the operator. The reserve capaCity of the 
underfeed stoker is so well known as to 
call for little additional comment in this 
discussion. Suffice it to say that the mul
tiple-retort stoker with its deep fuel bed 
provides in the greatest degree the first 
essential element. 

operation of that character. But he frequently finds 
himself under the necessity of increasing his steam 
delivery GO to 100 per cent or more without warning. 
Under such circumstances he must put more coal 
through the stoker even though by doing so, he may 
lose a considerable a�ount of unburned carbon. 

As has been said, the power dump is probably the 

involves the final burning out of any combustible which 
it may contain after it leaves the stoker proper, and 
the cooling of the refuse. 

To provide for this the ash pocket is divided hori
zontally into two sections. The upper section is flanked 
by a grate somewhat similar to the extension grate of 
the stoker itself. This is provided with ports through 

which air may be 'admitted in any desired 
quantity. '['he comhustible which remains 
in the ash after it reaches the pocket con
tinues to burn while in this section and 
this re!:luli�nn reducing to a minimum the 
combustib�e/fn the final residue and, there
fore, in increased combustion efficiency. 

The lower portion of the pocket is 
flanked by cast iron crusher plates. These 
provide a surface against which the 
clinker can be crushed. In all double-set 
arrangements of the stoker there are 
crusher plates on each side of the pocket. 
This is also true of single set arrange
ments where two crusher rolls are pro
vided. 'Vhen only one crusher roll is 
used, the crusher plate is on the stoker 
side of the pocket and the bridge wall side 
is lined with a rigid cast-iron plate. 

The crusher plate is movable so that the 
gap between the plate and the roll may 
be adjusted to any desired width. This 
provides for crushing the clinker to any 
size suitable for easy handling by ' any 
ash disposal system. It also permits a 
certain degree of variation in the rate of 
ash discharge although this is a secondary 
function. Finally, it provides a means 
whereby the ash pocket may be emptied 
when the stoker is off the line for cleaning 
or overhauling. 

The power dump is without exception 
the most satisfactory method of cleaning 
fires where conditions exist such as have 
been outlined. It gives the operator abso
lute control over his fire. He can, if 
necessary, increase the rate of coal feed 
to meet almost any contingency that may 
arise. Every operator knows that the 
question of capacity is largely one of the 
amount of grate area that can be in
stalled under the boiler. Temporary 
operation of 500 or 600 per cent of rating 
is not beyond the point of possibility, 

Cross section of mechanical stoker equipped with power dump for ashes. The 
arrows show the direction of air circulation 

The crusher rolls are the operating ele
ment of this system of ash discharge. 
They consist of cast-iron shells mounted 
on a steel shaft which has a square cross 
section. The shells are built up in sec
tions for convenience and are armed with 
teeth that have a triangular cross section. 
These teeth are made of special cast iron 

provided the boiler can be stoked up to that point. 
But it would probably be uneconomical from a good 
many points of view because so seldom required. 

The same output, however, can be temporarily at
tained with a much smaller stoker if the operator feeds 
the coal in at a high rate, burning off the volatile and 
discharging a large proportion of the coke. Naturally 

most effective method of cleaning fires to accomplish 
this purpose. It provides a variable rate of ash dis
charge that functions at the will of the operator. It 
requires the minimum amount of time to drop the dump 
plate, so that the accumulation thereon may fall into 
the ash pit, and return the plate to its normal running 
position. A glance at the accompanying drawing 

which is very durable and are made re
movable for ready replacement. The design of the 
teeth is such as to provide the maximum crushing 
force with the least strain on the rolls or mechanism. 

The rolls may be operated by the stoker drive or 
independently as desired. In either case provision is 
made for varying the speed of the rolls independently 
of the stoker to regulate the ash discharge rate. 
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Ventilating an Existing Tunnel so great has been the increase in motor vehicle traffic 
in American cities that those which have street 

tunnels are finding in many instances that a new and 
serious problem has been created. The exhaust fumes 
from motor cars are not infrequently the occasion of 
much annoyance in busy city streets and even cause 
serious discomfort when wind and weather conditions 
are such as to cause the fumes to accumulate. But 
far more serious is  the accumulation of motor fumes 
in traffic tunnels. These bores were originally con
structed when automobiles were few or wholly un
known. With the advent of the gasoline engine and 
the resulting increase in the number of vehicles on the 
streets many tunnels have become traps for fumes 
which in some cases have actually endangered the lives 
of persons passing through these bores. 

So serious has the problem become in Los Angeles 
that it has been necessary to sink two perpendicular 
ventilating shafts from the top of the hill through 
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Most people know that paper i s  a good heat insulator, 
that is, it is a very poor conductor of heat. Hence, 
when an object is enveloped in paper, its inherent heat 
is prevented from being rapidly dissipated and at the 
same time the cold or hot air, surrounding the object, 
is prevented from coming in contact with it and either 
detracting from or enhancing the heat contained in the 
body. 

It is  this property of paper that makes it  so useful 
in gardening. Furthermore, while ordinary paper is 
non-transparent and non-translucent, when the paper 
is oiled, it will allow light to pass through it, and at 
the same time it  will be effectively waterproofed. This 
fact is also of importance in rendering paper applicable 
for many purposes about the garden and the green
house. 

Actual practical experience has shown that it is 
possible to obtain effective protection for young seed
lings and tender plants against the inclement weather 
of winter and early spring by the use of paper. In-

which the city's most 
used tunnel passes, so 
that by means of elec
tric fans the foul air in 
the underground pas
sageway can be drawn 
off. By this means the 
air is changed entirely 
every few minutes. · One 
of these shafts  is 42 
inches in diameter and 
the other one approxi
mately IS inches. 

- - --- --- ' -
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houses during the cold winter months. When the seed
lings first send up their shoots above the ground, it 
is often necessary to shade them from direct sunlight. 
In this connection it  has been found that the diffused 
light which penetrates through oiled paper is  par
ticularly well suited to thElIn, and the shades, which 
must be erected when glass frames are used, are un
necessary in this case. 

Old newspapers have been put to many purposes. 
They sometimes serve to protect the person against 
cold in lieu of an overcoat. The same property, which 
renders them useful for this utilitarian purpose, makes 
them a very effective protection against cold for tender 
plants. In the early spring, when frost may still appear 
on the ground over night, it is a wise gardener who 
covers up his plants with newspapers as the evening 
sets in and does not remove them again until all the 
frost has disappeared the next morning. If this is done 
regularly and conscientiously, no fire heat at all is  
reqUired, thus simplifying matters and saving money. 

It may be mentioned 
that when newspapers 
are used as protection 
against frost, it  some
times happens that one 
forgets to use them a 
certain day and the 
next morning the plants 
are frozen. H e r  0 i c. 
means must then be 
taken to bring them to 
life again. The best 
thing to do is to spray 
them with ice cold wa
ter before the sun is up 
and to protect them 
against the sun's rays 
with paper covering for 
some time thereafter. 
The remedy is drastic 
but sound. 

An instance is cited 
of a large hot house full 
of cinerarias, which 
were completely frozen 
over a certain frosty 
night due to the heating 
apparatus going out of 
order. The plants were 
quite black and ap
parently ruined, but 
were b r 0 u g h t back 
again without any ill 
effects by means of the 
above treatment. 

"Only a Little Tric-
kle-Let It Run" 

The problem of how 
to dig or drill these ven
tilating shafts proved 
an unusual one when 
the city engineers start
ed out to find a concern 
that would undertake 
the contract. The task 
was different from the 
ordinary run of drilling 
or digging jobs and the 
authorities were some
what at loss to find men 
competent to undertake 
the work. The most 
practical way seemed to 
be to drill the hole from 
the top of the hill to the 
roof of the tunnel with 
some kind of well-drill
ing apparatus, making 
the bore as large as pos
sible. Accordingly, a 
driller of oil wells was 
hired who drilled the . 
smaller of the two holes 
already mentioned at 
what was conceded a 
reasonable figure. Be
fore he had finished his 
task, nowever, the work 
attracted the attention 
of a man who owned 
and operated a manhole 
digging machine. His 
equipment was entirely 
different in character 
and by means of a ro
tary digger he was able 
to sink a 42-inch shaft 

Left: Street view showing east end of the Third Street tunnel. Los Angeles. One of the new ventilating ducts is close to the observ.ation 
tower. Right: Sinking the 42-inch ventilating shaft. 90 feet deep, with the use of a manhole digger 

THoSE best qualified 
to express an inter

est in waste of water 
are those who have the 
bills to pay. It is in 
communities where wa
ter is not metered that 
waste is most apt to be 
ignored, but in the long 
run the waster pays the 
bill. To enable the av
erage person to visual
ize the a m 0 u n  t of 
waste that can result Los Angeles' street tunnel, designed in motorless days, has had to have ventilating shafts added to take care 

of the exhaust gases from automotive traffic from 1 e a v i n g tiny 
streams running, a Matat no greater labor than 

that with which the driller could sink an IS-inch shaft. 
Accordingly, the contract for the second vent was 
transferred to the manhole digger, who has completed 
his half of the task at a figure a little lower than that 
charged by the well driller. Under all the circum
stances and in view of the unusual character of the 
undertaking the city felt that both men had earned 
their money. 

The improvement in the way of two vents with elec
trically operated fans has proven highly satisfactory 
and the much used Third Street tunnel , which is nearly 
a fifth of a mile in length, is now filled at all times 
with clean, wholesome air. Formerly when ther� was 
little wind and traffic was heavy the bore contained 
such dense fumes that pedestrians found it almost im
possible ' to make their way from end to end. 

The Use of Paper in Gardening 

WHILE the use of paper for many useful purposes 
in gardening, raising flowers and vegetables, may 

not be new, nevertheless the advantages, which may 
be gained by such practice, are not generally known. 

stead of employing expensive glass for the windows 
of frames and greenhouses, oiled paper may . be used 
with just as  good results and in fact, if taken care 
of as conscientiously as glass, they will last just as 
long. Of course, the cost is very much less. It must 
be mentioned that such oiled paper lights may be ex
posed to the weather as much as possible and still 
possess long life. Another saving is in the construction 
of the frames, which need not be nearly as heavy as 
when glass i s  used. 

The use of paper for this purpose is not in any way 
universal, but it is due simply to ignorance of the ef
fectiveness and the cheapness of the material. In 
France, where intensive cultivation of vegetables is 
carried out to a far greater degree than in this country, 
the value of paper for making the windows in hot 
house frames has been appreciated for some time past 
and paper is  largely used for this purpose in that 
country. Very good results have been obtained in the 
use of oiled paper for covering pits in which there 
were stored surplus chrysanthemums, tender shoots 
and similar plants that must be protected in green 

toon, Ill., maker of water-works equipment has issued 
a pocket piece resembling a twenty dollar gold piece. 
This will assure its attention at the start. Of three 
tiny holes which are bored through it, the largest i s  
only one-eighth o f  a n  inch i n  diameter, yet the pocket
piece bears the legend that in a day of 24 hours, 3600 
gallons of water would be wasted from an opening of 
this size. Another hole which will  not permit the 
insertion of a pencil lead is  stated to be the potential 
waster of 960 gallons per day ; while a third hole just 
large enough to receive a pin is  nevertheless large 
enough to permit the flow of ISO gallons or over 3% 
barrels. This corresponds to about 140 cubic feet per 
week. 

The figures given are for a head of 40 pounds. 
Higher pressures would increase the waste, though not 
in direct proportion to their values. The next time you 
see a tiny leak, remember that it is  capable of making 
a larger dent in the purse than appearances would 
indicate, and do not be surprised if a rigid inspection 
of plumbing is  carried out at times when a water fam
ine is  a possibility. 
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More Water for Washington 
The Great New Conduit that Will Double the Capital City's Supply 

ORDER that Washingtonians may have 
plenty of water to drink-the City of 
Presidents has been menaced by a por
tending water famine for several years
Uncle Sam is building a large new water 
conduit that extends from Great Falls, 

Md., to the boundary of the District of Columbia where 
a new model filter plant will be installed. Away back 
in ]856, the first conduit, a circular brick tube nine 
feet in diameter and nine miles long, was constructed 
to carry the water supply of our National Capital from 
Great Falls to the Washington consumers. This sani
tary water channel or tunnel was "one of the great 
engineering feats of that day and age. Subsequently, 
a permanent government road waS built directly above 
the mammoth pipe line. Entrances to the conduit were 
provided at intervals of approximately 1000 feet. 

All went well and the city of Washington was blessed 
with a superior and abundant water supply until about 
a decade ago when our most beautiful American city 
began to grow and attain the dimensions of a world
wide capital. The population increased very markedly. 
With the advent of thousands of more thirsty con
sumers, HIe water supply began to be inadequate. Now 
with a population of more than 438,000 permanent resi
dents, .with untold thousands of transients thronging 
into the Federal ca-pital daily, the 24-hour water supply 
of 100,000,000 gallons is insufficient. And, peculiarly 
enough, the consumers use more water during the win
ter than during the droughty, hot and muggy months 
of summer, probably due to the fact that many let their 
water run constantly to keep the pipes from freezing. 
Conditions are such in our Capital City that sanitary 
drinking water has to be used in washing the streets, 
sprinkling lawns and extinguishing fires. 

A new concrete conduit is now under construction 
which parallels the route of the old conduit. No more 
convincing evidence of the revolutions that have been 
worked in engineering and construction operations is 
to be had than to contrast the systems of building em
ployed in installing the old conduit and its new supple
ment. Admittedly, the work of more than a half cen
tury ago was excellent. It has withstood the onslaughts 
of time, and well served its purpose. A product of an 
era of cheap hand labor, the old conduit has been 
efficient and durable. Modern engineering, however, is 
doing now in weeks what it took many months and 
even years to consummate during the period prior to 
the War of Secession. 

The concrete pipeline now under construction is 10 
feet high and 10 feet wide, being of horseshoe form. 
Whereas the conduit now in use has a cross-section of 
about 60 square feet, its concrete counterpart is ap
proximately one-quarter larger. When completed, the 
twin pipelines will have a combined carrying capacity 
that will practically double the existent Washington 
water supply. There wHI be the additional .beneficial 

By George H. Dacy 

1. The mechanical traveler that moves the forms from section 
to section after the concrete has hardened. 2. A temporary 
track inside the conduit carries miniature cars that support 
the interior metal forms. These forms. too, move forward with 
the work, pulled by rope cables. 3. Groove in the end of a 

section, to take the asphaltic joint 

Some details of the work on Washington's new 
water-supply conduit 

feature that potentially if either of the conduits need 
repair, such a one can be temporarily put out of com
mission without putting the District of Columbia on 
short rations. 

The concrete conduit is being .laid in 80-foot sections, 
the facilities being such that one of these sections of 
concrete can be prepared daily. Extraordinary metal 
forms are used which take the doubt and danger out 
of concrete work and which immeasurably expedite the 
work. The excavation is accomplished by the use of 
powerful steam shovels-mechanical diggers that have 
eliminflted the arduous hand toil from trench work, 
After the trench is properly prepared, the concrete base 
of the conduit is laid in place-this foundation is 10 
inches thick, the wall of the conduit pipe being smallest 
at the base point. The walls are 34 inches thick at 
their base point and 12 inches thick at crown of the 
arch. In the neighborhood of ]00,000 cubic yards of 
concrete will be used in the building of the nine-mile 
conduit, the mixture being a one, two, four combination. 

Two lines of temporary steel trackways are installed 
when this concrete foundation is set thoroughly. The 
inner tracks provide transportation facilities for a 
series of small cars that are equipped with turnbuckles 

and powerful jrlcks that govern the raising and extend
ing or lowering and collapsing of the interior metal 
forms that hold the concrete in place. Briefly, these 
metallic forms, which strikingly simplify concrete con
struction of this character, can be moved about on the 
midget cars that run on the inner trackway. When the 
time comes to move the interior forms, they are lowered 
by means of the jacks and loosened by use of the turn
buckles. Cables are adjusted properly and hitched to 
a gasoline tractor that runs along the roadway above 
the trench, and acts as a steel horse to haul the steel 
forms to the next position of setup. 

The other pair of steel tracks extends along either 
side of the conduit and provides passageway for the 
exterior forms which are hung on a special traveler 
that will convey them to the next point of construction. 
Turnbuckles and hoisting devices are used to raise 
and widen the exterior metal forms after the concrete 
has been poured and set sufficiently for such operations. 
Altogether, the national engineers are using three sets 
of these mammoth metal forms which cover a stretch 
of 240 feet. They pour the concrete in the last form 
of the train first so that by the time they are placing 
the concrete in the third form, the first one can be 
moved to a position 240 feet farther down the trench, 
This arrangement eliminates any cessation in the work 
in order to wait for the concrete to set. The exterior 
forms are moved to new positions in the same way as 
the interior ones by hitching them to the tractor and 
hauling them to the new section of construction. After 
the concrete of the conduit has hardened suffiCiently, a 

steam shovel is used to fill in around the huge under
ground waterway. The trench is partly filled with 
water as the earth is dumped into place so that it 
puddles and compacts as desired without any additional 
man labor. 

In excess of 465,000 cubic yards of earth will have 
to be excavated before the concrete conduit is com
pleted ahout June 30,1924. The cost of the subterranean 
tube. will be more than $2,058,000. In the rocky region 
fringing the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal and the Poto
mac River, great difficulty has been experienced in 
cutting the ditch for the pipeline. Over one stretch of 
two miles, the cut has been made through solid rock 
and has ranged from 10 to 60 feet in depth. At Cabin 
John, Md., where is located what was formally the 
largest masonry arch in the world, but which is now 
surpassed by one built latterly in Germany, a huge 
concrete-and-steel siphon will be installed to carry the 
water through a gap that is 550 feet wide and 104 feet 
deep. The siphon will consist of a circular steel pipe 
ten feet in diameter, which will carry an interior coat
ing of concrete six inches thick, as well as an outside 
overcoat of the same material that will be ]2 inches 
thiclc Two tunnels will also be cut at as many hilly 
sections of the route that will aggregate 3000 feet in 
length, for inspection and possible repairs. 
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Proteding a Beach From Erosion by Ice 

THE extent to which lost motion and labor can be 
saved by planning is shown by .a piece of construc

tion which the writer did with his own hands unaided 
in ten days' time. The job consisted in the construction 
of a concrete sea wall to protect the beach in front of 
his home in Northern Michigan from the ravages of 
the yearly spring ice flow. 

The wall was of trapezoidal section, 3 feet 6 inches 
thick at the bottom, 12 inches thick at the top and 3 
feet 6 inches high. The lower 18 inches of height was 
under water. '.rhe essential points wherein labor was 
saved lay in : 

1 .  The use of a single section of non-collapsible 
form, which was set and filled one day, and moved 
ahead and filled again the following day. This form 
was weighted in place by two rocks, not being nailed ; 
so that no wrecking and rebuilding was necessary. The 
rocks were simply removed, the forlll lifted Slightly to 
loosen it and pulled ahead by hand into its new posi
tion. 
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were purchased from the 
owners of an abandoned mill 
nearby, and which were 
placed by hand in the forms 
before locating the rocks 
around them. Four of these 
were bedded in the wall for 
its full length. The space 
behind the wall was after
ward filled solid with sand 
and boulders hauled in by a 
local fanner. 
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2. No gravel was mixed with the mortar. Dry stones 
graded in size from that of a hen's egg to that of a 
man's head were placed in the form. A very liquid 
Uloltal' of sand, cement, and sufficient lime to insure 
fluidity, was then mixed with a hoe in a mortar box 
and dumped into the stones, where it flowed down, 
filled all the interstices and bound the whole together 
into a solid mass. Thus about 60 per cent of mixing 
labor was saved, beside making it possible to substitute 
the relatively easy hoe mixing for shovel mixing. 

The prevailing wind i s 
diagonally t o w  a r d the 
beach ; and there is a con
tinual drift of sand along 
the beach by reason of this 
diagonal m o t  i o n  of the 
waves. After building the 
wall, the writer conceived 
the idea of placing obstruc
tions in the way of this sand 
drift to hold it and build a 
beach outside the wall, mak
ing things additionally se
cure. He drove a few lines 
of sheet piling just outside 
the wall, and transverse to 

This blast was produced with charc..oal, impregnated with liquid oxygen 

3. Sand dug out of the trench for the wall was 
thrown directly into the mortar box, ready for mixing, 
without any fli rther handling. 

4. The mortal' box was supported directly over the 
wall, so that by simply removing a mov
able end, the mortar ran by gravity into 
the forms. 

The wall was poured in sections, and 
only half of the height poured at one 
tillie, the upper half of one section being 
poured at the same time with the lower 
half of the following section. Thus 7 feet 
6 inches of wall was completed each work
ing day. 

it, projecting a few inches above water. The result 
was that in a couple of weeks a strip of beach from 
six to eight feet wide was made outside the wall. The 
first season's use has shown this to be a thoroughly 
satisfactory protection ; the sloping front face of the 
wall deflecting the ice upward and breaking it up as 
it floats inshore. 

Liquid Oxygen as an Explosive 
T IQUID oxygen is produced commercially by the frac-' 
L tional distillation of liquid air. The latter sub
stance, just like the ordinary atmospheric air, contains 
21 per eent of oxygen and 79 per cent of nitrogen. The 
nitrogen is more volatile, and evaporates more rapidly 
than the oxygen. Taking advantage of this, apparatus 

has been designed for evaporating all the 
nitrogen out and leaving the liquid oxy
gen. This is cheaper than condensing free 
oxygen, because it avoids the expense of 
getting the free oxygen in the gaseous 
state, free from impurity. 

Among the interesting possible applica
tions of liquid oxygen, one is as an explo
sive in connection with charcoal. Wood 
charcoal at zero Centigrade will absorb 
18 times its volume of gaseous oxygen ; 
at the temperature of liquid oxygen it 
will take up 230 volumes instead of this 
mere 18. The charcoal thus impregnated 
burns with such extreme speed as to give 
violent detonation. 

In the morning a row of light sheet 
piling was driven in front of a section of 
wall to keep the waves from dashing into 
the work. The sand was then excavated 
to a depth of about 18 inches below water 
lines, and a layer of old plank laid on the 
bottom and weighted down with rocks. 
The form for the lower part of the wall 
was then moved ahead, placed on the 
plank floor and weighted into place. The 
form for the upper section of wall was 
moved ahead on to the lower section 
poured the preceding day. 

The owner of this bun galow has temporarily checkmated the spring flow of 
ice in the lake, which threaten,ed �o scour . his property off the map 

The explosion pictured was produced 
by liquid-oxygen-impregnated charcoal, 
using home�made methods exclusively. 
'l'he charcoal was finely powdered and 
pl aced in a linen sack, 3% inches in 
diameter and 15 inches long, to the end 
of which was fastened a dynamite fuse 

In the afternoon, both forms were filled 
with rocks placed by hand, and the grout sufficient to 
fill the voids between the rocks was mixed and poured. 
Usually two batches would do this. There was usually 
a litt1e time remaining in the afternoon, which was 
given to finishing the surface and painting with a 
waterproof cement paint. 

The wall was_ also tied together longitudinally by 
several second-hand light-weight railroad rails which 

Laying Rails 420 Feet Long 

W
HILE engaged in relaying track, the street rail
way line in Washington, D. C., recently adopted 

an unusual method of welding and installing its rails 
without interruption to traffic. The rails to be installed 
were laid along the side of the street parallel to the 
track, welded together during the day time by means 
of thermit welding into continuous lengths of several 

rails, then transported with 
the aid of a large gang of 
men equipped with rail 
tongs close to the edge of 
the track, and installed dur
ing the early inactive hours 
of the morning. In one case 
a pair of rail lengths each 
consisted of seven rails, 
making continuous lengths 
of 420 feet as shown in an 
illustration. 

Aluminum Scenery 

Welding rails before layin g, and placin g them in . 420-foot lengths after traffic 
has ceased for the day 

WOOD has become very 
_ expensive in Germany 

so that at the Chemnitz 
Opera House aluminum has 
been substituted for wood 
for the frames for scenery. 
Scenery thus mounted is 
much easier to handle and 
the fire risk is minimized. 
The scenery can be attached 
to both sides, and even dec
orations can be painted on 
the wooden frames. No 
a c 0 u s t i c  difficulties have 
been experienced. 

wi thout any percussion cap. A hole was 
prepared under a 14-inch stump ; and after submerging 
the sack of charcoal in liquid oxygen for about two 
minutes, it was placed hastily in the hole. tamped, and 
�he fuse lighted. The explosion was similar to that 
of dynamite. The - stump was enti rely removed and 
the roots so shattered that it would require very little 
additional work to remove them, while it seems that 
after using dynamite the stumps are often merely split 
without removing them. 

It is suggested that liquid oxygen can be made at a 
price to COITlpete with other commercial explosives. 
Other substances, such as cork, salt, sawdust, etc., may 
be used in place of charcoal. 

Weathering Tests of Stone 

W
EATHEJRING tests, consisting of freezing and 
thawing of the specimens until disintegration oc

curs, are in progress at the Bureau of Standards on 
22 samples of limestone and 23 of sandstone. Some of 
the best limestones have withstood 800 freezings with
out showing any appreciable amount of decay, while 
the poorer grades of this material were diSintegrated 
by 1.00 freezings. Tests on the sandstones have only 
recently been started, and so far the samples have 
shown no great amount of decay. 

A number of limestone and sandstone specimens are 
also being tested by soaking in a 1.5 per cent solution 
of sodium chloride and drying afterwards to obtain a 
crystallization of the salt in the pores of the stone. 
This produces an action similar to that of frost but 
more severe. It has been found that limestones which 
stood up under several hundred of the freezings were 
disintegrated by less than 100 crystallizations in the 
salt test. However, the actual diSintegration seems to 
be similar to that produced by the action of frost, and 
hence it is believed that there is a possibility of using 
this method as an accelerated weathering test. 
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Left : Army ants marching in single file ; note the great killing mandibles o n  t h e  central figure ( m agnified fi v e  times ) . Right : Army a n t  bringing home as booty t h e  leg o f  an insect victim. This 
straddling of the burrlen is characteristic 

Scenes from the Guiana j ungle, when the ants are marching 

The Army Ants of British Guiana 
Jungle Insects that Have Learned the Importance of Force of Numbers and Discipline 

By Paul Griswold Howes 
Assistant Curator of the Bruce Memorial Museum, Greenwich, Conn. 

the ever moist floor of the great dim 
jungle that covers nearly all of British 
Guiana, live the gypsy tribes of army 
ants. These tribes consist of astounding 
numbers of individuals, divided into va
rious sizes, and upon whom fall various 

burdens in the general economy of the groups. They 
make no permanent nests at all, but instead, roam the 
forests, carrying the entire where-with-all of their social 
existence about with them. 

'l'he first army that the author ever witnessed on the 
move, was traveling rapidly across an open space in 
front of the camp. The line of m arch was not over 
five inches in width, but it extended across the clear
ing for a hundred and fifty feet in a snaky band, and 
continued out of sight into the growth of vegetation 
beyond. This army moved for many hours without 
halt, or even the slightest let up, and there must have 
been hundreds and hundreds of thousands of indi
viduals in the line. Their destination was an old 
foundation on the edge of the clearing, and into this 
the insects poured all day long. The ants carried 
everything that belonged to them as they moved. 
Nurses could be seen by hundreds, bearing the white 
grub·like larvre or young ants, while countless others 
carried eggs and PUPIB, or ants about ready to take up 
their work in the tribe. Soldiers 'with enormous curved 
jaws hurried along with the rest, snapping viciously 
at anything that attempted to interfere with the gen
eral progress of the lines. Where £In obstacle hindered 
the march, dozens of the medium sized ants would 
make a living filler of their bodies, over which the rest 
would pass in greater ease and comfort. By night the 
nurse ants and all the rest were safely in the founda· 
tion that they had picked for their transient visi t. The 
nurses could he seen forming a dense network of their 
bodies, among which the eggs and young were being 
kept safe and warm, while all about their camp, others 
rushed here and there, scouting and policing the 
grounds in a general clean-up of the surroundings. 

The ants stayed here all night, hut hy morning they 
had gone on into the forest. This army was simply 
m oving. The command of instinct had decreed a march 
only. No hunting was to take place, and so the whole 
great tribe moved forward in a thin line without a 
glance from side to side. Such is the marvelous dis
ci pline of instinct. 

'When the command says hunt, everything changes. 
The milder attitude of the multi tude changes instantly. 
Every ant hecomes a ferocious demon, a fiery, reckless 
and merciless creature that will attack anything and 
give its life if the necessity arises. They launch them
selves into the forest in great networks, that gradually 
enclose certain areas, and every living thing that is  
weak, as well as many of the stronger ones, fall before 
the onslaught. 

If one is traveling through the forest, a certain sign 
of presence of a hunting army, is the calling and chirp
ing of a number of different ant-thrushes, and other 
birds that have banded together into a flock. These 
birds follow the armies, partly because of the insect 
life that is stirred into panic, and partly because of the 

tit·bits of refuse that the army leaves, in the form of 
legs and other parts that have been torn from the 
victims. 

'When such a flock is heard, a few minutes' hunt will 
reveal the army at its deadly work, while at other times 
one will know well enough that the lines have been 
crossed, by the severe and thorough biting of one's legs, 
followed hy a painful stinging that causes one to take 
to the trail in haste to remove the energetic insects. 
Once they bite into the skin their jaws become quite 
tightly locked so that it  is often necessary to pull them 
apart ; and the Indians use them for closing wounds, 
by causing them to bite, after which they sever the 
heads from the bodies. 

During these drives, every insect is frightened from 
cover and instantly pounced upon by as many indi
viduals as happen to be near. They actually tear the 
victim limb from limb and it is then taken to the nest 
for that day, in many fragments. Almost as soon as 
an ant has secured a portion of food, it ceases its wild 

Front view, greatly enlarged, of a warrior ant, 
showing the powerful nippers 

blood-thirsty actions and goes to the rear, its duty 
accomplished. 

If a large insect such as a grasshopper or a big 
jungle roacp is thrown among the ants, it  will event
ually be vanquished by sheer weight of numbers. As 
it lands among the warriors, one or two will lock their 
jaws upon its legs with lightning rapidity. The sufferer 
will now hop or fly in agony, but the instant it lands 
again, several more ants will grab its appendages. This  
procedure soon weights the victim to the  ground per
manently, where it is torn to shreds without delay. 

Ants returning to the rear often assist one another 
in various ways. As it is  usually the custom to straddle 
one's booty on the homeward journey, the ant is fre
quently greatly hampered by the size of the cut. Again 
a long caterpil lar may be the victim, one that has been 

left intact, owing to its slight reSistance, and thus be
comes a great burden. In these, and similar cases, ants 
were observed to come to the assistance of their sisters. 
They would help drag the meat along or hold the abdo
men of a sister up out of the way, and in one case two 
ants were seen to straddle a caterpillar and thus carry 
it along on their tall legs, like so many laborers carry
ing a railroad rail or a big log. 

Birds and ani mals are not immune to the attacking 
ants, especially young ones. In fact any animal would 
soon succumb to their myriad bites if there were no 
avenue for escape. One realizes how great are their 
numbers when a distinct and strange rustling murmur 
reaches the ear, due to the thrashing about of countless 
bodies. 

Some creatures have learned to escape. Thus the 
smaller species of spiders, leap from their perches at 
the approach of the ants and remain safely suspended 
upon a silken thread until the danger is  past. On the 
other ham] very large snakes are sometimes killed and 
devoured, before they can get beyond the lines of the 
army. 

The entire tribe does not take part in the drive for 
food. A large number of workers remain at the tem
porary nest to care for the eggs and young while the 
warriors are away, and swarms of workers also cluster 
the entrance so that it  looks like a brown furry veget
ahle growth, from a short distance. As the burdened 
hunters return, they are carefully brushed and combed 
by the workers, and their booty is dropped and carried 
into the nest by these individuals also. The actual . 
passage to the interior is lined thickly with a network 
of ants so that every individual must pass along a living 
passage to gain entrance. 

The Indians of Guiana like those of many other 
South American countries and also the I30vianders and 
white people, have learned to respect the army ants 
because of their house cleaning propensities. Every 
house, from the rude thatched benab of the Indian to 
the solid wooden ones of civilization, are more or less 
infested with vel'Y large roaches, and other insects, and 
also huge tarantulas, which come only to obtain the 
roaches. None of these things are liked by the average 
human being, but the army ants are fond of all of 
them. They come not infrequently, in tremendous 
armies, to the abodes of man, and in the course of a 
few hours leave them cleaner than they have ever been 
before. 

In these great tribes there is but a single Queen. 
Her sole duty is egg-laying after the colony is once 
started and she is given the most exquisite care al l  
during her life. She is  sheltered and watched and 
attended like a real Queen and no harm can easily 
come to her. Periodically, 

'
a brood of young Queens 

and males are hatched. These individuals are winged 
and as soon as they are mature, all of them leave the 
tribe in what is  called the marriage flight. Each Queen 
finds a mate. They pair and the males soon die after
ward, but each young Queen founds her own new tribe 
and after bringing up the first workers herself, this 
little crowd set about to rear about themselves another 
great gypsy band of army ants. 
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An effective barrier to keep cattle off the t racks is provided by this uneven 
assembly of rollers 

be brought into the dumping 
position in a few seconds. 
T h e  b i n  s th8mselves are 
kept supulied with tea from 
larger storage on the floor 
above, to which they are 
open. There are six bins, 
and only five brands of tea 
to be packed ; so that at all 
times a bin is "left over," 
and can be filled from above 
while one of the other bins 
is losing the last ' of its COil· 
tents to the packing ma
chine. In th is way tea can 
be kept running continu
ously, with never a failure 
of the supply of any brand 
and never an empty bin. We 
have seen numerous appli
cations of the idea of con
tinuous packing, but none 
that seemed more generally 
effecti ve than this one. 

Scaring the Cattle Off the Tracks 

MUCH interest is attached to the recent development 
of a conical-roller cattle guard that it is believed 

will prove effective in preventing stock from passing. 
There are four sections, one of which is placed outside 
each rail and two between the two rails. Each section 
is composed of conical wooden rollers three inches in 
diameter at one end, four inches in diameter at the 
other and twenty-four inches long. Four steel side 
and end pieces bolted together constitute the frame, 
by means of which the guard is spiked to the tie. The 
rollers are supported on metal rods on which they 
rotate. 

As animals approach the guard they are alarmed 
by the irregular and strange appearance presented by 
the alternating conical rollers and many do not come 
any nearer. But if they become bolder and advance 
up to the guard so as to place one foot upon it, the 
rollers revolve underneath their feet, and most animals 
will immediately leave. Where the animal puts one 
foot upon the rollers and, still unalarmed, tries to 
advance with another foot, his weight rotates the 
rollers under his foot and he will find it  impossible 
to proceed. 

A Clever Job of Continuous Packing 

AN interesting apparatus for the mechanical packing 
of tea is to be seen in a San Francisco factory. 

An overhead track system supports a unit of six travel
ing bins, which can be shifted so as to bring any bin 
directly above the chute, D, that leads to the weighing 
scales. In thi s way any number of cans can be packed 
with any desired type of tea, and a shift made as often 
as the orders of the day require ; or special blends can 
be made with a minimum of trouble. The overhead sys· 
tem is operated by a drum-wound cable, and any bin can 

The Wind-Power Automobile 

AN automobile whose operating expense includes no 
provision for power might seem as though it 

should go in the class with the mysterious green fluid 
that makes gasoline out of water-it certainly sounds 
like a crazy dream or an outright fraud. Nevertheless, 
Mr. A. I. Root, the dean of the American bee industry 
and publisher of Glea,nings in Bee Oult1tre, has such 
an automobile at his winter home in Florida. 

The answer is a pair of busy windmills. The car is 
an electric. The mills are two in number, 16-foot 
wheels on 60-foot towers. Instead of having a counter
shaft or a set of gears to multiply the speed of the 
wheel to the necessary dynamo speed, the dynamo is 
mounted on the platform immediately beneath the 
wheel and connected by means of a belt running clear 
around the circumference of the w'1eel and then directly 
to the generator shaft. To provide for varying weather 
conditions an i dler is used to take up the slack of the 
belt. 'rhe belt itself is made of a specially designed 
fabric which meet.s with complete success all the 
weather conditions to which it  is exposed. Whether 
it would fi ll the bill in a more rigorous climate is not 
stated ; but the mill is manufact.ured in Nort.h Dakota 
and widely used there for farm lighting, which sug
gests that blizzards are a mere incident in its life. The 
generator is mounted on a revolving platform and goes 
with the wheel as the wind shifts. The cost of a single 
mill, with switchboard and all other apparatus but 
without a battery, was given, at the time of writing, as 
$1500. We think it probable that today it would be 
somewhat less, but whether the reduction would be a 
materi al one we cannot say with any degree of cer
tainty. 

It is  a familiar experience with users of the gasoline 
automobile that it  is  not an economical means of pro
viding small units of transportation. Many cars are 
employed for little more than the daily drive to the 
station and back, a run of at the most five to six miles. 
Cars that develop 20 or even 25 miles per gallon on 
longer runs are barely warmed up to their work at the 
end of the run to the station, and give this sort of 
service at excessive fuel cost. The electric is  an ideal 
vehicle for work of this character, if the work of charg
ing can be done without paying an excessive profit to 
someone. For charging from a windmill, as l ight  a 
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This windmill and another like it drive the family 
ear about six miles per day, and light the house in 

addition 

turning over at a predetermined rate. Contrary to 
what the non-electrician might expect, such cut-outs are 
neither complicated, nor likely to get out of order. 

Mr. Root, from his two windmills, keeps his car 
fully charged for its regular duty of five or six miles per 
day, and in addition lights his house. He finds that a 
single windmill operates rather fitfully, but that with 
two going at once, even when they stand close together, 
the wind is  sufficiently capricious to insure that one 
will usually be running at charging speed even if the 
other is  not. Aviators will confirm the inference that 
considerable variations in air movement are met be
tween pOints only a couple of hundred feet apart. 
With his two mills connected up, lUI'. Root finds that 
the charging curve is entirely smooth enough for all 
purposes. 

A Lilliputian Piano 

AMONG the attractions of one of London's amuse
ment places is the miniature grand piano illus

trated. Exact dimensIons are not given us, but the 
finger of the user affords a very good approximate scale 
by which the actual size of this tiny musical instrument 
may be estimated. In spite of its Tom Thumb appear
ance, this piano can be played in the usual way by one 
with sufficient control of his fingers. The extent to 
which the editorial digits find the wrong key on the 
editorial typewriter make us wonder what kind of a 
finger this would be ; but that does not alter the fact 
that the piano can be played, just like any other piano,. 
by anyone able to play it. Perhaps, as in the case of 
some of the string instruments, one picks at  this key· 
board with an artificial finger-end. 

Movable bins on an overhead track add flexibility to 
this tea-packing outfit 

machine as possible should 
be secured, with a small 
battery that does not make 
much if any more than 25 
miles on one ' charge. A 
light battery, charged little 
and often and kept full, is 
the thing for this usage. The 
automobile is  to be left in 
the garage and connected 
with the dyn amo all the 
time when it is not actually 
on the road. A cutout, sim
ilar to the one between bat
tery and generator on the 
ordinary gasoline cars, must 
be provided in order to in
sure that at low speeds or 
when there is no wind at all 
the battery shall not dis
charge through the dynamo. 
This cutout is operated mag
netically, and breaks the cir
cuit leading to the battery 
whenever the dynamo is not Speaking of baby grands-here is one from a London amusement hall 
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What Happens When the Tire Hits the Road 
Studying the Impacts from Pot-Holes and Obstnictions, with Different Types of Tires 

HO IS destroying Amer
ica's highways ? The 
road e n g  i n e e  r ,  the 
truck driver, J a c k 
Frost, the politician, 
the speed demon and 

the road builder have all been ac
cused. Each pleads not guilty and 
the roads go right on disintegmting. 
Now the United States Bureau of 
Roads is  attacking the question, 
with every prospect of getting an 
answer. 'L'he investigation deals 
with road surface, road structure, 
sub-surface drainage, and traffic. 
Of permanent value are the findings 
under the first three heads ; but of 
paramount interest at the moment 
are the l:esults · of the examination 
into the traffic, and what it does to 
the road. 

Most si�,'nificant of the findings is 
that it  is  not chiefly the dead weight 
of motor . trucks that destroys the 
highway. If a truck strikes an ob
struction on the road, or if i t  runs 
into and out of a pot-hole, the wheel 
comes down on the road with a 
thud. It i s  this impact that does 
destruction, crushing the surface 
and breaking the foundation. 

'l'his impact can be measured, as 
a function of tl'Uck Weight, of truck 
speed, of load per unit of wheel 
bearing-suL"face, of poor design, etc. 

Impact Tests - Compal1ison of Tires 
2" Dl'OoTest - Speed - 17 � mi les pel' hOUJ;' 

2 TON TRUCK-2 TON LOAD Weight-ol\e ''eal' wheel -UnsPl'Ung \Vt 1000 - Sprung-3300 . Tdal·4300 
4OX8 36 )(5 3618 36X4-

PNEUMATIC DUAl CUSHION RIB SOLID DUAl SOlID 

The blow delivered to the road when a two- ton truck, with a two-ton load, runs into a 
two-inch hole or rut, depends very largely upon the type of tire carried. At lower speeds the 
difference would be less, at higher speeds more, in favor of the more shock-absorbing tires 

proportionate to the cost of the bet
ter trucking practice. 

Comparing the three types of tire, 
i t  seems easily susceptible of proof 
that the pneumatic has greater 
cushioning, can be operated over an 
open stretch of road in a shorter 
time, and does less damage to road 
and vehicle, than either of the 
others. There is  a point where the 
possibilities of time saving, and the 
need for cushioning, become so small 
that i t  is no longer economical to 
use the pneumatic tire. Slow-mov
ing freight will probably continue to 
be carried on other types of tire. 
But the practice of'  short-Sighted 
truck-owners, of economizing on 
tires at the public expense as meas
ured in road destruction, cannot go 
on indefinitely. ']'he graphs of the 
Federal engineers give ample basis 
of proved fact for taking any neces
sary steps to insure that trucks be 
properly shod for the loads that 
they carry and the speeds that they 
attain. 

The Senses of Insects 

IN the last report of the Smith
sonian Institution ( 1 922 ) Dr. N. 

E. McIndoo has an interesting arti
cle on the senses of insects. After 
discussing the nature of insect vision, 
both by Simple and by compound 
eyes, the author proceeds to the 
sense of smell, and considers i t  first 
as  a means of recognition. This 
sense is far more developed in in-

Tons of chassis and freight smash
ing along the highway strike ham
mer blows upon the roadway ; this 
is not to be avoided. But the force 
of these blows can be lessened. The 
chart herewith shows some of the results of the study 

. of the problem. A solid-tired, five-ton truck, operating at 
17% miles per hour with a five-ton load, on striking a 
two-inch obstacle delivers a blow on the pavement of 
29,000 pounds. The same truck, with pneumatic tires, 
may carry an extra ton of load and under the same cir
cumstances deliver a blow of only ]J ,900 pounds. 

Does this indicate that all trucks ought to be shod 
with air ?  By no means. Impact varies with the speed 
and the load canied. Take the coal dealer, delivering 
in a business district. The extreme wei ght of the truck 
and the load restrict the speed to 

necessarily be prepared for such a difference as the 
chart shows. To the layman, in this connection, it  may 
be necessary to point out that six impacts of 7000 
pounds each, even if they all come in the same place, 
will not do the damage that will accrue from four 
blows, of 11,000 pounds or a bit less each. Conceivably, 
the road might stand up indefinitely under the lighter 
blows, and diSintegrate rapidly under the heavier ones. 
Hence a lightening of the blows, by greater cushioning, 
or by multiplication of wheelS, or by any other means, 
works Ol1t into a saving of road-repair costs quite dis-

sects than in man, yet Dr. McIndoo 
found that by smell alone he could di stinguish the three 
castes of bees as well as other components of the hive. 
It is probable that each individual bee has its peculiar 
odor, but i t  is the combination of all these that makes 
up the hive odor and this is  regarded as the most im
portant and as indeed the ruling power in a colony. 
It is a means of protecting the social life of the bees 
from without, and the queen odor which is  a part of 
it insures continuation of the social life within. The 
workers "know" their hive-mates by the odor they carry. 
This insnres harmony and a uni ted defense against 

very moderate figures, and the 
heavy traffic has the same effect. 
Comparatively little cushioning is  
necessary· to protect the road and 
the truck from the jars of impact 
at these low speeds ; so a solid or  
cushion tire, with its  greater bear
ing surface, is  advisable to di strib
ute the dead weight of the load 
over more of the pavement. As the 
load goes down and the speed goes 
up, the demand for cushioning gains 
in importance and that for distri
bution loses. Then we may replace 
one or both pairs of solid tires by 
the cushion type, combine the 
cushion with the pneumatic, or, 
finally, mount four pneumatics. But 
on all trucks up to a limit of 2 112 to 
3% tons, where a wide range of 
operations is  an important factor, 
the big, fast, easy-riding pneumatics 
are highly desirable. 

There is a right and proper and 
economic tire for each set of con
ditions. Knowing the condition
the road, the load, the service to be 
rendered by the truck-one may fol
low the diagrams of the Federal 
engineers and diagnose with a high 
degree of accuracy the truck own
er's needs. Particularly suggestive 
is the finding with reference to the 
impact from a six-wheel truck. Ob
viously, with six wheels, the load 
per wheel i s  less and the impact per 
wheel less ; but one would not 

I mpact Tests - Comparison ofli'ucks. 
211 Obsb.'Uction Test_ .. Speed-17:2 miles pel' hom'� 

SIX WHEEL TRUel( 
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The United States Bureau of Roads, in addition to the "jumping-off" impacts of our first 
drawing, has also studied what happens when the movin g truck hits an obstruction. The dif
ference here is  even greater in favor of the more efficient tires than it was in the drop test 

attack. The queen odor constantly 
informs the workers that their 
queen is  present. Even though she 
does not rule, her presence means 
everything to the bees in  perpetuat
ing the colony. Thus, by obeying the 
stimuli of the hive odor and queen 
odor, and being guided by instinct, 
a colony of bees could not want a 
better ruler. Among ants the same 
broad principles hold, but here the 
family odor is  the more important. 

What, then, are the organs by 
which insects recognize these odors ? 
Dr. McIndoo has identified them as 
small pores scattered or grouped on 
the body and appendages. A nerve 
ends in each pore, and the opening 
is often protected by a hair. By 
covering the pores, experimental 
proof of their olfactory function was 
obtained. 

That bees, among other insects, 
can discriminate between foods is 
well known, and that their power 
of discrimination exceeds that of 
man was experimentally proved by 
Dr. l\fcIndoo. He ascribes this 
power, however, not to taste, but to 
smell. Taste and smell are closely 
allied, and it is possible that the 
only difference lies in the organs 
that respond, the stimuli themselves 
being identical. In bees there ap-
pear to be no such organs connected 
with the alimentary tract, so that 
the di scrimination is  probably made 
by smell. 
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Mail dropped in this box in the country is collected 
in the city, to the great expedition of its handling 

A Traveling Post-Box 

RURAL free delivery is not the only means of ex
tending the scope of Uncle Sam's service to com

munities and isolated houses off the main line of 
communication. The latest idea for making the mails 
more useful involves the mounting, on interurban trol
leys, of ordinary mail boxes. At any point along the 
line letters may be posted in these boxes, to be re
moved by the postman when the car reaches a good
sized town. This is a long step forward from the con
dition where the people strung out through the country 
are dependent upon the once-daily passing of the mail 
carrier for their contents with the outer world. 

Motor Propulsion for the Legless 

H IMSI�Lli' a cripple through an attack of infantile 
paralysis, a member of one of New York's oldest 

families has invented the legless automobile which we 
iJIustrate. Though the user is seen with trousers and 
shoes, his legs are useless to him ; and any means of 
navigation which he employs must be one that can be 
enti rely controlled with the hands. The conventional 
wheel chair did not appeal to this particular man, and 
he displ ayed a touch of inventive genius in designing 
a motor-driven substitute. It is, in fact, in every detail 
worthy of the deSignation ,eautomobile," save only that 
its dimensions are a bit nearer those of the motor
cycle ; it is but 32 inches wide and 70 long. It also 
strikes nearer the cycle than the car in that it has 
a single front wheel, steered by bar rather than by 
wheel. The other controls are for the larger part 
assembled upon the handles of the bars, where they 
are easily accessible. 

Airplane, or Plain Flivver? 

WHILE M. Barbot and his aerial flivver are in the 
public eye" seems a good time to put on display 

another kind of airplane flivver-one actually built 
upon the foundation of a Tin Lillzie chassis. As the 
picture makes clear, this plane is designed for adver
tising purposes and not for flying, and it does all its 
running with four wheels on terra firma. Nevertheless, 
its body is built on exactly the lines of a regulation 
airplane, even being equipped with rudder and elevators. 
The rudder gets a practical touch by serving as a direc
tion indicator to the driver behind, and for this end it 
is connected by cables with the steering gear. The car 
is equipped with port and starboard lights, and the 
propeller can even be driven around by the engine. 

This airpl ane-style body is the latest model in 
fancy flivvers 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 

Gas and Oil on the Fly 

ONE of the things that plague the long-distance 
record-seeker, on road or on track, is the stop for 

supplies. 'When a tire replacement is in order, there 
seems no way out ; but a recent performance on the 
Indianapolis Speedway demonstrates that stops for gas 
and oil are simply a matter of habit. The distance 
for the run was determined in advance, being set at 
3155 miles-the distance from New York to Los Angeles 
via the William Penn-National Old Trails route. All 
service aside from the tire replacements was achieved 
from a second car, which took the track and kept pace 
with the racing machine at a speed of 50 miles per 
hour. Inasmuch as the car under test finished the 
distance in 21 minutes over an even 50 hours, at an 
average speed of almost 63 miles per hour, it will be 
seen that the 50-mile filling speed represented a distinct 
slowing down on the part of its driver. Our photograph 
shows the process of filling gas into the tank of the 
racer, with the mechanician attending the business 
end of the hose. 

The Heating Value of Gas 

TITICHNOLOGIC Paper No. 222 of the Bureau of 
Standards, for sale by the Superintendent of Docu

ments, Government Printing Office, 'Washington, D. C., 
at 25 cents a copy, gives the results of laboratory tests 
conducted at the request of the Public Service Com
mission of Maryland on the relative usefulness of 
gases of different heating values and the correct ad
justment of burners for changes in the heating value 
and specific gravity of the gas. 

There was a time when gas was used almost ex
clusively for lighting purposes, and in the ordinances 
regulating gas companies, it was usual to require gas 
having a certain illuminating value. More recently gas 

Motor travel for the legless, in a machine that is 
controlled entirely by hand 

has been used more and more for heating purposes and 
less and less for lighting, or when used for purposes 
of illumination, it is almost always burned in a mantle 
burner. This was accompanied by a change in most 
regulations from an mumination to a heating value 
basis. Still more recently it has been found necessary 
in some cases to reduce the heating power of the gas, 
due to increased cost and other difficulties of manu
facture. 

The present paper deals with a condition thus 
brought about, the tests having been conducted primar
ily to determine whether the consumers in Baltimore 
were getting as good gas service with the present stand
ard of 500 B.t.u. per cubic foot as they ohtained with 
gas of a higher heating value in former days. The 
tests showed that with proper adjustment of the appli
imces the service should be equally good. The relative 
cost of the service, however, under the two conditions 
was not taken into consideration in this report. 

Wav.e-Length Measurements in Arc Spectra 

COMPOUNDS of the rare earth elements which are 
used extensively in the manufacture of gas light 

mantles and cored carbons for electric arcs, and less 
extensively in the textile and glass industries for their 
coloring properties, are about the most difficult salts 
for the chemist to prepare in a pure state. The chem
istry lahoratory of the University of Illinois has suc
ceeded in preparing some of the members of the rare 
earth family in a high degree of purity and has sub
mitted to the Bureau of Standards samples of these 
materials for spectroscopic analysis. The work on the 
original consignment of materials is now completed and 
Scientific Paper No. 466 has just been issued describing 
the results that have been obtained for the two ele
ments gadolinium and dysprosium. Two preceding 
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Filling a racing car  with gas  and oil  at fifty miles 
per hour 

papers have dealt with yttrium, lanthanum, and cer
ium, and with neodymium and samarium. The spec
troscopic analysis confirms the degree of purity at
tained by the chemists in separating . the gadolinium 
and dysprosium salts from the original materials and 
in addition · yields an accurate description of the green, 
yellow, red, and infra-red spectral regions of these 
elements which have only been covered incompletely 
heretofore. 

The data collected from the observations are com
piled in two tables, one of which contains about 950 
wave lengths in the arc spectrum of gadolinium, and 
the other, about 800 wave lengths in the arc spectrum 
of dysprosium. 'l'hese data are of value chiefly to 
chemists who are interested in problems of analysis, 
to astronomers who are concerned with the chemical 
composition of the stars, and to phYSicists in connection 
with atomic structure. This paper can be obtained 
from the Superintendent of Docnments, Government 
Printing Office, vYashington, D. C., at 5 cents a copy. 

A Novel Instrument for Navigators 

USING the spherical-angle calculator illustrated here
with, it is claimed that the data necessary for 

proper utilization of the gyro compass are obtainable 
with a greatly increased faCility, and a vessel's pOSition 
determined from a single cibsel'Yation. What this in
strument really does is to set up, in the form of a small 
model, the various astronomical and geographical cir
cles, with the position of the ship with reference to 
them ; whereupon zenith di.stance and azimuth are read 
off the lIenith circle and the dial, and the ship's position 
is known almost without calculation. The really diffi
cult part of the customary calculations is the part re
placed hy the automatic reading of the instrument. 

In the photograph, A represents the earth's axis. It 
is journalled to the declination circle n, and securely 
fastened to the latitude circle C. At D , the center of the 
compass rose, we have the ship's position-which is 
of course unknown to begin with, and which gets de
termined only as the setting of the movable parts of 
the calculator, to match the observations made, deter
mines it. The semi-circle ]iJ is the lIenith-distance circle, 
and incidentally represents also the ship's meridian. The 
correspondence between the model, and the visible uni
verse with the ship in its center, is obvious. 

e 

A spherical-angle calculator that does much of the 
n avigator's hard work for him 
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This  man is  careful ; wears jacket inside 
overalls ; wears tight gloves ; carries elec

tric cap lamp 

This careful miner has blocked the car with a piece of Miner testing roof as he approaches a fall in Snapper, running ahead to switch, catches 
his foot in open frog. A wooden block in 

frog would prevent this 
timber. He does not trust to the brakes alone to his room. He detects loose material by its 

hold the car in place vibration 

Some incidents in the life of the coal miner which make for safety or danger 

Safeguarding the Miner 
Safety-First Cooperation of the Bureau of Mines, the Operators and the Miners 

r:::::===�HE� several mining disasters, such as 
those which followed the last miners' 
strike, occur, we must be careful not to 
draw the conclusion that mining accidents 
are on the increase, or that no precautions 
are being taken to prevent them. As a 

matter of fact, although the great mining disasters 'powerfully excite public apprehension, there has been 
an encouraging reduction in the number of major 
disasters and deaths in coal mines since 1911. In that 
year 15 coal-mine accidents occurred with a loss of 
413 lives, whereas in 1920 eight similar accidents re
sulted in only 61 deaths ; and whereas in 1911 major 
disasters caused 15.5 per cent of the total killed at 
coal mines, in 1920 only 2.7 per cent of the total deaths 
from all causes were due to major disasters. Now the 
credit for this impl'Ovement is due to the preventive 
work done by the United States Bureau of Mines. vVe 
are told by its Acting Director, Mr. H. Foster Bain, that 
12 years ago there was no general country-wide service 
for the systematic training of miners in matters relat
ing to safety ; a slight beginning only having been made 
in a few scattered points. 'rhere was no such urgent 
need for training in those days ; for so long as the 
mines were small and the workers intelligent and well 
trained in routine mining methods, and when the 
pressure for output had not yet speeded up the industry 
to its present pitch, it sufficed very well for each man 
to look after himself and for the bosses and superin
tendents to rely upon improvised methods when major 
accidents occurred; -

But when the enormous expansion of coal mining 
brought about the introduction of new and little trained 
labor, and when the scale of production was so greatly 
increased, there was a rapid rise in the dangers of 
mmmg. The increased output in the mining of today 
has been obtained from the substantially same number 
of miners as ten years ago ; but the per
sonnel is not nearly so well trained in 
mmmg. There was a series of disasters 
and mine explosions immediately prior to 
the organization of the Bureau of Mines 
and the problem before the Bureau was 
that of reducing the number and severity 
of these. To this end the Bureau of 
Mines sought the cooperation of the State 
Mine Inspectors, the mine operators, and 
various other agencies ; and while the full 
benefits resulting from preventive and 
remedial measures cannot be gaged ac
curately by figures only, the statistics, as 
given above, show that greatly beneficial 
results have been obtained. 

-was noticeable from 1911 to 1916, was due in a large 
measure to State requirements for reporting such in
juries and to the rapid enactment of compensation loss 
by many States during that period. Today mine oper-

Diagram shows the injuries to various parts of 
the body in the proportions revealed by the acci

dent statistics 

ators in practically all States must report non-fatal 
IllJuries. The Government now obtains accurate sta
ti stics both of deaths and injuries. They show that 
the number killed per thousand persons has decreased 

from 4.86 in 1911 to 3.66 in 1920. Of late the injury 
rate has ranged from 234 to 242 per thousand men 
employed. 

A very effective agency in reducing the number of 
accidents and mitigating their effects upon the injured, 
is the character and extent of the training which is 
given to those engaged in mining. Miners who receive 
certificates of first-aid training are instructed and ex
amined in the anatomy of the human body, the treat
ment of hemorrhage, fractures, burns and shock, and 
the transport of wounded persons. Certificates of res
cue training are given those who pass a physical ex
amination, who wear breathing apparatus while doing 
hard labor in atmosphere containing noxious and ir
respirable gases, and demonstrate their ability to ad
just and take care of such apparatus and to perform 
the duties of rescue men. The course of training rep
resents a total of 15 hours of intensive work. During 
the decade ending June 13, 1920, the Bureau of Mines 
trained 50;971 persons in rescue and first-aid methods. 
In 1911 the 734 persons trained represented less than 
one miner in every thousand ; but in ] 920 the number 
trained was 8993 which represented nearly ten miners 
in every thousand employed. 

As regards the causes of coal-mine fatalities, it should 
be noted that nearly half of all deaths at coal mines 
results from falls of roof and coal, and most of this 
class of accidents take place at or near the "working 
face," which is the place where the miners actually 
mine the coal. A few occur elsewhere in the mines, as 
on slopes and haulage ways. Many of the falls at the 
"face" are due to failure of the miners to take down 
loose rock or coal or to set props under dangerous 
places in the roof. 

Mine cars and locomotives underground are responsi
ble for about 17 per cent of all fatalities, the victims 
usually being run over or caught between the cars and 

side of haulage way. 
It will surprise the public to learn that 

mine explosions, although generally given 
much prominence in the daily newspapers, 
have caused only a little more than one
tenth of all fatalities during the past de
cade ; and, excepting 1922, the percentage 
in recent years has been considerably be
low that mark. Most of the gas explo
sions have been caused by the carrying 
of open lights into accumulations of gas, 
while the explosions of coal dust have 
frequently resulted from windy or blown
out shots or to what, in the absence of 
dust, would have been local explosions 
of gas. 

Accidents due to powder and other ex
plosives have caused six per cent of all 
fatal mine aCcidents ; between three and 
four per cent have been due to electricity, 
and less than five' per cent to miscella
neous causes underground. 

When the work of obtaining records of 
the injured at the mines was undertaken 
by the Bureau in 1911, many of the 
States kept no record of such accidents ; 
and the record shows a small number of 
injuries reported to the Bureau during 
the first few years after ] 911. The ap
parent increase in injury reports, which 

Switch handle is  carried back into whitewashed hole in wall. The man is clear of 
the haulage way and in a safe position 

Of all fatal accidents at coal mines, 
about 90 per cent have occurred under-
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ground, between two and three per cent 
in shafts  and slopes, and slightly less 
than eight per cent above ground. 
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where the burning coal can give up heat 
directly by radiation to the boiler heating
surface, there is therefore hiss opportu
nity for reducing the fuel consumption by 
burning powdered coal instead of burning 
coal on a grate, since the losses which 
may be reduced by substituting powdered
coal firing for hand firing or stoker firing 
are those only which are due to incom
plete combustion and using excess air. 
'l'hese losses, however, are not inconsider
able. 

A most important part of the safety
first campaign of the Bureau consists in 
the publication, from time to time, of 
circulars illustrated by photographs, which 
show the miner, and the operator also, 
what he should do and what he should 
avoid in the prevention of accident and 
the safeguarding of life and limb. The 
excellence of this method is  revealed in 
the half dozen photographs, which we 
have chosen from a circular issued in 
1 919 entitled "Dangerous and Safe Prac
tices in Bituminous Coal Mines." These 
have been chosen from 200 similar photo
graphs which make ·up the bulk of the 
circular. Each has beneath it a few 
explanatory words, and even without 
these the pictures themselves should con
vey a clear lesson to that large proportion 

This miner has set a prop under the loose lip before starting work with 
his pick 

Certain drawbacks to the use of pow
dered coal are cited by the author of the 
bulletin. Defore powdered-coal firing can 
compete successfully with grate firing it 
is obvious that the gain due to the smaller 
consumption of powdered coal must offset 
the cost of preparing, conveying and burn
ing it. 

There is  a further� disadvantage with 
powdered coal. In grate firing the ash is  

of the miners of today who cannot read 
English and are, therefore, particularly liable to injury. 

'l'he pictures here represented are selected from those 
which teach the miners the principles of self-protection, 
through care and forethought, and of these there are 
some 1 80 in the pampblet referred to. In addition to 
these there are ahout a score of pi ctures which illus
trate good practice in the equipment and oversight of 
the mines, such as the provision of miscellaneous safety 
devices, among which may be mentioned an under
ground machine shop, sub-foremen's offices which are 
kept locked, but with telephone, first-aid box, stretcher 
and skeleton map of mine so placed that they can be 
reached from the outside ; locked explosive magazines ; 
accident bulletin boards, on which an accident which 
occurs is  recorded for a warning to the miners ; safety 
mottoes placed conspicuously at the roof of the mine, 
and many similar devices. 

Enough has been said to show that this governmental 
work is  highly humanitarian ; that it  has already, in 
a single decade, gone far toward making mining a 
reasonahly safe occupation, thus robhing this abso
lutely essential industry of the terror with which it 
has too long been associated in the public minds. 

A Diminutive Electric Tractor 

H 11}RE we have two views of a diminutive and in
genious tractor which for work performed in pro

portion to its size is certainly remarkable. It was built 
in Germany in response to the urgent demand for the 
exercise of all possible economy, particularly in the 
matter of transportation of materi als for short dis
tances in large industrial plants. Special effort is being 
made to replace manual labor by mechanical drives 
of one kind or another, and it is  considered that these 
eonditions are well met by this little machine, which 
is  ealled in Germany an "electric horsetractor." 

The complete tractor as shown in the larger engrav
ing consists of a steel frame carried on two wheels 
provided with solid rubber tires. The accumulator bat
tery is  in two parts, one carried before and the other 
behind tlie axle. Above the axle is  mounted a little 
3.6 horsepower motor, which drives it by means of 
gears, a chain, ana � a worm drive. The speed is  low, 
being only 3.28 feet pel' second. The operator walks 
between the shafts, on one of which is mounted a con
troller, and he steers the tractor and keeps it on a 
level keel so to speak. For security, two small rollers 
are attached, one in front and one behind the tractor 
with a small clearance above the ground. The ad
vantages of this little vehicle are found in its small 

A two-ton pony tractor 

dimensions, its low weight, and the ease with which 
it is  handled. Also it  has proved to be very economical, 
operating at low expense. The ordinary capacity of the 
battery is 32-kilowatt hours for � three hours of dis
charge ; but a single charge is  sufficient for two days' 
intermittent operation under the average conditions of 
work. The average tractive effort is about a quarter 
of a ton with a maximum effort of one ton. It can 
haul up to one hundred tons where the load is running 
on the level upon steel rails ; on average undulating 
highways it  can haul about ten tons, and, running on 
the banks of a canal, can haul 400 tons of load in boats 
or barges. The tractor is 3.15 feet wide, 2.92 feet high 
and the length over all from the front hook to the end 
of the shaft is 12.78 feet. The total weight is about 
two tons. 

Industrial Use of Powdered Coal 

POWDERED coal has been successfully applied, and 
is commonly used in open-hearth furnaces ; bushel

ing and puddling furnaces ; continuous-heating furnaces 
for blooms and billets ; furnaces for heating, reheating, 
and forging, annealing furnaces for malleable iron and 
steel castings and plates ; sheet and pair and anneal
ing furnaces and tin pots ; galvanizing pots ; soaking 
pits ; ore roasting and volatilizing ; copper-ore roasting 
and smelting ; the zinc industry ; the gold and silver 
industry ; calcining kilns ; lime burning ; refractory 
materials ; and also in the fertilizer industry. It is 
used more than any other fuel in the cement industry 
and has been successfully applied for steam raiSing. 
Whenever powdered coal has displaced hand firing the 
coal consumption has been reduced considerably. 

By the term powdered coal is meant coal subdivided 
so that it  may be burned in suspension when mixed 
with the necessary supply of air and may be conveyed 
easily by means of a screw conveyor, by compressed 
air, or suspended in a stream of low-pressure air to 
the furnace. 

The principal advantages over hand and stoker firing 
lie in the comparative ease of conveying coal to furnaces 
and in the practically complete combustion of the coal, 
with little excess air, in close contact with the material 
to be heated, thus avoiding the convection, radiation 
and excess-air losses whieh accompany hand or stoker
fired furnaces placed outside reverberatory and many 
other furnaces. I�or this reason the most successful 
field of use for pulverized coal installations has been 
for those purposes where they have replaced externally
tired furnaces. For purposes such as stearn raising, 

left on � the grates and in the ash pit. But 
with powdered coal the ash is  blown into the furnace, 
out through the stack, and with some badly designed 
furnaces out through openings in the furnaces. It may 
also form a troublesome slag, and fill up the flues so 
as to impede the draft. 

On the whole, powdered-coal plants cannot be said 
to be clean. There are fairly clean powdered-coal 
plants ; but generally, though not universally, a plant 
using powdered coal is dirtier than a grate-fired plant. 

Powdered coal is  better adapted for firing stationary 
water-tube boilers than other boilers. 'With these boil
ers furnaces of sutficient size and of the correct shape 
may be constructed, and the gases pass through no 
tubes wherein ash may settle to obstruct the draft and 
shield the heating surface. It has been found difficult 
to  burn powdered coal in locomotive and cylindrical 
marine boilers because the combustion space is  too 
small to permit the coal to be burned completely. 

Although men have been killed by explosions and fires 
in powdered coal plants, the causes of such accidents 
are known and precautions may be taken that they 
may not recur. Greater precautions are required with 
some systems than with others. For instance, danger
ous fires and explosions have occurred more frequently 
with the direct low-pressure air system of transport 
than with the indirect screw-conveying or compressed
air transport systems, although the indirect transport 
system has not been entirely free from disasters. The 
possibility of a dangerous fire or explosion in a well
designed, well-managed powdered-coal plant is  remote 
and should not influence the prospective user of pow
dered coal against installing it. 

Mincing Microbes 

AMACRINE for killing microbes by the simple 
method of cutting them into bits is described in 

the British Medica l .Journal, which states that by this 
means inoculations against infectious diseases may be 
made with germs from which the poisons have been 
removed. Thus if detoxicated vaccines are used very 
much larger doses may be administered with increased 
chance of protection from the disease. Although mi
crobes are so small that 5,000,000 of them in a mass are 
invisible and a billion are only the size of the head of a 
pin, this electrically driven machine will cut or smash 
them. The microbes are suspended in a liquid and 
forced against 70 small lmives at a speed of 60 miles 
per hour so that 28,000,000 cuts are made in one minute. 
As the germs remain in the machine 20 minutes, they 
receive 560,000,000 cuts. 

Tractor hauls loaded cars on the rails 
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The Maple Suga� Industry 
The Tree that Made Vertnont Famous, and How its Delectable Juice is Harvested 

By c. O. Ormsbee 

r:::::===:::-1APLE syrup is a product of the sap of the 
maple tree, concentrated by evaporation 
to a boiling point of 219 degrees. At this 
temperature one gallon of maple syrup 
weighs 1 1  pounds, and, including very 
small percentages of various other solids, 

chiefly of 1.11ineral origin, contains 6fl per cent of sugar 
and 3fl per cent of water. Maple sugar is  a product of 
the same sap, so concentrated, that, upon cooling, it will 
crystalize and form a solid mass. JIilaple molasses is  
a form of glucose resulting from the disintegration or 
reversion of maple sugar, when concentrated to a low 
degree. Maple cakes, maple 'cream, maple powder and 
various other pure maple products, consist of maple 
sugar, variously manipulated, and at various tempera
tures. .And maple blends are syrups produced by the 
melting of maple sugar, cane sugar, together with 
water in various proportions. 

Maple sap is  obtained by wounding the maple tree. 
This operation is  termed tapping, and while there h ave 
been various forms, the method which is now in uni
versal practice is  to bore a hole, not exceeding half an 
inch in diameter, to a depth of from two to three 
inches, at a convenient height, and in a sound, healthy 
portion of the trunk of the tree. A metal, tubular 

Acer saccha,nlm of the botanist. This tree is found 
only in North America, and its range extends through
out the entire valley of the St. Lawrence River and 
its tributaries, where it is the predominating tree, and 
westerly as far as Minnesota. From JIilaine it extends 
southwesterly, well into the Carolinas, thence westerly 
through Kentucky an d Tennessee, well into Arkansas 
and Missouri, in which states it  spreads, in fan shape, 
over an extensive territory. 

The Bureau of I<'orestry is authority for the state
ment that there are, scattered over this entire area, 
approximately 1 00,000,000 maple trees. A study of the 
returns of the last census reveals the fact that of this 
number but 18,000,000 are utilized in the manufacture 
of maple sugar, and that, even including the sugar 
equivalent of that part of the product that is marketed 
in the form of maple syrup, the entire output of maple 
sugar of the United States falls under 50,000,000 pounds 
annually. Of this amount 87 per cent is  produced in 
the five states of New York, Vermont, Ohio, Pennsyl
vania and Michigan. The total output of Canada is  
around 30,000,000 pound's annually. It iR  known that 
but one-third of the available trees in Canada are util
ized, while the numbers of non-utilized trees in the 
unsettled regions runs high into the millions. 

hairs," and located near the extremities of the smaller 
rootlets. '1'his moisture consists of an extremely weak 
solution of the various mineral elements, chiefly in the 
form of nitrates, which enter into the composition of 
the tree and form the ashes when the substance of 
the tr(�e is  burned. It  is  transferred from the root
hairs into the rootlets, thence into the larger roots, and 
finally into the trunk of the tree, in which it is carried 
up into the branches and into and · through the leaves. 
During its passage it loses, by evaporation, an immense 
percentage of moisture, which passes off in the form 
of a watery vapor ; and another immense percentage 
is  brokE'n up into its elements of hydrogen and oxygen. 
Air is also forced simultaneously through the leaves ; 
and during its passage it parts with the carbon dioxide 
that was intermingled with it,  and emerges as pure 
air, while the carbon dioxide unites with the hydrogen, 
thus forming starch. 'I'he oxygen thus set free emerges 
in the form of ozone ; the insoluble starch is trans
formed into soluble sugar, as occasion requires, and 
forced back into the sap, which henceforth is known 
as "elaborated" sap, and which forms the food of the 
tree. In this form so much as is needed for immediate 
growth is  carried to points where new tissue is  being 
mane, and the remainder is stored for future use. 

1. Emptying a tree-bucket of its sap. 2 .  Gathering pails of sap from the tapped trees. 3 .  Inside the sugar house. showing the great cast-iron boiler or evaporator. 4. An outdoor sap boiler 
Glimpses of New England's outdoor cold-weather industry-maple sugar production 

spout, so constructed as not to interfere with the flow 
of the sap, is driven tightly into the tap-hole, and a 
bucket made for the purpose and usually of tin i s  
suspended immediately below the spout. The sap, be
ing forced from the tree by internal pressure, trickles 
through the spout and falls in little droplets into the 
bucket below. The buckets usually have a capacity of 
from 12 to 16 quarts, and it  is  rarely the case that a 
sufIicient quantity of sap flows to more than fill a 
bucket during the 24 hours which intervene between 
the times of gathering. Many maple sugar makers 
make a practice of tapping the larger trees in two or 
more places, claiming that a greater amount of sap is  
thus obtained. 

Botanists recognize something like ]00 species of the 
maple tree as inhabiting various parts of the globe. 
And it is a common characteristic of all of them to 
yield this sugar-bearing sap if wounded during the 
dormant period and under . certain atmospheric condi
tions. But, of these, there is  but one species that will 
yield the . sap in sufIicient quantity and purity and of 
a snfficiently high sugar content, and that is closely 
enough associated in large numbers to allow the profit
able manufacture of maple sugar. This is the sugar 
maple, the hard or rock maple of the lumberman, the 

But the maple tree will yield its sap only during its 
dormant period, and even then only under atmospheric 
conditions which include bright, clear days during 
which the temperature rises well up into the seventies, 
followed by equally clear nights with a drop in the 
temperature to several degrees below the freezing 
point. And because in the north these conditions pre
vail in the highest degree during the month of April, 
is the chief reason why this is  preeminently the sugar
making month in the north. In the south, however, 
such conditions prevail to a less extent of variation, 
but over a much greater length of time ; and the sugar 
season covers several months, ,vith light daily yields, 
but with an aggregate considerably greater than the 
average yield in the north. The average yield per tree 
throughout the Lnited States, as shmvn by the census, . 
is a trifle under th ree pounds. Yet trees vary greatly 
in this respect, and a maximum yield of 42 pounds 
from a single tree has been reported. And the sap 
from different trees varies in sugar content, from a 
minimulll of scarcely a trace to a maximum of 10 per 
cent, with an average of close around 3 per cent. 

Briefly stated, the theory of the sap flow is essen
tially as follows : Moisture is abstracted from the soil 
by means of very minute appendages, termed "root-

'l'hen after the fall of the leaves, and influenced by 
atmospheric condi tions already described, this stored 
sap begins to work its passage toward the exterior of 
the tree and into the space between the bark and the 
wood, and in some not well-understood manner a gas, 
probably nitrogen, is generated, which creates the pres
sure previously mentioned. 

Maple sugar is  identical in its composition with cane 
and beet sugar, and were it refined to a state of abso
lute purity it would be indistinguishable from them 
and ,vould possess no more value. But commercially 
it is never so refined. It  owes its superior value to 
the presence of an elusive essence, of a most deliciously 
delicate flavor, and which chemists have as yet been 
unable to isolate. And, contrary to the opinion that is  
prevalent in many localities, high-grade maple sugar is 
of a very light, almost white color, and maple syrup 
is almost transparent in its clearness, with an inde
scribably smooth and delicious flavor. The dark
colored, opaque syrup so often exposed for sale is  a 
low-grade product, made so by the incorporation of 
caramel and bacterial products developed by careless 
and unsanitary methods of concentration. 

For maple sap, as it comes from the tree, is as clear 
( Continued on pa.qe 214 ) 
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Whole Wheat Bread Without Flour 

M AN for ages has made bread by seyeral methods
... and none of them has been right. The most 
recent contribution consists in the methods which may 
be grouped under the term "the modern mill ing indus
try." The aims of th i s  industry have been more COlll
mercial than hygienic. 
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thresher to the mill ; that 
she pour these kernels into 
her machine, and recei ve out 
cf it the dough for her 
b r e a  d.  All the nutritive 
values of the wheat are re
tained, and the useless and 
indigestible chaff i s  d i s
carded at the same time. 
The machine is no larger 
than the ordinary family 
washing machine, and like 
so many other household 
utilities i t  can be operated 
with the current from the 
usual electric l ight sDcket. 
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An examination through the microscope of a grain 
of wheat will ' reveal that there is a white central por
ti on, protected by two envelopes. Between these en
velopes is a brown substance. Outside them is the 
bran, which is  not a food snhstance. The modern flour 
mill has been operated with the sole aim of lll'oducing 
a white t\our, and wit lt tbis in view only the central 
part of the grain is reta ined, the cylinder machinery 
eliminating the two envelopes and the materi a l  between 
them. But the sad fact is, that in this space between 
the envelope lies the major part of the nutritive value 
of the berry, and a l l  its vitamines. All this is discarded 
.in the effort to get a white flour and a white bread. 

'fhe main part of the ma
chine consists of a large per

French and English loaves made by the new process, retainmg all the vitamines 

The test of the vitamine content of food is  a simple 
matter. It  has long heen known that pigeons, m : ce, rats 
and guinea pigs, fed solely on ordinary white bread 
and water, die from lack of essential elements of the 
diet. At the same time it is known that the prevall'nce 
of rickets and bone diseases among under-nouri shed 
humans is  to be ascribed to the absence of vitam:nes 
from the ration. Because of thi s lack in the ordinary 
white bread, one could gorge himself on 
this food and slowly starve to death. 

For many years specialists have been 
trying to retain all the nutritive elements 
of the wheat berry, while keeping the 
bread white and soft. Kneiff made white 
bread in thi s way, but i t  was not soft
it requi red sUllernorrual teeth for its mas
tication, in fact. A later scheme, known 
as the JVlege-l\louris method, failed because 
of the elaborate proceNS of fermentation 
of the grain which it employed. A new 
system now put forward in France, how
eyer, gives great promise of providing the 
solution. It eli minates all slow sifting to 
free the grain of the bran ; and in three 
distinct operations of washing, maceration 
and sifting, which can be carried on simul
taneously, i n  a machine whose cost is  so 
low as to be 'wi thin the reach of all, it 
has developed a practical way of conserv
ing the gluten and the vitamines of the 
wheat. 

forated drum into which the wheat is  poured through 
a funnel. The grain goes through a continuous crush
ing Vl'Oeess inside this drum, accomplished by means 
of rotating cylinders operated by a four-horsepower 
motor which produces from 25 to 30 kilograms of d:mgh 
per hour. While the dough is thus being prepared in 
the machine, the bran is  separated out and falls into 
a r(,ceptaele in the bottom of the drum, while the dough 
issues simultaneously from another opening. The dough 
is ready for the usual leavening process, and in half 

the finger ) has not been well defined, and espeCIally to 
the fact that observations could not be made with regu
l arity over the drymg period which often occurred late 
at night. In an attempt to overcome these two factors, 
Mr. H. A. Gardner of the Paint Manufacturers' Asso
ciation, has experimented for several months to develop 
an automatic drying-time meter. Several types were 
designed and constructed before one that would give 
satisfactory results was developed. 

It will be noted in the illustration that the apparatus 
consists of an alarm clock device fastened 
on an upright base. Attached to the hour 
hand of the dock is  a very lightly con
structed wire wheel coyered with a c i r
cular drulll formed of light tin plate or 
of aluminum. The drum is slotted to re
ceive the test piece upon which the coat
ing is  applied. This winds under the 
mandrel rod at the top of the drum and 
is  pressed in� contact at that juncture with 
a sheet of soft, light ti ssue paper of the 
same width as the test pi ece. Both of 
these are automati cally pulled from an 
adjoining double shelf stand, by the action 
of the clock. Just so long as the coating 
is wet, it will stain the tissue paper at the 
point of junction, the paper adhering quite 
tenaciously to the film. Just at the point 
of firm setting of the coatmg, the paper 
will no longer be stained when it comes 
in contact with the test piece and will not 
adhere thereto during its subsequent jour
ney around the drum. 

The washing not only cleans the grain, 
but makes it  easier to crush thp bran 
and peel it off from the kernel that con
taim; the nutriti ve elements. After the 

Internal view of the machine that makes dou gh from the whole wheat berry. 
The test piece developed for this work 

after a trial of many materials, consists 
of a roll of celluloid moving picture film The cylindrical drum is removed to show the rotary crushers 

washing, the clean wheat is macerated to bring i t  to 
the neceSSal'Y degree of hydration. Sifting then re
places the ordinary milling process, separating the bran 
from the pulp and leaving with the latter the highly 
nutritive port ion between the out"r envelopes. 

The most startling feature of tIlt' new process is 
that its product is  not flour, but aetually dough. It 
contemplates the elimination of flour from the domestic 
economy, and of the flour mill from the industrial estab
lishment. It contemplates that the housewife buy the 
whole wheat berry, just as it now goes from the 

an hour fIIay be put in the oven. The bread thus ob
t:l ined h:l s  an a greeable taste ; it is  not pure white, for 
it contains the insi de cover of the wheat kernel. It 
seems prohable, howeyer, that the housewife of today 
is educated beyond the point where a snow-white color 
stands in her eyes as tile hall-mark of purity and 
quality. 

�Wltile the experimental work has been done entirely 
on the home-sized model, the new method does not 
necessari ly demand that the housewife make her own 
hread, The fI IH ('l i ine will presumably be obtainable 

in la rge sizes, sui table for 
bakeries of every magnitude 
fmm the small village estab
l ishment up to the factory 
that makes bread for a city. 
This factory will derive the 
same advantage in making 
hread direct from wheat, and 
in making bread with all 
the wheat in it, that the in
d ivi dual housewife w 0 u I d 
enjoy. 

The two figures in the new 
development are M e  s s r s. 
Pointe and Navarre, two 
wE'Il-lmown French � scienti sts 
and engineers. 

Measuring the Drying-
Time of Varnish 

The drying-time meter, with inset showing a piece of marked film removed 
from the apparatus after a test of the drying-time of varnish. Note the sharp 

line at which the tissue ceases to adhere to the film 

THERE have been dis
putes among producers 

and consumers as to the dry
ing-time of paints, enamels, 
oils, and various varnish 
products. Many of these 
have been clue to the fact 
that the method of deter
mining the dryness of a film 
( touching every hour with 

( waste short ends of undeveloped raw 
stock ) that has been light struck but not developed. 
This material was selected because of its opacity ( white 
silver coated surface)  upon which, applied, clear coat
ings are quite evident. Because of its great smoothness 
of snrface, paint and varnish coatings do not penetrate 
it, but dry upon the surface somewhat as they would 
upon glass. Moreover, the solvents usually present in 
paint and varnish apparently do not affect the film, 
and they seem to evaporate in the same time as they 
woulel from tin or gl ass. Solvents of the ester type, or 
acetone-containing solvents, such as  may be used in 
l acqners, could not be used. Moreover, such film is of 
a standard size and character of finish and is obtain
able in practically any part of the country at a low 
eost from moving pieture fi rms. 

Tarnishing and Detarnishing of Silv,er 

THE Bureau of Standards has recently made an in
vestigation of the tarnishing and detarni shing of 

silver at the request of the Department of Agriculture. 
This investigation has shown that the tarnish ordi
narily observed on si lver is  the sulfide film of which 
certain colors are characteristic and indicative of the 
extent of the tarnish. The effect of hydrogen sulfide 
gas by itself on silver is  relatively small, but if small 
amounts of moi sture and sulfur dioxide are present 
the action is greatly accelerated. Tarnishing i s  also 
made more rapid by the presence of alkaline films and 
soap films. Conditions for producing a standard re
produeible tarnish were found, and the weight and 
thickness of tile  tarnish film were calculated. 

In studying the methods for detarnishing silver 
especial attention was given to the electrolytic methods. 
Moss silver is produced when the tarnish is  reduced 
electrolytically and the properties of moss silver were 
therefore studied. Comparisons with other methods 
were likewise carried out to determine the losses in 
silver that occur. The relative merits of solutions used 
for the electrolytic  process were compared to determine 
the rate of cleaning and the possible corrosion of the 
specimens. 
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Left; The rectifying switch mounted on the high-tension transformer_ Right: Close-up view of the air-condensers that make it possible to read the actual high tension potential across the 
X-ray tube 

Two major electrical features of the new precision X -ray apparatus 

Precision X-Ray Apparatus 
New Means of Rectification and Voltmetering that Take the Guess-Work Out of Roentgenology 

gNOLOGISTS today are taking in
creased interest in X-ray therapy. X-ray 
apparatus which has been offered as an 
instrument in therapy has not attained the 
high degree of engineering perfection 
which our knowledge of the subject war

rants. The medical practitioner is ahle to have his 
dosages measured with ease and accuracy within one 
part in a thousand ; whereas his brothel', ' the Roent
genologist, has been forced to measure his in almost 
unbelievably crude guesses. 

One of the variable factors that has not heretofore 
made itself amenable to precise treatment has been the 
constancy of the wave-form in rectification. "\Ve have 
heard lUuch about the long-wave and tile short-wave 
rectifiers ; but nothing about the constant form of wave 
rectifier. 

It has been pointed out by adequate authority on 
numerous occasions that pointed spark-gap variations 
are not alone unreliable because of electrical conditions, 
such as oscillations, which occur in the circuit ; but 
that they are also greatly affected by atmospheric hu
llIidity and by changes in operation as the points 

sphere gap and not that of a pointed gap. By doing 
this we may not only e liminate the inconsistencies of 
the needle-point gaps, but at the same time substantially 
do away with the corona discharge and with the ob
noxious genera tion of ozone and nitrous aci d aCCOlll
panying it. 

The practical result of some such line of reasoning 
as is embodied in the above paragraph is displayed in 
our first photograph, which illustrates a rectifier newly 
designed and now on the market. The spheres are 
stationary, and the revol ving spheres have been re
placed by "toroidal seglllents"--to adopt a rather math
ematical term-which they in reality generate during 
that part of their path that covers somewhat less than 
a full selllicircle. A further advantage, appearing on 
inspection of the figure, is  that rods are used for all 
connections. ·With the spheres for the stationary elec
trodes and the segmental toroids for the re\'olving ones, 
then there is no place for corona discharge into the 
ai l', and no current is  conducted through the shaft. 

After we have introduced a rectifier that meets our 
requi rements, the next thing is  logically to think of 
means for accurately measuring the energy developed. 

The sphere gap cannot be used as a measuring llIeans. 
with accuracy, where the circuits have large charging 
currents. :B'urthel', the sphere gap when used as a volt
meter requires such skill as to. introduce a considerable 
personal equation. It is not possible to arrest the move
ment of the spheres immediately on spark-over, and 
the reading observed depends upon how soon after 
spark-over they are arrested. Irurthermore, a sphere 
gap cannot be read continuously during treatment, for 
it requires sparking over, the noise of which may 
frighten the patient, and, moreover, it necessitates turn
ing off the current to extinguish the arc-which is  quite 
impracticable. 

When Fortescue first suggested the sphere gap as a 
means of measuring voltage, it was necessary to devise 
a means of calibrating sphere-gap voltmeters. The in 
strument employed-in faet, devised-for this was a 
precision air condenser, having its discharge measured 
by a galvanometer or a milliammeter, the latter being 
calibrated directly with crest kilovolts. Utilizing this 
device, we h ave a direct-reading crest kilovoltmeter 
which may be read at all times without disturbing the 
line conditions, and which will be independent of the 

line-charging current as well 
as of personal errol' due t() 
manipulation of the ap
paratus. 

begin to wear away. Be
cause of this, a strong agi
tation has been set up for 
the use of sphere gaps as a 
means of measuring the par
allel spark-gap of an X-ray 
machine, instead of the older 
pointed gaps. All high-ten
sion mechanical rectifiers 
heretofore constructed have 
been essentially revolving 
pointed spark-gaps. It  i s, of 
course, understood that to fit 
this definition the electrodes 
do not necessarily have to 
be actually pointed, but that 
they just have substantially 
small surfaces ; very small 
balls, for instance, might be 
substituted without getting 
far away from the inher
ently bad characteristics of 
true points. To get entirely 
away from these difficulties 
the surfaces substituted for 
the points must be decidedly 
large. The thought which 
suggests itself is, then, to 
design a rectifier which has 
the 
-

characteristics of a 

Left : The control-stand top, emphasizing the complete insulation and the absence of live switches. Right : The completely 
assembled machine ; the rectifying switch, shown above, is in side the cabinet 

Accordingly the manufac
turers of the precision X-ray 
outfit with which we are en
gaged have developed this 
ail' condenser in a fork suit
able for use on the instru
ment as a voltmeter. A 
sphere gap is included as 
a limit ga p for the machine, 
and further as a means for 
checking one crest measure
ment against the other if de
sired. Thus we have finally 
a constant form of rectifier 
which may be depended up
on, a direct-reading crest 
voltmeter, and a precision 
milliammeter which insures 
the best accuracy possible. 
The whole apparatus ought 
by all means to put X-ray 
practice upon a basis of pre
cision far beyond anything 
which has yet been ap
proached in this important 
field. The external aspects of precision X-ray appa ratus now at the disposal of the practitioner 
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the past few months 
daily papers have been 

publishing news items with 
Adrenalin, the Drug of the Hour eye, the nose and throat, where it is desir

able to avoid excessive flow of blood. An 
injection of adrenalin serves to drive the 

reference to the drug adrenalin and its  
remarkable life-restoring properties. Ad
renalin has been hailed as the raiser of 

the dead. It has been endowed with most mysterious 
and wonderful properties. In fact, the publicity has 
been so strong and so widely distributed that people 
today must think of this "new" drug as a sort of preter
natural substance, perhaps something like the famed 
a lchemists' philosopher's stone or elixir of life. 

The truth of the matter is first that adrenalin i s  
not t h e  new drug that people generally believe it t o  be. 
Its prominence in the day's  news is  due to the fact 
that certain physiCians have lately experi enced con
i>iderable success with its use in revivifying the dead, 
especially in bringing to life babies that were appar
ently born dead. But the properties of adrenalin have 
heen known for at least 50 years and applied for at 
least 25. 

Adrenalin was first discovered in the suprarenal 
gl ands by the }<'rench chemist and physiologist Vulpian 
in 1 856. The suprarenal gland is a ductless gland, 
whose exact function in the human and animal body 
has only been partly understood within the past few 
years. It  secretes a substance known as adrenalin, 
epinephrine or suprnrenine, which possesses most fas
cinating properties. It  is a great energizer or stimulant, 
serving to contract the arteries and increase the blood 
pressure. For example if the brain is informed of some 
great danger threatening the body, or if i t  registers great 
fear, the impulse is  transferred by means of the won
derfully swift and sure carrier nerves to the suprarenal 
glands and they are called upon to di scharge their sub
stance into the blood' current to energize and stimulate 
the muscles into powerful action. Anger also results 
in activation of these glands and this is why the doc
tors tell us that anger is  bad for a person with high 
blood pressure, for anger serves to accelerate the secre
tion of adrenalin which has the power of further 
increasing the blood pressure. This also explains the 
extraordinary strength of the insane. 

Adrenalin was first prepared from the suprarenal 
glands of animals, such as bullocks . and sheep, and the 
fact that it will increase the blood pressure was first 
observed in 1894. It was not, however, until 1900 that 
t he distinguished Japanese phYSician and chemist, who 
recently died in New York City, Dr. Jokichi Takamine, 
Rucceeded in isolating the active principle of the supra
renal glands. This feat made it possible to study the 
physiological effects of the Rubstance, and i ts real clin-

r=:====l:::rV'l'I.T Dr. C. G. Abbott recently 
stated that, as shown by 
careful observations a n d  
measurements, the heat radiation from 
the sun to the earth had diminished from 
3 to 4 per cent during the past fifteen 

lllonths, this disclosure may have alarmed some timid 
peSHimi sts, but it  caused no serious general apprehen
sion . Many openly scoffed at the statement and ridi
culed it. 

Granting that the observations upon which Dr. Ab
hott's statement was based were thoroughly reliable, 
how are they to be  interpreted ? Do they mean that 
in eight or ten years the sun's radiation will be 50 
per cent less than now and we . shall have to crowd 
around the equator to keep from freezing to death ? 
Or, are we to consider this diminution of radiation 
merely as a passing phenomenon caused by certain 
diHturbances on the sun for which science cannot 
accoun t ?  

Scientists, knowing how carefully t h e  observations 
and measurements of the sun's radiation, which were 
begun about 20 years ago by the late Prof. Langley and 
('ontinu ed by Dr. Abbott, were made, are inclined to 
accept the figures deduced by Dr. Abbott as correct. 
But, being aware of the fact that the sun is  subject 
to cyclic disturbances which periodically affect the con
ditions on the earth, like cycles of sun spots, etc. ,  they 
do not apprenend a continued and rapid decline in the 
heat radiation of the sun that would make the earth 
uninhabitable in a few years. 

At the same time, there L. no longer any doubt in the 
minds of our scientists that the sun, following the 
inexorable laws which govern the evolution of stars 
from the cosmic elements of nebulre and their gradual 
devolution into cold and l ifeless stars, has progressed 
so far already on its devolutionary down-curve that its 
extinction is merely a question of time. But this need 
not cause any anxiety at  the present time-our sun will 
probably continue to supply the earth with light and 
heat for millions of years to come. For what is a 
m illion years in the life history of the stars ? 

i cal history starts with Dr. Takamine's preparation of 
the crystalline soostance adrenlllin. 'rhese crystals 
are white, and disl!lolve with difficulty in water. Ad
renalin solution has a bitter taste and is  slightly allm
line. It is found in three chemical form s, and it is  
i mportant that it be manufactured in the proper form, 
as not all have the same phYSiological activity. 

At the present time there are two methods of pre
paring ad:renalin. 'rhe drug is  extracted from the 
suprarenal glands of sheep or oxen , or else it is  manu
factured synthetically from catechol, which is  itself a 
synthetic product used as an antiseptiC and in photog
raphy. In the extraction process the glands are prop
erly dIsintegrated with water, containing a little acetic 
acid or muriatic acid, and an extract is  obtained. The 
extract is concentrated by evaporating off the water. 
'rhen alcohol is  added to precipitate the impurities, the 
�olution is filtered, evaporated further in a vacuum 
apparatus and treated with ammonia. In a few hours 
the adrenaliTh crystallizes out and may be purified by 
recrystallization from ammonia. About 125 grams of 
adrenalin are obtained from 112 kilograms of the fresh 
tissue. The synthetical process is  quite complicated 
and need not concern us here, but it was due to the 
interest exhibited in the manufacture of this drug by 
chemical processes that its uses were investigated fur
ther and its application in what is  known as "bloodless 
surgery" was developed. 

The most recent use for adrenalin, wherein it  is 
injected into the muscles of the heart, is  perhaps the 
most startling of all the wonderful applications of this 
marvelous drug. It  i s  claimed that the dead heart, 
especially in the case of the new-born babe, is  so stimu
lated by the drug that it commences beating again. 
The heart is a powerful organ, perhaps the strongest 
muscle in the entire body, for it must work incessantly 
and must be able to respond at times to the most severe 
demands. It is  built very strongly and it  can endure 
rough surgical usage even beyond what may be expected 
of it. Nevertheless, it  cannot be operated upon as freely 
as the other organs of the body, for there must not be 
any suspension of its functions. The use of adrenalin 
renders important aid not only in heart operations but 
in operatip.g on adjacent organs. In such cases the 
heart has been accustomed to be artificially stimulated 
by the surgeon, who actually grasps it in hi s hand and 
squeezes it so as to produce a flow of blood through 
the body. 

Adrenalin is  also of great help in operating on the 

The Life History of a Star 
According to lllodern astronomical theories, the his

tory of the origin and evolution of all stars is prac
tically the same. Our sun also is a star, though in
significantly small compared with others and its his
tory, so far as its main features are concerned, is 
typical for all other stars. 

Stars are believed to originate from nebulre by the 
condensation of the mass of elemental gases of which 
the nebulre consist. Spectral analysis has disclosed the 
presence of only three gases in the nebulre examined : 
hydrogen, helium and nebulium, an element unknown, 
as yet, on earth. Of all gases known, hydrogen and 
helium offer the greatest resi stance to condensation by 
liquefaction, and nebulium is probably similar in that 
respect. It is more than probable that other elements 
could not be spectroscopically identified in any nebulre 
because they could not exist in gaseous form at the 
temperature of stellar space, closely approaching 273 
degrees Centigrade, the absolute zero. No evidence of 
the existence of the heavier elements in nebulre has 
ever been found, but it  is  not impossible that they may 
exist in the center of the nebular mass, following the 
laws of gravity, while only the rarefied light gases 
surrounding the denser center betray their presence 
when made luminous by Rertlr,ian waves passing 
through space. Whether this is really so, or, whether 
the nebulre, from which the stars are evolved, are com
posed in the beginning of the three gases above men
tioned only, while the heavier elements are gradually 
evolved from them by rearrangement of the structure 
of the atoms under the synthetizing effect of condensa
tion, is still an open question. 

The condensation of the nebular m ass causes a con
traction of its volume and, as a result of the crowding 
together of the atoms, generates heat. During the 
early stages of the evolution of the star, the nebular 
mass, sti l l  highly rarefied, yields readily to the con
tracting influence of condensation. The mass shrinks 
rapidly, causing a correspondingly rapid increase of 

blood away from these parts, for it contracts the blood 
vessels and prevents a profuse flow. It  also possesses 
the properties of an anresthetic, especially useful in 
operations on the eye. 

Adrenalin is  a wonderful drug. There is no question 
about that, but it must not be supposed that it is a 
cure-all and save-all for everything. There is no such 
thing as a universal therapeutic agent. Then again, 
adrenalin is not a universal "raiser of the dead." It 
is only in exceptional case� and under very special 
circumstances that adrenalin has actually caused a 
dead heart to beat again. The medical scientists are 
well aware of its properties, and use it in many ways 
for alleviating diseased conditions of the organs. That 
some of them, more courageous than the rest, have now 
and then applied i t  in extraordinary ways and have 
produced really remarkable results with it only serves 
to emphasize that with a drug of this character no one 
is entirely familiar with all the effects that can be 
produced. Careful experimentation and tri al may reo.real 
still more wonderful uses for this strange substance. 

Leather Produced From Degreased Hog and 
Sbeep Skins 

·TRE leather section of the Bureau of Standards has 
recently completed investigational work on the qu:il

ity of leather produced from degreased hog and sheep 
skins. In general, the results show that the degreasing 
process is very efficient, practically all of the grease 
being removed without apparent damage to the ele
ments needed for making leather. Leather made from 
the degreased skins is superior to that made from the 
natural skins, and the time occupied in tanning is re
duced with more effective results. Leather made from 
degreased hogskins is  equal in physical properties to 
calf leather, while leather made from degreased sheep
skins appears to have sufficient firmness and an im
proved appearance which makes it suitable for upper 
leather in some types of shoes instead of goat leather. 

It is believed that by degreasing sheepskins and hog
skins before tanning, leather can be produced which 
can be brought into general use for shoe uppers and 
as far as the quality of the leather is concerned, it 
appears logical for packers to utilize hogskins for 
leather purposes. . 

No published report is available on this work at the 
present time, but one will be issued as soon as possible 
and the notice of it will appear in the Technical News 
Bulletin of the Bureau. 

temperature. During the steep up-curve 
which marks the evolution of the star, 
the volume of its mass shrinks rapidly 

and its temperature rises from near absolute zero to 
temperatures estimated, in SOme cases, at 20,000, per
h aps even 30,000 degrees Centigrade. The maximal 
temperature, which a star attains at the apex of its 
evolutionary curve, depends on the volume of its mass. 
The greater the mass, the higher will be the maximal 
temperature of the star at the apex of the curve. Our 
sun, which probably did not, even at the apex of its 
evolution, attain a temperature of more than 12,000 
degrees Centigrade, is now far advanced on its curve 
of decline ; it has become a dwarf among stars, with 
a temperature estimated at 5320 degrees Centigrade. 
H ow insignijicantly small our sun is, compared with 
other stars, becomes evident from the fact that, for 
example, the diameter of Betelgeuse is approximately 
230 times, that of Antares more than 400 times, greater 
than that of the sun. 

That our sun is approaching i ts final extinction is  
beyond reasonable doubt, for its mass  has  reached a 
high degree of condensation, with a mean density 
equal to one and one-half times that of water or ap
proximately one�fourth the estimated mean denSity of 
the earth. 

During the early stages of the evolution of a star its 
temperature rises rapidly until i t  reaches its maximum 
at the apex of the rising curve, but there is  no cor
responding increase in its radiation, as the rise o'f 
temperature is almost counterbalanced by the shrinkage 
of the radiating surface. After the apex is passed the 
rate of condensation diminishes and with it the telll
perature of the star. Slowly the volume of the decl in
ing star shrinl,s ,  its radiation becomes weaker and 
finally ceases altogether-the star has reached the end 
of its career, has become a dead star. 

Row long it will be until our sun reaches that point, 
it  is  impossible to foretell with any degree of cer
tainty, but the prospect need not worry us. Its radia
tions shall probably continue to maintain life on our 
planet for millions of years to come. 
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Stretching the Harvest Through the Winter 
A Graphical Survey of a Year's Out put of America's Canning Industry 

the "eason:11 charader of the industry. It reaciJes 
U" peak in Septellllwr, and its low point in MarcIl. 
In 1919, the last y('lIr for which eOlHplete figure� 
are ayailable, there were gG,692 persons elllployed in 
:.\Jarch, and 198,047 in SepiPlIllw]": whilp for the en
tire �·f'Hl· the average 11111111>81' of Iianf]� W:IR 8H,02f1 

210,000,0 

TOMATO 

AnotheI' interesting item i� tlw percentage of 
felnale ,,'urkers. 'raking th(-1 aVel'il�;.!:e nUlllbel' of 
f(-),niale hand� for the year againRt the ayprag-e 
nlllllhpl' of hoth s('xe� for the year, Virginia shows 
Ille highesl· pm·c,pntagp of female wOJ'lwr><-;)H.S 
pel' ('enL In IIlO�1 cases these women are rlouhLlpss 

IIlembers of the proprietor's 
faIllily. Of the States where 
<:anning is on a large COlll
merl'iul hasis, :.\laryland 
"lIows 38.7 1'er c(�nt of the 
workp],s to he felllales, and 
Californin ;jO.8 per cent. 
For the entire country, the 
,,·onl('n workers ("onstituted 
48.7 peT cent of tIle total. 

OTHER 
VEGETABLES 

119,000,000. ' 
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Graphk statement of the value of canned fruit, etc., put up by our commercial canneries 
during the year 1921 

ally. California ancl Mary
land do practkally nil the 
�pinach, and the lIabit of 
putting corn and beans in 
cuns together, and calling 
the result suce()tash, pre
vails in New York to sudt 
an extent that it takes tlle 
next three S ta 1 es combine(] 
to equal the output of th" 
IDmpire commonwealth. Of 
t h e  tomatoes, California 
has four times, anrl l\lary
land three and one-half 
times, as hig an output H� 
Virginia, the third State. 

THE figures for output shown in the 
drawings al� those for the year 1921. 
Complete rcports for this year, how

eVer, arc not available; SQ much of the 
text is based upon the 1920 census figures 
for the year 1919. Owing to shorter 
crops, 1921 Was n(l/ ncarly so big a year 
ill/he canning inL�str:y as {919. 

In line with the seasonal 
chanlctel' of the employ
lIlent in the cannery come 
long' hours r1 u r i  n g the 
months when the plant is 
in operation. About 61 per 
cent of the workers put in 

Further items in the dollars-and-cents comparison. The areas of the circles are proportional 
to the amounts which they represent 

======>N ITS face, an industry that turns out products 

b·y to say 
dust]".\' is. 

hulking as those in our drn wings on 1 his page 
hulk, is worth talking about; on its face, sueh 
an industry is interesting and importmlt, and 
there must be much to say a.bout it that is· 
worth saying and wOl·th di�cussing. Before we 

it, though, we !HlIst define exactly what this in-

H will be observed that we have included in its scope 
everything in the way of canncd fruits, dried fruits and 
cannl'!l vegetables; and that we have excluded canned meats 
lind fish of every description, as well as pkkles, sauces, etc. 
The divL·;jon of our preserved-foods industries into t\VO gen
eral groups along the line suggested by this inclusion and 
exclusion is obvious enough, and at first blush might seem 
simpl!>. Dul the inconvenient fact is, tlwre is much over
JaPllin;:;. Numerous establishments that put out canned fruits 
put out also pickles and similar articles. Particularly in 
the matter of canned soups is there a large ambiguity; for 
soup is a pllcking-hom;e product, and at the same time a 
produet of the vegetahle cannery. rncle Sam, in his census, 
splits the soup-makers along exactly this line, including the 
soups put up by the meat-packers in the product of the pack
ing industry, and those put up by other factories in that of 
the canning industry. \Ve follow his lead; nnd this explana
tion constitutes sumeient definition 01' just whnt is included 
in the industry of fruit and vegetable canning and lll'(�Serving, 
which we display gmphically on this page. 

The goods which figure in our pictorial statement are not 
all packed in the same way. SOllie of them coute in cases 
containing 24 cans of 20 ounces each; some, 24 cans of 30 
(lunees; some, 24 cans of 34 ounces; and some are packed with 

48 ten-ounce cans in a case. To reduce all this to a common 
llenominator, we have shown all the products in pounds first, 
and then in dollars. The pictures answer satisfactorily the 
questions "How much?" and "Of what value'!" which are the 
fil'st to occur to us in connection with a manufacturing 
industry. 

The various cans, crates, etc., have bcen faithfully worked 
ou t to scale by our artist; every one of them is of the correct 
she necessary to ('ontain the poundage which it is represented 
to contain. That our annual consumption of canned fruits 
and vegetables .. ,is of a volume dwarfing the vVoolworth Build
ing may SUtT)rise us, but it is true. 

'rile hum hIe berm constitutes the largest single item as 
regards mere quantity, with the raisin-unexpectedly to most 
of our readers, we imagine-a very respectable second. In 
point of value the dried grape reverses the or·cler; and when 
W(' call it by that nallle, and l'eflect U]lon Cnlifomia's vanished 
wine industry and the necessity of doing something with her 
vineyards, we need no longer wonder at its place near the 
heacl of the list. 

Most interesting is a geographical survey of the ('nnning 
industry, with the view ()f noting which States produce the 
I.>ulk of the various commodities. Of the beans, Indiana cans 
about five times as much as the second Siate, referring to the 
baked specilllen; while Kew York has a long lea(] in putting 
up string beans, and New Jersey aeeounts for more than a 
tllird of all the limas that go into eans. vVisconsin lends in 
hpets, with New York a good seconcl, and "no third." In 
canning corn three States run neck-and-neck, Iowa, Maryland 
and Illinois all putting up over two million cases; whi Ie }faine 
and Ohio distance the other States witl. about a million and 
a half cases each. '.rhe case of corn, by the way, holds 30 
pounds. Not unrelated to the canning of corn is that of 
hOlllin�', in which IlllJilma has about two-thirds of the total 
production. 'IYisconsin is the only State worth mentioning in 
('onnection with 1)eaS, accounting for more than half of the 
nine million ca"es. Indiana leads in canning pumpkins, Maine 
in squush; California is responsible for 00 per cent of our 
canned asparagus. Sixty per cent of the canned sweet pota
toes are ahout equally distributed hetween l\Iaryland, Missi&
sippi and Virginia, with the other States nowhere, individu-

The canning of apples is lIIore distributed than that of any 
other commodity, New York leading with less than half a 

. million Gl-pound cases, while eight other States have more 
than a hundred tllOusand ca"es each. Oregon and \Yashington 
can ahout half the blackberries and Maine ahout two-thirds 
of the blueberries-call them huckleberries at your peril! 
California does about IUllf of the cherrie�, Colorado and 
Miellignn more than half of the goo�elJerries. Oregon and 
Washington monopoli:>:e the loganberries, and Maryland tllP 
pineapples. The three PaC'ific Coast States account between 
them for practically all the prunes, while the putting up of 
raspberries is mainly confined to Michig'an, New York and 
IVashington. Strawherries are fairly well distrihuted; four 
States do, each, more, than 10 per cent of the nation's total, 
and five others llave Illore than fi per cpnt; :lIiehigan and 
l\Iaryland are the lenders. California comes strong in the 
balance of the list with half of the pears, two-thirds of the 
plums, seven-eightlls of the peaches, and all of the apricots 
save a vanishing minimum. 

Of the dl"ied fruits, California and Kew York run neck and 
neck as far as apples al·e concerned, and the rest of the tale 
is all California. 'rhe land of the Native Son dries all the 
raisins that are dried in the United SUttes, and does not fall 
far below this standard in the case of the prune, the peach 
and the apricot. 

In mo"t instances these figures show that the canning in
dustry depends upon the growers; ]leaches are canned and 
raisins dried, corn and beans put up for the winter, iu tbe 
States where they are grown. 'l'he nearest thing to an excep
tion to this principle which tlw list shows is the prominence 
of l\IaJ7lane1 throughout. This prominence becomes even 
more pronounced ,vhen we line the States up according to tlle 
total value of their canned goods. OaliIorni a is the first, 
without competition, having an annual output of 220 million 
dollars. New York, with i54million, has a long' lead in second 
place. Maryland, Kew Jersey and Pennsylvania are prac
ticall.y tied for third, with 30 millions each. A curious phe
nomenon is seen when we cast our eyes down n.ear the bottom 
of the list, nnd find Virginia, with $5,fiOO,OOO worth of product 
and 498 individual establishments - more than California 
itself, and more than any other State save New York. Ken
tucky, with only 28 establishments, has half again as much 
output. Virginia, apparently, is the home of the om�-man 
cannery. In fact, her 408 establishments averaged for the 
year but 2123 workers-four per plant, against an average 
of about 50 workers 
per plant in California. 
The designation "one
man cannery" mnst ap
ply literRlly to a large 
numher of Virginia's 
estahlishments. T h e  
efror1: 1:0 find out what 
it is 1 ha t Virginia cans 
on this pifliing basis 
fails in the face of the 
fact that under almost 
every ('ommodity her 
total output is so small 
as to relegate her to 
the group of "all other 
Stutes." S"rcet pota
toes make up about 10 
per cent of her total, 
anrl that is the only 
item of any conse-
quence. 

...., . 
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270,000 000. 

CORN 

a working weel, of G4 hours or more; about 48 per cent one 
of mon, than :>4 hours; and no less than 31l per cent worked 
60 hours or more per week-\vhen they workell at all. 

A Trade that Is Passing' 

APECt:LIAR trnde prnetieed in f'Olile parts of Italy is that 
of tlie lleclcller of leeclies. :,.;" greatly have these little 

animals lost caste nmong 0\11· own meflieal practitioners that 
Pl"OIJilbly most AnlPl'i('IIll� of tlie younger generation hardly 
eyen know what they are. Tlieir name ililplie;,; that they are 
physidnns; but tliey are deddedly of the old school. They 
w('re in Lhei I' glo1"Y in the days when blood-letting was the 
favorite rellleLt.v f(lr almost any malady whatever, and when 
the barher was the surg·pun as well. 

This little aquatic worm bas a ,mckel' at each end of bis 
body, which he uses in vlace of feet for traveling on land. 
He attaches first one and then the otllCr to tIll' surface over 
whidl he is progressing, alternately lengthening and RllOrten
ing' his body as he moves. IYith thc antel'ior sucker he alHo 
earns his livelihood. In his infancy he is perfectly satisfied 
with ,;utking the blood of such low orders of animal life as 
he finds in his native pool. Bnt Ill' soon gets a taste for the 
blood of munmmls, anti finds he prefers it to any other. He 
has 1hree very sharp s{,lTate(1 tee1h like semi-eit·eular saws, 
arranged in a triangle. vVith these he makes a tiny wound 
in the skin, and suek" himHelf full of blood if allowed to do 
so. In order that the blood lIIllY flow fr€,ply, he injects into 
tIle wound a chemical of his own manufacture Wllich pre
vents coagulation, aud whieh incidentally causes a consider
ahle 1'urtlier lo;,;s ()f bloocI nftel' he has finislled his repast 
un Ie>'" ;;ome measures are taken to ]Jrpvent it. \Vhen used 
surgically, tIle leedl may be placed inside a small glass tube 
to insure his Laldng his lunch fnn]] the exact spot desired. 
It is said that he never carries any infection unless he takes 
it from a forlllPr patient, for wliich reason it is customary 
not to use the same one tWice. His victim may think him 
a glutton. But his tastes are really frugal, since one good 
llleal will last l1im for several montlls. He is free, too, from 
many other cares that amid humanity. Thus the rising 
death-rate froJll diseases of the hear·t does not trouble him, 
for he has no I!eart. '{'he question of woman's rights does 
not feet him neither, for each individual is of both sexes. 

In 'l'uscany and some other parts of Italy the mignattaro 
or veripatetie vendet" of t1lese beasts is a fairly regular visitor, 
llUlking hi� rouncls once or twice a month, usually peddling 

also one or more 
varieties of medi
cine guaranteed to 
cure all the ills of 
man or beast, for 
nowadays there are 
some who seem to 
prefcr i n t e r n  a 1 
medication to part
ing w i t  h t h e  i I' 
blood. 

vVe have jnst em
ployed the term "aver
age" i n  c o n n e c t i o n  
with the payroll o f  tbe 
cannery, This is quite 
necessary because of 

Every year we· eat enough canned and dried goods, as itemized above, to dwarf the Woolworth Building. The cans and cases are drawn to scale, the size they would have to be to 
hold the poundages which they represent 

But, b e f o r  e he 
sells his wares, he 
has to cateh them; 
n n d t h a t, on the 
face of it, does not 
seem a very pleas
ant part of his job, 
although ccrtainly 
the exdtement of 
the c 11 a s e is not 
wholly lacking. Go
ing- to one of the 
pools in which the 
leeches are known 
to abound, he re
moves all his lower 

garmelll�, and pulls on a pair of drawer,.; thick enough to 
resist the attacks of his prey. He then wades in, beats the 
surface of tile pool with a staff, and stirR the water vigor
ously with one leg. The simple-minded leeches, thinking 
themselves the hunters instead of the hunted, attach them
selves to his drawers in the vain expet�tation of securing a 
feast. But the mignattaro deftly removes them first from one 
leg, !lnd then from the other, and thrnsts them into a small bag. 

T'his hunt is earriC'd on throughout the year "vith tlw ex
cPj1tion of the dry summer months, wIdell are not favorable 
for the purpose. But the prudent mil,'11attaro will have 
accumulated a surplus in the spring, which tie can sell later. 
Onee cHught, the leeches need little attention save a daily 
dumge of' water, owing to their abili1y to live a long time 
without food. The mignattnro sells his wares at retail to 
private individual,;, and at whole�ale to pharmacists and to 
!Jarhers, for i>ome of the !ritter, no longer letting blood with 
their ram!"s, botl! sell and apply leedles. Indeed, leechcs 
may occ-asionally be found for snle hy Italian barlwrs in this 
counLry. }'orrnerly rhe mil-,'llaUal'o would sell his lecehes for 
as a little as a cent apiece, or even three for two cents. But 
now he gets seyeral timeR as llluch. 'Vhen the pharmacist 
sells them, he, in· turn, makes n pl'oflt of seyeral tlllndred 
per cent, !Jut douhtless needs to do so, sinc-e the ungrateful 
animals often die on his hands. 

Many eminent phy�ieians in Italy prescribe leeches for 
their patients, and the use of them is very general, especially 
in the country. During the last epidemic of influenza they 
weJ·e partieularly in vogue. And a single mil,'llattaro is said 
to have made a snug little fortune at that tillle, selling thou
sands of the leeches at a franc apieee. But the influenza 
does not come evel'Y ycar; and the ordinary profits are not 
enough to attract the younger generation of Italians. It 
seems, therefore, as if a few more years might find the trade 
of mignat1nro quite extinct. And what will the poor leeches 
do then? 

Copper Qualities 

Coppgn sheet, according to a eircular on copper by the 
Bureau of Standards, is made from cast cakes, three or four 

inches in thil�kness, h�' hot or cold rolling. For tanks, etc., these 
cakes are hot rolled nearly to size, pickled in acid and then 
cold r01l0e1 dowu to tile final size. But for the smaller gages 
of sheet copper cold rolling is resorted to, the furnaee cake 
being first hot rolled to about one-quarter inch, annealed, 
pickled and rolled down to size cold with intermediate 
annealing. 

S(�nmless tubes are made by casting n bollow cylindrical 
billet nnd dnnving down cold over a manrlrel, or hy piercing 
a solid cylindrieal billet. 'l'his is done at a temperat1.lre of 
SGO degrees Centigrade. The pierC'ed tube i" quenched in 
water and fur·ther reduced by cold drawing over a mandrel. 

In welding copper hy the oxyacctylene process a larger 
si:>:e blowpipe is required than for iron. hnt with a flame of 
lower tempenlture. Copper cannot be Cl� t by the oxyacetylene 
flame, howeyer. In are welding, two or three times the power 
is requin�d than for iron. 

Copper may he h:u·dened by mechauically ·working it or by 
adding SOHle alloying· element. The "tempering" of copper 
by primitive peoples, whieh is erTfmeously held by many to 
have been a lost art, if; brought about by hammering. Copper 
dissolves about 11 pH· cent of tin, and up to this limit is 
harden(·d by its addition. 

The corrosion of copper consists in the formation of a thin 
protecting layer of oxide or green basic carbonate, but in 
marine atmosphere illl oxychloride is formed. Some small 
pits ihnt may form are attributed to local electrolytic action 
caused by the presence near the pit of some substance electro
positi ve to the ('opper. 'fhi;:; may possibly be copper oxide 
or some of the hasic oxi dation products of copper. lIard 
copper is more corrosible than soft, the former corroding up 
to five times as fast as the latter. 
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Our Reserves of Energy 
The Heat and Power of the Future, Seen from the Brighter Side 

By Leo G. Hall 

.-----------.CCOHDING to authentic recent in· 
formation, the world's known an
thracite resources are about 30 per 
cent exhausted. The known bitumi
nous resource" are about 7 per cent 
exhausted. In additi on to this there 
is  a supply of lignite as yet prac
tically untapped which is greater 
than the bituminous supply. It is 

about a hundred years since coal supplies began to be 
tapped to any great extent. In that period ahout a 
sixth of the known coal supply has been used. How 
much unknown coal is  stored away no one knows. But 
there is certainly a considerable amount in the unsur
veyed reaches of Siberia, China and Africa. 

Additional to all this, there are great peat bogs on 
all of the continents which, with the improved methods 
of unwatering now being put into use in Germany, will 
form still another fuel reserve. I do not mention oil 
and natural gas, for they have never fornwd an im
portant part ' of our energy requirements, and they are 
already apparently within measurable distance of ex
haustion. 

\Ve are pyramiding our fuel demands year hy year. 
Every year sees lllore used than the year before. If 
that process keeps up indefinitely, it is, of course, only 
a matter of time before supplies are exhausted. But 
it will take much more rapi d pyramiding than has 
occurred in the past to exhaust the coal,  let alone the 
li/,'llite and peat,  within the life time of any person now 
living. 

Economic factors will, however, grad-

the tides. Recent developments of efficient low-head 
turbines have rendered the development of tidal power 
economic, and several very large tidal -power plants are 
under construction in I·]urope today. The high tides of 
�oya Scotia are also being utilized in a considerable 
development in progress. 

It is  hard to say how much power is available by this 
mean s ; but it is safe to say that a majority of the 
world's tidal estuaries and narrow mouthed hays are 
capable of development so as to furnish thei r thousands 
of horsepower each. Probably power can be developed 
from tides in excess of what can be developed from 
rivers and waterfalls. And a large part of this power 
could compete in the open market with coal even at 
present prices. 

It is  at any rate certain that the above two sources 
of power alone are more than sufficient, if completely 
developed, to replace the world's entire coal consumption 
and meet growing demands for many years to come. 
Hut we have not begun to exhaust available sources of 
energy. 

How about fuel for heating and the replacement of 
liquid fuel for internal combustion engines '! The answer 
to this question lies in sun power. I do not refer to the 
('umbersome machines which we are wont to associate 
with sun power, but to nature's process of storing up 
sun heat in the sugars, starches and cellulose of plants, 
and the utilization of it by converting these suhstances 
into alcohol which can be used for fuel. Alcohol can 
be produced today at a cost, power uni t  for power unit, 

And undoubtedly we will most of us live to see giant 
plants in operation on the cloudless deserts of the south
west, tranSlllitting their power both to the coast and to 
tile great cities of centml Un i ted States over high
tension lines at from one to two million volts, or per
haps by wireless. 

The avera ge intensity of radi ation received by the 
earth's surface in Arizona and Nevada during daylight 
hours for the entire year amounts to about one-third 
horsepower pel' square yard of surface, or a million 
horsepower per square mile. Probably not more than 
70 per cent of that can he practically realized. But 
even at lhat ,  a single A rizona County could produce 
power enough to supply the entire power requirements 
of the United States. I believe that our present de
mands ar(' about 15,000,000 horsepower. Probably the 
consumption of the whole world is not in excess of 
1 00,000,000 horsepower. Yet there is  solar energy going 
to waste on the deserts of the world sufficient to supply 
several billion horsepower continuously ; with the 
proper storage and transmission facilities. It could be 
done today. It  would be done today, if the demand 
were sufficient. 

There is  scarcely a district in the world that is not 
within transmission distance of large supplies of tidal 
power, river power or solar power. And there are 
still other large available supplies of energy. 

During recent fuel shortages several successful wind
powpr plants were built and operated. Recent ad
vances in the art have made it possible to do away with 

the old cumbersome stiff windmill and 
substitute a sort of wind turbine whi ch 

ually enter the field and stop the use of 
coal for fuel long before the supply is ex
hausted. The coal we have mined to date 
has been that within easiest reach and 
which can be mined at lowe"t cost. As 
these easily mined fields are exhausted, 
the cost of coal will go up. This rise in 
price may be retarded somewhat by im
proved methods of production, but it will 
none the less go on. Gradually the cost 
of power from coal will exceed the cost 
of power from other fmurces not hitherto 
developed becam;e not hitherto considered 
economically worth while. And as fast as  
these other sources of energy become more 
worth while than coal p<Hver, they will 
"upplant coal power. The cost of coal 
power does not need to go very much 

EVERY little while some well-intentioned alarmis t tells llS that Ol1r f'le !  
resources are  within twen(y or thir(y years ,of exhaustion. He then 
draws a lurid word picture of cold homes and s tilled wheels of 

indus try. Consequently there is a widespread popular belief that the next 
twenty years ,  or fifty a t  the ou tside, will see us in the cold unless we take 
immediate s trenuous measures to  u tilize o ther large supplies of energy. 

i s  light and strong, and will operate ef-
ficiently under a much greater range of 
wind velocities. Improvements in gener
ating apparatus make it possible to gen
erate and store a uniform current from 
an exeeedingly variahle source of power. 
The time may come when every household 
has its wind plant on the roof, \yith stor
age batteries in the basement, to furnish 
power for l ighting, heating and cooking. 
It is economically practicable even now, if 
people only knew it. \Vhen there is  suf
ficient economic pressure, firms will go 
into the manufacture of apparatus for 
that purpose, and the thing will be done. 
At any rate, here we have another large 

Now this is mostly nonsense.  With'ou t  repeating statis tics already pub
lished at  length, Mr. Hall calls at tention to some general cons iderations 
showing that We will neVer exhaust our availab le supplies of coal or eVen 
suffer from a serious fuel famine ; and that eVen if We knew We should 
have to face definite exhaustion of fuel res'ources five years from today, 
We could prepare for the jump. in the present s tate of development of the 
arts involved, w ith no serious suffering, and with much less /lurry than We 
underwent during the great war.-THE EDITOR. available supply of energy. 

higher before very large blocks of this 
other energy are thrown into competition with it. It 
will interest us here to see what other large supplies 
of power are available. 

The first and llIost obvious of these is, of course, the 
vower of rivers and waterfalls. Engler, I believe, has 
estimated that. the energy which might be taken eeo

IlOrnieally from these waterfalls is  sufficient to replace 
GO per cent of the world's present coal demands. Note 
that word eeonornica lly. Recent developments of ef
ficient low-head turbines have already brought a much 
larger portion of the world's watercourses within the 
economic fold and Engler's  estimate is  already out of 
llate and too low. A large part of the world's potential 
water power is  of the low-head type. And Engler's 
figure should be in�reased by about half to include this. 

\Vith a comparatively small increase in fuel price, 
other developments not included in Engler's estimate 
by rea;,;on of high cost will become economic competitors 
of coal and will be developed. Developments now car
ried to only a quarter or a third of potentialities will 
be increased to full capacity when the price of power 
warrants it. All in all, with the price of fuel but little 
higher, there will be power economically available from 
rivers and watercourses not far, i f  at all , short of the 
total fuel-power rt'quirements of today. 

\Vhile it has been objeded that much of this power 
is too far out of the way for use, it is also one of the 
laws of economics that "if the mountain won't come 
to Mohammed, Mohammed will go to the mountain." 
But no wholesale changes of seat of industry would be 
necessary. High-tension transmission of current for a 
thousand miles is within the range of present technique. 
Its commercial transmission over several hundred miles 
has been an accomplished fact for many years. 

In addition to the potential power of rivers and 
\\'aterfalls, there is a vast store of p('rpetual energy in 

about a third of the cost of gasoline. It can he used in 
any gas engine with a small adjustment of the car
huretor. 

Germany today produces her millions of gallons an
nuall y  of fuel alcohol, almost entirely out of waste 
products. \Ve in this country are accustomed to asso
ciate alcohol with fancy prices, because government 
restriction has made the cost high. But we are the 
only large nation that is so restricted ; and the time 
will come when we shall have to put ourselves on a 
par with the rest of the world and permit unrestricted 
manufacture of alcohol. Already our industries have 
suffered much by alcohol restrictions, even before the 
recent hysterical prohibition legislation. 

The beauty of alcohol as a cheap fuel is  that it can 
he made from garbage, sawmill waste, the rank growths 
of marshes, weeds, cacti, sage, and from other organic 
wastes, which are now heavy liabilities. \Vithin the 
lives of the present generation the world will be har
vesting its fuel crops as regularly as it now harvests 
food crops ; and alcohol \ViII be produced far in excess 
of present gasoline manufaeture. \Vherever the sun 
Rhines there is potential alcohol. 

There are still other sources of power which will be 
put to use on a large scale as economic considerations 
dictate. 'Ve have most of us read of the solar heat 
machines which are used in Egypt to produce power 
for pumping purposes. These are economically worth 
while in Egypt because coal is there SClll'CP and ex
ppn�iye. They will become worth while and he put to 
Dse on a large scaIe elsewhere as fuel becomes more 
pxpensiye. Recent developments in the art have also 
brought the cost of sol ar power equipment down to the 
point where i t  is  very nearly an economi c  proposition 
in parts of the rnited �tates today. The near future 
\Yill see cOl1nnercial sun power plants in operation here. 

Then we have the internal heat of the 
earth itself to draw on. There are many 

hot water springs, stearn vents and hot gas vents in 
different lJarts of the world. Exceedingly high tem
peratures nre reaehed in some places by simply drilling 
a few thousand feet. In Italy a natural steam vent 
has he('ll i mproved by drilling and then harnessed for 
practical use to furnish 1 6,000 horsepower continuously. 
In Montana there is  a nursery which derives part of 
its heat from natural hot water springs. Most of the 
mountainous or volcanic regions of the earth could 
probably he made to furnish continuous energy in con
siderahle amounts by tapping them. 

I have pointed out above, sources of power which 
could be developed today, without any further ad
yances in the art, if conditions were such as to warrant 
their development wholesale. These sources would to
gether certainly supply the power energy demands of 
our globe many times over. 

I have not yet mentioned promising possibilities 
which are not yet lleveloped-vast storeR of power 
which we know exist, though we have not yet found 
the key which will unlock them. There is the power 
locked up within the structure of the atom, which 
radioactivity has shown us. This is a store so great 
as to staggpr the imagination. Any year, almost any 
month, lllay easily announce the "Open Sesame" to this 
store house. 

Experimental work is going forward with relation 
to making artificial fuel. That is, finding an endo
thermic catalyzed low-temperature reacti on whieh will 
take place slowly under the sun's heat during summer 
months and which can he reversed rapi d ly  at will in 
the winter months with the evolution of the stor('d 
h eat. Such a discovery would render the cumbersome 
and expensive solar machines unnecessary. Some prog
ress has been mnde along this line. 

( Continued on 1I((,lJe :215 )  
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Doing Away with Dots 
and Dashes 

By S. R. Winters 

SWgFJPING revision of the 
� method . 9f transmi tting
the Morse alphabet with re
spect to radio telegravhy, 
l and-line telegraphy, antI 
submarine cabling, was re
cently outlined by Major 
General George 0. Squi er ,  
Chief oLthe Signal Corps of 
the \Var Department, in a 
lecture before the National 
Academy of Sciences. The 
I I lodified system of signalling

CORRECT exposure is,  of 
course, an essential con

dition of any satisfactory 
vhotographic work. In fact, 
while there is some latitude 
in this respect and while 
mistakes in gaging exposures 
can, to some extent, be made 
up for by skillful developing, 
a l arge percentage of both 
a lilateur a n d  professional 
work is spoiled by improper 
exposure. The main diffi
culty in this connection is 
due to confusion, the bright
ness of some given portion 

A specimen of the transmission of the newly proposed telegraph code 
woul d  reduce the varying 
fime-periods of the tele
gravhic dots, dashes and 

of the objects or scenery to be photographed being 
a ppreciated, rather than that of the entire picture as 
a whole. 

Thus suppose the water-scape herewith is to be photo
graphed, the circular frame being, to begin with, left 
out of account. The time of exposure should be so 
chosen that the darkest portion of the picture, the 
fringe of the forest in the background, i s  
reproduced with some detail. On the other 
hund, exposure should not be prolonged 
sufficiently for the brightest portions of 
the picture, the sails, to be over-exposed 
so that the more deli cate shading would 
be suhdued iR a uniform hlack on the 
plate and a correspondingly uniform white 
on the positive print. Generali zing, the 
time of exposure should, in any case, be 
so chosen as to keep the exposure cor
responding to the brightest portion of the 
picture below a given maximum and the 
exposure corresponding to the darkest por
tion above a given minimum. 

This is the fundamental principle under
l�·ing the construction of .Dr. Schlichter's 
new actinollleter. In fact, when pointing 
this instrument, which in outward appear
ance resembles a sllJaIl telescope, at the 
scenery to be photographed, the picture 
is seen through a blue filter surrounded 
hy three checking sectors, as in our ex
ample--a bright, a medium and a dark 
one. The fourth sector corresponds to 
complete darkness and is  not used for 
checkin g purposes. 

justed to one another, the ring d being turned until the 
two figures appear IJPside one another on the left-hand 
scale. 'I'he proper time of exposure is then read from 
the same ring ( on the right-hand scale ) at the point 
that falls opposite the numher corresponding to the 
objective stop used in the camera. 

The instrument has the shape of a small telescope 

spaces to u common duration. Dots, dashes and spaces 
would be distinguished not by durati on but by varia
Hons in the intensity of the signals. 

The different intensities in a dot, dash, or space, 
under the proposed new sYRtelll of sil-,'llalling, would he 
effected hy the use of a lte1'llating electric current. gacli  
half cycle or arhitrary multiple of a half circle woul d 

represent one of the three individual send
ing elements, depending- upon the inten
sity. These different intensities are, of 
course, accomplished at the transmitter. 
This  improved method of transmission 
luis already been subjected to experi
lIIental application in submarine cables 
,md a means provided for interpreting the 
alternating- cut'J'ent into understandahle 
" ignals. Hadically differing from the 
present system of the sending of the In
ternational l\forse code, in the system be
ing described no two adjacent si/,,'llals are 
of the same sign, since each semi-cycle is 
employed to obtain s ignalling, affording ' a 
dot, dash, or space. 

The Code Section of the Signal Corps 
of the \Var Department, in applying this 
novel form of teleg-rapflic alphabet to sub

. marine cabling, dhcovered that : "Other 
things being equal, the variations in in-
tensities fot' each of the three elemental 
signals are reduced to the minimum on 
the theory that the minimum possible 
change of the fundamental wave should 
he made. An alternating current in the 
steady state, which amounts to a series 
of the prespn t callIe letters "s" or "n" 
strung together wi thout space, can attain 
a speed in an�' form of telegraphy many 
times greater than any practical systelll , 
for the reason th a t  a single sine wave is  
transmi tted ' through any form of elec
trical circu i t  wi thout di stortion of any 
kind, and, in fact, is the only type of' 
wave that is so transmi tted." 

'rhe checking sectors are so graded 
with regard to one another as to corre
spond exactly in brightness with respec
tive degrees of illumination at  which un
der-exposure ends, at which normal ex
posure is at its median point, and at 
which over-exposure begins. Accordingly, 
in a striking manner, they delimit the 
range of correct exposure. The photo
metric balancing of the brightness of the 
picture with the checking sectors is  ef
fected by turning the milled ring a, and 

The transmitter that would make the new alphabet applicable alike to cable, 
land lines and radio 

In striking contrast is  this contemplated 
system of telegraphic signalling to the 
method now in force. The powerful 
radio-telegraph stations, for instance, do through it the ifis stop, so as to have no 

po\·tion of the picture relllain brighter than the bright
est, and no portion darker than the darkest of the three 
checking sectors. In the sample picture here used, 
which is rather rich in contrasts, the sail s should be 
of about the same brightness as the brightest, and the 
fringe of the forest about as dark as the darkest check
ing sector, while the water sheet recei ves the average 
tint corresponding to the medjum-brightness sector. The 
a djustment t h u s ob-
tained is read from the 
�cale b .  This balancing 
operation reduces the 
picture as a whole to a 
single hrightness. 

Now, the light serving 
to i lluminate the check
ing sectors is nothing 
plse but the daylight in 
the space in front of the 
instrument. Its abso
lute brightness can be 
ascertained by gaging 
the blackening time of a 
s t l' i P of photometer 
paper visible at c in the 
rear part of the instru
ment. The scale-reading 
on b and this blacken
ing time are next ad-

Left : The complete apparatus. 

and is mostly mude of light metal, thus wei ghing only 
about ] 30 gram s. Its main distinctive feature, as 
compared wit h  other actinometers is the elilllination 
of the sensitivpness of the 'eyes and the direct balancing 
of the brightness of the picture with the blackening 
time of the photometer paper. In fact, the in"tl'll llJent 
constitutes nn actual photometer of known aceuracy 
and, according-Iy, eliminates all personal equation. 

not attempt to correlate the actual sending of the dots, 
dashes, and spaces with the phase or supply of  electric 
current entering the transillitting antenna. The tele
graph I,ey is opened or closed without regard for the 
phase of the antenna current. 'I'hus, in  the transmis
sion of one message a relati vely large supply of electric 
energy in the antenna may be interrupted at wide!.\, 
varying values-from zero to maximulll, positi v!' or 

negative. Many of the 
exi sting disturbances in 
the ether, which mal' 
the audihle reception of 
r a d i o  - telephone lIIes
sages, are blamed on 
this. An abrupt break
ing or introduction of 
high impedances in an 
electri c circuit, using 
alternating current, pro
duces transient phe
nomena,  ultimately re
suiting in the flooding of 
the ether with "mush" 
or harmonics. Coupled 
with thi s condition, is 
the irregular procedure 

Right: Typical example of what one sees in the eye of the actinometer, with the reference fringes 
of varied shading 

of operating powerful 
radio-telegraph stations 
( Continued on page 216 )  The automatic exposure meter and the way i t  works 
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Relics of the 1840�s 
An Interesting Chapter from the Early History 

of the Telegraph 
By A. A. Hopkin<; 

The point in Fort Washington Park from which S. F. B. Morse strung his 
experimental wire across the Hudson 

by the ice in 1846. They 
crossed the Hudson at Fort 
Lee, some 12 miles above 
New York City. When these 
cables were broken, high 
masts were erected and wire 
upon them was stretched 
across the river. �1en ,vere 
in attendance all the time to 
repair the wire when broken 
by vessels. It was the cus
tom to let the wires down 
into the water for vessels to 

past the Auduhon Honse, ancI along New York's "back 
yard" as i t  were. Much of New York's freight, espe
cially foodstuffs, still comes in by this route, and one 
passenger train a day in each direction ran until the 
eJllciency brought on by the war rendered it unnecessary 
thus to protect the franchise. Audubon. himself lies 
buried in the eastern section of Trinity Cemetery, a 
few hundred feet away. The Audubon House should 
be  preserved as a monument to a great naturalist and 
a great inventor, but the ravages of time will soon wipe 
out this very interesting landmark. 

Something About Calories 
walk along Riverside Drive in the 

neighborhood of 158th Street, New York's 
beautiful river drive, we look down on 
what seems to a stranger to be a ram
shackle old mansion swept into a circle 
of retaining wall by some quirk of the 

tille. Not so to those who live near by, for they know 
that Audubon spent his last years in the 
house, anll that here �lorse carried on 
lIlany of his experiments in long-distance 
telegraph transmission. 

In 1842 John James Aullubon, then 62 
years old, purchased a tract of 24 acres 
far out of the city amI on the Hudson's 
bluff bank. Auduhon thought that at last 
he had an idyllic spot to pass the re
mainder of his days amid orchards, a 
babbling brook, and a tiny waterfall. So 
he named it "Minnie's Lanll," "Minnie" 
being the Scotch word fo!' mother. All 
went well for a time, but the railway 
clamored for an entrance into the city, 
and why not take the water level and 
travel along the river ? Soon the beautiful 
sandy beach was cut through ruthlessly 
and Audubon had to build a piazza on the 
other side of his house to blot out the 
new symbol of civilization. Of course 
Audubon was advancing in years, 'but he 
still painted in a room on the north side 
of the house where the bay window is 
now, and here some of his exquisite pic
tures of birds and animals were executed. 

pass and then to draw them up again. This was 
practicable in tide water, but not so with the inland 
rivers. The Hudson river at the place of crossing was 
2700 feet wide. These masts were constructed under 
the direction of Mr. Henry J. Rogers, the energetic  
superintendent of the telegraph. In 1847 another ef
fort was made to cross the Hudson with a cable, and 

WFIliJN calories are mentioned in nutrition, it is 
from the point of view of food fuel value. The 

caloric value of a diet is a factor of great importance 
in nutrition. Franklanll ( 1866 ) was the first to deter
mine this for various foodstuffs by oxidizing them in a 
calorimeter. He did not express the results in "cal
ories" but rather as "heat units," which, however, had 

the sattle value. Stohrnann ( 1879 ) and 
Rubner ( 1883 ) were apparently the first 
to use the term calorie as it is now ap
plied in the science of nutrition. Rubner 
made three outstanding contributions re
garding the calorie in nutrition : ( 1 )  He 
applied its present-day meaning to the 
term ; ( 2 )  he determined the caloric value 
of protein, fat and carbohydrate, figures 
which are widely u�.' d  in determining the 
energy content of a diet ; ( 3 )  he drew the 
distinction between the absolute and 
phYSiological heat values of foods. By 
absolute heat value he meant the amount 
of heat yielded by a substance when oxi
di7,ed in a bomb calorimeter ; the amount 
of heat produced by the substance in ques
tion when burned within the animal body 
he regarded as its physiological heat value. 
These values may 01' may not be identical, 
a fact which is  of fundamental impol·tance 
in the science of nutrition. 

To this house came as a welcome guest 
another painter of no mean. order, al
though a portrait painter. His name was 
Morse, and he was dabbling in electrical 
experiments. The laundry on the south 

The famous Audubon House on Riverside Drive, now left down in a hollow 
far below the permanent grade. and falling to ruin. In this house Morse did 

much of his work upon the telegraph 

Calorie as a mere word explains noth
ing. It  is a S3'mbol for an idea, however, 
which, as we have seen, has undergone 
changes brought about by the develop
ment of several sciences. Ancient and 
hazy notions regarding the phenomenon 
of .fire ancI combustion first contributed to 
this concept, placed on a firmer founda-
tion by the clarifying influence of La
voisier. The broad generalization regardside of the house, on the cellar level, was 

given him ' for a laboratory ; and even within the mem
ory of men now living have pieces of wire been picked 
up from this cradle of the telegraph. Dates are 
strangely absent in the biographies, but it is  probable 
that he had already made his basic invention before 
coming to see Audubon ; at any rate this dingy laundry 
now entirely boarded up is an important link in the 
history of long distance transmission. Mr. Reginald 
Pelham Bolton, a historian of New York, whose garden 
leads into the contracted Audubon park, took the 
writer on a most intel'esting excursion to find where 
Morse crossed the Hudson with his aerial wires. A 
walk of about a mile led into neglected Fort Washing
ton Park, and after crossing over the railroad by an 
open cut, which must have been a t riumph of engi
neering in the early days, we began a search for the 
rock where Morse stepped his mast. At last it  was 
found, and after the leaves and earth were dug out we 
were able to photograph it  and also the eye-bolts for 
the guy-ropes some distance away. The mast must 
have been of great height as the hole in the rock is 
over two feet in diameter, and while not deep served 
to hold the mast thoroughly firm and upright, with the 
aid of the guy-ropes. An early work on the electric 
telegraph describes some of the difficulties encountered 
as follows : 

"For a long time the dispatches were carried over 
the river by messengers in boats ; but finally, the line 
was submerged by Mr. Ii�zra Cornell in leaden pipes, 
the wire being covered with cotton, and insulated with 
India rubber. This was November 20, 1845. There 
were two cables thus formed, and they worked very 
well for several months, until they were carried away 

to that end a copper wire, covered with gutta-percha 
by Mr. S. T. Armstrong, was purchased and submerged 
by Messrs. T. M. Clark and J. "V. Nortons for the Mag
netic Telegraph Company. The cable was placed across 
th e river at the foot of Cortlandt Street. It worked 
for just one day, and was then torn away by an anchor. 

"On the iines constructed 
b y  M I'. H e n  l' Y O'Rielly, 
throughout the great west, 
many rivers had to be 
crossed, over which the wire 
was stretched. The widths 
of these streams were from 
1000 to 3000 feet. The first 
crossing was that at Wheel
ing, over the Ohio river, 1300 
feet ; the next was that over 
the Ohio at Louisville. The 
latter was one of great ex
pense." 

ing force in nature, receiving its impression in the law 
of the . conservation of energy, played a decisive rOle 
in the evolution of the idea. The history of the calorie 
in nutrition, the.refore, i s  wrapped up in the history of 
nutrition itself and the fundamental natural sciences 
upon which this branch of knowledge rests. 

So the railway and the 
telegraph were early placed 
in close relationship ; Morse's 
mast overlooked a gigantic 
engineering work, for the 
time. This, the only railway 
into New York propel', was 
for a long time along the 
Hudson, the trains running 
through Eleventh Avenue to 
the depot at 30th Street ; and 
here Lincoln's body was 
brought through the cut and 

One of the bolts to which the guy ropes for the mast were secured is still to 
be found by one who will search for it 
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A Flexible Clutch for Ma-
rine Diesel Engines 
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contact ; then continuing in its 
motion, it compresses the 
spring until the proper tension 
is reached, in proportion to 
the load to be carried. The 
hole fQr the pin in the outer 
end of the links Q is elongated 
to allow play between the link 
and the shoe-carrier. This re
lieves the tension on the spring 
when the clutch is released, 
and allows the link to pull 
back the shoe when the load 
is withdrawn. 

AMONG the new features 
introduced into United 

States submarines recently 
completed is a new type of 
flexible friction clutch. The 
basic principle involved is 
that of the application of 
friction between two grooved 
surtaGes, one being the inside 
of a drum and the other, the 
moving surface, being a series 
of shoes moving radially from 
the center of rotation. The 
convoluted surfaces are to 
give increased friction in a 
minimum of space. 

The special . problem arising 
in submarine operation, at 

The United States submarine S-2, driven by the new clutch that engages and disengages in motion, 
j ust like an automobile clutch 

'Vhen the shoes wear down, 
the link Q can be adjusted by 
withdrawing the lower pin 
and unscrewing the lower link 
A A, until the desired length 
is obtained to compensate for 
the wear. The frictiQn shoe 

which the new clutch is di-
rected, is  the need for a connection that will allow 
flexibility in case either the motor or the engine should 
be subject to misalinement, fol lowing any deformation 
of the ship's structure from her conditions, pressure 
when submerged, or wear in the bearings of either of 
the main elements. It was also necessary to have a 
connection. that would absorb or deaden vibrations in 
case the flywheel of the engine, acting in oppOSition to 
the rotating weight of the electric-motor armature, 
should introduce torsional vibrations in the intervening 
shafting, resulting in crystallization and breakage. 
Also there was needed a connection capable of engage
ment and disengagement while under way. 

During the war the problem here stated was acute, 
but was solved only in a temporary fashi on, by use 
of a clutch of the multiple jaw type, in which the de
Sign was held down to the Simplest possible standard 
to facilitate manufacture. There were in this clutch 
forty or more jaws, to make engagement possible with 
only a slight amount of turning to get the jaws into 
alinement. The new clutch is designed to transmit 
normal load at about 1000 revolutions, with 50 per cent 
overload capacity. It was first tested in the United 
States submarine 8-2, one shaft retaining the old 
multiple-jaw clutch while the new one was mounted 
on the other. The vessel was sent to sea under the 
most severe weather conditions, with orders to stay 
out for 48 hours, and to disengage and engage the 
clutch at regular intervals. This was a sort of author
ization to break the clutch if i t  could be broken. 

'rhe new clutch came through this ordeal with flying 
colors ; and it has since carried the S-2 on a voyage of 
8600 miles from Portsmouth, N. H., to Hawaii-the 
longest straightaway trip by a submersible. The contrac
tors, as a result of this, have been instructed by the 
Navy Department to equip all subsequent submarines 
with the new clutch. 

To appreciate the importance of having, on sub
marines, a clutch that shall act substantially as does 
the clutch on an automobile, it  must be noted that 
when coming to the surface 
from a submerged run the 
vessel, if equipped with a 
plain jaw clutch, m"ust apply 
the brake to the propeller 
shaft in order to bring the 
jaws in line with each other 
before engagement. In the 
presence of an enemy this loss 
of time may be fatal. Vice 
versa, when diving, disen
gagement can commence be
fore actually stopping the en
gine, the motor got under 
way in advance and engaged 
without stopping the propeller, 
again saving valuable time. 

Referr:ng to the drawing, 
the clutch operates in accord
ance with the following de
scription. A series of shoes 
B moves radially in piston
like guides D, F and engages 
the grooved inner surfaces of 
the friction drum. A. The 
drum is preferably of hard 
cast iron, the shoes of soft, 
and the shoe-carrier E of 
bronze. The guides D, D con
nect the shoe and shoe-car
riers. The sl:ding sleeve P is 
connected with each shoe-

ILitI 

each end, and with a helical spring R mounted on each 
link to permit of adjustment in proportion to the 
load to be carried. This adjustment is effected by-

General view of the new clutch, showing the radially
moving shoes 

dismounting the cap F' and removing the guides D, D. 
"Vhen the load is engaged, the link first moves the 

shoe radi ally outward until the friction surfaces make 

B, carried by the shoe-carrier · 
M, is so constructed as to permit sufficient lateral move
ment to allow it  to center itself into the grooves of the 
rim. The driving member K and the driven member 
J are not connected to hold the center rigid, so if the 
steady bearing L by some unaccountable reason drops 
slightly, the flexibility of the springs will permit the 
clutch to run still  engaged. 

The counterbalance weights B B offset the centrif
ugal force of the shoe and shoe-carriers, and facilitate 
clutch disengagement when in motion. The worm
driven mechanism N-CC is used only for large powers_ 
The worm-wheel N runs between babbitted. surfaces in 
the casing M, and alsQ the shifting sleeve O. It is not 
necessary to run this clutch in an oil-bath, though lib
eral lubrication is required in order to assure the 
proper overload-slipping regulation. 

Friendly Germs 

OUT of about tWQ thousand kinds of bacteria onry 
about one hundred are believed to be harmful.. 

Without the other nineteen hundred life on the earth 
would soon die out. "Ve, as well as the ani mals whose 
l1esh we eat, derive all of our sustenance from the 
vegetable world. Plants require that the soil should 
contain h umus, and humus is brought about by the 
decay of other plants, which in turn is  caused by 
bacteria, or germs. 'VithQut humus, plants establish 
themselves very slowly, so that if we were to kill all. 
bacteria no more decay would take place. The soil 
would soon be exhausted and we should all die of 
starvatiQn. 

In a more ordinary way there are many bacteria 
which are of use to us every day. They produce 
vinegar. Lactic acid germs give the flavor to butter. 
Germs help make cheese. They help digest the food 
in our stomachs. And, finally, they cause juices to 
ferment into alcQhol, even in the United States with 
its adverse legislation. 

Harmful germs of many kinds are always in our 
systems, and this -causes many people to worry, often 

... ' 

unduly. The fact is, they 
cannot possibly be eliminated. 
Even if i t  were possible to get 
rid of them we should be in 
danger of killing with them 
the many good germs we must 
have in our bodies in order 
to live. The first germs our 
most carefully protected food 
meets with are ptyalin and 
epilepsin, which are always in 
the saliva. Without them we 
should all be chronic dyspep.
tics in a short time, fQr they 
attack our food in a most 
satisfactory part of digestion. 
'.rherefore, efforts to keep the 
mouth "germfree" with tooth
pastes would be unsafe even 
if they could succeed. How
ever, when the germs are de
stroyed by the dentrifice a 
n e w  s u p  p l y  is very soon 
brought in from the saliva 
glands� And t h l' 0 u g h  the 
breath millions of new germs 
of the harmful sort come at 
once. If we keep our bodies 
in good health, h o w e  v e l', 
g e r m s will give us little 
trouble. It is only when they 
are present in abnormal quan

carrier by means of an ad
justable link Q, with a pin in Diagram showing operation of the flexible clutch ; the reference letters are explained in the text 

tities, or when our resistance 
goes down, that they menace us. 
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Mal�ing Wrought Iron a New Way 
A Mechanically-Operated Puddling Furnace which Does Away with Much Manual Labor 

By Prof. Albert Sauveur 

SIMPLE is the operation required for 
extracting a small mass of metallic iron 
from rich ore that the primeval man may 
have discovered it  by m eans of a fire acci
dentally lighted upon ground where jron 
ore existed near the surface. Indeed, the 

first iron furnace of which we have any record con
sisted in a single excavation dug on the side of a hill 
facing the prevailing wind with an opening at the bot
tom for a draft. 'I'he treatment in this crude appliance 
of some rich i ron ore mixed with charcoal resulted in 
the production of a small pasty lump of iron mixed 
with slag ; that is,  of wrought iron. The simple fur
naces which later displaced these rougn devices were 
lmown as forges or bloomeries. A process of this kind 
was used for many years in the United States, the 
furnace employed being known as the American bloom
ery. 'I'he operation lasted about three hours. The iron 
bloom produced weighed from 300 to 400 pounds, and 
the charcoal consumption was about 2% times the 
weight of the bloom. 

Such processes are known as direct, because they 
yield a malleable metal in a single operation from the 
treatment of the ore. They remained the only m ethod 
of obtaining iron until the fourteenth cen-
tury, when the blast furnace came into 
existence. In this furnace the treatment 
of iron ore with a suitable fuel and with 
flux yields a product known as cast ( pig)  
i ron, which is  not  malleable. In order to 
convert it into a malleable metal ( wrought 
iron or steel) it  is necessary to deprive it 
of some of its impurities, notably of the 
large proportion of carbon it contains, an 
operation known as refining. 

�. � !rm � 
Puddlioq fu(oOCG. 

Conv ersion of puddled ball to bloom, the arrows indi
cating the direction in which the metal travels 

dation and, towarcl the end of the operation, agglomera
tion of the metallic pat'ticles. As might be expected, 
early efforts were made . to devise mechanical means 
of replacing this excessiye and therefore costly manual 
labor. These efforts have consisted generally in the 
design of mechanical rabbles and of mechanical ( revolv
ing, oscillating, rocking ) furnaces. None of these appli
ances, however, proved successful and wrought iron 

A.- Oem. 
�. - Puddlil'1q Cl7all"lb4:(. 
C;;; . - C17Mlirl'l Parr. 
Q. - DiidlO('1i,,'l Door. 

Many consumers and engineers continue to use or to 
prescribe wrought iron, however, in spite of its much 
greater cost, which is conclusive evidence that for many 
purposes i t  is considered superior to mild steel ; and it 
is also obvious that if the cost of production could be 
reduced and the tonnage increased, wrought iron would 
be used much more extensively. There is little doubt 
but that many are waiting for this to come to pass in 
order to shift from the use of mild steel to that of 
wrought iron. 

This willin!,'1less to use the more expensive wrought 
iron in preference to steel is  due chiefly to its greater 
weldabilit�', greater resistance to corrosion and greater 
freedom from brittleness and from binding of jOints. 
This need of long standing for cheaper wrought iron 
and more of it appears to have been met. In the new 
process the small reverberatory puddling furnace fired 
by bituminous coal is replaced by a cylindrical revolv
ing oil-fired furnace in which charges of pig iron weigh
ing some 1 000 to 1500 pounds may be treated as against 
charges of 400 to 600 pounds of the ordinary single 
puddling furnaces. The. pig iron previously melted in 
cupola furnaces is introduced into the furnace and at 
the proper stage of the operation a suitable amount 

of scale is  added. The arduous work of 
the puddler who must during the greater 
part of the puddling operation vigorously 
stir or rabble the charge, is done away 
with all together, being replaced by caus
ing the furnace to revolve back and forth, 
and the liquid iron to flow over a dam 
which diyides the furnace longitudinally 
in two compartments. This repeated flow
ing of the metal over the dam from one 
compartment into the other causes a 
thorough mixing of the iron with the oxi
dizing slag and therefore a quick refining. 
'When the metal comes to nature, i. e. ,  
when small solid grains of iron begin to 
form, the continued motion of the furnace 
causes the coalescence of these grains into 
one solid mass which is  then discharged 
through an opening in the furnace pro
vided for that purpose. 

This mass of iron mixed with slag, gen
erally known as a puddled ball, is  then 
passed through the rotary squeezer, in 

The refining of cast iron was first per
formed in a simple furnace not unlike the 
forges and bloomeries used at the time 
for the direct extraction of iron. The 
m ethod was called indirect because it  reo 
quired two distinct operations in order 
to obtain a malleable metal. In these 
furnaces pig iron was heated in contact 
with charcoal and subjected to the oxidiz
ing action of an artificial \}Iast which 
caused the expulsion of the carbon and 
other impurities and thereby the conver
sion of the pig iron into wrought iron. 
These "fineries" remained the only meth
ods of converting pig iron into wrought 

The new puddling furnace shown in cross and longitudinal section 
which it is compressed and from which it  
emerges in an elongated form called a 

iron until the invention by Cort in 1784 of the puddling 
furnace. The greater economy of this new process 
caused the finery methods to be discarded. In the 
puddling process the pig iron is treated on the hearth 
of a reverberatory furnace, where it comes in contact 
only with the llame and gases resulting from the com
bustion of the fuel in a separate fireplace, the metal 
being decarburi?:ed and otherwise refined through the 
oxidizing action of the 
prevailing atmosphere 
and through the action 
of oxides of iron intro
duced for that purpose 
in the form of a fur
nace lining known as 
"fettling," and of addi
tions to the charge of 
suitable mill scale. From 
400 to 600. pounds of 
gray pig iron are gen
erally treated in the 
modern single puddling 
furnace, the operation 
lasting about an hour 
and three-quarters and 
the consumption of fuel 
( b i t u m i n o u s  c o a l )  
amounting to a s  much 
as about one ton of coal 
per ton of iron produced. 

continued to be manufactured practically as it  was in 
the days of Cort. These repeated failures at cheapening 
the cost of manufacture of wrought iron and at increas
ing the output of that metal led many to prophesy that 
eventu ally it would be entirely displaced by soft, mild 
or low carbon steel, which in the Bessemer converter 
could be produced in enormous quantities and at low 
cost, unless some ingenious mind solved the problem: 

bloom. This operation results in a greater 
compactness of the metal and in elimination of a large 
excess of slag. The puddled bloom may then be suI). 
jected to the ordinary treatments generally applied to 
wrought iron. 

It would be of little avail to have devised a meth?d 
by which to reduce the cost of wrought iron and to in
crease its production unless the quality of this cheaper 
wrought iron was in no way inferior to the product of 

The operation of pud
dling is very laborious, 
requiring n e a 1' 1  Y con· 
stant stirrIng of the 
fluid, and, later, of the 
semi-fluid or pasty mass, 
in order to promote ox i-

The cylindrical, revolv ing, oil-fired pUddling furnace that constitutes the basis of the new way for making 
wrought iron 

the puddling furnace. 
An examination of the 
new process reveals the 
fact that the metal is  in 
every way equal to the 
product of the old pud
dling furnace, and some 
arguments might even 
be advanced tending to 
show that it is of su
perior quality. T h i s  
p r o  d u c t has been ex
haustively tested and it 
has been found that it 
could be  made to m eet 
all requirements a n d  
specifications demanded 
of wrought iron for the 
various p u r  p 0 s e s to 
which it is applied. It 
can be produced practi
cally carbonless. T h e  
manganese content may 
be maintained below 0.4 
per cent or indeed re
duced to a trace, thus 
readily m eeting the spec
ifications for extra-re
fined wrought-iron bars. 
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A half-pound check protector 

A Midget Check Protector WEIGHING but half a pound, this 
check protector can be carried in 

the pocket or tucked in the pigeon hole 
of an office desk. In spite of its small 
proportions, as compared with the more 
conventional protectors, it is claimed to 
be fool-proof and to give real protection. 
The hard rubber knob, grooved to make 
accurate turning eaSier, has on its edge 
all the necessary figures, letters and 
arbitrary marks. Each figure must be 
set, and at the same time the handles 
must be squeezed and brought together. 
'l'his movement prints the figure in red 
ink and shreds the paper, thus prevent
ing erasure to the same extent as any 
of the more elaborate mechanisms. Feed
ing of the check forward for another 
figure takes place automatically, with 
the release of the plier handles. 

Auxiliary Gas Vaporization on a 
Large Scale 

THOUGH its cycle of operation is 
. rather complex, the gasoline vapor

izer which we illustrate herewith does 
not seem to present any greatly in
creased probability of getting out of or
der as compared with the simpler de
vices for aiding the carburetor ; and i t  
has  features of novelty which merit 
description. It  starts its operation with 
an extra tube, let into the top of the 
gasoline tank, open to the air outSide, 
and e)(tending nearly to the bottom of 
the tank. As the gas flows or is  sucked 
out of the tank, a vacuum effect is  pro
duced in the bottom of this receptacle ; 
and as a result, air enters through the 
tube described. Thi s air bubbles up 
through the fluid ; and when it reaches 
the space above the level of the liquid, 
it carries considerably more gasoline 
vapor than the air that ordinarily occu
pies this space. 

The gas-laden atmosphere from inside 
the fuel tank, thus abnormally enriched, 
is sucked through another tube into the 
"mixer" and past the "stove," which are 

The latest wrinkle in pre-heating and 
general aid to the carbureter 

jointly numbered "1" in our view. The 
stove encircles the exhaust pipe, in the 
familiar fashion. The hot vapor thus 
provided is led next to the gasoline 
heater "2." This unit has an inner and 
an outer compartment. Into the inner 
one passes the liquid gasoline from the 
fuel tank or the vacuum tank, as the case 
may be, on its way to the carburetor. 
Into the outer one flows the hot vapor 
from the mixer. This causes the gaso
line en route to the carburetor to be 
materially heated, so that on reaching 
the carburetor it vaporizes more promptly 
than is usual. 

The hot vapor which is responsible 
for this is not yet through its work. It 
passes from the heater to the distributor 
"3," which is  attached to the .carburetor 
under the butterfly valve. When this 
valve is  open, all the hot vapor enters 

It looks like a cigar but it  smokes like 
a pipe 

the carburetor in perfect form for com
bustion and forms part of the mixture 
fed to the engine. When the engine i s  
running idle with the butterfly valve 
closed, a smaller tube carries the vapor 
direct from the distributor to the intake 
manifold, by-passing the carburetor. 

It is  claimed that this arrangement 
keeps the engine supplied with such a 
hot, dry mixture at all times that there 
is no appreciable dilution of unburned 
gasoline into the crankcase oil ; while 
the elimination of all raw gasoline in 
the cylinders eliminates the formation 
of carbon. 

Straightening Radiator Fins 

AUTOMOBILISTS may now provide 
themselves with a device for easily 

straightening bent radiator fins and 
which can be used on any flat fin radi
ator. The tool consists of three metal 
teeth held together by a metal handle 
and in use the teeth are inserted between 
the fins and twisted from side to side. 

Glass for Footballs 

ANEW kind of glass, which, if not 
actually unbreakable, is so tough 

that it  has been blown into a hollow 
sphere and kicked about as a football 
without breakage, has been discovered 
by Dr. Horak, a Czech engineer and in
ventor. When used in the form of tum
blers the glass has successfully with
stood the squirting of cold water imme
diately after being heated to a point 
where pieces of paper in the tumbler 
were charred. \Vhile the inventor does 
not claim that he has found the secret 
of unbreakable glass, he does believe he 
has found a way to make it possess the 
greatest resisting power of any glass so 
far known. It is  admirably suited to 
the making of thermos bottles, which 
in so many cases have been too fragile. 

Plans have been made for applying it 
to gas masks in order to provide bullet 
protection to the eyes of the wearer, 
although it  will, of course, find its prin
ciple use in more ordinary direction, 
such as for tableware, bottles, etc. 

A Pipe in the Guise of a Cigar 

THE smoker who prefers a good old 
pipe to any other form of smoke, but 

who has an uneasy feeling that it isn't 
respectable, will perhaps be more at 
ease with the smoke which we mustrate. 
This is a pipe, made in the form of a 
cigar. It comes apart in the middle, and 
the further end is hollow. This is filled 
with tobacco, lighted, replaced, and the 
smoker draws on the assembled ap
paratus just as he would on a Cigar. 
There is an air vent at the tip to permit 
this, and if he has been so fortunate as 
not to have the tobacco go out during 
the assembling of the "pipe," he may 
have a smoke in the external dress of a 
cigar, but possessing all the other char
acteristics of a pipe. 

The Hard-Boiled Hat 

COAL trimmers, perhaps, are more ex
posed than any other workers to the 

hazard of having heavy objects fall upon 
them from above ; but in a large variety 
of trades this risk is  present to greater 
or less degree. An unusually successful 
effort to . achieve protection from this 
sort of thing is  represented by the "hard
boiled hat" illustrated. This hat is 
made of the best grade fiber, in numer
ous plies, pressed and cemented togethel' 
by a patented process. The crown is  
given a truss shape in  order to  stand 
great weight, and when advisable i s  
further reinforced with a steel plate. 
The entire hat is then covered with the 
best muslin and treated with a patented 
preparation making it water and acid-

Simple tool for straightening bent 
radiator fins 

proof, fire-reSistant, non-conductive of 
electricity, and long-wearing. The lining 
of the hat is "ham mocked" on the head 
so that it  gives perfect comfort to the 
wearer, at the same time preventing the 
hat from being cramped down over eyes 
or ears in case of an unusually heavy 
blow. The hat itself is pliable and will 
fit a head of any shape. It weighs from 
five to seven and a half ounces, depend
ing upon the style, and is comfortable 
to wear under all conditions. 

Perhaps the severest test to which it 
has been put in use came through the 
case of a mine engineer who was struck 
on the head by a weight of 12 pounds 
falling 15 feet. Though he was brought 
to his knees by the blow and the hat 
dented, his head was not in the" least 
injured. 

Hardness tester for rapid and service
able work in the shop 

A New Instrument For Testing 
HaJ:1dness 

THoSE who have to do with the man
ufacture of metal parts, especially 

metal cutting tools and components of 
light machinery, know how important is 
the securing of a definite degree o.f hard
ness in the material according to. its use. 
One of the disadvantages of the Brinnel 
instrument is its lack of portability and 
its unsuitability for dealing with thin 
and fragile articles. The instrument un
der review has been designed with a 
view to overcoming these and other 
shortcomings of the better known hard
ness testers. 

The tester is designed as a pendulum 
oscillating about its central position. 
The ball which is  of ruby or steel is 
one millimeter in diameter and is held 
in a chuck in the center of the instru
ment. Six screwed weights enable the 
pOSition of the center of gravity of the 
instrument to be adjusted to coincide 
with the center of the millimeter ball. 
The graduated weight seen in the center 
can be raised or lowered, enabling the 
center of gravity of the whole to be 
brought to a definite distance above or 
below the center of the ball, the exact 
distance being shown on a scale. This 
distance constitutes the pendulum length 
which for standard tests is one-tenth 
of a millimeter. With this length a 
single swing on a very hard surface has 
a duration of 10 seconds. 

It  will be observed that at the top 
of the frame there is  a bubble and scale. 
Having set up the instrument on the 
part to be tested it is tilted ( to. the 
right ) so as to bring the bubble to zero 
on the scale. On release it will swing 
back, then to and fro till the energy is 
expended and it comes to rest. . The 
harder the material the longer will it 
take to come to rest and inCidentally 
the greater will be the first oscillation. 

This action enables the hardness of 
the specimen to be ascertained either 

Safety hat for those who work in dan
ger from dropping obj ects 
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Applying the automatic windshield 
cleaner to the trolley 

from the magnitude of the first swing 
or from the duration of a definite num, 
bel' of swings. 

In the scale test, the amplitude of 
the first oscillation may be read off on 
the scale and the position of the bubble 
denoting the work done by the ball on 
the specimen, is a direct indication of its 
hardness. For instance, 97 is  glass
hard, hard steel reads 88, brass 14 and 
lead O. The effect of tilting the instru
ment is to elongate the indentation made 
by the ball when i t  is  placed on the 
specimen and the distance it  rolls back 
along the groove so formed is  indicated 
by the scale from which the hardness is 
deduced. 

A time test is  more usual, for it  gives 
uniform and concordant results without 
the necessity of accurate leveling or 
extreme smoothness of surface. It in
volves a "time hardness number," which 
is the time in seconds ( stop watch essen
tial ) taken in making ten single swings. 
For material glass-hard the time is 100 
seconds, soft steel 20 to 40 and so on 
down to lead 3. 

To take this test the instrument is  set 
upon the specimen with the bubble near 
the center, or graduation 50, and caused 
to oscillate through a small arc and the 
swinging time taken as before stated. 
The time of the oscillations is, within 
limits: independent of tbe magnitude 
thereof. 

The overall 'Size of the instrument is  
12 inches . and the  weight either two or  
four kilograms. The former has  a ruby 
ball and is used for delicate work, the 
latter with a steel ball is  used for gen· 
eral workshop purposes. The span for 
clear working is six inches. Articles of 
an awkward shape can be supported in 
a ball vise, while flat specimens are 
simply dealt with on the leveling table 
of the apparatus. 

The device that whistles a warning of 
"low gas" 
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Clear Vision Ahead for the 
Motorman 

AUTOMATIC windshield cleaners were 
first devised for use on automobiles, 

the drivers of which must be able to see 
where they are going. Vehicles that run 
on tracks can be run in comparative 
safety, even when the man in control 
cannot see where he is going ; but when 
it comes to trolleys operated in busy 
thoroughfares, it is necessary for the 
safety of others that he see when it  is 
proper for him to go there. The Cleve
land Street Railway Company was the 
first traction interest to adopt the win
dow cleaner illustrated, glvmg the 
motorman a clear view of the road 
ahead of the car no matter what the 
weather. Louisville has followed suit, 
and the device looks like one that merits 
general introduction. As the photograph 
indicates, a small electriC motor is  pro
vided, which keeps the wiping element 
in constant motion, requiring no further 
attention from the motorman than the 
initial throwing of a switch. 

For Hanging Shafts 

RECENTLY there has come on the 
market a pressed-steel shafting

hanger of very pleasing lines and good 
engineering construction. It is of the 
four-point set-screw type, and has a 
swing yoke which readily permits the 
removal of shaft or bearings. The main 
frame i s  of two stampings placed face 
to face, with in-turned flanges extending 
the entire length of the leg. These 
flanges provide unusual strength and 
rigidity. The cross-brace is integral with 
the legs themselves. All nuts, bolts and 
set screws are of standard sizes. The 
general appearance is  yery good, with 
smooth frame and rounded surfaces that 
eliminate dust pockets and projecting 
parts. 

An interesting shaft-hanger o f  
pressed steel 

An Audible Gas Signal 

WE have more than once described 
devices intended to remind the for

getful motorist that his gasoline supply 
is approaching extinction. The latest 
thing of the sort actually shouts the 
warning at him. It is of the general 
type, already noted, having a long and 
a short upright tube in the bottom of 
the tank, with gas flowing normally out 
of the long tube, unti l  the level of the 
liquid falls to a point such that it  can 
flow out of the short one. But it de
parts from the usual standard of this 
type, both in arrangement and in modus 
operandi. The principal point of dif
ference lies in the fact that the long 
tube is  inverted as pictured. There is 
suction on the long tube, even after gas 
ceases to flow through it ; and this suc
tion operates a wh

·
istle. So when his 

car begins to whistle at him, the absent
minded motorist looks for the familiar 
bit of red or orange at the wayside that 
in motoring code means "Gas sold here." 

An Efficient Scarifi.er 

A
MONG the season's novelties is a 

new piece of paving equipment put 
out by a prominent Cleveland concern 
that specializes in apparatus for the 
road contractor. As illustrated, it is 
seen to be, in generai terms, a scarifier. 
It  has been found particularly useful in 
scarifying subgrades preliminary to me
chanical subgrading. It may also be 
used for aU the scarifying found on the 
average road job, being built very heavy 
to stand up under such service. Some 
contractors are using it in place of a 
rooter plow, and it is finding a place in 
the maintenance work of many road de
partments. It carries five teeth ; and 
equipment furnished with the machine 
includes two complete sets of these 
teeth, plus one special manganese-steel 
tooth for extra heavy work. The ma
chine wei ghs about 1300 pounds, and is 
furnished for tractor or team hitch, 

Another tool for wrecking roads in 
preparation for repaving 

The Spreading of Liquids 

A
N interesting paper by W. D. Har

kins and A. Feldman on this sub
ject appears in the Journal of the Amer
ican Chemical Society for December, 
1922. The spread:ng of liquids both on 
other liquids and on solids is discussed, 
and the relations worked out between 
the coefficient of spreading and the in
terfacial and surface tensions. The 
various terms used in the theoretical 
discussion are defined, experimental 
methods are described, and the results 
of numerous determinations given. Those 
interested will do well to consult the 
original paper, which is  not of such sort 
as to be effectively abstracted. 

A Problem in Thermometry 

TEMPERATURE indicated by a ther
mometer in a medium whose own 

temperature is changing, presents a lag. 
Mr. S. P. Owen of the University of 
Durham has attacked the problem of 
determining this lag, taking into ac
count the effect of the containing vessel. 
Complete solutions are ' obtained for 
spherical and cylindrical bulbs, with 
surface conductivity both infinite and 
finite in both cases. The mean l ag in 
all cases takes the form of a series, of 
which only the first term has numerical 
significance. 

A Signalling Window for Closed 
Cars 

WHILE the red "stop" light is a 
good thing, it is not yet recognized 

by law, and it  is  likely as any other 
element of the car to be out of order
the editor drove ten miles, not so long 
ago, behind a car whose "stop" light was 
burninQ" continuously. Then, too, no
body but the driver of the car behind 
knows whether the "stop" light was 
burning ; the casual witnesses of a 
sma�h cannot usually see it,  and the 
driver of the car ahead cannot possibly 
testify, of certain knowledge, that his  
"stop" light was burning. So with all 
its merits, thi s  device leaves plenty of 
room for the good old-fashioned vogue 
of hand signalling. 
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Novel type of window that makes 
hand signalling from a closed car easy 

A Dubuque inventor, MI'. 'V". A. I�rner,. 
points out that the closed car is sti ll  
a long .way behind its open brother in 
the degree of freedom with which its 
driver can signal by hand. It's all very 
well to signal inside the car and tl'ust 
to the man behind to see the signal 
through the rear window ; but what when 
the rear seat is occupied ? What, in any 
event, when the driver behind goes into 
court and states flatly that he was 
watching, but saw no hand signal ? So 
the inventor in question has given us a 
signalling window for closed cars. It 
opens with a push-a mere touch, in 
fact, of the hand that moves outward to 
give the signal ; and closes again with 
a pull on a lever or a cord or a strap-
or anything else that the owner prefers, 
for that matter. 

A New Role for the Clutch 

COMPELLED to attack a difficult job 
in its own factory, a 'V"isconsin con

cern making disk clutches discovered a 
new application of their own product. 
They had to change the location of some 
of thei r machines in order to expedite 
production ; and they found the usual 
difficulties in the installation of countet'
shafts. It was suggested that they in· 
stall one of their own clutches on each 
lathe, and drive a battery of eight lathes 
from one jackshaft. This was done, 
eight countershafts and eight cross-belts 
being discarded, and at the same time 
the fraying of belt edges by belt shifters 
being abolished for all time, 

It is suggested that this new applica
tion of the clutch idea will enable every 
manufacturer to modernize his equip
ment and cut out his countershaft 
troubles. The clutch which served so 
well in the present instance is i llus
trated. It is a twin-disk affair, so de
signed that the lifting of one pin per
mits adjustment up to .005 inch, no tools' 
being required. It gives a positive en
gagement and does not heat. 

The twin-disk clutch that took the· 
countershafts out of one factory 
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The latest electrical aid for the kitchen
' 

-a cream whipper 

The Electric Cream-Whipper 

AMONG the special jobs about the 
house for which a special machine 

is now offered is the whipping of the 
cream for the morning cereal or the 
evening pudding. The entire apparatus 
as illustrated, motor and heater, though 
purchasable separately, normally comes 
in a single unit from the manufacturer ; 
but, of course, the motor is available 
for other work. The labor of whipping 
cream is considerable, in unfavorable 
weather, and even under the best of con
ditions, it is a little job which the house
wife will no doubt be glad to get done 
for her, mechanically. 

Filling the Radiator 

W ITH the aid of this neatly designed 
galvanized metal can or bucket, 

with a wire reinforcement around the 
top and equipped with two metal han
dles, the funnel, splash and drip have 
been eliminated in the filling of radia
tors. Note particularly the shape of the 
spout.  curved so as to fit in the radiator 
opening, eliminating spl ashing and leak
ing. The outlet opening is  large and 
with full weight of water behind it, 
these radiator fillers are exceptionally 
quick-emptying. The bucket holds about 
t welve quarts of water. 

An Efficient Hand Lifting 
Appliance 

AN efliCient form of hand lifting-gear 
has recently been perfected. The 

hoist is  adaptable, the absence of a drum 
rendering it equally

' 
suitable for a lift 

of two feet or 100 feet. It  can be used 
on a jib for warehouse and garage work, 
or can be fitted on board a small craft 
as a capstan for hauling purposes. 

The appliance has a capacity of one 
ton. An internal gear is  mounted on an 
eccentric spindle, to which a handle is 
bolted. 'Vhen the handle is revolved 
the gear is caused to oscill ate in such a 
manner that the teeth of the internal 
wheel roll round those of a bevel pinion 

Hand-tackle for lifting j obs, with a 
wide range of application 
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mounted in the body of the hoist. The 
internal bevel has one tooth more than 
the fixed pinion and is thus enabled 
during one oscillation to advance one 
tooth, while the chain wheel sprocket, 
being cast integral with it, is  revolved 
and the load raised. 

Braking and lowering are controlled 
by a drum and pawl mechanism, the 
drum being supported in the front bear
ing, in which it is  free to revolve, but 
is held in position by pins. 

Directly the handle is  released, the 
pawl engages with the teeth of the drum 
and tends to rotate it  against the pres
sure transmitted to the drum periphery 
hy the load. This friction is quite suf
ficient to prevent the handle from re
versing of its own accord, but the 
application of a few pounds pressure is 
enough to rotate the drum. It will thus 
be evident that the hoist cannot overrun 
when the handle is  released during hoist
ing or lowering. 

Drill and Gas Engine in a Single 
Unit 

HERl�TOFOHE, all power drills of 
whatever type, have been limited in 

their application to the work bv the 
length of an air-hose or of an electric 
wire. Power for either of these methods 
must be supplied by an auxiliary power 
equipment which, on account of size and 
weight, cannot be cheaply transported, 
nor located sufficiently near the work to 
do more than 60 per cent of the drilling 
to which a power drill COUld, of itself, 
be profi tably applied. 

A Philadelphia concern is now mar
keting a drill driven by a small gasoline 
engine. It so combines the action of an 
air hammer and a gasoline engine that 
the entire drilling assembly has but two 
moving parts-the hammer piston and 
the flywheel member. No crank shaft 
or connecting rod is employed, and there 
is  no spring or other yielding member. 
No inlet or exhaust valves are neces
sary, the rotary valve principle being 
used, with the revolving mass of the 

Easy filling of the radiator, without 
slopping, is achieved with this spe

cially designed bucket 

fly-wheel opening and clOSing the ports 
in the cylinder at the proper moments. 
The down or power stroke of the ham
Iller piston is made with some 900 pounds 
of explosive force from the gasoline be
hind it.  The flywheel returns the ham
mer piston on the upward or compres
sion stroke. Approximately 1800 im
pacts are struck per minute by this 
single-cylindered bit of ingenuity. Car
buretion is by means of a gasoline
m ixing valve which permits the engine 
to work at any angle. 'Vhile the engine
drill runs at full speed, the operator 
shifts it from one position to another 
and to any desi red angle without affect
ing the operation. A single spin of the 
fly-wheel by hand starts the drill "con
Sistently, in the coldest weatber." This 
looks like one of those things in connec
tion with which the much-abused ,i'ord 
"revolutionary" may fairly be used. 

Another Phonograph-Record 
Repeater 

THE latest and most Simply con
struc!ed repeater for playing phono

graph records has been just patented 
and is now ready for distribution. This 
device, after several experiments, has 
been proven not only to be practical but 
to be easily handled by children. 

This repeating device for the phono
graph needs no adjusting whatever. It 
just sits in the center of the record 
over the peg, and does not touch the 
playing surface nor will i t  injure in any 
way the reproducer or needle. Its 
action is instantaneous with no break 
or pause between the end of one run and 
the commencement of the next. 

As the needle at the end of the sound 

This portable drill carries its own gas 
engine, and is tied down by no air 

hose or current connection 

box reaches the end of the record, the 
tone arm is automatically carried ( quick 
as a flash ) and gently placed at the 
starting point. 

'l'his device is made from sheet steel 
punchings, conSisting of flat base plate, 
a movable arm which picks the tone 
arm up at the needle, operating on a 
cam, whi'ch is automatically returned to 
its original position by means of a coil 
spring. It is handy and convenient to 
apply and to use, and its total weight 
is less than one ounce; 

Permanent Automobile License 
Plates 

ANNUALLY in the United States 
20,000,000 automobile license plates 

go into the discard and this means that 
twenty millions more must be made. The 
cost of the making is borne, in the last 
analysis, by the motorist. To obviate 
this situation, James E. Sellers of Los 
Angeles has deSigned a plate which will 
be permanent, so that the motorist will 
always have the same serial number. 
'When the plate is  first stamped it  re
ceives three extra impressions, being in 
the nature of depressions deep enough 
to countersink even with the surface the 
additional smaller plates bearing the 
date which is subject to change at the 
beginning of each year. The depression 
at the left of the serial number is di
mensioned to match a small pl ate bear
ing the name of the State and the year. 
Above and below the number are smaller 
depressions for the application of what
ever dMa the owner desires, such as his 
name and hometown, or his club. If 
desired, these spaces may be left blank. 
The smaller plates are attached securely 
and quickly by means of small screws 
with nuts. 

A Clean-Cut Gas-Tank Filling 
Plug 

THE necessity of a locked filling plug · 
for the motorcar is an admission that 

there are few things connected with the 
automohile, whether valuable or of small 
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value, that are not the obj�ct of petty 
theft. Even gaSOline is siphoned from 
the tank and the unsuspecting motorist, 
returning at night, is  faced with the un
pleasant discovery that his tank, which 
he thought was amply full, has run 
dry. As gasoline is not a particularly 
valuable commodity, the addition of a 
lock to the filler plug acts in practically 
all cases as sufficient deterrent to send 
the thief to the next unguarded car for 
his pilferage. In the case of patents 
granted to S. S. Sollee of Savannah, Ga. , 
this lock takes on a particularly neat 
as well as efficient form. The lock, 
which is of the type having a fluted 
key, is entirely contained within the re
movable plug and the actual locking 
member or lug is  placed in the plug in 
such a way that it is as inaccessible for 
tampering as is  a similar type of rock 
when mounted on a metal door. When 
the key is inserted and turned. the plug, 
which includes the lock mechanism in 
remarkably small space, is removed. 
There is no other handle for this pur
pose than the inserted key, so that when 
the filling has been completed, the plug 
reinserted and the key removed, the lock 
is  flush with the surface of the tank, 
leaving no projections for prying. At 
the bottom of the filling member, which 
is  tubular and about four inches in 
depth, is placed a coarse grating which 
prevents large particles of matter from 
getting into the tank when it is open for 
filling. 

Window Washing From Within 

A SE,"'-T for which many housekeepers 
Will not accept even a free ticket 

is that upon an upstairs window ledge. 
F'ear of falling makes unpleasant the 
task of cleaning the pock-marks of dust 
and soot, spotted by rain, from the out
sides of the bedroom window panes. If 
the housewife will invest in a "third 
arm," however, the cleaning can be done 
from within the house. A long handle 
has at its end an elbow, turned at right 
angles and to be used facing the glass. 
Tipping the "fore arm" is  the "hand," 
which grasps a wet cloth, chamois, 
sponge or ruhber. Afterward, a dry 
cloth is handed to this ever-ready moder 

Cleaning the outsides of those upstairs 
windows, without sitting out on the 

ledge 
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A "B" Battery That Takes Up 
Less Space 

E
NTHUSIASTIC'r-this is the word 
employed by the makers of a new 

and larger type of "B" battery, to de
scribe the reception given the article by 
the radio audience. The new battery 
may be called a vertical battery, stand
ing on end and having its terminals on 
top just like the regulation dry battery. 
It is four inches by three in cross-sec· 
tion, 6%, inches high, and occupies less 
than half the ground space taken by 
the usual "B" battery of equal capacity. 
Its voltage is 22.5. It includes in its 
construction the features of seamless 
drawn-zinc cans, individual cell insula
tion, thorough moisture-proofing and im
proved series connections. Its space
saving advantages are particularly 
noticeable when a number of units are 
bound together in compact sets with 
dry "A" batteries, and used with port
able sets. Also for loud-speakers, where 
four or more "B" batteries are used in 
series to produce a high potential, the 
new battery is extremely convenient. 

A very handy tire pump operating from the engine through a rear-wheel hub 

The "B" battery that stands up in
stead of lying down, thereby saving 

much space 

servant, for the task of polishing the 
pane. Nor is this the only unpleasant 
house-cleaning job that the "third arm" 
will do. When the now-clean windows 
"show-up" the dust and grime upon the 
wall paper a clean cloth can be used in 
the same tool for wiping down the walls. 

Gaskets for the Piston 

Y
OU have gaskets in numerous places 
about your car where oil or com

pression might leak out in their ab
sence ; you have packing in your pump 
and shims here and there and every
where else ; but your piston rings are 
left to make a tight fit as best they can, 
without any external aid. In the car 
of the future it may be different ; we 
have seen at least two proposals to 
make it so. One of them consists in a 
cork-lined piston ring, the cork lining 
performing approximately the service of 
a gasket. This manufacturer makes you 
buy the rings to get the gaskets ; but 
another is more liberal, and sells asbes
tos piston seals alone, to be fitted to 
whatevel' rings you happen to have on 
your pistons. The claim is made in 
both cases that gasoline leaks and oil 
pumping are much more effectively 
checked than by plain rings of apy de
Sign, and that carbon is thereby reduced 
and -power increased. We tried the cork 
specimens in the editorial Tin Lizzie, 
and found that at least, they gave no 
bad effects whatever ; on the extent of 
their good effects we were not certain, 
since the car was in admirable condition 
when they went on it. 

A Precision Balancing Machine 

T
HE illustration shows a balancing 
machine recently placed on the mar

ket, applying the principles of dynamic 
and static balancing invented by Dr. 
B. L. Newkirk of Schenectady, so that 
it is possible to obtain complete dynamic 

carries a special type of headstock and 
adjustable rollers to support the work. 
By the form and location of the springs, 
a free vertical vibration Of the frame 
may take place about the pivot springs 
as a fulcrum point. All revolving parts, 
including the rollers which support the 
work, are mounted on ball bearings. A 
speed of rotation above the "critical 
speed" of the frame is first used, and 
the driving power is then disengaged, 
permitting a gradual diminution of 
speed down to and through the free 

Asbestos or cork linings for piston rings are claimed to cure many of the 
current automobile maladies 

and static balancing by two single cor
rections, individually measured and lo
cated near the ends of the body. When 
duplicate parts are ' to be balanced in 
production, great rapidity can be at
tained, as static balancing is rendered 
unnecessary and the operator, who need 
not be highly skilled, has only a few 
simplified positive steps to perform. 

A spring-mounted and pivoted frame 

critical speed of the frame. From the 
observation on the dial indicator, 
mounted part way up on the column at 
the left, the amount of the required cor
rection is determined. 

A disk at the left of the revolving 
parts carries a standardized 10-ounce 
weight, adjustable radially by means of 
a vernier reading to 0.01. inch. These 
parts are exactly balanced when the 
weight is at zero. The disk is adjust
able to any angle by reference to a 
protractor dial. 

With the correction thus arbitrarily 
applied the machine is again speeded up 
and allowed to pass through the critical 
speed as before. The second amplitude 
in this process bears a relation to the 
first amplitude dependent on the angle 
between the point of application and the 
point required. After determining and 
setting off this angle, a third run will 
check the result. The machine is uni
versally adapted to a wide variety of 
work, including balancing crank-shafts, 
fly-wheels, rotors, pulleys, and other re
volving parts. It will receive bodies up 
to 24 inches in swing and 32 inches 
between bearings. 

Pump Operated From Rear-Wheel 
Hub 

The machine that balances moving parts ll.t production speed 
T

HIS novel tire pump is operated 
from the hub of the rear wheel and 

can pump up a tire in a few minutes. 

The pump itself is clamped to the 
running board. The arm leading from 
the pump to the hub is adjustable to 
meet the differences in running·board 
design ; the short arm that forms the 
driving connection has to be supplied in 
size and shape fitting the hub of the 
given car. The pump can be used on 
80 per cent of the automobiles now· in 
use. It is clamped to the hub of one of 
the rear wheels and then this rear wheel 
is jacked up and the engine started. 

Accurate Tire Inflation 

A
NEW tire inflating device resembles 
the Signal apparatus on the bridge 

of a ship. On top of a metal standard 
there is an air gage 8112 inches in diam
eter, equipped with an indicator attached 
to a metal handle. By means of the 
handle, the indicator is placed at the 
number of pounds inflation desired by 
the motorist, in the same manner that 
signals are given to the engine room 
from a ship's bridge. As soon as the 
indicator is placed at any inflation point, 
the air is released into the tire. When 
the desired pressure has been attained, 
the air is automatically cut off from the 
tire valve. 

The air inflator consists of a reducing 
air valve working in conjunction with 
an air gage. The indicator may be set 
for any pressure, from that required 
by a bicycle to that of a truck tire. It 
registers the pressure from the time the 
hose is applied to full inflation, eliminat
ing the necessity of one or several tests 
with a small hand gage. 

When set to the desired pressure, this 
air-stand stops the passage of air as 
soon as that figure is reached in the 

tire 
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The Service of the, Chelllist 
A Department Devoted to Progress and Achievement in the Field of Applied Chemistry 

New Source of Nitrates in South 
Africa 

ACCORDING to the South African 
Journal of Ind1tstries, a new source 

of nitrates has been located on the Mat
sap Pan, situated in the Hague district. 
This Pan is remarkable in that· it  conc 
sists of an underground store of nitrate
bearing brine. Analyses of the brine 
from several boreholes showed that over 
4.5 tons of actual nitrates, mostly sodium 
nitrate, are to be found in every 20,000 
gallons of brine. 

Catalysts in Glass Making 

F LUORINE and antimony have the 
curious property of altering the ther

mal expansion of glasses to which they 
are added. They appear to act in a 
catalytic manner as no fluorine remains 
in the finished glass, and although about 
1 per cent of antimony may remain, it 
appears to be held physically rather than 
chemically. It is volatilized from the 
hot glass during working, is dissolved 
from it  by boiling water and even more 
so by sodium tartrate and hydrochloric 
acid.-Ohemiker Zeit1tng, 1923, page 146. 

New Alloy for Grate Bars 

THE burning out of grate bars, both in 
the industrial boiler as well as in the 

domestic steam heating furnace, is a 
rather common occurrence. In firing 
furnaces with mechanical stokers this 
has been a source of serious inconven
ience. A new alloy, a special variety of 
cast iron, has been devised which ap
pears to overcome most of the difficulties. 
The new alloy is  a special form of puri
fied cast iron with a much higher melt
ing point and tensile strength. Its life 
is clai med to be from three to ten times 
that of ordinary cast iron and it pours 
without difficulty and does not crack. 
The cost is  only riO per cent higher than 
that of ordinary cast iron.--Jour. Soc. 
Ohem. Ind., 1 923, page 375. 

Paper from Banana Refuse 

AGOOD paper can be made from 
banana refuse, according to the 

World's Pnper Trade Review. The trash 
or refuse, consisting of the stems and 
leaves of banana trees from which the 
fruit has been cut, is passed through 
crushing rolls, which produces a mash 
in which the moisture has been reduced 
from 90 to 55-75 per cent. The liquid 
is drained off and the trash is  passed 
through a breaking or pulping machine 
where it  is  reduced to a pulp. The pulp 
and juice from the machine are then 
placed in a boiler, water is  added and 
the mixture is  boiled at a pressure of 
four to five atmospheres for a period of 
three to six hours. The contents of the 
boiler are then transferred to a beater, 
where the resinous and gummy matters, 
which have been set free during the 
process of boiling, are washed away as 
powder or pellets by a current of water. 
The removal of the fibrous material from 
the beater completes the process, in which 
no chemical is  used. 

Sulfite Liquor for Building 
Purposes 

ANOTHER use for the waste liquors 
recovered from sulfite cellulose 

mills has been developed as described in 
the German journal, Ohemiker Zeitung, 

1923, No. 23. Loam, as sandy as possi
ble, is mixed with about 5 per cent of 

Conducted by ISMAR GINSBERG, Chemical Engineer 

hydrated lime and about 2 per cent of 
the waste liquors is added. About 5 
per cent of technical hydrochloric acid 
is  added to the mixture. Other acids 
may be used as well. In this manner 
there is formed so large a quantity of 
hydrochloric-silicic acid that a solid, 
absolutely water-resistant stone is pro
duced. When the process is  altered in 
certain respects a product is obtained 
which may be used to good advantage as 
a substitute for tar roofing. This prod
uct is  more lasting than the ordinary tar 
roofing and furthermore it does not pos
sess the well-known advantages of the 
latter. By using this material the build
ings may be finished off both inside and 
outside with the same building material 
and consequently the labor involved in 
using plaster and similar finishing ma
terials is considerably reduced. Sulfite 
celluiose waste liquors can also be used 
to good advantage in manufacturing in
sulating sheets and plates, flower pots, 
as well as many articles made heretofore 
from hard rubber. 

War Gases Cure Disease 

THE Chemical Warfare Service of the 
United States Army has been con

ducting tests at the Edgewood Arsenal 
to determine the possibility of using 
war gases, originally intended to kill, to 
cure disease. The gases have been rec
ommended as a cure for the diseases 
influenza, tuberculosis, paresis and other 
afflictions. Weak concentrations of chlor
ine gas introduced into the rooms occu
pied by those exposed have been asserted 
to prevent the spread of grip and in
fluenza epidemics. Mustard gas has been 
demonstrated as a specific against tuber
culosis. Tests have been made with 
guinea pigs inoculated with tuberculosis 
germs and a concentration of mmstard 
gas, and it was found that the animals 
did not contract the disease. The sub
stance lewisite was experimented with 
and i t  was found that this is  a remedy 
if not a cure for paresis and locomotor 
ataxia. During the war the fact that 
chlorine could be used to prevent or cure 
colds, influenza or pneumonia was acci
dentally discovered at the Edgewood Ar
senal. ' It was remarked that cases of 
pneumonia or influenza did not occur in 
the laboratory where chlorine was being 
made, although 10 to 20 per cent of 
others on duty at the arsenal were vic
tims. Investigation showed that in the 
rooms where the chlorine gas was being 
made there was a slight leakage of chlor
ine, just enough to act as a germicidal 
agent. 

Double Window Panes 

DOUBLE window panes, separated by 
a distance of two millimeters and 

joined together by a specially designed 
and patented melting process, so that no 
moisture or dust can penetrate between 
them, are used to keep out the cold in 
the place of ordinary double windows, 
according to a Swedish process. The 
heat insulation is perfect under these 
conditions. 

New Alloys 

NEW alloys, which are especially well 
suited for making propeller shafts, 

are described in the German journal 
Gewerbefl,eiss, 1923, No. 3, page 84. These 
alloys are made by adding bronze or 
vanadium brass with copper, aluminum 
and nickel or with copper, aluminum 

and iron, or with copper, aluminum and 
manganese. Vanadium appears to com
bine more easily with iron, nickel or 
manganese than directly with copper or  
zinc, so  that iron, nickel and manganese 
act as so-called intermediate media. 
Vanadium can also be added to the 
metallic composition in the form of ferro
vanadium. 'When this is done, the cost 
of the alloy is  reduced. 

Volomite, a Substitute for the 
Industrial Diamond 

T HE industrial diamond, the black 
bort, is replaced to good advantage 

by the cheaper volomite, according to a 
report of the Prussian Geological Insti
tute. While the product volomite ' is  not 
of maximum hardness, nevertheless it 
has been reported that it gives absolutely 
satisfactory results for boring rock of 
medium hardness. The reader is re
ferred to the original article for further 
information. 

Tallow Trees 

I N Texas there i s  being grown a tree 
which is quite new to the United 

States. This is  the Japanese tallow 
tree. Trees of this species bear nuts 
that contain a rich tallow-like oil. This 
oil has been found valuable in the manu
facture of high-grade varnishes. It has 
been found that the climatic and soil 
conditions are well adapted to the 
growth of this tree in certain parts of 
Texas. 

New Rust-Preventive Agent 

ACCORDING to the Umschau in Tech
nik llnd Writschaft, a '  part of the 

Vossiche Zeitung, February 23, 1923, a 
new rust-preventive agent or rather 
process has been developed which is  par
ticularly useful in protecting vehicles 
and vessels. The process consists in pro
ducing a coat of metallic cadmium on 
the metal. This film of cadmium has a 
thickness of from 0.002 to 0.001 of a 
millimeter and is produced in the elec
trical way by dipping the metal into a 
solution of a cadmium salt. The coated 
metal part is then placed in an anneal
ing furnace, where it is heated to a 
glowing heat for a period of two to three 
hours and in this way the depOSited 
film is made to alloy with the underlying 
metal. The surface coating that is  pro
duced in this manner is much more dur
able than the ordinary coatings produced 
by galvanizing with nickel, etc. The 
color of the treated part resembles that 
of a silver-plated article. 

Blotting , Paper from Wood Pulp 

B LOTTING paper is  generally made 
from rag pulp, and it is accordingly 

a really important achievement that has 
been recorded in the daily papers that 
a Canadian pulp mill has succeeded in 
manufacturing a very good grade of blot
ting paper from ordinary wood pulp. 
Blotting paper made in this manner costs 
considerably less than the other kind. 

Differentiating Hemp from Flax 

FLAX is one of those products that is 
subject to a great deal of adultera

tion, due to the fact that its supply is 
limited and its price is high. One of the 
substances used in adulterating flax is 
hemp, and this practice has been causing 
considerable trouble, due to the difficulty 
of differentiating between the two fibers. 

Cotton is also used to adulterate flax, 
but it  is a comparatively easy matter 
to detect the presence of the cotton fiber 
mixed with the linen fiber under the 
microscope. 

The Linen Research Institute of Eng
land has devi sed a simple test whereby 
it is  a comparatively easy matter to 
distinguish between the linen and the 
hemp fiber. Considerable microscopic 
work was done and it  was determined 
therefrom that the hemp fiber is devel
oped on a right-handed spiral and the 
flax or linen fiber on a left-handed spiral. 
If a thread is  frayed out and wetted it 
will tend to curl up either in the same 
direction as the hands of a clock if it 
is hemp, or against the clock if it is flax. 
If both motions are found in the same 
material, the so-called linen is bound to 
be a mixture. 

Making Linen Bags More Durable 
T INEN bags, especially those that are 
L used for shipping fertilizers, are ren
dered more durable by dipping them into 
a solution of potassium silicate or sodium 
silicate ( water glass ) .  They are then 
wrung out well and dried. The solutions 
of the chemicals must be rather dilute. 
ll'or further details, see the reports of 
the Academie d' Agriculture of Paris. 

New Mercury Deposit 

ANEW vein of quicksilver said to be 
seven miles long and to vary in 

width from two to six feet has been dis
covered near Kita Uonome in the Goto 
Archipelago. The ore contains 18 per 
cent mercury, and preliminary trials in
dicate that the vein increases in thick
ness with depth. This vein is  important 
as none of the veins so far discovered in 
.Japan are suitable for working.-United 
Statcs Oommerce Reports, Feb. 12, 1923. 

Lignite Char 

THE United States Bureau of Mines 
has made an exhaustive investigation 

into a process for utili zing lignite coal. 
As is well known, there are very large 
depOSits of lignite coal in the states of 
North Dakota and Texas, as well as in 
Canada. These deposits are not being 
worked at the present time, but they 
represe.nt potential sources of fuel which 
will sooner or later have to be resorted 
to as coal becomes scarcer. The Govern
ment has realized the possibilities of lig
nite coal, and experiments have been 
made to convert it into such form that 
it  can be utilized as a general fuel. 

The great trouble with lignite is that 
the coal contains a large amount of 
moisture and an appreciable amount of 
ash. The fusion temperature of the ash 
is comparatively low, which makes high 
rates of combustion difficult and requires 
larger grate areas and furnace volumes 
than with higher grade coals. In other 
words, the coal has to  be improved first 
before it is possible to use i t  in the ordi
nary stove or furnace. 

The lignite is accordingly charred. The 
moisture and volatile matter are driven 
off and a fuel is obtained which resem
bles anthracite coal except that it  is 
softer and contains a little more volatile 
matter. This makes i t  easier to kindle. 
About 2.fi tons of raw lignite coal will 
produce one ton of char, which has a 
heating value of approximately 12,000 
B.t.u.'s per pound. The moisture is very 
low, and the char can be stored without 
any danger of fire or degradation in size. 
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The Heavens in September, 1923 
Some Details About the Total Solar �Eclipse of the lOth 

By Professor Henry Norris Russell, Ph. D. 

event, above all others, arrests the 
attention of the astronomical world, and 
of Americans in particular, this month
the total solar eclipse of the 10th. When 
the moon interposes herself between the 
earth and the sun, on this date, she is  

only 227,000 miles from us,  while her shadow, tapering 
because the sun is larger than she, extends for a dis
tance of 234,000 miles, reaching 7000 miles beyond the 
earth's center, and more than 10,000 miles beyond the 
earth's surface on the nearer side. At this distance 
from the pOint, the shadow cone is 90 miles in diameter. 
An observer on the moon, looking at the earth, would 
then see a small dark spot on it-hardly one-eightieth 
of the diameter of the disk-surrounded by a region 
where the sunlight was dimmed, but not wholly cut 
off. This spot would sweep eastward across the earth's 
disk at a speed equal to that of the moon's orbital 
motion-about 2200 miles per hour. But, as it moved, 
our imaginary Lunarian would see the earth rotating, 
carrying continents and oceans eastward 
at a speed of a thousand miles per hour 
on the equator, or from seven to eight 
hundred miles per hour in the latitude of 
the United States. The moon's shadow 
accordingly overtakes the American con
tinent at the rate of some 1 500 miles 
per hour, and takes three minutes and a 
half to move a distance equal to its own 
diameter. A point on the central line of 
the shadow track will therefore be in 
darkness for three minutes and a half, 
and one could go 20 miles or so on either 
side without finding the duration of total
ity much diminished. Since the sun's 
rays strike the earth's surface somewhat 
obliquely the full width of the shadow 
track is a little over a hundred miles. At 
the edge of this belt the sun will be hidden 
for but a moment, while points beyond 
will never quite lose the sunlight. For 
2000 miles on each side of the central 
track, however, the moon will 'cut off more 
or less sunlight, and a partial eclipse, of 
greater or less magnitude, will be ob
servable throughout the whole of North 
America. 

shadow, dark as the blackest storm, and traveling with 
the speed of a cannon ball ; the sudden darkening of 
the whole. landscape, almost as rapid at the last as a 
train entering a tunnel ; the appearance of the stars, 
and of the corona encircling the eclipsed sun, and of 
the scarlet prominences, close to the moon's edge ; and 
then the abrupt return of ordinary daylight and com
mon life-all these combine into one of the most sub
lime of natural phenomena, memorable for a lifetime. 

The sky around the eclipsed sun will be unusually 
starry. The sun himself is in the eastern part of Leo, 
about 15 degrees east of Regulus and 30 degrees west 
of Spica. More than this, Saturn is some 30 degrees 
east of the sun and close to Spica, with Jupiter some 
20 degrees further on in the same direction,. while 
Mercury is about half-way from the sun to Saturn. 
On the other side of the sun is  Mars, about 60 degrees 
away, and Venus, by far the brightest of all, only 2 
degrees from the sun. It i s  very unusual for all the 
brighter planets to be thus visi ble at once during an 

that of the corona during totality, to secure as much 
more information as possible about the enigmatical 
bright lines in its spectrum, which are still utterly 
uninterpreted. 

The weather conditions-always the most vital con
sideration-are extremely favorable, cloudiness in the 
early afternoon at t)1is season being very rare. The 
best prospects are on the Mexican border or just south 
of it. The islands off the coast have some risk-though 
a small one--of fog ; the Mexican mainland, besides 
having poorer weather prospects, is  difficult of access. 

A party from the Lick Observatory will be at En
senada, Lower California, where English and German 
parties will also be located. One from the Yerkes 
Observatory will occupy Catalina Island-one of the 
most easily accessible points near the central line. The 
Mount Wilson Observatory-which misses being in the 
zone of totality by less than 40 miles-will send two 
parties to San Diego ; one to the shore, near the central 
line, the other on land, near the edge, where the flash 

spectrum will be visible longer. Spectro
scopic observations of importance com
parable to the others can probably be 
obtained with the great tower telescope 
on the mountain, where about 98 per cent 
of the sunlight will be cut off. 

Lack of space forces us this month to 
omit the usual brief reference to the posi
tions of the more prominent constella
tions. The map will have to stand on its 
own feet, without explanatory text. 

The Planets 
The remarkable display during the 

eclipse is  necessarily matched by a cor
responding dearth of planets in the noc
turnal skies. Mercury is an evening star 
for most of the month, and may be fairly 
well seen about the time of his elongation, 
on the 2nd, when he is 27 degrees from 
the sun, and sets at 7 :30 P. M.-though he 
is too far south of the sun to be con
spicuous. 

Venus is  a morning start at the month's 
oeginning, but passes through inferior con
junction on the 10th, only a few hours 
before the eclipse. She can hardly be 
seen under ordinary . circumstances, for 
even at the end of the month she is but 
6 degrees from the sun. 

Mars is a morning star close to the sun 
on the 1 st, but 16 degrees away on the 
30th, and visible in the dawn. 

The shadow track, beginning in the 
ocean south of Kamschatka, sweeps over 
tho Pacific, just missing the Aleutian 
Islands, and first reaches land in Cali
fornia. Curiously enough, the limit of 
totality just grazes the coast for nearly 
200 miles. A few projecting points near 
Santa:' Barbara will be in darkness, but 
to get a reasonably long duration, observ
ers will have to visit the islands offshore, 
or else go further south. San Diego en
joys nearly three minutes of darkness, but 
the central line comes ashore nearly 50 
miles south of the Mexican boundary. 

At 11 o'clock : Sept. 6. At 9 o'clock : Oct. 7. 
At 101,11 o'clock Sept. 14. At 8% o'clock : Oct. 15. 

Jupiter is  still an evening star, and 
conspicuous, setting about 8 :30 P. M. in 
the middle of the month. Saturn is an 
evening star also, but so much lower at 
sunset that he can hardly be seen. At 1 0  o'clock : Sept. 2 1 .  At 9% o'clock : Sept. 3 0 .  A t  8 o'clock : Oct. 2 2 .  

Uranus alone is  well placed for obser
vation, being in opposition to the sun 'on 
the 9th. At that time he is in Aquarius, 
in R. A. 23 hours, 8 minutes, 6 seconds, 

The hours given are in Standard Time. When local summer time is in effect, they . 
must be made one hour later : 12 o'clock on September 6, etc. . 

Sweeping across Lower California and 
crossing to the mainland, the shadow traverses Mexico 
to Tampico, and later passes over Yucatan, to leave the 
earth at sunset on the Caribbean Sea, south of the 
Virgin Islands. 

The Eclipse in the United States 
Throughout the Pacific and southwestern States the 

partial eclipse will be a large one, three-quarters or 
more of the sun's diameter being hidden. Chicago will 
see the sun half hidden,  and New York will have a 
somewhat smaller eclipse. The local time of the middle 
of the eclipse varies from shortly after noon ( Pacific 
Time ) at  Seattle and 1 P. M. at San Diego to  3 :30 
( Central Time ) at Chicago and 4 :40 ( Eastern Time ) 
at !{ew York-the differences arising mainly from dif
ferences in longitude. To these hours must still be 
added the change to Daylight Saving Time where this 
is  kept. 

The eclipse will be interesting to watch anywhere 
in America. But its main interest centers of course 
in the narrow zone of totality. The spectacle there 
will be fine enough, aside from its scientific interest, 
to repay any traveler for a long journey. The weird 
colors that bathe the landscape when only the light 
from the sun's edge remains ;  the advance of the moon's 

NIGHT SKY : SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER 

eclipse ; and the long line of bright bodies, strung out 
on the ecliptic, will be a noteworthy sight. 

The corona, of course, will be the central attraction. 
At the present time of pronounced sun-spot minimum, 
we may anticipate a relatively faint corona, with pro
nounced polar rays and long streamers in the direction 
of the sun's equator. For the same reason, the prom
inences are not l ikely to be conspicuous-though pre-
diction here is uncertain. 

. 

The Astronomer and the Eclipse 
The astronomer, of  course, will go to observe the 

eclipse rather than to see i t-and the man who gets 
10 or 15 seconds to look at the sights will be lucky. 
A host of observations can be made, and most of them 
will be attempted by one or another of the parties. 
Photographs will be made of the corona and promi
nences, and of the stars around the sun, to get one 
more final confirmation of the "Einstein effect." The 
polarization of . the coronal light will be investigated, 
and its heat measured. Perhaps the most important 
observations of all will be with the spectroscope-pho
tographing the spectrum of the lower atmosphere of 
the sun, at the instant when the phosphorescence has 
just disappeared, or is  at the point of appearance, and 

and declination 6 degrees 27 minutes south ; and is mov
ing west 8.8 seconds and south 54 seconds per day. At 
the begiuning of the month he is 15 minutes west and 
8 minutes north of the fourth magnitude star Phi 
Aquarii, which may be found near the point where the 
western edge of the great square of Pegasus, carried 
southward, intersects a line joining Beta Ceti and 
Epsilon Pegasi. Only a large telescope will show his 
disk ; but a field glass suffices to detect his motion 
among the stars. 

Neptune, finally, i s  in Cancer, about 30 degrees west of 
the sun, an d even the eclipse will not make him visible. 

The moon is  in her last quarter at 8 A. M. on the 3rd, 
new at 4 P. M. on the 10th-the time of the eclipse, 
of course-in her first quarter at 7 A. M. on the 17th, 
and full at 8 P. 1\1:, on the 24th. She is  nearest the earth 
on the 12th and furthest away on the 28th. During the 
month she is  in conjunction with Neptune on the 8th, 
Mars on the 9th, Venus on the 1 0th, Mercury and Saturn 
on the 12th, Jupiter on the 14th, and Uranus on the 
23rd. Only the approach to .Iupiter is observable, and 
this is far from close. 

At 9 P. M. on the 23rd the sun crosses the celestial 
equator and enters the sign of Libra, and, as  says the 
almanac : "Autumn commences." 
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The Motor-Driven COlllmercial Vehicle 
Conducted by MAJOR VICTOR W. PAGE. M. 3. A. E. 

This department is devoted to the interests of present and prospective owners of motor trucks and delivery wagons. The editor will endeavor to answer any 
question relating to mechanical features, operation and management of commercial motor vehicles 

A New Motor Pick-Up Street 
Sweeper 

I N perfecting the present m echanically 
successful sweeper the engineers 

managed to surmount many obstacles, 
which formerly hampered economic op
eration. These mechanical difficulties 
common to this type of sweeping con
veyor have not only been removed but a 
greater amount of working dependability 
has been incorporated. 

A noteworthy improvement in this 
sweeper is  its automatic gutter broom 
that works in and out with the curb 
line, independently of the driver. The 
earlier types of sweeper did not have 
this proviSion for cleani"ng gutters with 
the result that additional men were re
quired to complete regular cleaning 
equipment. Today with increased traffic 
pushing more refuse from the center of 
the street toward the gutters a greater 
need was created for a special attach
ment for cleaning the gutter. The gutter 
broom attachment was developed to take 
care of this need. It not only cleans 
the gutters more efficiently but with a 
great saving of labor cost as well. 

or bamboo, is driven by a roller chain on 
cut steel sprockets. This rear broom is 
quickly adjusted to the roads and is 
automatic in operation after adjustment, 
following the pavement with just 
enough pressure to do good work. 

'l'he cOJl.veyor is driven by roller chain 
on cut steel sprockets. The conveyor 
itself t$ · of all-steel construction with 
removable bottom. Rubber squeegees 
mounted on extra carbon steel angles 
form the flights. An effici ent anti
clogging device takes all undue strain 
off the conveying mechanism and allows 
piled material to be swept without 
clogging. the conveyor. The hopper or 
dirt receptacle is also of all-steel con
struction. The gutter broom is driven 
through a universal joint assembly from 
auxiliary transmission. The broom is  
steel tiller filling, built up to 42 inches 
diameter in six sel,,'lnents that are easily 
and quickly changed when broom is 
worn out. The working range is seven 
inches. 

. 

The water sprinkling system consists 
of a 150-gal lon galvanized iron tank 
with brass strainers at intake and out
let. Water runs by gravity to rotary 
gear Demming brass pump which forces 
water to brass nozzles mounted under 
the bumper in front. The water spray 
is controlled by the driver. 

Gasoline supply motor t rucks now being used by the New York Fire Depart
ment. These trucks are of the four-wheel drive type 

four 5-gallon cans in the filler box, six 
5-gallon safety cans and four 3-gallon 
oil cans with top stops-ample for the 
service they give. 

It is  intended that the trucks shall 
carry oil in one of the 300-gallon com
partments and gasoline in the other two. 
They will be  used to distribute fuel and 
lubricants to the various stations of the 
New York City Fire Department, supply
ing the needs for the operation of motor
driven apparatus, and should be of 
special value in the winter. 

fortable and roomy as those at home, 
and complete protection against incle
ment weather are features that will 
make it a treat to travel in this latest 
type of home on wheels. Bodies of 
airplane plywood varying in length from' 
1 1  feet 8 inches to 19 feet 5 inches and 
in heights from 56 inches ( standard ) up 
to 76 inches with standard width of five 
feet are available. Two to four pas
sengers can comfortably travel in the 
smaller and medium shIes and two to 
six in the larger vehicles. 

"But how do we eat '!" someone may 
impatiently ask at this point. Really, 
it's a simple matter. To the right in the 
rear is a kitchen cabinet ; on top of this 
is a three-burner stove, Other cabinets 
contain provisions and tableware packed 
in such a way that there is  no rattle. 

'l'lle design of the large rear broom i s  
such that wear automatically shortens 
the distance between the broom and 
conveyor. Fouling of the conveyor 
through breakage of the shear pins i s  
prevented b y  t h e  broom's coming to a 
complete stop. The conveyor is of large 
capacity and of the non-clogging type. 
Heavy sweepings are claimed not to 
choke the conveyor. The removable 
bottom, in itself a feature, is easily re
placed. Only six drive chains are 
employed on the entire machine, includ
ing the conveyor. The sweeper can be 
operated while the machine is  at  a 
standstill. Mechanical parts ,are readily 
accessible. The working speed is nine 
miles per hour. 

The new sweeper is of the four-wheel 
type and employs a speed-wagon power 
plant of standard construction with 
right-hand drive and self-starter. It is 
a one-man machine with all levers so 
arranged that the operator has complete 
and convenient control \vithout leaving 
his seat. The rear ..axle of the speed
wagon is moved forward and converted 
into a jack shaft, whence the drive is 
through roller chains to each rear 
wheel. An auxiliary transmission is 
mounted between the transmission and 
differential to give power fur operating 
conveyor, large broom, gutter broom and 
water pump. The large broom, of steel 

Motor truck touring home in camp for the night and on the road. 
compact method of stowing the load 

Note the 

"vVhere do we sleep ?" is  naturally the 
next question for the traveler to ask. 
It's an easy job to arrange sleeping 
quarters. First, the seats, which are 
collapSible, are put out of the way. 
Then the hed at the left side with full
size springs is let down and opened up 
the full width of the cal'. When not in 
use, this bed with pillows and blankets 
is  protected by a canvas cover. Another 
!Jed with full size mattress may be let 
down a t the rear and held two feet 
above the ground by means of chains 
hooked on to the top of the body. When 
not in use, this bed is fastened against 
the rear of the body and is covered by 
a dust and waterproof canvas. 

New Supply Trucks for New York 
Fire Department 

THREE new combination gasoline and 
oil supply tank trucks have recently 

been placed in service by the New York 
City Fire Department, These have four
wheel-drive chassis. They are the type 
having traction on all wheels, but steer 
only with the front wheels, and are the 
first of their ldnd to be purchased by 
the city of New York. These trucks are 
equipped with 900-gallon tanks with 
three compartments of 300 gallons ca
pacity each. In addition, they carry 

The mechanical street-sweeper is self-propelled and has a gutter broom working 
in conjunction with the pavement broom 

Motor Touring Home 

ALL the thrills and benefits of a long 
automobile trip over mountain road 

or backwoods trail with the numerous 
comforts of home imd no hotel expense 
may be provided by the latest motor 
vehicle, the motor-truck touring home. 
Where or how long, it matters not, for 
with the touring home distance and time 
and inconvenience are eliminated. 

The touring home ! What is it ? It is  
the practical and efficient development 
of the dreams and ideas of thousands of 
tourists. In its design, the dominant 
idea has been to make it available to 
the average automobile tourist ; in other 
words, to bring it down to what the en
gineers call a quantity-output basis in 
its manufacture. Real ingenuity has 
been exercised in making the equipment 
complete in its home appointments with
out being top heavy or cumbersome. 
Speed and flexibility of operation, more
over, are assured by the fact that the 
touring horne is  mounted on an Inter
national speed chassis. 

Are the meals going to be properly 
cooked ? How about the beds ? What 
about rainy wea.ther ? These are ques
tions that ,vilI at once occur to every 
practical-minded automobile tourist in 
contemplating the use of this equipment ; 
but he needn't worry if he is  going to . ', . 

this  year, the "touring 
Every facility for properly 

eals; real beds, just as com-

The bed in the rear is completely cov
ered and curtained by a double tent car
ried on the top of the body, which in the 
daytime may be used as a protection 
from the sun when passengers wish to 
eat outside. Flexible windows are pro
vided in these curtains. When it is 
desired to eat outside, the cabinet doors 
which form the table inside can be re
moved, fitted together, and mounted on 
collapsible legs. 

There are boxes for camping tools
all the tools are provided-convenient 
racks for clothing, a canvas water bottle 
which keeps the water cool by evapora
tion, toilet facilities, electric lights ; in 
fact, everything one has in the home. 
FJverything is packed conveniently in 
small space, and everything one could 
desire is  in its place, In a few minutes, 
one can make camp or be on the road to 
the next stop miles away-wherever 
and whenever the whims of the party 
decide. The enthusiastic motor traveler, 
in truth, can go as far as he likes and 
come back whenever he pleases ln this 
flexible, convenient touring home. 
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The Cathode-Ray O�cillograph 
Measuring Electric or Magnetic Forces by Their Effect Upon a Stream of Electrons 

By J. B. Johnson 

r====:=1� THE stream of bullets from 
a machine gun pass through 
a stiff squall of wind, they 
will strike the target at one 
side of the bull's eye, and 
this deflection will be a 

measure of the force of the wind. In 
much the same way the stream of tiny 
electrons shot from the hot filament of a 
vacuum tube can be deflected by electric 
or magnetic forces, and if a target is put 
at the end of the tube, the amount of the 
force can be measured from the deflection 
it produces. 

Of the Bell System Research Laboratories, Western Electric Co. 

' This in brief is the fundamental prin
ciple of the cathode-ray oscillograph, in

Over-all view of the tube used in the cathode-ray oscillograph 

hits one of these molecules, the force of 
the collision knocks off one or more elec
trons from the molecule. Formerly the 
positive charge of the nucleus was neutral
ized by its ring of negative electrons, but 
when some of the electrons are knocked 
off, the nucleus, now positive, begins to 
attract the free negative electrons. Since 
these nuclei are heavy and sluggish as 
compared to the flying electrons, they are 
simply buffeted around by the latter, and 
they stay for a time in the line of the 
electron stream where they were formed. 
Thus there is along the whole j,ength of 
the stream a line of positive nuclei which 
attract the free electrons and hold them 

vented about 25 years ago by Draun, and known by his 
name. In Braun's tube the electrons were started by 
a high voltage between the metal terminals which 
were sealed into the glass tube, which was then ex
h austed of nearly all the air. Some of the electrons 
went through the hole in the plate in a tiny stream, 
which struck the target. This plate was coated with 
substances which glowed when struck by the electrons, 
so that a spot of light indicated the end of the stream. 
If an electric voltage was applied between the plates, 
the stream would be deflected toward the 
positive plate, and the spot would move 
across the screen. 

The Braun tube had two limitations
the air left in it was gradually used up 
and had to be renewed, and the voltage 
required was from 1 0,000 to 50,000 volts 
direct current: This was not only ex
pensive and hard to handle, but danger
ous to the operator. Hence the Braun 
tube never was used as much as its othel' 
good points deserved. 

With the d�velopment of the modern 
vacuum tube, however, a way was opened 
to get the desired stream of electrons 
more easily since electrons are given 
off a heated fil ament at moderate voltages. 
In the drawing, F' is the filament, heated 
by a six-volt battery. .Another battery, 
usually of small dry cells like the familiar 
radio "B" batteries, provides 300 volts 

T 

coils, and the luminous spot will move just as before. 
In the development of this device, one difliculty was 

overcome in a way which gives an interesting illustra
tion of what happens when electricity flows through a 
near-vacuum. The stream of electrons which shoots 
out from the tube A is  not like a stream of machine gun 
bullets, each of which flies independE'ntly of all the 
others. It resembles more a stream of water from a 
nozzle, the individual droplets of which tend to fly 
apart. The repulsion between electrons makes the 

R 
c ,  

p. 

in the straight path, in spite of the repulsion between 
electrons which tempts them to spread out. Further, 
the dislodged electrons shooting off in all directions 
soon fil l  the space outside the stream with negative 
charges, which repel the flying electrons and make them 
keep in their own path. 

The usefulness of this tube oscillograph comes from 
the fact that the stream of electrons forms a nearly 
weightless pointer whose movement will accurately 
follow the changing conditions in the circuit to which 

it is connected. In order to be able to 
follow the magnitude of separate swings 
it is necessary to draw the beam back and 
forth across the target so thl.\t the path 
of the spot during consecutive swings will 
not overlap. Up to a few hundred cycles 
per second, this can be done by waving 
a bar magnet back and forth near the 
tube. Since the electron stream is  really 
a current of electricity, it is deflected by 
a magnetic field just like a wire carrying 
a current. If it is necessary to repeat the 
pattern, the side-to-side motion can be 
made uniform by rotating near the tube 
a coil carrying a constant current. 

In most cases, however, what is wanted 
is the vari ation of a high-frequency cur
rent not with time, but as some other 
quantity is varied. For instance in radio
telephony it is  often desired to know the 
variation of the radio-frequency modulated 

between the filament and the other elec
trode A. This voltage draws off nega
tively-charged electrons from the filament, 
which pass through the little hole in the 

The electrical principles involved ; for references, see the fourth paragraph 
of the text 

current with the voice-frequency input to 
the modulating tube. This relation is  o f  
utmost importance as it indicates whether 

plat� S. 'l'he electrode A is  in the form of a little tube, 
down which the electrons pass. From its end they 
shoot off between the pair of plates Px, and down the 
vacuum spa('e ' 

until they strike the target T. ( For 
simpliCity only one of the two pairs of plates shown 
in the photographs is mentioned here. The second pair 
is  at right angles to the first, and is used to move the 
beam at right angles to the motion produced by the 
first pair of plates. ) One plate of the pair Px has 
a lead which comes through the glass to a terminal 
and the other plate is  connected to the 
electrode A and so to a terminal outside 
the tube. Thus a voltage can be put 
across the two plates Px and the stream 
of negative electrons will be drawn toward 
whichever plate is  positive. The move
ment of the spot of light which shows the 
end of the stream on the target is then 
a measure of the force exerted on the 
stream at the plates, and so of the voltage 
applied to them. Since the stream of 
electrons has practically no weight, a 
change in the applied voltage is registered 
instantly in a movement of the spot. This 
instantaneous feature is  what makes the 
device so useful, because the spot will 
faithfully follow alternations of the volt
age up to a million cycles per second, or  
even more. 

stream spread out so that it will not give a sharp spot 
on the target. The remedy was developed by our en
gineers, who during their experiments made up a tube 
containing a small amount of gas. Now every ga� is 
made up of separate molecules, each of which has a 
comparatively large central nucleus, positively charged 
with electricity, and surrounded with a number of nega
tively charged electrons held to it by electric attraction. 
The free electrons shoot down the tube at a velocity 
of about 6000 miles per second, and when one of them 

the outgoing waves will set up an undis
tor ted copy of the original speech when they reach the 
receiving stations. In this case the circuits are so con
nected to the two sets of deflector plates that while the 
radio output moves the spot up and down, the audio 
input moves it sideways. According to the theory of 
modulation, the amount of radio cu rrent should vary 
uniformly from zero to a maximum as the voice current 
moves from one extreme of its cycle to the other. 

The chief value of this cathode-ray oscillograph is 
to get quick visible indications of what is  going on in 

an electric circuit. Thus it can be used 
rather to explore a situation and find out 
roughly what is going on, as a first step 
to devising measurements which will be 
more accurate. For example, after the 
apparatus is  set up, hysteresis loops can 
be taken very rapi dly on one sample after 
another, as against half a day each by the 
morE' accurate "point-by-point" method. 
Also for demonstrations before classes up 
to about 20 persons, this device shows 
what is  happening with a clearness that 
is most convincing. 

The Most Famous Taxi in the 
World 

When the thing to be measured is a 
current rather than a voltage, two small 
coils of a few turns of wire are placed on 
opposite si des of the tube. The magnetic 
effect of the current will deflect the stream 
in a direction parallel to the plane of the The cathode-ray oscillograph set up in the laboratory, ready for use 

TAXICAB 2862 G-7 will never wear out 
nor suffer a collision, for it has been 

selected to represent the "taxis" of the 
Marne" and has been placed in a position 
of honor in the Invalides. The ceremonies 
of. installation were most impressive, but 
the shining cabs failed for the time to 
cruise for fares, for they were wanted 
"in formation" at the great 

'
parade ground. 
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Recently Patented Inventions 
Brief Descriptions of Newly Invented Mechanical and Electrical Devices, Tools, Farm Implements, Etc: 

Chemical Processes 
cient means for effecting the bodily oscilla
tion of the fan whecl whereby the air current 
produced by the fan is continuously diffused 
over a constantly changing area. 

A R O M  A 'L' I C HYDROCARBON CE
MENT.-vl'. S.  BARRIE and L. CHADWICK, 
Selwyn, via 'L'ownsville, Queensland, Aus-
tralia. This aromatic cement, which may Of Interest to Farmers 
be used for building purposes in general, BEET HARVESTER. - L. V. CIRAC, 
is a clHlmically prepared compound as fol- Box 4, Fallon, Nevada. Among the objects 
lows : Pitch, tar or any other substance of the invention are to provide a beet harves
which consists principally of aromatic hy- tel' that will top the beets before lifting 
drocarbonaceous matter of an aggregate spe- them out of the gronnd, the device having 
cific gravity of not less than one decimal one a vertically adjustable topper and frame, an 
is first brought to a temperature of 120 de- adjustable width of track so that it may be 
grees Centigrude to 180 degrees Centigrade, adjusted to the width of r6w, and may at 
to this when thoronghly heated is added in the same time be used in connection with 
powdered form a sulfate salt while the tarry cultivating tools, such as weeders, shovel 
material is in a fluent condition. plows, etc. 

ME'L'HOD AND APP ARATUS FOR CROP DUSTING MACHINE. - C. G. 
PRODUCING A CHEMICAL UNION BE- ALLGRUNN, Niagara Sprayer Co., Middle
'l'W.EJEN HYDl:{O-CARBON GASES AND port, N. Y. The invention more particularly 
HYDRO-CARBON OILS.-H. B. SNYDER, relates to a feeding hopper for dusting ma
Box 43, Bridgetown, Texas. The object of chines for applying chemicals in powdered 
this iuvention is to provide an apparatus form to growing plants. Among the objects 
by which a complete union between n atural is to provide a hopper for carrying the 
or methane gases, CH., and heavy hydro- chemicals, and to provide agitating mechan
carbons, such as C15 H,,, may be had, and ism within the hopper which may be ad
thereby producing hydro-carbon compounds, jnsted in such manner as to vary the 
such as C, HIS, or other hydro-carbon com- qu antity of chemical discharged over a given 
pounds. The method consists in subjecting area. 
a volume o� methan e . gas to . a 11igh deg:ee ! TRA CTOR CULTIVATOR. _ C. E. of compreSSIOn, t�en mtrodu.cmg a quan�lty 

DOWNIE and G. D. GRAVELY, Portsmouth, of hydro-carbon 011, and P�SSll1� a� e�ectl'lcal Va. The object of this invention is to proarc through the gas and 011 whIle m Its com- vide a tractor cnltivator having a capacity pressed state. for carrying out the various earth working 
PROCESS OF' TREATING VEGETA- operations, and adapted to be conveniently 

BLE FIBER.-H. C. FUEJ�LER, 2001 Cha- con trolled by a single operator. A further 
teau St., N. S. ,  Pittsburgh, Pa. The inven- object is to provide a tractor cultivator in
tion h as for its object to provide a process cluding a sin o-Ie traction wheel and driven 
for preparing l<'lorida or Spanish moss .for from a powe; plant comprisin� a pair of 
use as a stuffing .for !llattresses �nd the lIke. cylinders so organized as to be susceptible 
The process �O�SlSts III the chemlCal remo�al of driving the same through a positive train 
of the plant JUlce� from the fiber, the. dye�ng of gearing, thereby eliminating the necessity 
of the fiber, and Its treatment for stlffenmg of employing universal joints. 
and g�o�sing the. s�me! the ;e�oval of the COTTON HARVESTER AND CONplant. Juwes consl�tmg III subJectmg the fiber VEYER.-D. DANIEL, 412 E. Markham St., to acu1 and al kalIne baths. Little Rock, Ark. The object of the inven

Electrical Devices 
SWITCH.-G. C. 'YERNER, 18 Logan St., 

Brooklyn, N. Y. The invention contemplates 
for one of its principal objects the provision 
of a double switch provided with means 
which render the same capable of either 
mechanical or electrical actuation. A fur
ther object is to provide a switch which is 
simple in construction and method of opera
tion, dn1'.able. inexpensive to manufacture 
and highly efficient. 

FUSE PLUG.-'V. P. BRIGGS ,  212 Mieope 
Bldg. , New Bedford, Mass. An object of 
the inven tion is to ilrovide a construction 
wherein only the proper size plug may be 
used in any given cut-out. Another object 
is to provide a fuse plug using prongs, in
stead of a threaded sleeve, and to provide a 
construction of plug and socket, which will 
not only require the proper size fuse and 
plug, but will indicate the size to be used. 

CEILING FAN.-M. M. GLAS SER, 42 
Lawrens St., Charleston, S.  C. The inven
tion relates to motor operated fans, and par
ticularly, although not necessarily, 'to ceiling 
fans, the purpose being the provision of a 
ceiling fan which provides simple and effi-

Fig. 1. Broken tines can be replaced in E. 
Luukkonen's pitchfork, just patented 

tion is to provide a cotton harvester and 
conveyer of extremely simple and durable 
construction, reliable and effective in opera
tion, to perform a maximum amount of work 
at a minimum expense. The apparatus com
bines a wagon, a fan exhaust and suction 
headf'r, a flexible pipe and harness to facili
tate the carrying of the same by the picker. 

PITCHFORK-E. LUUKKONEN'S, c/o T. 
Kronbolk, Milford, Utah. The invention re
lates to a pitchfork wherein any of the tines 
may be removed and replaced at any time, 
the crossbar being provided with a plurality 
of sockets, the tines having their upper ends 
shaped to fit  the sockets, an d a pin extend
ing through the shank for locking the shank 
and tine in place. In this way the breaking 
of a tine is not a great misfortune as repairs 
can easily be made. ( See Fig. !. ) 

ATTACHMENT FOR GRADERS. - A. 
CUIFL, Rice Lake, 'Vis. The invention re
fers more particularly to a supporting shoe 
adapted for connection with a road grading 
or scraping machine for the purpose of bridg
ing wash-outs or depressions in the side of 
the road to prevent the rear outer supporting 
wheel and the blade from dropping down and 
cntting the depression deeper. The attach-

Fig. 2. New type of self-filling fountain pen, 
invented by D. La R. Eastman 

ment is provided with means for adjustment 
and is operable by the operator of the ma
chine. 

GRASS-DIGGING IMPLEMENT. - W. 
L. Foss,  Box 15, vVindom, Minn. The in
vention rel ates to an implement for removing 
quack grass. A n object is to provide of this 
character of simple and efficient construction 
which when drawn over a field automatically 
effects the complete removal of this grass 
from the soil. The device includes digging 
units for loosening the soil, and ejecting 
un its for removing the roots. 

purchase on the water forward of the hub 
to avoid suction. 

COLLAPSIBLE CORE.-J. F. WALLACE, 
c/o Dept. of vVater and Supply, Room 2344, 
Municipal Bldg., New York, N. Y. The 
invention relates to cores used in forming 
concrete tubes on conduits. An object is to 
provide a collapsible core SO formed as to be 
built into a nested formation for making a 
plurality of opcnings in concrete castings for 
the use of electric wires or other similar 
use. A further object is to provide a core 
with hinged parts so formed as to be readily 
constricted for permitting removal whenever 

Of General Interest desired. 
FOUNTAIN PEN. - D. LA R. EAST- FOUNTAIN PEN FILLER.-P. S.  HAU-

MAN, 304 Waverly Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. TON, 30 Church St. ,  New York, N. Y. The 
This invcntion has for its object to provide invention has for an object the provision 
a self-filling pen which comprises a mini- of means wherein a substantially full supply 
mum number of parts, yet will hold a rela- of ink is drawn in upon each filling opera
tively large amount of ink. A further object tion.  A further object is to provide a filler 
is to provide a form cylindrical-plunger to having a collapsing mechanism for the ink 
act as a self-filling device. vVhen the ink sack and means co-acting with a threaded 
runs low the plunger and sleeve are forced cap which will permit the cap to have a dead 
downward, the pen is inserted in an ink con- motion for part of the time during its opera
tainer and the plunger and sleeve are pulled tion in order to give the bag time to distend 
back toward their normal position, sucking and draw in the ink. 
ink into the barrel. ( See Fig. 2. ) SAFETY RAZOR.-J. J. SnORT, 112 W. 

SUBS(lRFACE FISH BAIT. - W. E. 63rd St., New York, N. Y. Among the ob
KOCH, Rutland, Vt. Among the objects of jects of the invention is to provide a simple 
the invention is to provide a lure which I form of safety razor wherein the blade may 
when used in trolling will give the bait the be readily inserted and removed and when 
appearance of a live fish, the bait being of in place is rigidly clamped against acci
such a shape as to automatically move back den tal movement, and wherein an arc-shaped 
and forth and pull through the water in a edge is presented with guarding members so 
given direction, the parts being so formed positioned as to prevent accidental cutting 
that the lure will turn on its side and zigzag of the face. 
continuously. ARTICLE OF FURNITURE.-P. CAM-

MEANS FOR MOTHPROOFING FUl:{- INONI, JR.,  12 E. 15th St.,  New York, N. Y. 
NITURE.-I. J. WEINBERG, 3318 VV. Madi- The invention relates to collapsible furniture 
son St., Chicago, Ill. The principal object of a readily portable type. The particular 
of the invention is to provide a means for object is to provide a structure which may 
mothproofing furniture which may be dis- be provided with members of collapsible ver
posed along the seams of the furnitnre, tical walls, such as two walls to make a 
thereby effectively protecting the entire arti- corner cabinet, or three or more walls to 
cle, as it is at the seams that the moth make a cabinet of different sizes to be placed 
nsually commences work. A further object anywhere in a room. 
is to provide a device which may be dis- ENVELOPE.-STEU�A BENENATO, 221 
posed in any seam of the furniture, and E. Polk St. ,  Phoenix, Ariz. This invention 
secured as the latter is being manufactured, relates to a means for connecting a series of 
without changing the furniture in the slight- envelopes, cards or other mailable matter. 
est degree. ( See Fig. 3. ) The object is to provide means whereby the 

ADJUSTABLE TRACK.-H. C. KOLLING operator of a typewriter may quickly ad
an d W. MCGILL, 1147 S. vVichita St., Wich- dress a large quantity of envelopes by reason 
ita, Kansas. The in vention more particu- of the fact that they are constantly in re
larly relates . to tracks which are adapted to ceiving position. The envelopes are adjusted 
be placed upon a series of steps, such as to permit of single, double Or triple spacing. 
those leading to a dwelling, to provide a The hinge-like connection s may easily be 
plain surface over which rollingly supported removed after the envelopes are addressed. 
articles such as a baby carriage, or furniture, The flaps may be damped and sealed without 
may be easily moved without being subjected individual pick-ups, thus a great saving of 
to shocks and jars. time, practically ID8 arm movements to each 

MARINE PROPELLER.-G. W. LAW- hundred envelopes. ( See Fig. 4. ) 
SON, 953 52nd St.,  Bayridge, Brooklyn, N. Y. PHONOGRAPH RECORD.-W. C. HAD
The invention aims to provide a construction LEY, c/o Munn, Anderson & Munn, vVool
which will increase the power of any pro- worth Bldg. , Broadway, New York, N. Y. 
peller of a given size with a minimum ex- The object of this invention is to provide a 
penditure of energy. One of the main fea- phonograph record which may be used on 
tures resides in forming the blades with a any of the well-known phonograph machines 
working face of snbstan tially the same width provided with an automatic stop, so con
throughout the base. A fnrther object is to structed that it may be possible to accurately 
construct a propeller in which the leading set the stop mechanism to be operated at a 
edge of the blade extends in advance of the d efinite point, and having been set, it may be 
forward end of the hub to obtain an initial permanently locked and operated with any 

Fig. 3. I. :1. Weinberg's device for rendering 
upholstered furniture moth-proof 

Fig. 4. Envelope assembly for facilitating 
addressing on the typewriter, patented by S. 

Benenato 
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Construction Day by Day 
So great and so constant is the 

growth of demand for telephone ser� 
vice that the Bell System invests 
throughout the country an average 
of three�quarters of a million dollars 
every working day for new telephone 
plant. 

New aerial lines are always under 
construction or extension. new sub� 
ways are being dug and cables laid. 
larger building accommodations are 
under way, more switchboards are 
in process of building or installation. 
and added facilities of every descri� 
tion being mustered into service to 
care for the half million or more 
new subscribers linked to the System 
every year. 

This nation�wide construction. this 
large expenditure of funds, could not 
be carried out efficiently or eco� 
nomic ally by unrelated, independent 
telephone organizations acting with� 
out co�operation in different sections 

of the country. Neither could it be 
carried out efficiently or economically 
by any one organization dictating 
from one place the activities of all. 
In the Bell System all the associated 
companies share common manufac� 
turing and purchasing facilities which 
save millions of dollars annually. 
They share scientific discoveries and 
inventions. engineering achievements, 
and operating benefits which save 
further millions. But the manage� 
ment of service in each given terri� 
tory is in the hands of the company 
which serves that territory and whiCh 
knows its needs and conditions. 

By thus combinillg the advantages 
of union and co-operation with the 
advantages of local initiative and 
responsibility. the Bell System has 
provided the nation with the only 
type of organization which could 
spend with efficiency and economy, 
the millions of dollars being invested 
in telephone service .. 

.. BELL  SYSTE M " 
A M E R I C A N.  TE LE P H O N E  A N D  TE L E G RAPR C O M PANY 

A N D  ASSOCIAT E D  COM PA N I ES' 
One Policy, One System, Uniuersal Seruice, and all directed 

toward Better Seruice 

- --- � .. -------------------------

If you like CALIFORNIA, you'll love SANTA BARBARA 
and adore SAMARKAND (heart's desire) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I J I I 1 1 1 1 1m l l l 1 l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J I l l J J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J J J I J I J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I J 1 l Immt l l l l l l l l l 1 l l 1 l l 1 l l 1 l l 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l J l l l l l l l l lml l l i t  

A wonderful hotel nestled in its thirty acres of lovely gardens on its own 
hill overlooking mountains and sea. A few minutes from the heart of 
colorful Santa Barbara, three and a half hours from Los A ngeles. 
Ten minutes to the beach and guests have the privilege of the sporty 
links of La Cumbre Country Club, a few minutes away. Cuisine of 
distinction and superlative service. 

Every outdoor sport including Polo, Golf, Surf Bathing, Yachting, Fish, 
ing, hundreds of miles of horseback trails. Great motor roads into the 
mountains. 

SAMARKAND is in the Persian style of architecture, and is the real, 
ization of an artist's paradise. Every room and suite a masterpiece of 
the craftsman's skill. An hospitality redolent with the perfume of 
flowers and soft ocean breezes. 

Cool in summer, warm in fall, delightful in winter, glorious in spring. 
Open the year round. 

Pastel photo tint booklet and information upon request. Consistent 
rates. Address 

CHARLES BEDELL HERVEY, Proprietor 
Samarkand Persian Hotel 

Nowadays in San Diego, it's THE MARYLAND 
Santa Barbara, California. 

Electrical Notes 
Summaries and Excerpts from Current Periodicals 

An Electric Locomotive, the first of a 
number to be supplied to the York and 
NortheasterQ Railway. is called the "Flying 
Scotsman." It' will haul a load of 450 tons 
at a mile a minute. 

The Electric Steam Generator is a re
cent product of the General Electric Re
search Laboratories. A cylindrical tank has 
a hot well below and electrode chamber 
above. "Vater is fed into the hot well and 
converted into steam in the upper chamber 
by the passage of · current through the water. 
The purpose is to furnish steam for heat
ing purposes at times when for one cause 
or another the regular heating is not eco
nomical, such a.s over weekends and during 
late spring cool waves. 

Bare Aluminum Conductors. - While 
aluminum has been employed for some time 
back in high-voltage transmission line work, 
its use as a material for heavy current bus 
bars or for other bare station conductors is 
still to be established. Recent experiences 
in England scem to in(licate that for such 
purposes aluminum can be used instead of 
copper with a considerable saving. In addi
tion, the weight to be supported by the in
sulators would be halved by such a substitu
tion, and other advantages are gained in the 
matter of more ready installation and better 
cooling. 

Eight-Hour Rechargin g of Storage 
Batteries is the main feature of a motor-

. generator recharging unit recently placed on 
the market for the use of battery recharging 
stations. 'l'he new unit charges batteries 
with current h aving voltage that harmonizes 
with voltage of battery. I t  handles each 
battery as an individual nnit and will not 
damage a battery by excess flow of curreut. 
It recharges a battery in one-fourth the 
time required by other methods. It will 
not overcharge a battery, or cause excessive 
gassing. There is no waste of current in 
this system of charging, for the battery takes 
its full charge and theu "floats" on the 
line. 

Large Turbo-Generators and Cheap 
Power.-Not many years have passed 
since the largest power plant in this country 
the Interboro plant in New York, repre
seuted the last word in power plant design, 
with its eight enormous engine-driven units 
of 7500-kilowatt maximum capacity each. 
Statious today are designed for five or six 
times that capacity. Thcir first cost, cou
tinues The Electric J otlrnal, has been re
duced inherently from one-third to one-half ; 
their efficiency h as been improved some 
40 per ceut. A pound of coal yields to the 
electric light user over five times the illumi
nation that it did 20 years ago. Turbines 
like those installed in the Hell Gate power 
plant in New York-the last word in power 
plants-will develop a kilowatt-hour on 
about a pound and a h alf of coal. The 
Interboro plaut took two and a half pounds. 
This improvement in statiou efficiency, ac
complished within two decades, would mean 
a coal saving on a 300,000-kilowatt plant of 
something like 600,000 tons of coal a year. 

In Making an Electric Weld in com
mercial cast iron, says The Engineer, the 
surfaces which are to be joined must, of 
course, be melted. "Vhen these surfaces, 
which consist of iron containing carbon in 
both the free and the combined states, are 
melted, several things happen. First, all the 
carbon goes into solution in the molten 
metal. Second, some of the carbon, silicon, 
and mangauese is burned out by the heat, 
while the sulfur and phosphorous are p rac
tically unaffected. The teudency, therefore, 
is to produce a cast iron in the weld that 
will be white when cold owiug to its low 
content of silicon and carbon. Third, the 
surface of the molten metal oxidizes, making 
a slag, which p artly prevents further oxida
tion. As soon as the welding heat is re
moved, the melted iron h ardens very quickly, 
giving up its heat to the neighboriug cold 
metal aud to the air, The sudden cooling 
produces a chilled h ard white metal in the 
weld, the hardness being due to the fact 
that mnch of the carbon remains in solution 
if the cooling is suddeu. Of course, if the 
casting h as beeu preheated before welding, 
the cooling of the added metal will not be 
so sudden, and a softer machinable weld 
may be secured. 

A New Electric Condenser which has 
appeared in Europe is constituted by plates 
or ribbon s  of a special quality of celluloid, 
called cellon, upon both sides of which silver 
armatures are deposited by a chemical proc
ess. The cellon employed can stand 40,000 
volts per millimeter and has a specific in
ductive capacity of four. The dielectric 
losses are very low, of the order of one per 
cent at 50 cycles. The losses at the edges 
are reduced to a very low value by sur
rounding the armature edges by an ex
tremely thin, high resistant, border of al
loy. In the case of a battery for power
factor improvement, the edge losses are re
duced to 0.1 o r  to 0.2 per cent of the ap
parent power. '.rhe condenser, continues 
Elettrotecnica, takes the form of a porcelain 
cylinder closed by metallic caps, so that a 
number of cylin ders can be connected in 
series by simply superimposing them. Ap
plications of the new condenser are consid
ered. The claim is made that when it is 
used as a "passin g-through" insulator for 
high pressures, it  allows a very efficient and 
reliable apparatus to be obtained. It is  also 
remarked that, owing to the perfect adher
cnce of the armatures to the dielectric, very 
silent working is obtained by the nse of this 
condenser in radiotelephony. 

Melting Brass by Electricity. - The 
theoretical advantages gained by melting 
brass in electrical furnaces have been sum
marized as follows : ( 1 )  Melting may take 
place in a neutral or reducing atmosphere, 
thus minimizing loss of metal by oxidation 
and improving the quality of the pro(luct 
through freedom from oxides. ( 2 )  Metal 
of crucible quality may be obtaiued without 
the use of crucibles. ( 3 )  Melting may take 
place in a tightly closed chamber, or at 
least in one free from the constant passage 
of the products of combustion of fuel, and 
thus losses of volatil e m etals, such as zinc 
and lead, may be reduced. Contamination 
by sulfur from fuel is avoided. ( 4 )  In 
some types of electric furnaces the tempera
ture may be mOI'e readily controlled than in 
fuel-fired furnaces. ( 5 )  In some types of 
furnaces the molten metal is thoroughly 
stirred, thus giving a uniform product, even 
with large heats. ( 6 )  There is no handling 
or storage of fuel, such as coke, coal or oil, 
and no ashes have to be removed. The cost 
of power can be accurately predicted over 
longer periods than the cost of fuel. ( 7 )  
"Vorking conditions abont the furnaces are 
less daugerous to healtll and safety of work
men, provided suitable types of furnaces are 
chosen. ( 8 )  The above advantages may be 
obtained in furn aces of larger capacity than 
can be used satisfactorily in the fuel-fired 
crucible types, with resulting greater uni
formity of product, lower labor cost, and 
increased production. 

Magnetic Separators to Recover Un
burnt Fuel from Ashes.-The German 
firm of Fried Krupp have devised a magnetic 
separator for the purpose of recovering coke 
and nnburnt coal from ashes, according to 
Eng-ineering. Practically all coals can tai n 
iron in the form of pyrites, which has no 
magnetic ·properties. The burning of tlle 
coal, however, converts the pyrites into 
oxides, which are magnetic ; aud as the whole 
of the iron passes away with the slag, the 
metal exists there in a very much more con
een trated form than in the original coal. 
'rhese facts are taken advantage of to effect 
the separati on. The machine employed con
sists essentially of a magnetic drum over 
which the furnace refuse is passed. The 
drum rotates slowly about a horizontal axis, 
j ust as in the case of an ordinary magnetic 
separator. The ashes to be treated are de
livered by a bucket-elevator to a vibrating 
screen which separates them into various 
sizes. Each size is passed separately on to 
the circumference of the drum. The slags 
containin g iron are held magnetically to the 
surface for a portion of the revolution, and 
then drop off into small wagons or other 
receptacles as the current exciting the POI'
tion of the drum which held them is auto
matically broken. The coal and coke which 
may be present do not adhere to the d rum 
but leave . its surface directly after con tact 
with it and fall into their own receptacles. 
It  is said that lumps of slag up to 3-inch 
mesh will adhere to the drum and thus be 
eliminated from the fuel. 
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The New Tuska 
Popular No. 225 

R e g e n e r a t i v e  Receiving 
Set, $75 without tubes, 
batteries, or loud speaker. 
Licensed under Armstrong 
Patent No. 1 , 1 1 3, 1 49. 

Special circular 20-A 
sent on request. 

Like a good old reliable friend 
YOU turn to your Tuska radio set with 

perfect faith that it is always ready to 
be called upon. There is  no fussing or coax
ing-no apologies for its shortcomings. 
Year after year you can count upon this 
reliability of performance. New models will 
come, as in pianos and fine motor cars. But 
few will discard the old and buy the new for 
the sake of minor refinements. The Tuska 
set represents the highest point in radio 
development to-day ; you can buy it for the 
future with confidence. 

The Tuska is the ideal set for busy people 
who want the thrills of radio without the 
tinkering. It is simple to operate. You turn 
two dials, listen, and select the exact pro
gram you want from the dozens which fill 
the air. Nothing is  forced upon you by the 

limitations of your set-· every broadcasting 
station within hundreds of miles is within 
the call of your Tuska. A letter from Prince 
Albert, Saskatchewan, Canada, says, "We 
have tuned in clearly over 1 00 stations and 
most of them are more than 1 000 miles 
away." 

Tuska sets are built under the personal 
direction of C. D. Tuska, a nationally known 
radio pioneer and builder of fine apparatus. 
For a dozen years Mr. Tuska has been keenly 
critical of all radio parts and sets bearing his 
name. As a result, the Tuska seal is recog
nized as a guarantee of the most thorough 
New England craftsmanship-and there is 
no better. 

We will gladly send you the name of a 
near-by dealer who can show you the Tuska. 

THE C. D. TUSKA CO., Hartford, Conn. 

First to hear across the sea 
A Tuska Receiving Set was the first to re

ceive foreign amateur trans-Atlantic code 

during the international tests. 

TUSKa· 

Tuska distance records 
During 12 years that Tuska Radio Apparatus 

has been in use, we have accumulated records 
of long distance radio reception that have 
never been surpassed. 

RaDIO 
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Transplanting Osborn, Ohio 

Motorists 
Carry a B a s l i n e  
Autowline in your 
car and safeguard 
your spare tire with 
Powersteel Autow
l oc k .  B o t h  a r e  
made of Yellow 
Strand. Ask your 
accessory dealer. 

When the rains descend and the floods 
come, Osborn, Ohio, won't even get her feet 
wet, thanks to the giant strength of Yellow 
Strand Wire Rope and a few husky tractors. 

Government dams, built to prevent floods 
at Dayton, would cause Osborn to be sub
merged eighteen feet during high water. 
Hence the migration of over a thousand people with 
their 400 buildings to higher ground a mile and a half 
distant. I t ' s  a two-year task . 

Wherever big jobs are under way, there you will 
usually find Yellow Strand Wire Rope , selected be
cause of its dependable strength and long life. -

The manufacturers of Yellow Strand also make all 
standard grades of wire rope,  for all purposes, each 
unsurpassed in its class . 

BRODERICK & BASCOM ROPE CO., ST. LOUIS 
Branch •• : New York ud Seattle FacIori .. : St. LoW. and Seattle 

Yellow Strand 
WIRE ROPE 

GR-alll 

, INVBNTIOl'llS PBRFBOTBD-MODBLS MADB \ 
'I 

In a full,. eq

,

UiPPP.d maehlne sbop 

I lIanutaeture dl:t;;:�
I
!� and fixtures 

Let us manufacture a1ld act as jlOU,. facttJry 
80t 8.GrandA.ve. 
Chi .. ago, III .  
'fel. Sup. 1819 

They take an absolutely accurate undis
puted count of anything on any machine. 

Let ROOT COUNTERS solve your counting problems. 
Any kind-send them in. 

Have you our Text Book on Counting ? 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Odd and Interesting ' Items from All Sorts of Sources 

Selling Bells by Phone.-Listening by wetting the materials in the mold, which 
long distance telephone from Boston to the would h ave necessitated repeating th6 en
tolling of several bells at Troy, N. Y., en- tire process. 
abled a church committee deputed to pur- Orange Exporting Countries.�Spain, 
chase a bell to make a decision without the Italy and the United States are the heaviest 
expense of a trip to the factory. exporters of oranges. In 1920 and 1921 

Americans to  Print Works for Blind.- Spain exported 7,000,000 boxes and 12,
William Nelson Cromwell, President of the 000,000 boxes, respectively, as compared with 
American Committee in Aid of the War 16,000,000 boxes in 1913. Shipments from 
Blinded, has bought the mansion of the Duke Italy for both 1920 and 1921 were close to 
of Clermont-Tonnerre in the Rue de Lauris- 3,000,000 boxes, this amount being only a 
ton, Paris. Here will be installed the great- little less than for the pre-war year 1913. 
est Braille printing works on the continent In 1921 the United States exported over 
for the free distribution of printed matter 2,000,000 boxes, or more than double the ex
to the blind. ports in 1913 and 45 per cent more than the 

European Daylight Muddle.-Tourists exports in 1920. Imports into the United 
are going to be bedevilled all summer with Kingdom were about the same in 1921 and 
the vagaries of European time. Summer- in 1913, or approximately 8,000,000 boxes. 
time began in England on April 22, in Bel- The imports into France amounted to 3,000,
gium on April 21, Holland, Germany and 000 boxes for both of these years. 
Spain were undecided and France has de- Regenerated Beve�ages.-The country 
cided against it, so the railroad authorities is being flooded with circulars worded in 
are in a terrible muddle. France now has the most abominable English. Here is a 
Strasbourg time half an hour iil. _  advance specimen : "It will not happen often that 
of Greenwich Standard. an offer of such solidily ( sic ) reaches you." 

New Way to Cut Conch Shells.-A After this preamble you are told that you 
successful mechanical process for cutting can have 21h gallons of Rhine wine, Moselle, 
conch shell has just been invented in India, etc., or "Beer of Munich" with "guaranteed 
according to Vice Consul Harold Shantz, fullbodied production," whatever that may 
Calcutta. The new invention consists of an mean. "Or if you want something stronger 
elastic composition grinding disk, which cuts you can make a gallon of whiskey, chartreuse 
through the shell in a manner much more or  Benediktine ( sic ) for the same money
satisfactory than any of the high-speed disks two dollars. Samples are not shipped and ' 
of various metals tried before. This inven- orders must be accompanied by U. S. cur
tion is of considerable importance because rency." Probably there are many who will 
the shell, apart from its sacred significance, learn their lesson in chemistry that alcohol 
forms the basis of a large and profitable in- cannot be made by a powder. Barnum was 
dustry in many centers of India, where it is right. 
cut into rings, bracelets and other shapes. Copper to Preserve Rope.-The Copper 

Armor for Police.-The war resulted in and Brass Research Bureau says that re
a reversion to the armor of mediaeval and cent experiments by the United States Bu
post-mediaeval times, and if it  had continued reau of Fisheries indicate that copper will 
for any longer period the developments along be used in the future for preserving rope 
this line would have been still more pro- instead of tar, which is used at present. Im
nounced. The so-called "siege police" in pregnating rope with tar does little good, for 
Paris have been equipped with a new armor the marine pests literally "eat the tar out 
which greatly resembles the old models. A of" the rope and then devour the rope itself. 
steel breastplate is made of laminated steel Consequently, the 200,000 fishermen in this 
attached to which there is an "apron effect" country who use annually about 200,000,000 
reaching to the thighs. The head is protected pounds of rope have found rope renewal a . 
by a helmet perforated with peepholes. The costly item of expense. Recent experiments 
armor has successfully withstood revolver by the United States Bureau of Fisheries 
bUllets at a distance of 35 feet, which is having demonstrated the efficiency of the 
fairly near for riot duty. copper-treated rope, arrangements have been 

Turning Out Letter Boxes in Naval made to place it  en the market in the near 
Gun Factory.-In line with the Adminis- future. The copper is applied in a solution 
tration's program of rigid economy in all of oil. Bulking less, weighing less and cost
governmental expenses and as an echo of ing less to apply than tar, copper looms 
the armament conference, the big naval gun large as the rope preservative of the future. 
factory of the Washington Navy Yard has The "Universal" and the Fireman's been converted in part into a letter box 
manufactory. This is the first time in the Gas Mask.-The army gas mask as de-

veloped during the war gave protection history of the department that it  has been against all the poisonous gases, vapors and independent of outside manufacturers. Un- smokes encountered on the field of battle. der the agreement with the Navy Depart- But when, after the war, army-type gas ment the boxes of steel, brass and zinc are masks were advocated for use in metalhirobtained at the actual cost of making, and 
at the same time work is provided for em- gical, chemical and other industries where 

noxious gases or fumes occur, the Bureau ployes who otherwise would be out of jobs. of Mines immediately pointed out that the 
Newfoundland Iron Mines Closed.- masks gave no protection against ammonia 

Work has recently been suspended indefi- gas used in refrigerating plants, or against 
nitely at the iron mines on Bell Island, in carbon monoxide, water gas and coal gas. 
Conception Bay, Newfoundland, and about Recently special gas masks having canisters 
1600 men have been dropped. Apparently containing absorbents designed for protec
there is no present market for the ore. The tion against ammonia or from carbon monox
last shipment of 6500 tons left the island on ide have been developed, but these afford 
January 12 for Germany, completing an out- little or no protection against other gases. 
put of 750,000 tons, or 100,000 tons more '1'0 combine efficiently in one canister the 
than the contract called for. Previous to the absorbents for all noxious gases is difficult 
war the average annual shipments of iron ore because the absorbents for certain gases are 
from Bell Island to the United States ' 

best when moist, whereas an absorbent or 
amounted to about 300,000 tons, most of catalyst for carbon monoxide can be used 
which went to Philadelphia, but now there only when perfectly dry. Hence it becomes 
are no  shipments. necessary to use dry absorbents for the other 

Thermit Welds by Lighthouse Service gases. After an extended series of experi
Employes.-Repairs to York Spit Light ments and tests the following dry, granular 
Station, Va., on account of damage by col- absorbents, arranged in order of the passage 
lision, were recently completed. These in- of air through the canister from bottom to 
cluded a thermit-weld repair of a broken top were used for the "Universal" gas 
casting of one of the bearing piles of the mask : 1. Activated nut charcoal. 2. Filter 
structure. This was accomplished success- of cotton wool. 3. Caustic soda impreg
fully and without employment of specialists. nated on pumice. 4. Filter of cotton wool. 
When the lighthouse tender arrived work 5. Fused calcium chloride. 6. "Hopcalite," 
was immediately started, making the mold a carbon monoxide catalyst which causes 
box and preparing the mold. Twelve hours oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon diox
actual labor was consumed in the work. It ide. 7. Silica gel. 8. Filter of cotton 
was necessary to work continuously after wool. Technical Paper 300 of the Bureau 
arriving at the station, as it was inadvisable of Mines gives detailed sections of the can
to make the mold and allow it to stand on ister, also the "fireman's" canister which is 
account of the danger of the heavy seas smaller and lighter. 
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The Earnin Power of 
Better htin 

The merchant knows it, the tenant knows it. They 
have seen the results in increased 'sales and increased 
efficiency. 

But many readers of Scientific American who erect 
and lease office buildings and stores may not have 
realized that better lighting results in more profitable 
use of floor space, better tenants, larger rentals and fewer 

. 

vacancIes . 

The Westinghouse Illuminating Engineering Bureau 
can give interesting evidence on this point. You can reach 
them promptly through any Westinghouse District Office. 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Offices in all Principal Cities Representatives Everywhere 

©1923 by the Westinghouse 
Electric & MaDuiacturiD& CompaD), 
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The largest one-man shovels in  the world, equipped with General Electric 
motors, take eight dump cartloads at a bite, and can take a bite a minute. 

Its shoulders never tire 

• 
GeneralElectricCom
pany makes many 
different types of 
motors, some small 
enough to wind a 
clock, some large 
enough to operate 
these giant shovels; 
but all designed to 
help e l ectricity do . 
more for human ser
vice at a lower cost. 

A giant worker - excavating 
over three hundred thousand 
cubic feet a day! In three days, 
six hours and thirty-six min
utes, it could handle material 
equal in cubic contents to 
the Washington Monument. 

Think for how many centu
ries the world wasted its most 
precious possession-human 
lives-in labor that electricity 
can do l 

ELECIRIC 

Stickers and l abels of every kind, for every pur
pose, at low prices. State your requirements. 

fisk for samples 

Each of these sure pay raising. a com
Jc

lete COUl'se of 
��'��in��Y E!:;g!'!�r��: other trades. Full catalogue brings yours, 

:he+he�o���!� . Carpentry. and twenty . A postcard 
ST. LOUIS STICKER CO. 

1627 S Washington Avenue ST. LOUIS 
F� .J. J'ral.:e & (�o.,  Publishers 

106.& l\Iichigall Avenue, ()hicago 

For Rapid Action 
This valve is one of multiple advantages-opens 
wide with a pull of the lever, stays open automati
cally, closes by a slight pull of the lever. It is fitted 
with a Jenkins renewable disc; and another point of un
usual merit is the absence of water hammer on closing. 
Admirably adapted to an intermittent operation where a full in
stantaneous flow of water or steam is required. 

Send for the illustrated folder describing thi. \laloe. 

JENKINS BROS. 
80 White Street . . . . . .  New York 
524 Atlantic Avenue . . . . .  Boston 

133 No. Seventh Street, Phila delphia 
646 Washington Blvd . . . . Chicago 

Figure 720. 
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Science Notes 
A Digest of Everything of General Interest Appearing In 

Current Literature 

Saving Our National Parks. - The 
American Association for the Advancement 
of Science went on record at the recent meet
ing as urging the complete safeguarding in 
perpetuity of all national parks in the United 
States and Oanada against every economic 
or commercial use of whatever kind. 

Interference with Paris Observatory.
The famons Observatory at Paris may have 
to be moved outside the city limits on ac
connt of the tremors due to the subway. 
The Academy of Sciences are attempting to 
find a remedy and if they are unsuccessful 
the Observatory will probably have to move. 

Colored Flowers Tabooed in Rome.
Now artificially-colored flowers must not be 
sold in Rome and painting the lily will prob
ably soon be a lost art. The pure food law 
was applied to flowers as well, and sellers 
who purvey "faked" flowers will lose their 
licenses. 

Rattlesnakes to  Be Gassed in U. S. 
Army Experiment.·-Mustard gas, phos
gene and chlorine, deadly accompaniments 
of war, will be turned upon large dens of 
rattlesnakes in the vicinity of San Marcos, 
Tex. The experiment is to be made by 
special order of the chief of medical war
fare, Washington, D. O. 

The British Museum is conducting in
vestigations as to the best methods of clean
ing and restoring exhibits of various kinds 
and the reports covering the same arc of 
great intercst de.aling with prints and pic
tures, objects of stone, earthenware, silver, 
iron, lead, copper, bronze and wood. The 
problems still awaiting solution are very 
numerous and varied. 

Many Poisonous Plants. - Although 
poison ivy is one of the worst offenders it 
frequently is blamed for poisoning caused 
by other plants. The Department of Agri
culture has a list of more than 100 of such 
plants that grow in this country, and it is 
probable that there are others that may be 
poisonollS to some persons. Not all of tllese 
plants are equally poisonous, and too there 
is great variation in the susceptibility of 
persons. 

Rich Radiu m Deposits Found in Mada
gascar.-Madagascar has huge uranif
erous deposits which are capable of produc
ing in the near future 40 to 60 grains of 
radium bromide a year. Ten tons of "beta
fite," the name given by Prof. Lecroix to 
deposits found in the Betafo district of 

: Madagascar, furnish 15 grains of radium 
. bromide. He adds that the crystals from 

which the radium bromide is obtained are 
found con veniently in red earth, and may be 
extracted by washing, as in the case of gold 
bearing deposits. 

Deciphering Charred Documents.-Mr. 
Raymond Davis, of the Bureau of Stand
ards, 'Washington, finds that the written and 
printed matter of papers that have been 
thoroughly charred, as, for example, by be
ing heated in an iron box or safe, may be 
deciphered by placing the charred sheet in 
contact with a fast or medium plate for a 
week or two in the dark and then develop
ing fiS usual. There appears to be an 
emanation that affects the plate except 
where the charred ink acts as a protective 
coating. It is curious that films need a much 
longer contact than plates, and that some
times the effect is reversed unless the film 
is previously washed and dried. 

Sir Christopher Wren.-The bicenten
ary of the death of Sir Ohristopher 'Wren 
was celebrated in Engl and on February 26. 
Several thousand persons attended the me· 
morial service in St. Paul's, London, the 
audience including many prominent British, 
French and American architects. The me· 
morial address was delivered by Dean Inge 
of St. Paul's, who lauded 'Wren, not only 
for his preeminence in architecture, but for 
his versatility in mastering other sciences, 
snch as mathematics, astronomy and psychol
ogy. Having mastered other sciences, Dean 
Inge said "that rare and early prodigy of 
universal science" took up his greatest work 
in middle life, and from theu on his artistic 
genius found its expression in "the frozen 
tnusic of architecture." 

Damage by One Bush, $10,OOO.-A spe
cial study to determine the extent of infec
tion and loss from a single bush was made by 
one of the State leaders of barberry eradica
tion. '1'he outbreak of stem rust which 
started from a known bush traveled in one 
direction, at least, for about five miles. The 
total wheat area affected on 18 different 
farms was 963 ucres. '1'he average yield for 
that year was only 37 per cent of what it 
would have been without the black stern 
rust, or a total loss in yield of 12,520 bushels. 
At a dollar a bushel the combined money loss 
from this single bush in tllis one direction 
was $12,520, or an average loss to each 
farmer of $696 worth of wheat. A barberry 
bush with a $10,000 potential damage pos
sibility can be destroyed with ten pounds of 
salt or an hour's work with a grub hoe. 

A Balloon Pioneer.-On April 7 oc
curred the centenary of the death of the 
11'rench physicist, Jacques Alexandre Oesar 
Oharles, the pioneer of scientific ballooning. 
He was born in 1746. Oharles began life 
as a clerk in the Ministry of Finance. He 
devoted his leisure to scientific pursuits and 
he became known as a lecturer and experi
menter. In 1783, a few months after the 
brothers Montgolfier had made their first 
experiments with tlle hot air balloon, Oharles 
conceived the idea of filling a balloon with 
hydrogen. His first important demonstration 
was made on December 1, 1783, when 
Oharles and his companion, Francis Robert, 
rose from the gardens of the Tuileries to a 
height of 9000 feet. Oharles made his hy
drogen by the action of sulfuric acid on iron. 
To him is due the invention of the valve, 
the car, the use of ballast and the employ
ment of rubber for rendering the silken en
velope gas tight. He was also the first to 
use the barometer in a balloon. 

The Baluchitherium. -The American 
Museum of Natural History has recently 
placed on exhibition in the foyer h all the 
skull of the famed dinosaur, Baluchitherium, 
a huge extinct rhinocerous-like animal found 
in Mongolia by the Third Asiatic Expedi
tion. 'l'his skull was found in the Tsagan
Nor district on the flanks of the Altai 
Mountains, and was transported on camel 
back over a thousand miles across the desert 
of Gobi to Kalgan, the nearest railhead, 
thence by rail and steamer to New York. 
It arrived at the Museum still partly buried 
in coarse sandstone. The rock was chipped 
and scraped away, the broken parts of the 
bone mended, weak or shattered parts 
strengthened, and the missing parts restored 
in plaster which is colored and finished dif
ferently from the bone or teeth so that it 
can easily be distinguished. One side of the 
skull is mostly restored, using the other side 
which is nearly complete, as a model. Of 
the lower jaw there were only two pieces and 
the remainder was restored from the j aw' of 
a related but somewhat smaller genus. 

Abnormal Botanical Growths.-A spe
cial exhibit of abnormal growths taken from 
trunks, branches, and roots of trees and 
shrubs has been arranged in Museum IV at 
Kew Gardens, England. The specimens in
clude burrs, witches' brooms, ' deformed 
leaves, contorted sterns, fasciated shoots, de
formed roots, and other items. In some in
stances the deformity is due to injury at an 
early period of the plant's life ; in others ( as 
in fasciation )  it may be caused by luscious 
growth, while · deformed leaves may some
times be a reversion to a former type. 
\Vitches' brooms are usually caused by irri
tation set up by fungus or insects. They 
are very common on birch, but occur on 
many kinds of trees. Burrs on trunks may 
follow a blow on the bark or the punctures 
of insects. Burrs are often very large, and 
the wood is prettily marked. It  is in de
mand for furniture and cabinet work, and 
often commands a high price. Curved 
trunks are brought about by the tunneling 
of the larvffi of a small moth. I rregular 
annual rings are often caused by a tree 
being fully exposed to sun and air on one 
side and crowded on the other, says N atltre. 
Roots are often deformed by growing in 
gravel beds or between the bricks of walls 
whilst the development of aerial roots o� 
trees and shrubs may be due to an injury 
or to excessive moisture. 
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"A Small Private Laboratory" 
(Oontinued from page 154) 

will be noted that the sound chamber is 
surrounded on three sides by test chambers, 
and on the fourth by the shop. 'l'he test 
chambers are separated from the sound cham
ber by the test panel. To make his tests, 
the observer goes into the test chamber and, 
by means of a peg switchboard and a stop
watch switch as already described, starts the 
organ in the sonnd chamber and notes how 
long the sound persists through the test 
panel. The test chambers, it will be noted, 
are quite insulated from external sounds 
other than those transmitted through the test 
panels. Other tests for loudness of sound 
and the vibration of the test panels are also 
conducted. 

. 

Remarkable results have been obtained in 
these sound studies. Much progress was 
made by the late Professor Sabine up till 
his death in January, 1919, but since then 
the work has been carried on by others. In 
truth, the laboratory is dedicated to the task 
of carrying out, so far as possible, the splen
did research program that Professor Sabine 
had laid out for its wonderful equipment. 
Much data has already come out of this 
work, and as a consequence the architectural 
fraternity today begins to know the acous
tical properties of plaster and brick and 
cement and other materials which have here
tofore been used in all but total ignorance 
of their sound characteristics. 

Plasters and Sound Waves 
Curves or graphs and sheet upon sheet of 

figures may mean little to the laity. Realistic 
demonstrations are the only results which 
seem tangible to the man in the street. That 
being the case, the 'Wallace Clement Sabine 
Laboratory has much to show for its five 
years of busy existence. Colonel Fabyan has 
had prepared two test rooms for a convinc
ing demonstration of a special wall finishing 
material developed by the laboratory staff. 
The rooms are identical in size and they are 
virtually empty, so that conditions are prac
tically the same in both. However, one 
room is finished in the regulation manner 
with plain, smooth white plaster, while the 
other is finished with a rough, porous look
ing material developed by the laboratory 
staff. With the windows closed, we find 
that speech is somewhat difficult in the first 
room. Carpets and draperies would obvi
ously aid the situation; but in all its naked
ness the room has very little absorption for 
sound. The shrill note of a whistle persists 
for several seconds, indicating the marked 
reflection properties of the smooth walls. 
'l'hen we pass on to the second room. Im
mediately we note how readily conversation 
can now be carried on, even thongh the room 
is virtually bare. The shrill whistle persists 
for an inconsiderable fraction of a second. 
:Elven a typewriter, which sounded like the 
bark of a machine gun in the first room, can 
be operated with a minimum of distraction 
in the second room. 

These rooms form a permanent exhibit 
of the new wall finish developed by Colonel 
Fabyan's laboratory workers. Many an 
architect has been convinced of the desir
ability of using this new finish by a few 
moments' experience in these rooms. The 
rough finish, we are told, has the necessary 
properties for breaking up the sound waves 
and absorbing them so as to reduce reflection 
to a minimum. The new finish is quite 
pleasing, although up till recently it has been 
used in its plain, gray state. Now the labor
atory has worked out a paiut which appar
ently does not clog up the tiny interstices 
hetween the rough bits of the material, and 
lends attractive coloring to the wall without 
robbing it of its acoustical efficiency. 

Sound-what a subject! There is almost 
no end to the study of this branch of physics. 
'Ve are captured by another member of the 
staff aUf] conducted to a little room, heavily 
padded with felt so as to reduce sound reflec
tion to the irreducible minimum. Surrounded 
by an array of radio vacuum tubes, amplify
ing transformers, inductances, and so on, 
we are told that our hearing ability is to 
be tested. It is learned that the laboratory 
is making an elaborate survey of human 
hearing, and that the more ears that can be 
tested the more accurate becomes the survey. 
Our ears are tested for sound intensity and 
for range of sound pitch or frequency. The 
radio oscillating circuit, giving a remarkable 
range of sound freqnencies and a ready 
means of varying the intensity, proves ideal 
for this purpose. The readings are recorded 
in the form of graphs, with smooth curves 
in some instances and jagged peaks in others. 
For the author's part, one ear worked at its 
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best when the other ear was its worst, and 
vice versa. 

Hearing Without the Ears 
At this time the Colonel's staff is anxious 

to show you that the ears are not absolutely 
necessary for the recording of sound impres
sions by the human brain. One of the 
laboratory assistants goes to another part of 
the building in order to speak into a micro
phone transmitter. You sit down in a chair, 
and an instrument comprising a standard 
telephone receiver with a steel applicator 
coming out of the ear cap, is applied to vari
ous bones at the base of your skull. No 
sounds are heard from the instrument, yet 
when the steel applicator is pressed against 
the proper bones, the sounds are distinctly 
appreciated-we won't say heard, but they 
nre nevertheless clearly made out. This 
priJlciple is generally known, but much may 
yet be evolved from it as the result of proper 
experimen ta tion. 

Sound-an endless subject for experimen
ta tion ! We are taken to another part of 
the laboratory where a machine enables the 
laboratory workers to photograph sound 
waves in action. Here the acoustic research
ers have studied how sound waves behave 
and have conducted tests with models of 
churches and auditoriums so as to save 
many an architect from the worries of archi
tectural aconstics. Provided with a floor 
plan and general specifications of a proposed 
church or auditorium, the researchers are now 
in a position to approve or disapprove of any 
project, and to make certain suggestions 
which will insure positive success so far as 
the architectural acoustics are concerned. 
Indeed, guesswork and hit-nnll-miss methods 
are rapidly being displaced by positive lab
oratory methods of insuring the desired re
sults in advance. 

Tuning forks, oscilloscopes, cameras, 
sound-analyzing machines, and other instru
ments complete the laboratory equipment for 
the study of sound. Perhaps the most elab
orate piece of equipment is the sound 
analyzer for the study of complex sounds. 
This machine, consisting of numerous deli
cately balanced levers as well as glass balls 
for driving little wheels and graduated 
scales, was made in Zurich. It serves the 
purpose of graphically resolving into its com
ponents the resultant curve produced by any 
given sound, as, for instance, the sound of 
the letter O. 

Then there is the humau side of sound, 
already referred to. Colonel Fabyan and his 
workers are quite rightfully of the opinion 
that any study of sound is by no means com
plete if we do not possess a thorough ground
ing in the action of sound on the human 
system. So a part of the laboratory is de
voted to anatomical work, wherein human 
ears are dissected and carefully mounted, 
with the various parts carefully tinted so as 
to bring out the different functions. Man
made ears of brass and wood and paint have 
bp,en constructed to indicate the mechanics 
of the human ear. Nerves, especially those 
in the spinal column, have been studied and 
specimens have been obtained and mounted 
for study and exhihition. There is a room 
at Riverbank which contains skeletons of 
various animals as well as humans. There 
is a skull which has been prepared by the 
anatomical staff for demonstration purposes, 
in which the various parts are hinged in an 
ingenious manner so that they can be opened 
up one after the other to show the (lifferent 
skull cavities and the formation of the bone 
parts. 

The upper floor of the 'Wallace Clement 
Sabine Laboratory is devoted to a spacious 
and well-appointed auditorium, where the 
laboratory staff meet and discuss various 
problems. When we visited the auditorium 
there were still signs on the blackboard of 
a lecture on the human ear, which, we were 
told, had been given by an ear specialist. 
Truly, it appears that Riverbank is already 
II Mecca for the scientific minds of the coun
try to gather and impart information on the 
one hand and obtain information on the 
other. 

In one corner of the auditorium we dis
cover some kind of musical instrument, 
which appears to be a cross between the 
piano and the resident organ. There are 
several banks of keys. vVe sit down and 
play a few chords, and learn that the instru
m!!nt is a piano. But then our laboratory 
staff friend manipulates a control and im
mediately the staccato of the piano string 
under the impact of the hammer, changes 
into the sustained tone of a pipe organ. 
The music, rendered either way, is delightful. 

Answering our anxious query, we are told 
(Oontinll,ed on page 203) 

Here_ is the new box--
'" 

just as strong and 

60% lighter. To open 

-simply cut the wires 

and the top opens up 

like the lid of a trunk. 

Brass fittings require 

a strong box. The 

illustration to the left 

is the steel strapped 

box previously used 

by the Mueller Man· 

ufacturing Company. 

Saving 60% in box weight 
without sacrificing strength 

The H. Mueller Manufacturing Company for years used 
excellent wooden boxes, strong, well-made, steel banded
but expensive and heavy. 

After General Box Engineers had analyzed their shipping 
requirements the Pioneer Wirebound Box, weighing but 
40% as much as the old box, was recommended, tested 
out and adopted. 

The carrying strength of the Pioneer and the old box 
were equal-and both were protected against theft. The 
actual savings were: 

(1) Lower cost per box; (2) Lower transportation 
charges; (3) Lower assembling cost; (4) Lower pack
ing and closing costs. 

In addition, �he H. Mueller Manufacturing Company pro
vided their customers with a container that could be 
opened in a few seconds without damaging the box and 
could be unpacked quickly and re-used. 

In this instance the total savings made possible by this 
new container were very much worthwhile. It is a fair 
example of what might be done for you. 

Our box engineers will be glad to study your require
ments and offer suggestions. If you cannot use Pioneer 
Boxes or Crates they may be able to help you with other 
ideas. We make all kinds of wooden shipping containers. 

Through our sixteen factories we can give you close at 
hand service. A bulletin on boxing and crating-"General 
Box Service" -will be sent free upon your request 

GENERAL BOX COMPANY 
40 . ';Vest Illinois Street Chicago, Illinois 

FACTORIES 
Bogalusa, L&. 

Brewton, Ala. 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

Detroit, Mich. 

East St. Louis, Dl. 

Hattiesburg, Miss. 

Houston, Tex. 

Dlmo, Mo. 

Kansas City, Mo. 

Loui�ville, Ky. 

Nashville, Tenn. 

New Orleans, La. 

Pearl River, La. 

Sheboygan, Wis. 

Winchendon, Mass. 
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Like Putting 
a New Light Bulb 

in a Socket 
PurriNG a Colgate "Refill" Shaving 

Stick into the "Handy Grip" is done in 
a few seconds. 

T h e  "Handy G r i p "  lasts  f o r  years.  
"Refills", threaded to fit it ,  cost you the 
price of the soap alone. 

With hot water or cold, with soft water 
or hard, Colgate's makes a quick, fragrant 
lather which softens the beard at the base, 
where the razor's work is done. It leaves 
the face cool and refreshed. 

Send U8 I Dc for the "Handy Grip".  the metal 
container. and a trial .. size shaving stick. Each 
" Refill" gives you three months' easier shaving, 
at less than the price of a day'. cigar •. 

COLGATE & CO., Dept. 40, 199 Fulton St., New York 

ATE'S 
� Refill Shaving Stick 

Botanical Notes 
Dates from Asiatic Turkey.-Asiatic 

Turkey supplies most of the dates imported 
iuto the United States. In 1921 total im
ports of dates amounted to 49,000,000 
pounds, of which 26,000,000 pounds came 
from Turkey in Asia and more than 2,000,000 
pounds from Palestine and Syria. 

Dr. Carver's Researches.-Dr. Carver 
developed 165 by-products of the peanut and 
115 of the sweet potato ; has made potash 
and chinaberry meal from the chinaberry 
and made a tonic for stock food from vege
table products. He also devised a dressing 
for canvas shoes and white and colored 
washes from clay ; has used okra fiber for 
making paper rope cordage, straw matting 
and carpet and has made 20 varieties of 
laundry blueing. The Spingarn medal, given 
annually for the most notable achievement 
by an American citizen of African descent, 
was awarded to Dr. George Washington 
Oarver of Tuskegee Institute for his remark
able researches in agricultural chemistry. 

Worm Holes Wanted.-An American 
exporter sent an unusually poor consignment 
of oak abroad to his oversea connection, 
which was found to be wormy, but no market 
could be found for this parcel. This con
signment would have caused a great loss to 
the exporter were it not for the fact that 
the consignor happened to visit an antique 
furniture factory. The manufacturer was 
at that time busily engaged in making an
tique grandfather's clocks, and found the 
oak in question to answer his purpose very 
nicely, because it eliminated the work of 
boring holes "by hand." The parcel was 
disposed of at a premium, and a profitable 
connection was established. 

The Thompson Institute for Plant Re
search.-A statement issued recently by 
Dr. William Orocker, Research Director of 
the new 'l'hompson Institute for Plant Re
search which Oolonel 'Villiam B.  Thompson 
is establishing in Yonkers at a first cost of 
more than $500,000, gave details of the plan 
by which powerful electric lamps are to sup
plement sunlight in growing plants. "This 
new institution with its gardens, greenhouses 
and laboratories," said Mr. Orocker, "is to 
be to plants and· flowers what the Rocke
feller Institute is to humanity: In other 
words, it is to study and try to cure diseases 
of plants and flowers and other vegetation. 
Eventually the institqtion is to cost $2,-fllE3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3B�m 500,000. Seeds from the tomb of King 
Tutenkhamon will be tested for germination I in the new laboratory. m 1864 1923 III The Oldest Living Things. - As the m [[ll largest existing organisms, the "Big Trees 59 Years Conservative of Oalifornia" occupy a place unique among m 

B . a the living things of the world, said Dr. H. A. 

m anklng a Gleason, Assistant Director, lecturing at the 
New York Botanical Garden. While they m [[J may be exceeded in height by some of Aus-m Central Union Trust Com- [[J tralia's gum trees, a s  they are exceeded i n  m m diameter by the chestnut trees of Sicily, in 

pany O..f' 7\ Tew York actual bulk, said the lecturer, they are far m 'J H I  - IJ] greater than either of these. Authenticated m with Relative or Personal IJ] measurements show that Oalifornia's big 
trees have reached a diameter of over 36 m Friend as Co-Executors m feet, heights of more than 350 feet and ages 

m m well over 3000 years. Since they do not 
suffer from diseases and are not seriously in-m By making this company co-ex-

m jured either by fire or lightning, and since trees m m apparently do not die of old age, the usual 
ecutor of your will with someone cause of death among the big trees is by the m in whom you also have confidence III undermining of the root system through the m m gradual removal of the soil by water. 
you may be assured that we will Less Turpentine and Resin Produced m welcome the individual as an ad-

m Since World War.-Figures showing the m m distribution of the world's production, trade 
viser in the i m portant business of and consumption of turpentine and resin m the administration ' of your estate 

m . have just been published. According to the m III best information available, says the report, 
and that your testamentary provi- the average annual production of these two m sions will be properly carried out. 

m important commodities since the outbreak of m A cts as 
A cts as m the war has been from 20 to 25 per cent less 

Executo,. than it was before the war. This is due m T,.ustee m chiefly to the decrease in the American sup-� and Un de,. m ply, caused by the depletion of timber suit-
A dminist,.ato,. Mo,.tgages m able for turpentine operations. The United 

A cts as T,.ans!e,. Agent 0,. Regist,.a,. States furnishes between 60 and 65 per m m cent of the world's supply of turpentine and 
from 70 to 75 per cent of the world's resin. m m The United States not only produces most 

rn C"ENT'DXT UNIONTRUST r"MDA "-lV' m of the world's turpentine and resin but also 

m� 
l'l-UJ �r IH-\H 1 m uses a larger part of it than any other coun-

P L A Z A  O F F I C E  OF NEWV.ORK 4ZND STREET OFFICE try. Roughly it consumes between 35 and 

5th Ave. & 60th St. 1 . . Madison Ave. & 42nd St. m 40 per cent of the total . world supply of tur-m pentine and about 30 per cent of the resin. 80 BROA DWAY, NEW YO R K  Forty-five per cent o f  the turpentine cori-m m sumption is by the paint and varnish indus-

m Capital, Surplus and Undivided Projits over 31 c.5'r(illion 'Dollars m try, and it is estimated that an additional 
40 per cent is used for thinning down paint 

m .5lfemqer FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM m and varnish when they are applied. Forty-

� m � � � � � � � � b �  
making, with the paper industry second, E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3lB using about 25 per cent. 
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A 2� Mile Cut Through 
Brass with ONE 

Saw Blade 
-and the blade is still running 
More than 40,000 pieces of I t "  brass tubing 
have been cut with one saw blade and the 
blade is still good-a wonderful testimony to 
the smooth, vibrationless operation of the 

RACINE DUPLEX 
BAND SAW 

The Racine Duplex Band Saw is an accurate, 
rugged, practical machine tool designed by 
experts in metal cutting machinery. Speed 
changes and special design fit it to handle wood, 
soft metals or steel. Compactly built-indi
vidual motor drive. Can be located at the 
point most convenient to the work. 

Use "Racin e "  H. S. Wood and Metal Band 
Saw Blades and "Racin e "  H .  S. Tungsten 

Power and Han d  H OCR Saw Blades 

Bulletin giving Complete Details on Request. 

RACINE TOOL & MACHINE CO. 
Dept. 8 Racine, Wis., U. S. A. 

"STANDARD THE WORLD OVER" 

Lafayette Blvd. at First St. 
Close to Detroit's busiest comer 

400 PLEASANT ROOMS 
A leader among Detroit's finest hotels, 
Fort Shelby is the choice of travelers 
who know the llnusual comforts and 
conveniences enjoyed by our guests. 
Servidor Service. Rates are notable for 
considerate moderation. 

Convenient to rail and water terminals. 
M. C. Depot cars stop close by. 

The hotel that made Detroit 
famous for hospitality 

E . .  H. LERCHEN. JR. SETH E. FRYMIRE 
Secretary-Treasurer. Manager. 
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ENUS 
PENCILS 

YOU cannot possibly realize 
how rapid and frictionless a 

pencil can glide over paper until 
you use a VENUS. 

For drafting, sketching and writing, 
they are the W orId's accepted stand· 
ard of quality. 

17 Degrees of Black-3 Copying 
Plain Ends-per doz. $1.00 
Rubber Ends-per doz. $1.20 

VENUS 
T H I N  LEADS 

Supreme for all tbin lead Metal Pencil. and 
gives your metal pencil the 8ame marvelous 
writing qualities which have made Venus Pencils 
famous. 

7 Degrces-2B-B-HB-F-H-2H-4H 
A, Drawing Supply Houses .. Stationers 

and Stores throUllhout the World 
American Lead Pencil Co. 
217 Fifth Avenue New York 

Starting a Company ? 
Save expenses and taxes-by organ izing on the 

popular, CO M M O N  LA W plan under a pure 
DECLA R A TI O N  O F  T R U ST. No experience 
required to fi l l  in DE MA R E E  STANDARD 
FORMS, issue shares and begin doing business 
at once. Genuine DEMAREE FORMS are 
nationally known, approved by attorneys and 
utilized by successfu l concerns throughout the 
United States. Send for large, free pamphlet 
(D-�3) containing valuable information that 
you may need. C. S. DEMAREE, legal blank 
publisher, 708 Walnut, Kansas City, Missouri. 
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"A Small Private Laboratory" 
( Continued from page 2(1 ) 

that this instrument is not an organ in the 
ordinary sense, It is an electro-magnetic de
vice in which the hammer blows are delivered 
by electro - magnetically - operated hammers, 
while the sustained notes are caused by the 
free vibration of the same strings actuated 
by electro-magnets through which flow alter
nating currents of , the various frequencies 
required. Rheostats enable the player to 
obtain the finest kind of control of the vol
ume. In truth, here is an instrument which 
permits of beautiful blending of notes not 
only because of the purity and the delicate 
handling, but also because of the remote 
control feature which permits of placing the 
strings, chimes and other sound-producing 
members in various parts of the building. 
Above the auditorium wing there is a me
morial tower, in which are placed the strings 
and chimes, the music coming down to the 
auditorium with the added charm of dis
tance. A glance in the tower discloses bat
tery upon battery of strings, chimes, and so 
on, and row upon row of electro-magnets 
which snap away like so mauy small fire
crackers, under control of the keys and stops 
in the auditorium below. 

From Human Nerves to High Explosives 
But the Riverbank Laboratories has other 

studies under way aside from those dealing 
with the' vast subject of sound. Numerous 
medical studies are receiving attention, some 
of which have already produced promising 
results. Col. )3'abyan, in his modest sort of 
way, tells us that his investigators have 
found out certain facts which even the 
larger colleges and universities, with all 
their equipment, have failed to find. He 
mentions an instance of a young lady who 
has done considerable research work in his iaboratories, the results being published by 
one of our leading universities. 

During the war, Riverbank was a veritable 
beehive of activity-it is that now, so let us 
say it was a super-beehive. Experiments 
were conducted along many different lines. 
Special buildings were erected for tests on 
high explosives and other military problems, 
the structures being today in practically the 
same shape as they were left when our na
tional thoughts switched from scientific kill
ing to better living. 

Then there are animals of all kinds. There 
are bears in a sturdy cage, monkeys in an
other. There are animals and still more 
animals, because many of the medical ex
perimeuts call for tests with animals in the 
absence of human subjects, and even side by 
side with human subjects in others. 

Riverbank Laboratories-a vast and re
markable institution ! The more one sees of 
its extent and activities, the more one is 
puzzled as to its exact meaning. After 
spending the better part of the day going 
through one building after another ; witness
ing various tests and glancing through ream 
after ream of reports on previous activities ; 
going through the Colonel's private museum, 
which contains showcase after showcase with 
everything from a Japanese suit of armor 
to a ferocious swordfish ; passing by the 
gymnasium where the human machinery of 
the laboratory is occasionally tuned up ; 
visiting the "ParlOr" de Junk" where various 
pieces of furniture and scientific equipment, 
which have served their purpose and are no 
longer required, are rebuilt and refinished 
by skilled workmen, and then sold to the 
public, generally the farmers about River
bank, the funds going toward the mainte
nance of the institution ; visiting the pictur
esque windmill in which the various cereals 
of the colony are ground between huge stone 
rollers-after seeing all these things, we felt 
certain that we had become quite familiar 
with the Riverbank Laboratories. We ex
pressed that opinion to the Colonel, which 
brought forth a hearty and even boisterous 
laugh. For the Colonel assured us that it 
would require at least a week to dig down 
into every little corner of Riverbank and 
obtain a real general impression of the scope 
of this institution. 

And to make good his statement, the 
Colonel, after supper in his beautiful home 
across the way from a group of laboratory 
buildings, took us to a bungalow which we 
had not yet seen in the course of our travels 
about the five hundred and fifty acres of 
Riverbank. There was much mystery con
nected with this laboratory. The staff in 
charge moved about like so many Egyptian 
priests of old guarding the darkest secrets. 
To deepen the mystery still further, a, pretty 
girl was brought in. "r e were ushered into 
a small booth with dull black curtains for 
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A Versatile 
Modern Material 

The amazing growth of the use of Formica in electrical 
insulation and for mechanical purposes is due to the fact that 
it possesses qualities that have only recently been available 
in any material. 

It combines the highest dielectric strength w1th high tensile 
strength-moderate heat, sunlight, fumes, acids, alkalies 
have no effect on it. It improves with age. It is easy to 
work with ordinary tools. 

It is used in the most sensitive electrical apparatus where 
currents of the most extreme intensities are involved-in 
automobile timing gears, in silent shock-absorbing gears and 
pinions for general industrial use, the pump valves, thrust 
washers- and numberless other places. 

The number and variety of applications 
is increasing very rapidly. It may be 
a better material for your product. Get 
the advice of Formica engineers. 

The Formica Insulation Co. 
4645 Spring Grove Avenue 

Cincinnati, O. 
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and reamer steel 

\ Silcrome 
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steel 
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walls. It reminded us strongly of our 
psychic experiments back in New York, when 
we exposed one of the leading mediums after 
three sittings. 

At the command of the Colonel, the dem
onstration got under way. In a few minutes 
we were astounded at what we were witness
ing. It seemed unbelievable, yet it  was 
there, in plain black and white. We had 
been brought face to face with certain facts 
regarding the human mechanism which we ' would hardly dared to have surmised in the 
absence of such a convincing demonstration 
We were shown how--well, at this point we 
can go no further. Colonel Fabyan made 
us promise that nothing would be said about 
the n ature of this investigation until some 
later date, when the experiments have pro
gressed further. You see, science is a slowly
moving thing. Publicity is something to be 
shunned until the desired results are ob
tained. It may take weeks or months or 
years. Meanwhile, the public must wait 
until the scientists reach a point somewhat 
nearer to their objective. 

So, big, startling things are being done at 
Riverbank, under the cloak of secrecy. It is 
such work as this, conducted by such an in
stitution, which will unfold to us new won
ders within the next few years. vVe shall 
learn more about the human body than ever 
before ; we shall wrest certain secrets from 
nature which have never even been sus
pected ; a new epoch will most likely open 
up. Every so often the world reaches a 
point bordering on stagnation, because every
thing seems to '-lle fully developed, just as a 
field, after being thoroughly cultivated year 
after year, exhausts itself if fertilizer is not 
added. But the scientist, pegging away at 
the secrets of Nature, sooner or later breaks 
down existing barriers, opens the way to a 
new field, and we are soon confronted with 
brand new opportunities for exploitation. 

And About the Man Behind the Idea 
It would not be right to close this account 

of Riverbank Laboratories without a little 
sketch of Colonel George Fabyan, although 
we were told that the Laboratories were the 
thing to describe and that he was not to be 
mentioned. Still, the Riverbank idea is the 
Colonel personified, and we must therefore 
sketch a word picture of this remarkable 
man. 

Colonel Fabyan, we gathered, is a self
made man and looks the part. He is a big 
man, well along in life but in the very best 
of health, as depicted by his rugged appear
ance. He has prospered in the cotton busi
ness. Although not a technician himself, he  
has  always taken a keen interest in me
chanics and medicine and other branches of 
science, and it has been his one ambition to 
establish a private laboratory for the pur
pose of prying into Nature's secrets. He 
devotes his time , and mucb of his money to 
this work in memory of his mother, and we 
noted a tablet to that effect in one of the 
laboratory rooms. 

The Colonel secures specialists in various 
lines and gives them every facility for de
veloping new ideas and delving into old 
problems yet unsolved. The specialists re
ceive full credit for the work they do. The 
laboratory workers live in what is called 
"The Community," which is a very essential 
part of RiYerbank. In our short stay at this 
institution , we noted the wonderful spirit of 
good fellowship and happiness which perme
ates throughout the Riverbank Laboratories, 
as well as the admiration, intense friendship, 
and loyalty in which the workers hold the 
Colonel, who is ever interested in the activ
ities of each and every worker. 

Confidentially, we may add in closing that 
the Colonel has a quaint hobby-cryptog
raphy, or the ciphering and deciphering of 
codes. He has gathered together and studied 
everything available on the subject. IIe has 
compiled codes of his own and torn apart 
the codes of others to learn their import. 
He has deciphered many old-time cryptic 
works, such as some of the writings of the 
illustrious Roger Bacon of long ago. In
deed, Col. Fabyan is  considered one of the 
foremost cryptologists in the world today. 
During the ''{orld War he served as a 
Colonel in our Army, and maintained a 
school at Riverbank for the training of Sig
nal Corps officers in cryptography. The 
Officer grade of the Legion of Honor, the 
Order of the Rising Sun and other decora
tions, as well as rare testimonials from our 
own Government, bear witness to the Col
onel's attainments in this quaint hobby. 

And so we come to the conclusion of the 
story . of a remarkable man and a remark
able idea which has materialized into a 
remarkable institution. 
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20 words. Rate card giving discounts for 
number of insertions sent on request. Ad
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F O R  ADVERTISERS 

I WRITE LETTERS, folders, booklets, com
plete follow-up for manufacturers, mail-order 
dealers. Long experience. Write for details. L. 
Taylor, Box 4 4A. Freeport, Ill. 

ADVERTISE in 24  Big Sunday Newspapers, 24 
words, $ 1 5 .  Helpful Guide listing 1000 publica
tions, 4c stamps. Wade Advertising, Baltimore 
Bldg., Chicago. 

AGENTS WANTED 

SELL SOMETHING nine out of ten women will 
buy because it saves double its cost the day it is 
bought. 50c each ; $2.00 profit on $3.00 sales. 
Premier Mfg. Company, Dept. 821,  Detroit, Mich. 

MAKE MONEY silvering mirrors, all kinds 
plating, knives, spoons, auto headlights. Outfits 
furnished ; free booklet. International Laborato
ries, Dept. 305, 3 1 1  Fifth Ave .. New York. 

SELL MADISON "BETTER MADE·'  SHIRTS 
direct from our factory to wearer. No capital or 
experience required. Easily sold. Big profits. 
Write for FREE SAMPLES. MADISON MILLS. 
503 Broadway, New York. 

$60-$200 WEEK. Free samples Gold Letters for 
store windows. Easily applied. Liberal offer to 
general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 440 North 
Clark St., Chicago. 

TELL THE WORLD WITH SIGNS. Our gen
uine gold window sign letters are an exoellent 
money-making proposition for handy men. Slann 
Sign System, Bethune Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

ZELNICKER EVER-TYTE AND ZELCO PIS
TON RINGS with patented Zelco Process save 
Gasoline, Oil, increase Capacity, prevent cylinders 
from wearing out of round, lessen carbon. After 
using, nluke an arrangement with us to sell them. 
We are looking for distributers with mechanical 
knowledge. Made up to 80 inches. Used in 
Locomotives, Boats, Engines, Compressors, Ice 
Machines, Pumps, Trucks, Tractors, etc. A real 
opportunity. All or part time. Ever-Tyte, St. Louis. 

AMERICAN MADE METAL TOYS AND 
NOVELTIES 

MANUFACTURERS on large scale and home
workers wanted to manufacture metal toys and 
novelties. Barking Dogs, Wag Tail Pups. Wild 
Animals, Automobiles, Indians, Bird Whistles, 
Cowboys, Baseball Players, Cannon, Toy Soldiers, 
Statues of Liberty, Miniature Capitols, Bathing 
Girl Souvenirs and others. Unlimited possibilities. 
Guaranteed casting forms, complete outfit, fur
nishTed n1anufacturers from $5.00 up. No experi
ence or tools necessary. Thousands made complete 
per hour. 1923 business starts now. We buy 
goods all year and pay high prices for finished 
goods. Cash on delive[J'. Contract ordel1s placed 
with manufacturers. Special casting forms made 
to order. Catalog and information free. Corre
spondence invited only if you mean business. Metal 
Cast Products Co., 1696 Boston Road, New York. 

BOOKS 

"LIGHTS, COLORS, TONES AND NATURE·S 
FINER FORCES·' - 1923 - includes Vibrations ; 
Odic-Auras ;  Radio ; Coldlights ; Inventions ; 270 
pages ; $2.00.  Satisfaction Guaranteed. Circulars 
Free. E. J .  Stevens Scientific Publishers. 242 
Powell, San Francisco. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

YOU CAN have a business profession of your 
own and earn big income in service fees. A new 
systelll of foot correction ; readily learned by any
one at hon1e in a few weeks. Easy terms for train
ing ; openings everywhere with all the trade you 
can attend to. No capital required or goods to 
buy ; no agency or soliciting. Address Stephenson 
Laboratory. 23 Back Bay, Boston, Mass. 

MAKE MONEY with your camera. We sbow 
you how. Write today. Send stamp. AK. Lan
caster, Box 9 6 7 ,  Los Angeles, Calif. 

SALESMEN Interviewing Auto Owners-$2 to 
$5 hour, extra. New patented accessory. Capital 
unnecessary. Manager, 319 Quincy B ldg., Denver, 
Colorado. 

CHEMISTRY 

YOUR CHEMICAL problem solved and working 
process furnished for FIVE DOLLARS. Write 
me. vt. Stedman Richards, Consulting Chemist, 
Box 2 4 0 2 ,  Boston, Mass. 

FOR SALE 

1880 TO 1886, INCLUSIVE, COMPLETE. 28 
bound volumes Scientific American and Supple
ments for sale in good condition, by West Coast 
Leader, Box 1265,  Lima. Peru. Cable if inter
ested. Volumes will be shipped prepaid to maker 
of first fair offer. 

I WISH to sell patent door holder for cash or  on 
a royalty basis. Sample sent upon request. LOUIS 
BERNHARD, 1 4 1  Milk St., Boston 9,  Mass. 

"REGAN" Brick patent No. 1439446, patented 
Dec. 1 9 ,  1 9 2 2 .  Patent rights of U. S.  for sale. 
Estimate price $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 .  Outright sale. For in
formation address, Joseph Regan, 1 1 7  East Main 
St . •  Rockville, Conn. 

UNITED STATES and Foreign Patents on 
"Peggy" table. Suitable for schools, kinder
garten, home, Sunday school, Pullman, steam
ship. Educational and entertaining. (It is edu
cational and entertaining. )  C. O 'Neil. 61 Elizabeth 
St., Atlanta, Ga. 
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FOR SALE 

STATE MANUFACTURING RIGHTS for sale. 
Valuable patent. Fortune for you. Machinery un-
necessary. Dr. Schmidt, Blanton, Florida. 

U. S. PATENT FOR SALE 

HO USEHOLD ARTICLE. Write for particu-
lars.. D.  Hartig, care J .  Downton. West Summer-
land, British Columbia, Canada. 

INSTRUCTION 

BECOME A LABORATORY EXPERT. Study 
Microbiology. Bacteriology. Interesting, Profitable 
Home Study and Residential Courses. Diplomas 
and Degrees granted. 71 piece urinalysis Outfit 
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biology. Room 959.  550  Garfield Ave .• Chicago. 

USED CORRESPONDENCE courses and edu-
cational books, complete and in good oondition. 
bought and sold. Educational Service, Piqua, O hio. 

USED correspondence school courses, only one 
quarter original price. Free bargain list 1 ,000 
courses. Courses bought. Students Exchange, 47 
West 42nd St . •  N ew York. 

PRACTICAL COURSES IN PHOTO-ENGRAV-
ING are offered by Wentworth Institute. in co-
operation with national and local associations of 
Engravers. at its School of Graphic Arts. The 
instruction covers work of all the divisions in the 
industry. and important related subjects. The 
Day Course starts on September 24. 1923, the 
Evening Course starts on October 1 .  1923. En-
trance interviews for the Day Course will be held 
on September 18 and 19, 1923,  at 8.30 A. M ..  for 
the Evening Course on September 21  and 26, 1923,  
at 7 .30 P. M. For particulars write to the Went-
worth Institute. Boston 1 7 .  Mass. 

FOR INVENTORS 

WE DEVELOP your ideas into commercial 
shape for presentation to purchasers, making 
wor king models, drawings, experiments Or te'sts. 
Courtesy. efficiency, secrecy and ample equipment ; 
30 years' experience. Ducorron-Rich Engineering 
Co . •  504 Pacific Mutual Bldg . •  Los Angeles. Calif. 

WE MAKE working models for inventors and 
do experimental work and carry a complete stock 
of brass gears and model supplies. Send for cataM 
logue. The Pierce Model Works. Tinley Park, Ill. 

ORGANIZE A COMPANY to exploit my numer-
ous inventions. Particulars, E. J. Elsas, 123 N. 
Elmwood Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 

INVENTORS-Send your ideas for manufactur-
ing development in our modern sheet metal and 
angle-iron fabricating plant. Those pertaining to 
dust collecting or ventilating preferred. Liberal 
payment for accepted inventions. Kirk & Blum 
Manufacturing Co . •  2849 Spring Grove Ave .• Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. 

I SELL PATENTS. Established in 1900.  To 
huy or sell  write Charles A. Scott. 77 3 SA Garson 
Avenue, Rochester, New York. 

TO SELL YOUR PATENT, write me ; experi-
enced handling, immediate action. Address Arthur 
S. Billings, Suite 401.  Dekum Bldg . •  Portland. Ore. 

FOREIGN MONEY 

FOREIGN CURRENCY. 1 0 0 . 0 0 0  Russian rubles 
2 5 c. 1 0 , 0 0 0  German marks 7 5c. 1 , 0 0 0  Polish 
marks 2 5c. Craig Dare. 4 4 0  5 5 th St . •  Brooklyn, 
N. Y. 

IMPROVED MADE TOYS 

WE SHOW YOU how to earn big money easily 
with our castin$! forms making whistling birds, 
wild animals. crowing roosters. automobiles. 
baseball players, Statue of Liberty, Indians. toy 
soldiers, cowboys, barkin� dogs, wag tail pups, 
miniature castings of capItol, bathing girl souve-
nirs and others. No experience necessary. We 
furnish you with molds and necessary outfit from 
$3.50 up.  We huy large Quantities of finished 
goods at highest prices. Spot cash. Send for 
catalog and information free. THE IMPROVED 
METAL CASTING CO.. 3 4 2  EAST 1 4 5 th ST. , 
NEW YORK. -

LANGUAGES 

WORLD-ROMIC System, Masterkey to All Lan-
guages. Primers, 23 languages, $ 1 .94 each lan-
guage ; English, French, German. Italian, Portu-
guese, Spanish. PronunciationMTables, 102 lan-
guages, 30c each language. Languages Publishing 
Company. 8 West 40th Street. New York. 

LETTER SPECIALISTS 

BETTER LETTERS bring bigger returns. Sub-
mit any one-page letter. I'll strengthen it. free. 
Wilson. 247 William St.. East Orange. N. J. 

MAIL ORDER METHODS 

$,50 WEEK, evenings, I made it ;  mail order 
business. Booklet for stamp tells how. Sample 
and plan. 25  cents. Free 1 2  articles worth $ 3 . 
Aiscitt Scott, Cohoes. N. Y. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

GENUINE Indian made baskets, blankets, best 
on earth. and wampum. Wholesale priced cata-
logue mailed free. Francis Gilham. Kelseyville. 
Calif. 

ELECTRO plating generators. Make money do-
ing plating work. Priced reasonable. Terms if 
desired. For information write William Hobart. 
Troy. Ohio. 

POSTAGE STAMPS 

60�� i:,����2:1E�ta�;:'}r���md':;'��e�;n§�;.';�sbg.� 
1 1 1-S Nassau St; , New York City. N. Y. 

BOOK SHELF CLEARING 
To clear our shelves we are offering a number of 
books, many at attractive discounts and all of stand� 
ard works of reference and usefulness. Write for 
list of titles and prices. We shall be glad to give 
additional details and invite inquiry. 
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Sprayed Rubber 
( Continued fj'orn page 156 ) 

ber as yet being coagulated by the new 
spraying process. The latex is collected in 
pans and vats on the plantations and if left 
in the warm sun natural coagulation takes 
place within 24 hours. However, most of 
the l atex is coagulated by the addition of 
dilute acetic acid. 1\.S it  is stirred it curdles 
into a mass resembling whey. The curds 
are passed through rollers to separate out 
the water and it is made up into crepe, the 
thin sheets that enable the buyer to see 
what he is buying and to judge knowingly 
of the amount of dirt, if any, contained. 
One of the faults of this process is that the 
acid to some extent injures the resulting 
rubber. Another fault is that several of the 
valuable minor constituents of the latex, 
such as albumins, resins and proteins, are 
dissolved and lost. With the spraying proc
ess the reverse is true-the acid is dispensed 
with and the albumins, etc., are retained, to 
the advantage of the resulting rubber. 

Pure rubber would not be at all suited 
to most uses. It must be vulcanized, that 
is, combined with sulfur under low heat. 
'l'his makes it more elastic in either extreme 
of cold or heat. If as much as 25 per cent 
of sulfur is used, hard rubber is produced. 
If red rubber is desired, sulfide of antimony 
is substituted for sulfur. 

The spraying process is quite different. 
After the latex has been collected from the 
trees about four per cent of liquid ammonia 
is added to it. This acts as an anti -coagu-
1ant. Here it  is the design to keep it  from 
coagulating rather than to produce coagula
tion, for in the uncoagulated state it must 
be sent half way around the world. Those 
who developed the spraying process first 
sent from Sumatra to New York a single 
pint of latex with ammonia. It arrived in 
its original condition, so the experiment was 
tried next on tins, then with drums and 
finally, since this had proved successful, it 
was sent in the tanks of ships. It would 
seem safe to say that entire tankships may 
soon be used to transport liquid latex from 
Malaysia to this country. Units for the 
spraying of rubber, identical with those 
built in the United States have been erected 
in Sumatra on the largest single rubber 
plantation in the world. This plantation is 
owned by one of the rubber companies in the 
linited States. As one unit can spray some 
five tons of rubber per day of 24 hours and 
requires a crew of only one white man and 
three natives to operate it, the actual cost 
of production is quite low. 

When the ship carrying the latex reaches 
New York harbor a tankcar is shunted 
alongside and the rubbermilk is pumped 
into it. This car proceeds to New Durham, 
a suburb of Jersey City, N. J., where one 
of the units of the new spraying process has 
been erected and has, since last February, 
been producing sprayed rubber. The spray
ing unit represents what was decided on as 
being the most economical sized plant to 
operate as a unit, and any future extensions 
in the sprayed rubber industry will be 
brought about simply by multiplying the 
number of units. They are not interdepen
dent. It has been calculated that all the 
rubber being made today in the world could 
be made by the spraying process in 250 of 
these units. 

The structure which houses the rubber 
spraying unit consists of a truncated pyra
mill made of reinforced concrete. It is 
something under 50 feet in height and about 
35 feet square, not including the sheds that 
surround the base of the tower. The inside 
of this structure is divided into two stories 
of unequal height, the lower one forming a 
huge empty room about 30 by 30 on the floor 
and 30 feet high, with walls that have a 
slight tumblehome. This is called the drying 
chamber. Upstairs is a room containing the 
spraying and air-heating apparatus, spare 
disk sprayers, latex tanks, and recording 
thermometric apparatus. A conical depres
sion penetrates the floor betweeu the two 
chambers so that the spraying disk may be 
lowered through it. 

From the tankcar the latex is pumped 
into a large tank buried in the earth. Thence 
it reaches the small tank on the top floor 
of the unit. From this tank, whose purpose 
is to provide a small reserve supply in case 
of interruption of the pumps, the latex 
flows through a tube and reaches the center 
of the spraying disk in a stream the size 
of one's thumb. 'l'his disk is a round sheet 
of metal 18 to 20 inches in diameter at
tached in a horizontal position to the lower 
end of the vertical shaft of a small electric 
motor which gives it a velocity of 4000 

( Continued on, page 1208 ) 
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This unit distributes warm air evenly through
out any portion of the open area of a building. 
It can lie so connected that it acts as a ven
tilator and air-conditioner. It uses exhaust or 
live steam at any pressure-is strictly portable 
and can be installed by any mechanic. Wher
ever steam is not available we supply our 
Direct Fired Type DF, which burns coaJ., coke, 
wood, gas or oil. 

Steam Coil 
Type SC 

This Heater Also Ventilates 
Here is a real operating econony-the Skinner 
Bros. (Baetz; Patent) Heater is also a ventilator 
It actually keeps every part of your building at 
a comfortable woxking temperature and at the 
same time can be used to supply pure fresh air 
in any quantity desired. 

This heater is the pioneer of its type. Its con .. 
struction is unique-there are no cumbersome 
outside ducts or pipes used to distribute warmed 
air. The cost of these fittings is saved-the space 
they occupy can be used to better advantage. 

The heater is very economical-it needs to be 
operated only a few hours morning and after .. 
noon even during coldest weather. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

Read Over These Names of Users 
Among the many users of Skinner Bros. ( Baetz Patent) 
heaters are: Ford Motor Co., Detroit Filtration Plant, 
Lakehurst Naval Hangar, General Motors Co., Federal 
Foundry, American Stove Co., Maxwell Motors Corp., 
St. Louis Independent Packing Co., United Paperboard 
Co., and many others. 

GET CATALOG E-6 

SKI N N E R  B R O S. MANU FACTU RING co., INC. 
Main Office and Factory : 1474 South Vandeventer Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

Eastern Office and Factory : 140 Bayway, Elizabeth, N. J. 
Boston, 445 Little Bldg. Buffalo. 702 Morgan Bldg. Chicago, 1703 Fischer Bldg. Cleveland. 612 Marshall Bldg. 

Cincinnati. 1050 Hulbert St. Wash., D. C. 714 Evans Bldg. Phila., Pa. ,  1711 Sansom St. 
Oliver Schlemmer Co. U. D. Seltzer Haynes Selling Co. 

New York, 1702 Flatiron Bldg. �l:i:�::g'Je�i�: g�.. SP��B�·6�L,F��s6�ve. Detroit, 308 Scberer Bldg, 

1Jaetz 
'Patent 

rBros. 
HE1\TING SYSITM. 

• 

................................. . 
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U L T R A L E N S  
M I C R O S C O P E  
ENORMOUS MAGNIFICATION AT 

ONE.TWELFTH USUAL COST 

TYPE MS- 1 1  $5.00 
MAGNIFIES 225 DIAMETERS OR 
50,625 TIMES SURFACE AREA 

The ULrrRA . ... ENS n,tern.cope is u. THE l\IICROS()OPE is one of the .noat 
"r:t:cticI"litTsh" • • ment ... ade possible by the interesting - devices k.nown. It . c,'eates 
recent devt-� Iupme .. t of' a new systent of' nothing new, yet it reveal8 marvels. It 
len. const.'uetion 011 which variotls 11. S. i ncren,sea the power oCthe hU,ntUl eye u. 

;�.':,�F12�g:!,P�j�i·t�;�:���",�iI(f5��'5e;f� �-:'�U:�·:::t';!!!:in't: .. ::eO=�rll. \�ho�:����� 
1 " O . O �5 times fIiIllI'Chce area) a.1·e avaIl.. tence ,ve nevel' ,nlsl.ected. -n y its nid ,ve 
:���e·I':I!f�:�i��.o��njJ �c!"':'�::!I�����

m
�.���� ��'!��;naa��tr,��r:I�.iV�v� t:�!::88!� �l�r::: 

enor.nou8 ... a,guillen-tloll n.lld clear de�ll i - Cornls in the blood. ft"bting their b�"ttles 
tion i8 a. source ot· considera"ble 1UJtonlslt- bet' ore our eyes. "rhe snudlest insect or 
luent to new users ,vito do not see how p;t.rt thel'eot'can be incl'eased to a. Cright-
they c.;:"n be sold at sueh a lo'v price. "ul size. 'J.�he unintel'esting thing  too the 

�rhe MS-11 tYJ.e is n, complete outfit 0,8 it :::i::::!�:l.ebe':��:�s :'X��:::.::<!';��:'!ie': 
:::�.!.��'�'�I:

ve
e:;!!�:::.�:::s�

e�a����lr:IIII.«!::: and ustonishment. 
b.J� tl ' I l i t E t A.nymicro8cnpe can be used Cor studyinll UL��R�:'j,,��SU�bj�'etf,�� '-!:;�·;ti.er �Z� the wonders of' l\j atlu'e. A po�ver oC �UO 

or :J;�5 diamf.ters call be Curnlshed Cor $1 diarn.eter. is the best Cor average u.e. 
ea.ch. Objectives are not 8uld sepal'ately. Ordinal'ily an iustl'uII.ent oftbi. power is 

'rhis type of' Ur..·l� KA.LENS micro.cope :�:::::�? t:':��:::rO[�!tea���s:tn .:1thVeer�l..� I. ,vell ll .. i shect und a quality iust.'ument '''JtA.LENS nlicl'o8cope has cllnnged all t.brotlghout. Sh&ge, knob and mirror cns_ this, It brines an in8tl'umento"1.2atoa�5 ing are of· black .. ,ohled bn,kelite. Bra&ss diameters within the reach oCeveryone. workftnished in ",old In,cqller. J.ie.casten- Everyeehooh'oonl, home, shOl., storeaud ameled horse-�hoe 1,ase. l\Iicrometer office 8holiid h;,ve n. microscol.e. In the 
:��:�::����!

I
�'I'ti"ed�'�����:'�:·i:!t!t�C!:.�:iila�,';.� hands of the grewing bny or girl they are 

Outfit furniehed ill b,'uwn tnolded bake... i!::,,��::::��nr�'!Jrz�I�'�:I;::�ib1�:i:::J��: lite, w-hich is J.rovided 'vith places Cc.r nticroscope. First as a ).o8itive method holdln" slide8 and extra objectives. By "or ",enerat lise to detect adulteration. 
��:'!"b: �!:,.����i�·i'a'!��:��r::�'�I�::::tC::;�:�� n,nd irnpurlties in Jlut,teriats. Alld second. 
thus making it serve as a AUh-base. 3'.�t; :!i:��;-:i�a:t�'�i.-::::[[t�

m
o;.t::::!:�ita�i Every mlcro8col.e &,un.rauteet. to be a. is required "01' testina:. 'J.�he hUlnan eye i8 represented aud to cIo all we claitn. Must ea,sily "ooted, ,vhile the micro8cope re. be seen to be appl"ech"ted.  r.�he three veals definite results leu.vin« nothillg to photomicrogrnphs at bottum of" ad .ho,v be ussu .. ted. Innunlerathle uses will how ol�Ject8 al •• tea.r when viewed throu"h quickly slIa,tgest theiliseives in one's own o •• r instrument. pu,rticlIln.,· l i ne. 

EVERY SCHOOLROOM. HOME. SHOP. STORE AND OFFICE HOLDS A PROSPECT 
ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE AND PROVEN MERITS MAKE IT A RAPID SELLER 

FOR JEWELERS. OPTICIANS AND DRUGGISTS 
TO' DEALERS. JOBBERS. AGENTS AND SALESMEN - GET OUR DISTRIBUTORS' 

PROPO SITION 
EXTREMEL Y INTERES TING CIRCULAR SA SENT ON REQUEST 

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS CORP., MILTON, PA. 

POWER,-
Exactly When Needed! 

You don't pay for the waste fuel 
of stand-by time with Bessemer Oil 
Engines. You pay for power only 
when it is actually used. Shut off 
the engine when there is idle time 
and start it Quickly and easily 
when it's needed. 

The saving in this one item alone 
is decidedly worth while, but there 
are others that, t aken together. 
make oil for fuel and Bessemer Oil 
Engines for power t h e  most eco
nomical of power units available. 

W rile u. for /ull in/ormation. Let u. put 
our experience " to work for your profits 

THE BESSEMER GAS ENGINE CO. 
14 York 51. Grove City, Pa. 

Deaf Can Hear 
Says Science 

New Invention Aids Thousands 

Here's  good news for all who suffer from deaf
ness. The Dictograph Products Corporation an
nounces the perfection of a remarkable device 
which has enabled thousands of deaf persons to 
hear as well as ever. The makers of this wonder
ful device say it is too much to expect you to be
lieve this, so they ar'e going to give you a chance 
to try it at home. They offer to send it by prepaid 
parcel post on a ten-day free trial. They do noc 
send it C. O. D.-they require no deposit-there is 
no obligation. They send it entirely at their own 
expense and risk. They are making this extraor
dinary . offer well knowing that the magic of this 
little instrument will so amaze and delight the 
user that the chances of its being returned are 
very slight. Thousands have already accepted this 
offer and report most gratifying results. There's 
no longer any need that you should endure the 
mental and physical strain which comes from a 
constant effort to hear. Now you can mingle" with 
your friends without that feeling of sensitiveness 
from which all deaf persons suffer. Now you can 
take your place in the social and business world 
to which your talents entitle you and from which 
your affliction has, in a measure, excluded you. 
Just send your name and address to the Dicto
graph Products Corporation. 1 347 Candler Bldg., 
220 West 42nd St., New York, for descriptive Iit
el"ature and request blank. 

Patents and Trade-Marks 
General Principles, Current Comment, and Interesting 

Decisions 

Construction of Patent Terminology.
The courts frequently have difficulty in ad
judicating patents because of the inherent 
flexibility of the English language and often 
a patent suit will hinge on the meaning to be 
ascribed to words used to define an inven
tion. In Standerwick vs. Kane, the Court 
of Appeals of the District of Columbia held 
that in claims which originated in S.'s ap
plication, and therefore are to be interpreted 
with particular reference to his disclosure, 
the words "substantially constant" means 
"sufficiently constant for satisfactory opera
tion" ; in other words, that it was a practical 
and not a theoretical question. 

Statutory and Common-Law Trade
Mark Rights. - That trade-marks are 
common-law rights of property was empha
sized by the United States Circuit Court of 
A ppeals for the Fifth Circuit in Trappey 
et al. vs. McIlhenny Company. It was there 
held that cancellation of the registration of 
a trade-mark, at the instance of a com
petitor, as a geographical name does not pre
clude the registrant from asserting the 
exclusive right to the use of the name to 
designate its product to which the name is 
applied. 'Where one has marked his goods 
with a geographical name for so long a time 
that they have become known in the market 
by that name, the use of that name to de
scribe goods of a subsequent maker will be 
restrained as unfair competition. 

Use of Trade-Mark in U. S. by Foreign 
Company After Sale of U. S. Business.
'rhe Supreme Oourt of the United States in 
A. Bourjois & Company, Inc., vs. Katzel 
has rendered an interesting decision to the 
effect that where a foreign manufacturing 
company doing business in the foreign coun
try and also in the United States sells its 
business in the United States with its good 
will and trade-marks registered in the United 
States, and where the aRsignee goes on with 
the business, using substantially the same 
form of container and label, and importing 
its goods from the foreign country, the for
eign company cannot rightfully come to the 
United States and use its old marks on goods 
manufactured by it in the foreign country, 
nor can it, whether for the purpose of 
evading the effect of the transfer or not, 
arrange with an agent to sell with the old 
label. 

Contract of Government for Use of 
Patent.-A decision of interest to inven
tors whose inventions may be of use to the 
Government is that of the Supreme Court of 
the United States in Foley, Administratrix 
of the Estate of Gathmann vs. United States. 
It seems that the inventor had offered his 
invention to the Navy Department, which 
was to test it at its own expense, and if it 
was found satisfactory and adopted for use, 
the inventor was to receive certain royalties. 
'l'he court held that no contract is effected 
by a proposal of an inventor to give the 
Government the option of using his method 
for certain compensation, which is accepted 
by the statement that the apparatus will be 
tested, and, if it  works satisfactorily, thc 
agreed compensation will be made, where, 
after test, the Government informs him that 
the apparatus has failed, and that other 
methods will be used in the Government 
work. 

. 

Patentability in Change of Material.
'V.hether or not mere change of material or 
the adoption of a new material constitutes 
a patentable invention is often a moot ques
tion and no fixed rnle can be laid down for 
it, the circumstances in each case usually 
controlling. The Court of Appeals of the 
District of Columbia ( in re Curtis, decided 
January 2, 1923 ) said that where a speed 
governor controlled by the flow of a fluid 
or pulverulent material through an aperture 
is old and it is known that, other things 
being equal, the size of the device would 
depend on the specific gravity of the fluid 
or other material, the use of mercury iu such 
a device is not patentable where the only 
advantage claimed is that, due to the high 
specific gravity of mercury, a smaller gov
ernor m ay be used, since this is obvious 
from the common knowledge that mercury 
has a high specific gravity and from its 
common use in horology. 

Assignment of Patent and of Claims 
for Infringement Thereof.-It is quite 
possible to assign a patent right and at the 
same time make a separate assignment of 
rights or claims for damages for infringe
ment of that patent. This question was 
passed on by the Supreme Court of the 
United States in Crown Die and Tool 
Company vs. Nye rrool and Machine 'Yorks. 
The effect of the decision is that where the 
owner of a patent executed an instrument 
assigning all its claims arising out of the 
infringement of the patent by the defendant, 
and all its rights of excluding the defendant 
from practicing the invention of the patent, 
the owner reserving its rights against others, 
and, both parties being citizens of the same 
State, the defendant questioned the jurisdic
tion of the United States Court, saying that 
a suit brought by the assignee under the 
alleged assignment does not arise under the 
patent laws of the United States, bnt is 
merely a suit on a contract, like one for 
royalties under a license, held that the vae 
Iiclity of the assignment of a patent was 
ilwolved, which is a question arising under 
the patent laws. 

Infringement of Patents and Trade
Marks.-Infl;ingement consists in the un
lawful use, sale or manufacture of a pat· 
ented article, without the consent of the 
patentee or owner, or the use by- a com
petitor, of a trade-mark or trade name, so 
similar to one already in use, that confusion 
is apt to arise to the injnry and damage 
of the one who first adopted and used the 
trade-mark. 

It has been held that it is not an in
fringement to make a patented article simply 
for private experimental purposes, with a 
view to test the efficiency of the p atent, or to 
improve upon the same, or for other pur
poses of private investigation. 

The question is often asked : "Before I 
apply for a patent, I wish to know whether 
my invention infringes any other existing 
patent." To answer this question would en
tail an expense which is usually far more 
than the actual cost of obtaining the patent. 
'l'he Patent Office, in passing 011 an applica' 
tion, does not consider this qnestion, and 
it is far better to apply at once for a patent 
and postpone the question of infringement, 
which, of conrse, may never arise, until the 
patent is granted. By applying for a patent, 
you may obtain the benefit of an official 
examination as to the patentability of the 
invention, which perhaps may be all that 
you reqnire. 

. 

All good improvements are worth patent
ing, irrespective of the fact that their use 
may be fonnd to infringe a prior patent, and 
many inventors have made large sums of 
money in selling their improvements to the 
o,yners of the original patents witl1 \v'hich 
their paten ted improvemen ts can be used. 
Infringements occur much less frequently 
than most people suppose, and in general 
unless you have some special reason to be
lieve that an infringement exists, the best 
way is not to bc troubled about it until 
someone calls the matter to your attention. 
It may even be that the owilCr of the infring
ing device has an invention far more valuable 
than the patent with which it conflicts. A 
good example is that of Howe. the inventor 
of the sewing machine, who derived a rev
enue which came from the owners of two 
infringing patents paying him a small roy
alty on each machine, while the net profits 
of the infringing companies were many times 
that received by Howe. 

The general rule of law is, that the first 
original patentee is entitled to a broad inter
pretation of his patent claims. The scope of 
any patent is, therefore, governed by the iu
yentions of prior date. To determin e whether 
the use of a patent is an infringement of 
another generally requires a most careful 
examination of all analogous prior patents, 
and an opinion based upon such research 
requires for its preparation much time and 
lahor. The expense of these examinations, 
together with a written opinion, varies any
where from $50 to $500 or more, according 
to the amount of time and labor involved 
in preparing the same. 
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This regulator automati
cally controls the tem
perature in d r y  i n g 
rooms, kilns, ovens, etc. 
\'1' e make a similar reg
ulator which controls 
temperature of liquids 
in vats, tanks, etc. 

Saves $13, 000 a Year!  
$685.16 invested in six Powers 

Automatic Temperature Regulators, 
like the one shown above, h ave in

creased the profits of Lyon & Healy, Inc., 
of Chicago, $13,173 a year. 

These regulators control the heat in 
wood-drying kilns and have been in oper
ation for 8 years without repairs of any 
kind. Drying time has been reduced from 
24 to 15 days, increasing capacity of 
kilns 60% ,  and saving 135 days drying 
time a year ; coal saved amounts to 
$3,94� ; saving of lumber formerly spoiled 
by "warping" and "checking" amounts to 
$8,748 ; and 1fs of foreman's time is also 
saved. These are the chief savings of 

this installation which appear in a report 
of investigation made by H. P. Gould Co. ,  
Chicago. · We shall be glad to send you a 
copy of this report and to show YOM how 
automatic temperature control will in
crease your profits when applied to any 
process requiring a steady, uniform tem
perature. 

Test a Powers regulator for 90 
days withlYUt cost or obligation. 
If it saves YIYU money, pay us for 
it ; if not, 'return it. 

THE POWERS REGULATOR CO. 
2788 Greenview Ave. Chicago 

Offices in 31 Principal Cities 
(2600) 

T H E P O W E R S  R E G U L A T O R C O .  
• O \ UI W \ 1' \ 11 "  O F  " I'ECI \ Ll Z \ 1I0:-; " rITE • 

'\1 \ " 1 1 \( 1\ HI 01'  \ 1' 1' \ 11 \ 1\ "  ro \ I  I O,\I \ II C \ L L\ ( 'O" I IIO L  rE'I I'�,H \ n  R t,  

Reprinted from American 
Magazine, May, 1923, is.ue 

SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN 

Everyone, 

read such a newspaper as 
" Nature," of London, within 
its range the most honest 
and wonderful newspaper in 

the world, or the " Scientific 

American " to keep in touch 

w i t h  t h e  ever - advancing 

boundaries of human knowl

edge and achievement. If 
there are people who cannot 

read such periodicals, then 

it  is high time the schools 
that prod uce such p e o p l e  
were looked into a n d  shaken 

u p  to a higher level of effici
ency, .. 

SCIEN TIFIC AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., MUNN & CO" 233 Broadway, New York City 

Please send me one year's subscription to the new monthly Scientific American, for which I enclose $4. 

Name. _ _ _ _  . . . _.  _ _ _ _ _  . _ . _ .  _ _ _ _ _  . 

Address 

A system of b elt driving at 
��short centers" superseding 
high speed chains or gears, it 
is not a b elt tightener that 
exerts strain on shaft and 
bearings, it is a drive scientif .. 
ically designed to wrap a belt 
o n  a small p ulley without 
straining shafts or bearings. 

The large illustration 
s h ow s  twe lve 2 2 5  
horse-power Vertical 
Meeseco Belt Drives 
for ball mills.  The 
s m a l l  i n s e t  , hows 
Meeseco Belt Drive 
on lathe. 

Write fo r Bulletin 
No. 100, illustrating 
and describing our 
Meeseco Short Cent
er Belt Drive. 

19TH &. HAIUUSON STS. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 

400 E. THIRD STREET 
LOS ANGELES, CAL. 

532. PIRST A'VB. SOUTH 
S EATTLE, WASH. 

67 FRONT STREET 
PORTLAND, ORE. 

�H�� i!::1:.��� netic PuUey removing 
trampironfromSOOrons 
of coal per hoor at the Colorado Fuel and lron 
Co .• Pueblo. Colorado. 
Coal crushing m.achin. ery is protected from 
breakage and iron that is worth money is re-
claimed. 

Magnetic 
separation saves : 

--in mines ,  mil1s Bnd smelters by protecting' crushers from damage by tramlu iron and by 
�i:��n! c::: re neiDg miner-

--in flour miJ Is by preventing dust ex: . 
--In iron ing iro --in non-removing Iron rom onngs and sweepings, assuring ironfree castings --in rubber reclaiming. by removing stray iron --in glass plants by preventing discoloration -
-t1ae"°!i,��k: tnb�hi��eventing 

--in �ower �lants Bnd pulver-
�z�s�i�� :q���m��froteeting 

--�rus%y::::ie:qUrtm:n����: breakage --in cotton seed mms by pro-
_ _  fgc::'t;:ie::cf:i�r:�e6; re-moving cans 

Tramp iron like · this 
-wrecks crushing and grinding equipment 
-lowers quality of many manufactured products 
-causes fires and explosions in mills 

STRAY or " tramp " iron 
causes a lot of trouble. 

If it gets in crushers in mines, 
quarries or elsewhere it may 
wreck them, causing plant 
shutdown. In manufactured 
products-like ink, china, 
glass, foods, chemicals-it . 
l o w e r s  q u a l i t y. I n  g r a i n  
elevators and mills a spark 
from iron in the crusher may 
cause a disastrous explo
sion. 

Separate 
bulletins 
describe 

each type. 
Ask for 

your copies. 

You can't keep iron from en
tering raw materials � but 
Dings "High Intensity" Mag
netic Separators will remove 
it wherever its presence is 
dangerous to equipment, 
raises manufacturing costs, 
or is a menace to quality. 
The list opposite suggests the 
wide range. Write for bulle
tins for each industry to -

Dings Magnetic Separator Co. 
709 Smith Street, Milwaukee j 
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"JUST A THOUGHT"· NOT A PATENT 
You are interested in other people's ideas-that 

is why you read this magazine. 

One of America's great Industries is interested in 
YOUR ideas-that is why we buy this space. 

You have heard of "Pressed Metal". It refers 
to any useful article that can be made by stamping 
from sheets of steel, brass, aluminum, copper or any 
practical metal, instead of by castings or other 
methods. 

Pressed Metal is one of the greatest blessings 
that American mechanical genius has given the 
world. Its range of USEFULNESS, ECONOMY 
and CONVENIENCE to everybody is so great that, 
with a present volume of about $20,000,000.00 a 
year, it has barely begun to meet its possibilities. 

The Pressed Metal industry includes many of the 
largest high-class manufacturing concerns in the 
United States, and through the Pressed Metal T.E.C., 
welcomes the co-operation of every bright mechan
ical mind in the country, on a cash basis. 

SELL US A PRACTICAL IDEA 

0/ some neW and useful WA Y to utilize Pressed Metal 
in place 0/ other materials. The undersigned will 
promptly pay cash for every acceptable suggestion 
approved by our Engineering Advisory Board. Free 
book gives you the facts. 

DO NOT SEND US PATENTS OR MODELS. JUST 

Write for the Free Pressed Metal Booklet 
It tells all the conditions and the amounts to be paid for the successful ideas, 
and also how to protect yourself against misappropriation of your creative 
thoughts by others. WRITE TODAY. (A post card will do, but please 
make it easily legible so it can be properly filed and acknowledged.) Address 

PRESSED METAL IxI}Eis?o� COUNCIL 
27 Quincy Street, Suite 1 704, Chicago 

We Had to Have a 

Perfect Packless Valve 

HERE 
IT IS 

FOR 
AIR 

STEAM 
GAS 

After experiments with a multitude of different makes 
of valves for our air power water systems. we were con .. 
vinced that nothing on the market would fill our needs. 
We had to have a perfect packless valve. so set out to 
build it. Long and costly experiments resulted in 
the perlection 01 the Milwaukee Packle .. Valve, an 
achievement in valve construction. 

The Milwaukee Packle .. Valve i. now widely adopted 
by largest users of compressed air. No stuffing nuts or 
packing to work loose and cause leakagp.. Quick open� 
ing and closing. Liberal valve lilt. Wondedul result. 
with garage and air tool equipment. Special valves for 
steam and gas. Ask your jobber or write direct to us. 

Milwaukee Air Power Pump Co. 
40 Keefe Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

Manufacturers of Milwaukee Air Power 
Water Systems 

i §r' 
AM E R I CAN OPEN H EARTH STE E L  

American Bessemer Steel 
Keystone Copper Steel 

� II, 
'KEYSTONE 

LJ COIJIIER , s-rE.t." 

Black and Galvanized 
KEYSTONE COPPER STEEL is an alloy made by the addi· 
tion of a certain percentage of Copper to well made 
Steel, thereby increasing its lasting and rust-resisting 
qualities under actual service condition. UnexcelJed for 
culverts, tanks, flumes, roofing, siding, gutters, spouting, 
and all exposed sheet metal work. Send for booklet 
giving results of actual service tests. 

We manufacture Sheet and Tin Mill products for all pur' 
poses- Black Sheets, Galvanized Sheets, Corrugated 
Sheets, Formed Roofing and Siding Products, Culvert 
and Flume Stock, Special Sheets for Stamping, Electrical 
Sheets, Automobile Sheets, Tin and Terne Plates, Etc. 

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Pittsburgh� Pa. 

Sprayed Rubber 
( Continued froln page 205 ) 

revolutions per minute. 
tion slightly below the 
chamber. lIere is the 
the process. 

It occn pies a posi
ceiling of the lower 
spectacular part of 

Reaching the center of the whizzing disk 
the rubber milk is instantly taken up ami 
whirled from it in a cyclone of minutely 
atomized drops . .  Since they fall continuously 
they form an umbrella-shaped dome, a 
maelstrom of spray changing quickly to rub
ber in the in tense heat of a draft of air 
heated to 500 degrees l!'ahrenheit in a brick 
furnace situated on the upper floor. '1'his 
air is conducted down into the drying cham
ber by means of four large furnace pipes. 
'1'he blizzard of spray rapidly drying into 
flakes of pure rubber may be observed in 
comfort through a tiny glass window let into 
the wall of the structure opposite the eyes 
as one stands on the n arrow platform that 
runs around the tower. 

'1'he great heat dries the minute drops of 
latex spray so quickly that no injury can 
come to the rubber from prolonged h�ating. 
Not only is the water of the n atural latex 
driven off but the liquid ammonia, which was 
added in Sumatra, floats in gaseous form 
through a special port in the walls. Its 
odor is readily detected around the unit. 
Before the drying latex has reached the floor 
of the chamber it  is rubber. 

The latex could be caught on the floor 
itself, but that would necessitate stopping 
the process from time to time to permit its 
removal. If the process is to be a contin
uous one the accumulated rubber must be 
removed frequently and in small amounts. 
This is provided for by covering the floor 
entirely with a number of narrow platforms 
30 feet long by abont 2 feet wide. Each 
platform is mounted on casters. As a filled 
platform is withdrawn from one side of the 
chamber an empty one is pushed into the 
other. The removal is effected by a line 
from a small winch hooked to the respective 
ends of the platform and pulled, beginning 
with one end so that the superincumbent 
rubber is parted along the division between 
two platforms. As the coating of rubber is 
continuons one would naturally anticipate 
great trouble in doing this, but while still 
warm it comes apart as easily as a couple 
of baking powder biscuits-and resembles 
them in some ways. 

The platform comes out into the shed 
covered with a blanket of clean rubber about 
fiye inches thick in the center where most 
of the flakes fall and tapering off to an inch 
at the ends. It smells like newly baked 
bread. It feels like spongecake and if 
squeezed in the fingers it fails to return to 
its original form. Between the little flakes 
air is imprisoned, giving the mass a whitish 
or light cream color. While warm it is easy 
to break off a chunk of the rubber, but if 
allowed to cool all the strength of the arms 
cannot tear off a sliver as large as the little 
finger. 

While still warm the large slab of rubber 
on the platform is broken up into pieces of 
irregular shape so that they may readily be 
handled. Twenty-five pounds of these are 
weighed out at one time and placed in a I 
hydraulic press which comes down on them 
a moment, squeezing out all the cells of air 
and consolidating the sponge into a beautiful 
translucent mass of rubber the color of 
pulled taffy candy. It is now solid, and 
extremely strong. This rubber is ready to 
be vulcanized and used. 

A variation of the latex spraying process 
is being used in the manufacture of automo
bile cord tires. The latex fabric made by the 
new process has no weft threads. These are 
unnecessary because the cords are held rig
idly parallel until saturated through and 
through with latex. Then this is dried into 
a continnous piece of rubber. The cords are 
led from spools through n bath of latex which 
so thoroughly soaks into them that microscopic 
examination has revealed its presence in the 
center or core of the little cotton fibers, none 
of which in the finest cotton are over 1 1/2 
inches in length. Still maintaining a par
allel relationship and, equally important, 
having equal tensions, these cords are led 
through a series of drying devices, drying 
the latex which is in the cotton fibers, that 
which is between them and that which is 
between the cords into a single piece of 
fabric which may be stretched sidewise with
out the least injury or permanent displace
ment of the cords. The fabric has been 
made integral with the rubber itself. '1'he 
parallelism between the cords is perfect. 
Every cord takes up its rightful share of the 
stress in the tire. 
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Most Compact 
4 H. P. Outfit 
The ideal Power Outfit for shop 

work, lillht industrial and special 

power service. V ariable speed ,  

400 to 900 r. p .  ffi. Weighs o n l y  

230 lbs. complete with base 

and clutch. 

equipment. 

original-

Radiator cooling 

It is the famous 

LIGHT WEIGHT ENGINE 
-recognized everywhere as the world's standard 
light weight highest quality power outfit. M agneto 
equipped; throttle governed to insure steady run
ning. 

Write for catalog of the fun line of Cushman Engines. 1 1·� to 20 h.p, Also Cushman Improved Electric Light and Power Plant. 
CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS 870 N. 21 Street, Lincoln, Neb. 

¥i��it��� pg������o���e�e �:gl�h'o�t �sl�:rbl118'bs��:fi� mg strength. Very flexible. Tool for applying lacing $3 .50 or to� gether with assorted box of lacing as shown-complete outfit $5. Laces belts perfectly for Ie an inch. Money back if not satisfied. We 'illanufacture Belt lacing and closing tools to meet every reqwrement. 
DETROIT BELT LACER CO. 

DetrOit, Mich. 

LUGER vlstoIs, barrels if�:U8S�� a��si�I!�Cro�� 
forhoth. MAUSER and M�g-Ntic�lt�ersJffJ�� t-.AUEH sporting rifles. Catalo�, " C" ten cents. PACIFIC ARMS CORP. Liberty Bank Building, Sa n  Francisco, Cal.  

To Users of 
S A W D U S T  
H �i��I���dr�Il�oakl�nge r6 
the utilization of Sawdnstby 
vrepH ring same to suit a l l  
nm nn facturers who use that 
Jnaterial, we invite Corre
Rl)ondence stating what is 
required in the matter of 
texture, etc., and indicating prices which the inquirer can afford to pay togeth er with any suggestions which might aid us in our experiments .. 

Besides bein� producers of large quantities of Pop. lar and Basswood Sawdust ourselves, we are located in an important and centTal wood-working market where our facilities for obtaining and shipping the raw material are unsurpassed. 
e��ns�e�s�l!t�le 

eci::[pO;��1�����u':: �����s� �� any desired texture or kind of lumber specified. We solicit correspondence and suggestions 
STAR WOOD PRODUCTS CO., 24th & Maple, Louis.iDe, Ky. 

sl?are time 
blg moneyl 

such a chance 
tum sport into prof 

it! You get a new 
dernolllstJrabJr at factory 

All year we send you pros� 
one agent in a locality-so write 

of terri tory This is Ole P. light twin cylinder out
motor - sold only under name of "Ella" 

Motor ELTO OUTBOARD MOTOR 'COMPANY 
Manufacturers Home Building Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

SIX MACHINES IN ONE 
Combines bench saw, sander, drill grinder 
polisher, and buffer for working in wood and 
soft metals. 
Boice Pony Bench Machine -a ,preCiSion machine especially adapted to rapld .and accurate work. Handles 4" and 511 gl'lnd1ng wheels, 6" saws, 6" and 8" sand disc and S/8" chuck. Saws 1 75 "  Wood. Mountable T��eroJ'ai r . eleilYt !2;' Weight 31 Jbs. 
Easily driven by 1 . 
for Private Shops, L 

W. B. & J. E. BOICE, Dept. S.A.9, Toledo, Ohio 
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Radiotron 
UV-201·A 

Thesuper-ampli. 
fier tube $6.50 

Radiotron 
WD-ll 

The id eal dry 
battery detector 

$6.50 

~ This symbol of 
quality is your 

protection 

Radiotron 
WD·12 

The standard 
base dry cell tube 

$6.50 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

Dept. 2081 (Address nearest office listed) 

Please send me your free Radio Booklet describing sets 
from $25 to $350. 

Name 

Street Address 

City R.F.D. 

State 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 

Radiotron 
VV·199 

The little tube ot 
big performance 

$6.50 

Radiotron 
UV.200 

The long dis
tance detector 

$5.00 

209 

To Get Distance-and 
Get it Clearly 

For quality of reception and length of serv .. 
ice, every man wants a RADIOTRON. 
Experienced amateurs and broadcast lis .. 
teners know the sensitivity and dependable 
performance of these tubes. UV .. 199 for 
portable sets because it operates on flash .. 
light batteries-WD .. ll and WD .. 12, the dry 
cell tubes, for use everywhere-especially 
on farms and at the summer bungalow
UV .. 200 and UV .. 201 .. A for use with a stor .. 
age battery. There is a Radiotron for every 
need. 

Look for the RCA trade mark, and the 
name RADIOTRON. Each is a guarantee 
of satisfaction. 

"G"J'here's a RadiolajOr every purse" 
at the nearest radio or electrical dealer 

Radio Corporation of America 
Sales Dept. District Sales Offices 

233 Broadway, New York 10 So. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. 433 California St., San Francisco. Cal. 

otrons 
REO. U. S. PAT. OFF • 
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and we will send you free this 5 2  page 
catalogue of radio sets and parts. It also 
contains explanation of radio terms, 
map and list of broadcasting stations 
and much radio information, including 
an explanation of successful hook-ups 
and circuits. 

You will be amazed at the low prices 
Ward's quote. A complete set for $32 .501ll.iiiii�����iiii� 
equalling sets at $60 elsewhere-a $23 .50 
set that under favorable conditions has 
a radius of 500 miles and more. 

This catalogue contains everything for the expert and amateur. Complete 
sets and every improved part for building sets, all the most up-to-date d� 
vices-at the lowest possible prices. 

Headquarters lor Radio 
Montgomery Ward & Co. is headquarters for Radio, selling everything direcfl 
by mail without the usual " Radio-profits." Why pay higher prices? Ward 
quality is the best and the prices will often save you one-third. Everything 
sold under our Fifty Year Old Guarantee,-Your Money Back if You Are 
Not Satisfied. Write today for your copy of this complete 5 2-page Radio Book. 

Wl'ite to the bOUle De8I'elt you. Addrel. Dept. 4-a 
Cbloqo !tanla. City St. Paul POl'tlaad, On. FOI't: WOI'ta 

MontgomeryWard f}@. 
!iThe01destMaiiOrder HouseisTodaytheMostProgressivee 

Radio Notes 
A Review and Commentary on the Progress zn This Branch of 

Rapid Communication 

The Broadcast Central Station has now four-stage vacuum-tube amplifier. Then the 
been operating in the heart of New York current goes into a group of six horns, 
City for several months, and has been mounted on a folding tripod. Under ordi
functioning very well indeed, especially in nary quiet conditions, a compact crowd of 
view of the unfavorable summer weather 750,000 people could hear a man speaking 
and the location of that station in the heart in an ordinary voice, through the use of this 
of the metropolis. The Broadcast Central system. 
is really two stations in one-WJZ and The Wireless Year Book.-The 1923 
WJY. The two lofty steel towers which edition of "The Year Book of Wireless 
rise some 400 feet above 42d Street, New Telegraphy and Telephony," published every 
York City, provide support for two antennro, year by the Marconi's Wireless Telegraph 
and this super-station transmits two broad- Company, is bulkier than ever. This may 
cast programs simultaneously, on different be ascribed to the advent of broadcasting 
wave lengths. WJZ transmits on a 455- which has caused an interest in radio mat
meter wave length, and WJY on 405-meter ters to be generated in many new places. 
wave length. Though there has been no marked progress 

Broadcasters' Correspondence. - Since in scientific development during' the year 
the inauguration of broadcasting by WGY that most useful feature, the "Record of 
some sixteen months ago, the General Elec- Development," still makes interesting and 
tric Company has received 65,000 letters informative reading, and the value of this 
from listeners scattered over the United is much enhanced by Mr. Platt's "Historical 
States and from points as widely apart as Survey." On the other hand, large power 
Hilo, Hawaii, and London, England ; Van- wireless stations are being constructed in 
couver, Canada, and Valparaiso, Chile. Some every part of the world and in many ways 
of the letters are typewritten and from the wireless or radio is becoming more and more 
oflices of business and professional men and a part of our daily life. All this is re
some are penciled on scraps of paper from flected on the Year Book by an enlargement 
woodsmen and from forest rangers. These of the existing features and by the publica
letters are useful to the program director tion of fresh matter relating to direction 
for he learns from them what type of pro- finding. A map section shows the location 
gram appeals to the majority of listeners and of every wireless station in the world. 
the letters strongly influence his decisions in 'Radio Telephony in South America.-
building up future programs. In S antiago, Valparaiso, and several smaller 

Marconi's Recent Work.-In a state- Chilean cities interest in radio telephony is 
ment issued to the press on his arrival at  growing steadily, and its fuller development 
Southampton on board his yacht "Electra" only awaits the establishment of a broad
recently, Senator Marconi said that during casting station within the country such 'as 
the two months he had been away on his those now in operation on the east coast of 
research cruise he has been working all the South America, according to a report from 
time on the system of directive wireless teleg- the Department of Commerce. It is reported 
raphy, by which a message could be sent that broadcasting stations recently erected 
in one direction only, and he was delighted in Buenos Aires, Montevideo and Rio de 
to say that experiments had proved highly Janeiro are giving very satisfactory results, 
satisfactory. The apparatus with which he  and large numbers of amateur receiving sets 

I had been working was the only installation have been sold in these countries. This is ���������������������������������������, of its type, but it was likely to come into especially ' true of the Argentine, where con
universal use in the future. The results he ditions for broadcasting programs are almost 
had obtained proved that communication ideal as the land generally is flat and radio 

Carries Great 
Messages Around the World 

TaAT statement adequately expresses what is perhaps the greatest 
influence of radio in developing and bettering human fraternal 
interest, not only between the people of one communit�2 of .one 

country, of one state, or even a single nation, but between all natIons 

a'1<I" �1���.:'����ig��
e
f�O°';:�overnment leaders-from the heads of the 

world's greatpst educational institutions or from those who stand fore
most in the arts of the world-they will serve to bring the human race 
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o
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t
great orators and writers, famous poets and mus!cians 
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f
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In tne future these same inJIuences of similar great minds WIll
i thrOU

\
h I'adio, create a better understanding and a greater fraterna 
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e
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s
osSible this broad and far I'each-

ing application of radio telephony, and that plays the most important 

P�r:��i�gt���!����Y��b���
e
�ti;:���· for aU makes of receiving 

sets-built by one of the world'S largest manufacturers with unlimited 
resources-are the product of years of manufacturing experience �nd 
tne creative genius of the engineers of that great scientifiC ol'garuza
tion, the Research Laboratory of the General Electric Company. 

Cunningham Radio Tubes 

A�p1?J!--6 Volts 1/ 4 ir�o P N · . Cunningham tubes are 
C-lMI-3 Voits.06 ';"';P. Dr" atent ollce. coveredbypatentsdated BatteM]et. & Am& - . $6.60 If 7 05 1 15 07 2-18·08 and others issued and 

D�t!ctor ,
V�1t� 

. 
a� �°$A�g8 jJe�t'ng., 

-
L

-
t'ce'nsed f� .amat�ur, e.r:perif'le1�tal 

C-ll-1 .I Volts .25 Amp . Dry and entertainmellt use In radt!J commU1/.tCatton. Battery DS':e::mti�e ' . $6.60 A ny other use will be an infringement. 
C.12-8imiliar to C-ll with 

standard base , • , , $6.60 

4.r�� 
Home Office 

248 First Street 1 54 Weat Lake Street 30 Cburch Street 
San Francisco, Calif. Chieaao. Illinois New York City, N. Y. 

CUNNINGHAM 
National Tube Week 

September 24 to 
October 1, 1 923 

$5000 in Cash Prizes 
to Radio Dealers 

could be maintained over long distances. The transmission carries. aTI over the River Plate 
new system, said the Senator, effectively district, Uruguay and in Southern Brazil on 
eliminated atmospheric disturbances, and he the north as far as the Andes on the west. 
might say that he had experienced no trouble For this reason the sale of radio equipment 
of that sort during the whole of his two has met with great success in that country, 
months' research. The course of the trip and it  is now estimated that there are ap
was roughly 2200 miles, or . the distance from proximately 25,000 sets in A�gentine Re
England to Canada. public, in comparison with about 100 less 

Proposed Broadc<astin g in India.-Ac- than one year ago. 
cording to recent dispatches, it was an- Wired Wireless, or the application of 
nounced at the broadcasting conference held radio telegraphy and telephony to power 
in Delhi that the Indian government did not wires and other continuous conductors to 
intend to permit broadcasting in India by form a "guided" system of radio communi
individual firms, but, under reasonable con- cation as distinguished from the usual "un
trol-as in the United Kingdom-by a single guided" system, is about to receive a prac
licensed company for the whole of India. tical test in broadcasting operations. There 
It is planned that this company shall con- has been formed an organization for the 
sist both of British and Indian firms and purpose of broadcasting talks, news, musical 
that no non-British subjects will be allowed numbers and other features over the lighting 
to take part in it. The proposal of the lines of a power company in the vicinity of 
government regarding terms of the agree- New York. The plan is to charge a nominal 
ment required of the broadcasting company fee to the electric light consumer for the 
were embodied in a draft form of license privilege of listening to the wired wireless 
placed before the conference. Opinions upon programs. The company undertakes to sup
this form will be obtained from the Pro- ply a receiving set which may be plugged 
vincial governments and chambers of com- into any socket or receptacle. A simple 
merce. It is understood that the manu- receiving set with crystal detector and a pair 
facture of receiving sets is to be undertaken of ear-phones is supplied at the lowest fee ; 
in India as soon as practicable by the new a single-tube set is suppiied for a higher 
broadcasting company. This will probably fee ; and a three-tube, loud-speaker set com
at first consist of importation of some parts, plete, giving the same service as a phono
the local manufacture of others, and as- graph, is supplied at the highest fee. The 

I sembling of complete sets. 
. 

tubes are supplied with filament current di
Loud-Speaker Voice for Drill Sergeant. rectly off the lighting current, from the same 

-If 250 lusty-lunged sergeants of the regular plug connection that receives the radio en-

I army should get together and . shout "Fall ergy. Plate batteries or "B" batteries are. 
In " in their best drill-ground style, the effect still employed, since it would require too j w�uld scarcely eqnal that of the voice ampli- elaborate an arrangement to do away with 

I fier recently purchased by . the Signal Corps them, and the current consumption for the t and installed in mobile form on a motor plate circuit is such that "B" batteries last 
truck. The new equipment can be used to for long periods. The wired wireless pro

' handle large bodies of troops, to make grams are to be of a high order, and are to 
speeches and music audible to assemblies, cover a period of some eighteen hours out 
or to supply entertainment received by radio. of the twenty-four. On occasion, the broad
The apparatus is technically known as a casting station plans to pick up programs 
public address system. Sounds are picked from other broadcasting stations and to re
up by a high-grade transmitter placed a few transmit them over the power lines. It  so 
feet from the speaker, or near the band- h appens that wired wireless has many advan
master's stand, if  music is to be handled. tages over the usual "space" radio, among 
The electrical output of . t�is t�ansmit�er is I them louder signals and less static interfer
increased about a half-mIllIon times, usmg a ence. 
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Every Radio Fan 
Should Have 

This Book 

Prlee Only 

$1 
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Pocket Size 
Compiled by 
HARRY F. 

DART 
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Formerly with 
the We s t ern 
Eledric Co., 
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URE a little radio. encyclo.
paldia, this 1.  C. S. Radio 

Handbook is packed with 
concise, sound information 
useful to. everybody from be
g i n n e r  t o  v e t e r a n  h a r d 
boiled owl. I t  starts with 
simple explanations of radio 
phenomena and leads you 
along gently until you can 
understand the most techni
cal diagram. 

You may dip into it at 
random, or hunt up special 
information you want, or 
read it  right through. Dif
ferent type s  o f  receiving and 
s e n d i n g  h o o k - u p s  a r e  
explained ; proposed insur
ance regulations ; lists of 
broadcasting stations ; radio 
compass stations ; interesting 
e xp e r i m e n t s ; d e f i n i t i o n s ; 
codes and symbols ; technical 
data and thousands of sug
gestions for getting more 
pleasure out o f  radio. 

A pocket course in radio ! 
Every page tells you some

th ing usefuf, and there are 562 pages ; hundreds o f  illus
trations and diagrams. It is 
the biggest d ollar's worth in 
radio, and will save you from 
w a s t i n g  m o n e y  on t h i n g s 
that don't work. 

Send $1 to-day and gef this 562-page 1. C. B. 
Radio Handbook before you spend another 
cent on parts. Money back il not satisfied. r: -- _ _  TEAR O U T  H E R E - _  -- :-J  
I 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS I Box 6 1 0 8 .  Scranton, Penna. 

I I enclose One Dollar. Please send me-post- I 
I paid-the 5 6 2 -page I. C. S. Radio Handbook_ I It is understood that it I am not .ntlr.1y 

I satisft.d I may return this book within ft.e I 
I 

days and you will refund my monel. 

I 
I Nam ........... , ............................ , ......................................... , 

LEARN WATCHWORK i��Ek�JR���� 
A. fine trade commanding a good salary and your 

services always in demand or you can 
start in business for yourself. At 

BRADLEY INSTITUTE 

I Psychic Adventures at Home I ( Continued from page 164 ) 
and feet roped in such fashion as the furni
ture makes convenient. She is supposed to 
be tied in a way that she could not have 
accomplished herself, unaided ; for while one 
hand and arm could have been used in tying 
the other, the second arm presumably could 
not have been tied without external aid. 
'1'he medium is freed in the same way in 
which she was tied, after a lapse of time 
depending upon the pleasure of the control. 
Other phenomena may or may not occur 
during the interval. 

McKenzie, originally vastly impressed by 
this performance, nltimately learned that it 
was done by means of a trick tie. The right 
hand was tied, honestly, nsing the left ; thQ 
left wrist was slipped into a loose noose in 
the rope, which was then twisted in such 
fashion as .  to give the impression, to any 
other than a most painstaking searcher, that 
it was properly tied. McKenzie did not 
charge Miss B with conscious or even un
conscious trickery. He insisted that Black 
Cloud had been playing pranks on his own 
account, to have sport with the investigators. 

If a trick tie were used last year, I can
not testify that it  is still used this year. 
Black Cloud announced that the tying was 
to be done, and the ropes were trailed 
across the hands of several of the sitters, 
while one could hear whipping sounds I\S 
they were passed around and drawn tight. 
\Vhen the job was completed, the red light 
was ordered and we were invited to examine 
the work. \Vith McKenzie's findings in 
mind, I thought I should have been able to 
identify the trick tie if it were used ; but I 
wes unable to do so. 

Before the tying had commenced, Black 
Cloud got Sir Arthur and me to exchange 
seats, bringing me into the place next the 
medium. My left hand was then picked up, 
brought in contact with Miss B's right, 
and it was to this hand of mine that her 
right was tied, rather than to any of the 
furniture. No question arises as to the 
honesty of this tie, for her hand was in my 
control, regardless of whether the tie were 
a valid one. 

,"Vhen the light was called for, my free
dom of examination was somewhat h ampered 
by my being thus tied to the medium ; I 
could not pass around behind her and ex
amine her bound left hand from all sides. 
This hand was tied to the longitudinal mem
ber of the table along which the two ends 
slide-the runner, I shall call it. The rope 
passed several times about this, and several 
times about the medium's wrist. Her wrist 
lay tightly against the runner, with a large, 
complicated knot in the rope between. None 
of the loops of the rope passed clear around 
the wrist and the runner in one turn ; every 
loop passed about the wrist alone, or the 
runner alone. So far as I could determine, 
every loop actually passed into the knot, and 
I could not see that any two consecutive 
loops passed about the wrist. If these ob
servations were accurate, all the orthodox 
ways of making a trick tie from which and 
into which the hand could be slipped at will 
are covered. 

\Yhile the ties were being examined, Dr. 
Pyle produced a handkerchief and suggested 
that, before she was released, something be 
done with this as clinching proof of her non
participation in the actual work of the 
seance. Black Cloud accepted this idea, and 
when the light was extinguished the h and
kerchief lay, open, on the table near the 
medium. Almost at once the tinkle of a 
tambourine was heard, and Dr. Pyle an
nounced that the handkerchief had been 
brought to him in the tambourine, n eatly 
folded. Then it was gone ; and after per-':��n;���.��m.;�c=�� 1 haps two minutes the control called for the 
light. 'Vhen this was turned on, we had to 

I look about quite a bit before we located the 
, handkerchief, tied tightly around the meI dium's face and neck, over her mouth. 

Fastest Portable Filter in the World 
FOR GRAPE JUICE, 

CIDER. ETC� ETC. 
HOM.E SIZE filters quart of water a 
rlW�)1;�Yz1AAri�rs gallon of water a 
miuute, No. 713 $15.00. "\Vl'ite for free 
circular. 
V ACCU-FIL TER SALES CO., Inc. 

Dept. 7 70 Fifth Ave. New York 

CYCLOPEDIA OF FORMULAS 

My first thought was of her left hand, and 
I looked again at it. So far as I could 
judge, the rope was arranged just as it had 
been before. The extreme speed with which 
release and retying would have had to be 
accomplished, in the light of the facts set 
down in the preceding paragraph, not alone 
lend some force to the argument that release 
and retying could hardly have been done ; 
they likewise make it highly improbable that 
these operations could have been done with 
so little disturbance of the rope as to escape 
my eye. 

Examination of the state- of the handker

Revised Edition J'ust out-Price $5.00 chief was, for the moment, quite staggering. 
This I could do with excellent effect, for the 

A Treaaury of Facta and Figures 

7 l st Thousand 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN PUB. CO. I knot was on my side of the medium's face. 
'-----_____________ --l The kerchief was smoothly and neatly folded 

GIMBEL BROTHERS 
MILWAUKEE 

Gimbel Brothers purchased alm ost $2,900,000 retail 
worth of Radio Sets fro m  the Radio Corporation 
of America . 

Volume ! 

WESTINGHOUSE R. C. SETS 

1 Westinghouse R. C. Set 
1 Pair 2 , 000 Ohm Phones 
1 Phone Plug 
3 W. D. Radiotron Tubes 

· 3  N o .  6 Columbia Dry Cell. 
2 22 Yz Volt " B "  Batteries 
100 ft. Aerial Wire 3 Aerial Insulators 
r Lead in Tube 
1 Lightning Arrester 
1 Ground Wire Clamp 
25 ft. Ground Wire 
Coil Assembly Wire 

Instead of $59 75 
$142 .50 Now • Complete 

3 w. 0 1 2 

.' ' ',' '.' -' 

Clarity ! !  

Sent 
Prepaid 

to any 
addre611 in 
the U. S. A. 

address Gimbel Brothers 
Milwaukee, Dept. WAAK 

Delight ! ! !  
with Kellogg Shielded Type Transformers 

Correct audio 
fication is impor 
factory operation 
Proper amplifica 
L O G G  t r a n s  
in a clear repro 
minimum distor 
mum volume.  
formers are de 
come any defects 
and to furnish 
amplification. No. 501 Transformer 

frequency ampli� 
tant in the satis� 
of loud speakers. 
tion (with KEL� 
formers) results 
d u c t i o n  w i t h  
tion and maxi� 
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Radio Takes Another 
Step Forward 

THE new Magnavox models (rapidly being 
distributed to the trade) extend and supple .. 

ment the already famous Magnavox line, which 
now includes a Magnavox for every receiving set. 

A brief summary of Magnavox products is given 
below: 

Magnavox Reproducers 

R.2 with IS·inch curvex horn. $60.00 
R·3 with 14·inch curvex horn. 35.00 
M 1 with 14·inch curvex horn; 

requires no battery for 
the field. 35.00 

Magnavox Combination Sets 

A l.R consisting of Reprodu-
cer R3 and I stage of am-
plification. • • • •  $59.00 

A2.R consisting of Reprodu-
cer R3 and 2 stages of am-
plification. • • • •  85.00 

Al·M same as Al·R but with 
Reproducer Ml • 59.00 

A2.M sam e as A2-R but with 
Reproducer MI • 85.00 

Magnavox Power Amplifiers 
A l ,- new I-stage Power Am-

plifier. • • $2 7.50 
AC.2.C-2-stage Power Am-

plifier. • 55.00 
AC.3.C-3-stage Power Am-

plifier. 75.00 

Ask your dealer for demonstration. In
teresting booklet will be sent on request. 

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY 
Oakland, California 

New York Office : 3 7 0  Seventh Avenue 

MAGNAVOX PRODUCTS 
The only complete line of Reproducers and Power Amplifiers 
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FREE BOOK. CO. 
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HENRY ZUHR, 489-93 Broome St. , New York City 

The Hand That Rocks The Cradle 
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WHITING-ADAMS 
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Insure even tempers on odd jobs. 
Send for Illustrated Literature 

JOHN L. WHITING-J. J. ADAMS CO., Boston, U.S.A. 
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as it passed over her mouth and around her 
cheeks, It was drawn so tightly that the 
flesh of her cheeks overflowed very sharply 
over its edge ; and it was with difficulty that 
I could slip a -finger under it, at the expense 
of the flesh rather than of the cloth. The 
ends were properly and firmly and unmis
takably tied, at the back of her neck. 

I must confess that I was tremendously 
impressed. But subsequent thought brought 
forth one suggestion which indicates that a 
natural explanation is not quite so hopeless 
as it seemed. Tight as it was, the hand
kerchief could doubtless have been pulled 
around, moving the knot from front to back 
and vice versa. If the medium h ad a free 
hand, the handkerchief could, I am quite 
confident, have been tied, with that hand and 
the teeth, and with the knot in front ; and 
then pulled around and tidied up a bit, in 
the position where we found it. And this 
not alone throws the handkerchief trick right 
back upon the question of whether the me
dium really had a hand free, but gives a ! 
suggestion that maybe the teeth were used 
in tying the lcft hand as welL I don't know 
just how they could have been used ; but ob
viously they constitute a tool which we have 
not yet mentioned, and with an additional 
tool the medium, if she be a sleight-of-hand 
artiste, could obviously do more than with
out it. 

The very obvious explanation of confed
eracy I am afraid will have to be thrown 
out ; if this medium does her stuff by trick
ery, she does the tricks herself. She has 
never given this handkerchief performance 
before, so far as I know, but everything else 
that she did for us on this evening parallels 
what she has done for McKenzie at the 
British College, and for Sir Arthur at his 
home in Crowborough. None of the sitters 
of April 26th was present at tile College, 
and of these sitters Sir Arthur himself is 
the only Olle who was present at Crow
borough. This rules out confederacy ; and 
I would point out that the stage magician 
does most of his stuff with the aid of not 
one, but several confederates, all over the 
house and all over the space back-stage. If 
he were left wholly on his own resources, he 
would have great difficulty in giving so cred
itable a performance as the one I am de
scribing. 

After the light went off again, Black 
Cloud got an inspiration of his own. He 
called for soft instrumental music, and the 
whistling voice joined in from the center of 
the table as usual. " Thile this went on, 
the medium's right hand carried my left to 
her mouth. The avowed purpose of this was 
to enable me to verify that the handkerchief 
was still in place. But my hand was held, 
back against this handkerchief, long enough 
for me to make two other observations of 
prime importance. One was that the medi
um's head was unquestionably in the place 
where it belonged while the whistling came 
from the center of the table. The other 
was that while the whistling proceeded, the 
medium was breathing through 11er nose
gently, regularly, and not in time with the 
whistling. 

'1'he suggestion has been put forward that 
Miss B's independent voices are on her 
phonograph records. . It is a very natural 
plea, under all the circumstances. I will 
not meet it by insisting that the voices come 
from another point than the phonograph, 
because, as it happens, I can do better than 
that. Some time ago Miss B held a series 
of test sittings, at which a very good friend 
of mine was one of the investigators. In the 
medium's absence and without her knowl
edge, the records were played ; and nothing 
was found on them that did not belong 
there. Had I not known this, I should have 
asked permission to play Olle  or two of them 
after this seance. 

'VeIl along in the seance we had another 
remarkable demonstration in connection with 
these records. Mrs. Lee, now alone and now 
with the aid of the controls, has been feed
ing mnsic into the machine, now from one 
pile and now from another, ever since the 
beginning. Of the records offered and re
jected, some must have been restored to the 
"live" piles, since these would surely have 
given out otherwise. Some tunes apparently 
were so restored after they had been played, 
since they were later repeated. In the 
origin al sorting, Miss B took the records 
just as they came. It seemed, therefore, 
quite ont of the question, even if by a feat 
of memory she knew their order in the 
several piles to start with, that she could 
have kept track of the condition of any of 
the piles. 

A record ran out, and Mrs. Lee replaced 
it. Before she had it completely on the 
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Performance !  
You j udge the value of a product b y  the service it 
has given you -not only by the claims advanced for 
it by its manufacturer. 

An investigation of the Thordarson Audio Fre
quency Transformer will show you. 

1.  
2. 

A splendidly d esigned case. 

A square core of .007 miL h ighest grade silicon 
steel.  No. 36 gauge. careful\y cut by a patented 
process. 

3. A square la yer wound coil . careful\y wound by 
machines of our own development. Between 
each layer of wire is finest grade condenser 
paper, guaranteed and tested to withstand 600 
Volts D. C. without breakdown. 

4 A test of its amplification will convince you that 
• its volume is greater over all bands of audio fre· 

quency. find that distortion is eliminated to a 
degree not found in any similar transformer 
of any price or manufacture on the market. 

That these statements are true is attested to b y  the 
tendency of other transformer manufacturers to 
adopt many of the Thordarson principles. 

That man ufacturers of receiving sets
'
flre specifying 

Thordarson transformers and variable condensers 
is further evidence of the superior performance and 
dependability of our products. 

The best radio dealers sen and highly endorse 
Thordarson equipment. 

PRICE, MOUNTED ONLY 
6 to 1 ratio transformer • $4.50 

{with Red Label! 3 Yz to 1 ratio transformer . 4.00 (with Blue Label) 

Huron and Kingsbury Streets, Chicago, m. 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
M .... ilchu5etll Avenue and Windaor Street 
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N E W 
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"B" 
Battery 

Vertical Type 

-"A Laboratory 
Product" 

The engineers of the Burgess Laboratories have 
designed a new uB" Battery. When we use the 
term ' new' we are referring only to the shape for 
it Is vertical rather than flat as is the case of the 
standard Burgess uB" Batteries. 

This new vertical "B" type Battery saves half 
the floor space of the standard "B" battery. Be
cause it stands vertlcaliy and is _ about the same 
height. it may be combined with a No. 6 Dry Bat
tery if that type is used for the "A" or filament 
circuit In the usual style of c abinet this vertical 
"B" battery may be slipped behind the equipment, 
leaving the terminals exposed at the top for con
venient connections. 

"A.k Any Radio Enllin •• r" 
B U RG E S S  B AT T E R  Y CO MPANY 

Engineers-D R Y  B A T  T E R I  E S- Manufacturers 
Flashlight-Radio-Ignition-:-Telephone 

General Sales Office: Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago 
Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wisconsin 

Branches: New York Bosto. Washington Sl Paul Kansas City New Orl .... 
In Canada: General Office. and Worlu, Niagara FaIIo, Ontario 
Branch .. : Toronto Montreal Winipeg St. John 
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PATENTS 
Trade-marks 

Copyrights 
Designs 

76 Years' Practice Before 
the Patent Office 

If y�u have an invention which you contemplate 
pa tcntmg, or a trade-mark which yOll desire to 
have registered, we shall b e  p1eased t o  have you 
consult us.  We have thoroughly experienced a t 
torneys in o u r  N e w  York, Washi ngton, Cleveland,  
Chicago a n d  San Francisco offices,  with long expe
rience in preparing and prosecuting both patent 
and trade-mark applications. 

Prompt, Conscientious and Efficient Service 
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN contains Patent 

Office Notes, Decisions a n d  other matter of i n ter
est to inventors-and particulars of recently pat
ented inventions. 

We shall b e  pleased to send, without charge. 
our Handbook on United States and Foreign Pat· 
ents, Tra de-marks and Copyrights. 

MUNN & COMPANY 
PATENT ATTORNEYS 

Woolworth Building. NEW YORK 
ScieDtific American Building. WASHINGTON. D. C. 
HaDDa Building. CLEVELAND. OHIO 
Tower BuildiDg. CHICAGO. ILL. 
Hobart Building. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. 

Annual Subscription Rate 
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year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.00 
Postage prepaid in United States and posses-

sions. Mexico. Cuba and Panama 
Foreign Postage . . . . . . . . . $1.00 p er year additional 
Canadian Postage . . . . . . . . $0.50 per year additional 
Remit by postal or express money order. bank 

draft or check. 

200 Experienced 
Young Men Wanted 
By million dollar international company , ex
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Qualifications : 
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machine, and hence before it had  played a 
note, Pansy objected that she didn't  want 
that one. Mrs. Lee askeu her, with a trace 
of impatience, how she could tell whether 
she wanted - it before she knew what it was. 
Pansy replied promptly and in unusually 
good voice that she knew quite well what it 
was, that it was "The Tale of the Roses," 
and she didn't want it and wouldn't have it. 
It was laid aside for identification, when the 
light should be restored, being placed up
right in lVIrs. Lee's chair, behind tlle lady's 
back. Presently, forgetting that it was 
there. she leaned back and cracked it. At 
the end of the seance, this broken record 
was found to be the one that Pansy had 
named. If we admit the good faith of Mrs. 
Lee and the impossibility of Miss B's know
ing by memory what this record was, we 
have here something that comes perilously 
close to passing the bounds of telepathy and 
falling in the field of pure divination. 

From time to time various of the sitters 
announced caresses or other touches .: those 
that came to me were just about like the 
ones I had felt in previous seances, and call 
for nothing beyond the mere chronicling. 

That two voices never appeared at once 
I am quite certain ; also that no two objects 
were moved about the table at the same 
time. It is my impression that several times 
we had lights and voices simultaneously, . but 
of this I cannot be absolutely certain. 

Several of the sitters at one time or an
other announced the cold breeze so charac
teristic of the seance room. Once Sir Arthur 
and I got a powerful blast of this ; there 
could be no mistaking its objective character, 
or the fact that it came from the direction 
of Miss B. 

Toward the end we had a gorgeous ex
ample of table tilting. Black Cloud an
nounced it  in advance, and called for all the 
hands to be placed in light contact, at the 
very edge of the table. My left was an 
exception ; it  remained well out on the table, 
with the medium's right beneath it. Know
ing what was coming, I purposely bore down 
as gently as possible ; and twice, for my 
pains, I had my hand pressed more firmly 
upon hers, by what I took to be her left 
hand. Aside from this, her left was un
accounted for. 

'rhe table gave a few premonitory shivers, 
and then rose, to everybody's very po�itivc 
belief, entirely clear of the floor. Suspended 
in the air, it gyrated in a curious back-and
forth. up-and-down fashion, which I can de
scribe no better than to call it a figure-of
eight motion. Presently it settled back to 
earth. 

I handled the table considerably during 
the clearing for action, and I judge it weighs 
fifty pounds at least. I am perhaps not as 
strong as the medium, being built along the 
general architectural lines of a drink of 
water ; but I could not come within forty 
miles of juggling the table as it was juggled, 
if I had two arms and two legs to work 
with. from a well-balanced position. The 
suggestion has been made that only the top 
of the table was levitated ; but the top dis
played no tendency to come a way when we 
hauled the table around to free the rug-and 
besides, I don't  believe that Dr. Pyle has a 
conjurer's table in his dining room. 

The grand climax of the Besinnet seances, 
spiritistically speaking, is the materialized 
faces. Here a woru of explanation is in 
order. Mr. James Black once poked the 
finger of scorn at this medium, because one 
of her materializations turned out to be Miss 
B herself, out of her seat and lying over on 
the table. Had Mr. Black known a little more 
about the subject, he might have pointed the 
same finger of scorn, but from a different 
direction. It is admitted by the medium and 
her supporters that the "materializations" 
are not always independent of her own phys
ical form. The claim is that when the 
power is good she gives off sufficient ecto
plasm to form a complete face or even a 
complete figure ; but that when the power 
is less, she can only produce enough of this 
substance to be used as a mas� or veil, over 
the foundation supplied by her own face. 
Her face is then thought of as having been 
"molded" ectoplastically into a resemblance 
to the features whicb it is desired to present. 

Now of course this seems ludicrous to the 
scoffer-even the spiritualist understands 
that, if he has retained his balance. Maybe 
it is ludicrous. But it will never be demon
strated to be ludicrous by simply calling it 
so ; a reason for its absurdity must be pro
duced. Until this is done, Miss B's good 
faith cannot be attacked by the mere dem
onstration that some of her materializations 
are, or could be, her own face in disguise. 
So I shall not bother to discuss this possi-
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To You 
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upon you r rese rve of knowledge. 
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interests, have readily available such an 
infallible source of knowledge as THE 
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puny compared with the power of  knowledge 
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They are made of the best and finest 
leathers, by skilled shoemakers, all 
working to make the best shoes for the 
price. The quality is unsurpassed. The 
smart styles are the leaders in tbe fash_ 
ion centers of America. The wide range in 
kinds, styles and prices provides suit
able shoes for every occasion, busi
ness, travel and motoring. Shoes of 
equal quality cannot be bought else
where at anywhere near our prices. 

Why pay high prices for shoes? Try 
W. L. Douglas $8.00 shoes, the shoes that hold their shape. 
If you had your shoes made to order you couldn't get more 
perfect shoes; they are exceptionally good value. Frankly, is it 
not worth while in these days of high cost of living for you to 
save money on your footwear when the opportunity offers ? 

For thirty-seven years W. L. Douglas name and portrait have 
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For economy and satisfactory service, wear shoes that bear 
this trade mark. Ask your dealer for W. L. Douglas shoes. 
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IF NOT FOR SALE IN YOUR VICINITY, WRITE ' President 
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bility at all ; I shall merely describe what 
happened. 

After the seance had been under way for 
a huJf hour or so, there occurred what the 
regular sitters recognized as an attempt at 
materialization. A psychic light was pro
duced of different character from those that 
had gone before. It was more static and 
brighter, standing quietly in one place. A 
short distance away, in the direction toward 
the left hand of the sitter facing it, there 
appeared a vague object of some sort, illum
inated by the light in question. To me with 
my lack of prior knowledge as to what it  
was supposed to  be ,  the  first of these objects 
seemed quite without form. They continued 
to occur, at intervals, with the light ever 
brighter and the illuminated object ever bet
ter defined ; until I was able to assure my
self that an attempt was really being made 
to delineate the human face. 

The lights accompanying these "faces" 
were, at their best, of considerable illumin
ating power, once or  twice actually making 
one of the sitters visible faintly to his neigh
bors. 

One who has sat with Miss B has ex
pressed privately tf) me the opinion that 
these lights are from a small electric torch. 
They did not so impress me-principally, I 
think, because the illuminated region did not 
show a definite circle ; also because the 
luminous entity itself impressed me rather 
as a surface than as a curve like the fila
ment. But they do not last long, and one's 
attention is directed at the accompanying 
"face" rather than at the light ; so such a 
verdict . should be put forward with much 
reserve. 

The illuminated objects themselves, as I 
. ha\·e said, ultimately get to the point where 
one believes they are meant for faces. There 
the thing halted for some time. Sir Arthur 
made desperate attempts to identify the ma
terializees, asking again and · again to h ave 
them repeated. Ultimately he satisfied him
self that one was his nephew and another 
his mother. Sitting next him, I saw these 
particular ones almost as well as he did·, 
and it was my own best judgment that they 
were not sufficiently clear to be identified 
at all, save by a liberal contribution of de
sire and imagination on the part of the 
sitter. 

Had some convulsion cut the seance off 
half an hour earlier, I should have carried 
this impression away as a final one. During 
the last half hour, however, I was forced to 
revise it. From six to a dozen faces were 
within this period presented, either to me 
or to an immediate neighbor, which were 
startlingly clear and which lasted long 
enough for one to get them in one's eye. 
'Vhile all of these seemed in a way to be 
types rather than individuals, yet I was 
pretty sure that if any of them were the 
face of one known to me, I should be able 
to identify it. Some of these faces were 
female and others male types. All, I believe, 
had the eyes closed ; repeatedly a sitter 
would plead "If you would only open your 
eyes I believe I should know yon." They 
were quite diverse, and I (lid not feel that 
they could all be the medium's face without 
make-up of some kind-ectoplasmic or other
wise, as you prefer. All of them were, to 
my best judgment, quite generalized in ap
pearance-lacking entirely, for instance, 
such personality and character and distinc
tion as I had noted in the singing voices. 
And herein, I think, lies the danger of claims 
to identification. 

Concerning the structure or apparent 
structure of the faces I should want to see 
more. Some if not all were surrounded by 
fabric-like structures similar to the "ecto
plasmic arch" which Sir Arthur finds on 
most psychic photographs. As regards the 
features, my best impressions would be 
rather unfavorable to the suggestions involv
ing a textile fabric of some sort. All the 
faces were singularly reposeful in general 
effect, and had the corpse appearance. 

The Maple Sugar Industry 
( Continued froln page 1/6)  
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The MONARCH J r. Lathe 
is Priced Within Your Means 

Most efficient machine tool you can have in home 
workshop, repair ShOD or garal!e too. Turns out with 
lOOOth inch accuracy, all small wood and metal parts 
that other lathes will. Experim ell tcrs. illventors9 
mechan ics enthusiastic over it. Completely equip

ped; auto-safe
t y  d e v i c e s ;  
s e m. i - q u i c k  
c h a n � e  gear.  

Also bui lt  with bed lengths up to 5 feet. Made 
in ll-inch swing size too. at slightly higher price. 

THE MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CO. 
430 Oak Street Sidney, Ohio 

SINGLE ACTING HIGH SPEED 
MODEL STEAM ENGINE 
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type!'J moder }4�ngines, Boilers, 
Boiler and Ships' fittings. Catalogue and hand·book 
20C (refunded on first order). 

Special '1(1ork to order 
BATHE MFG. CO., Dept. G 5214 Woodland Ave., Pbila., Pa. 

SOUTH BEND LATHES 
Quick Change Gear 

9'" x S' 
I I "  x 4' 13"  x 5' 15" x 6' 16"  X 8' 
I S "  x 10' 
� I '  x 12' 24" X 14' 

$24\ .00 288,00 354,00 43\ .00 512.00 7�l .OO 1016.00 l353.0() 
South B4md ht.he WOl'ks 

4 2 1  lUlidlsol1 Stl'eet 
Soul.b Beud, Jud. 

New York Salesroom 166 N.  Centre St. 

Ice Making and Refrigerating 
Machinery . 

Corl iss & Poppet Valve Engines 
Bulletins s e n t  u p o n  request 

THE VILTER MFG. CO. 
899 Clinton Street Milwaukee, Wis. 

9 to I S-inch Swing 
List price $ 135 and up ac· 
corcimg to size. Whef\ 
ready to buy send for 
Lathe Catalog and prices. 

All Kinds-SOlall 
The most accurate made and prices reasonable. We carry a complete line of gears in stock for immediate 
���r,:��talf�i�3!�o ����e u�n y��cl::� quiries. 

Write for Catalog·ue 20 
CHICAGO STOCK GEAR WORKS 

105 South Jefferson SIred Chicago 

U N I S· O L 
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 
In Sini.''lpore 

Straits Settlements, Porto Hico, Canada, throughout 
the U. S. A.-and on steamships usin g waters of  the 
various ports of  the world-Vnisol is being success
fully used by those who are interested al\Jays to the 
point of  maintaining first-class operating conditions. 

If we were not 100% sure that Unisol wil l  cor
rect undesirable boiler feed water conditions, we 
would not offer it, nor would we forward it through
out the world ON APPROVAL. Pamphlet on request. 

UNISOL MFG. CO. -:- Jeney City, N. J. 
ESTA.BLISHED 1876 

TO MERCHANTS: If no dealer in your town handles W. L. Douglas 
8hoes� write today for e.:tclusive rights to handle 'this quick-selling, 
quick turn-over line. 

as the purest water. But it is as susceptible 
as milk to bacterial influence. And it is only 
by preventing the development of these or
ganisms that a high-grade product can be 
made. This is done by keeping the sap at a 
low temperature, by concentrating it at the 
earliest practicable moment and, more than 
all else, by the most scrupulous · attention to 
cleanliness in every particular. The sap is 
gathered daily, poured into a large tank 
which is  set upon a low sled, taken to the 
boiling place and drawn by gravity into the 
storage tank, whence it flows, also by grav- I ity, into the evaporator, the amount being , ___________________ -' 
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so regula ted by carefully adjusten floats as to 
maiutaiu a uuiform depth as shallow as is 
consistent with safety. 

The boiling place of an up-to-date plant is 
a substantial frame building of three rooms, 
exclusive of a shed for the storage of an 
ample supply of fuel. The main room is 
used for the evaporation of the sap. A 
smaller room is for the concentration of the 
syrup into the form of sugar, and the third 
contains the storage tanks, which of late 
years are of heavy tin, though formerly wood 
was the material exclusively used in their 
construction. 'rhe evaporator, of which there 
are many styles, consists essentially of a 
battery of shallow pans set upon a cast-iron 
arch, in which a blazing fire is constantly 
maintained. Several of the pans have cor
rngated bottoms, thus exposing a greater sur
face to the action of the heat, and they are 
so arranged that the sap flows in a continu
ous course from one into another, constantly 
becoming more concentrated, being held in 
the last compartment until its boiling point 
is approximately at 219 degrees. 

It is then drawn off ann filtered through 
flannel cloths or felt strainers to remove the 
mineral matter held in suspension in the sap. 
This consists chiefly of a compound of lime 
with malic acid, technically, calcium malate, 
but locally known as "sugar sand," and also 
as "niter." Until very recently this has been 
considered as of no value, and thousands of 
tons in the aggregate have been thrown away. 
Recent investigations, however, indicate that 
malic acid, a substance selling around $10 a 
pound, may be extracted at a very nominal 
cost, and the stuff promises to have consid
erable commercial value in the near future. 

But the filtered syrup is placed in a deeper 
pan, returned to the fire, and further con
centrated to the desired density. If designed 
for maple syrup, it is standardized at a tem
perature of 219 degrees, making an allow
ance of one degree for every 500 feet of vari
ation of altitude. It is then removed from 
the fire, again filtered, ann poured into the 
containers, which are then hermetically 
closed. At the present time the gallon can, 
made of tin and fitted with a screw-cap, is 
the con tainer most in evidence. If designed 
for a soft sugar, the syrup is concentrated 
to a temperature of between 229 and 234 
degrees, as nesired, the former representing 
an 80 and the latter an 85 per cent sugar, 
respectively. And a temperature of 242 de
grees indicates a 90 per cent product. This 
is as far as it is practicable to concentrate 
the syrup in the thin-bottomed sheet-iron 
pans in universal use in the United States, 
but the Canadian . maker, using thick, cast
iron kettles, is able to concen trate the prod
uct to a water content of only 5 per cent. 

The cost of an equipment for operating a 
maple sngar-making plant is about one dol
lar per tree, exclusive of the boiling-house, 
which may be as elaborate and expensive as 
one may please. The labor cost of collecting 
and concentrating the sap varies greatly, but 
it is generally assumed that one man and 
team can �ather and attend to the boiling of 
the yield of 500 trees. Under the most favor
able conditions he lllay be able to do much 
more, a1l(l under unfavorable conditions he 
may not be able to do n early as much. Dur
ing the past few years many maple sugar 
makers have installed systems of spouts 
which take the sap either directly from the 
tree or from convenient stations and convey 
it by gravity to the storage tanks, thus 
largely reducing the labor cost. The only 
other cost is that of fuel. This, of course, 
varies according to local conditions, but it is 
calculated that one cord of good wood, rightly 
handled, is sufficient to concentrate a suffi
cient quantity of sap to make 1.000 pounds 
of sugar. . 

On account of the cost of production and 
the comparatively limited qu antity which it 
is possible to produce, maple sugar can never 
compete with cane or beet sugar for general 
purposes. But as an auxiliary to supply the 
table with a most delicious syrup, and also 
for use as a confection, it  is playing its part 
to the limit in conserving other forms of 
sugar. 

Our Reserves of Energy 
( Continued from page 182 ) 

The upper atmosphere contains enormous 
stores of electrical energy which are con
tinuously being regenerated by solar radia
tion, winds and other influences. No doubt 
the day will come when great towers will 
be erected for tapping this vast supply. The 
chief difficulty in the way n ow is that the 
atmosphere, even when damp, is so poor a 
conductor that a single tower can tap only 
an insignificant portion of the field. The 
presence of a small amount of radiulll, how-
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ever, makes the air a conductor of electricity 
for a considerable distance around it. And 
it is very likely that we shall one clay find 
a much cheaper means than this for render
ing the air a conductor, so that towers built 
a considerable distance a;;lart can tap large 
fields of atmospheric electricity. 

There are still other promising methods 
of developing the sun's heat. A pet dream 
of the writer has been the conversion of 
sun's heat direct into electrical current by 
the use of the thermal couple. vVhen a 
schoolboy, he constructed an apparatus con
sisting of a number of thermal couples con
nected in series so that by burning a candle 
or even a match he was able to develop a 
small continuous current of about a volt 
for experimental purposes. There is nothing 
against applying the same principle to the I generation of the sun's heat except the large 
initial cost of plant involved. It is not 
unlikely that this difficulty will some time 
be obviated. 

vVe need never fear exhaustion of fuel, for 
it will never come. vVe will slowly cease 
using it and begin using other sources of 
power as economic considerations dictate. 
But it will be a development so gradual that 
we will not be conscious of it. It is be
ginning even today. 

The Inventor and the Gay Gambler 
( Continued from page 151 ) 

"This machine can be played with a soft 
flannel shirt. It is absolutely noiseless, no 
complicated parts and nothing to get out of 
order. It is the only machine on which 
there are no strings or rubber bands. vYe 
make this machine to operate with either a 
knee-spread or a straight leg movement, as 
preferred," etc. 

The central mechanical contrivance of all 
these affairs is a fine folding and extending 
device of some kind, varying greatly accord
ing to the make of the holdout. Some of 
these extending devices are like the folding 
steel lazy-tongs used on telephones at office 
desks. Others work on the pneumatic prin
ciple, the arm being extended down by a 
pressure of air. vVhat hasn't been devised 
today will be in the market tomorrow. The 
variety never is exhausted. The inventor 
never tires. 

vVe come now to that other celebrated 
instrument of gaming, the roulette wheel, 
made famous by Monte Carlo. It has often 
been said that this is one of the fairest 
games for the amateur, and this may be 
true enough if the wheel be operated as at 
the famous Monaco resort. There the rou
lette wheel contains the usual thirty-six 
numbers and a single "green" or zero. A 
dollar bet on any number pays thirty-five for 
one, the bettor receiving llis dollar back, of 
course. So, if you bet on a number, the 
bank has thirty-five other numbers and the 
zero against you. The percentage of the 
bank is thus one out of thirty-six. When 
roulette was adapted for American use, how
ever, another "green," the double zero, was 
added, "for the police payoff," as a famous 
gambler once told me. Since the rate of 
payment on our wheels is the same as 
abroad, 35 for 1., this change has simply 
meant an additional ·chance against the 
player. In Europe he is payed 35 to 1 for 
playing 1 to 36. Here he gets the same 
pay for playing 1 to 37. 'rhe gambler's per
centage is thereby doubled. Instead of be
ing a little more than three per cent, it 
becomes about six and one-half. This alone 
is a ruinous handicap for the player, but 
nothing of that kind satisfies the game
keeper as we know him today. 'Vith all 
due respect to the fraternity, the only abso
lutely "straight" wheel now operating to my 
knowledge is at Monte Carlo. I do not 
know personally about Cuba, but what re
ports have come my way are not reassuring. 

The roulette wheel came into America 
about thirty-five years ago. Since that time 
inventors have constantly improved on the 
methods used for its corruption. One early 
and obvious contrivance was a little mechan
ism which applied a brake, first to the rim 
and later to the axle of the wheel. ThC' 
wheel was allowed to run until it had almost 
lost its momentum. Then the croupier or 
an assistant leaned against a lever which 
applied a brake just after the heavily played 
numbers had passed the ball. The wheel 
came to a stop and the ball naturally fell 
into the pocket corresponding to a table
number which was being played lightly or 
not at all. 

Next came the knockoff or mule's ear, a 
small sliver, neatly cut out of the track in 
which the ball revolves about the numbered 
wheel, which is rotating in the opposite 
direction and so affixed to a button that it 

Wheels that 
Save Time 

Time is the most essen
t ial factor in  transportation. 

U nnecessary delay is in
compatible with modern 
demands. 

Truck manufacturers are 
constantly seeking improve
ments in truck equipment 
that will still further com
bat unnecessary delays. 

D a y t o n  Steel Wheels 
save time. Any part of the 
wheel can be reached with 
the hands. All rim clamps 
and tire valves can be easily 
removed. T i r e s can be 
changed or inflated quickly j 
grease cups filled ; chains put 
on j all without loss of time. 

Cast in  one-piece of elec
tric furnace steel , they com
bine greatest strength with 
least weight, are not dis
torted by sun or rain, are 
l ight and graceful in ap
pearance. 

Quality, n ot price, IIl1s induced 
n early a ll leadilJJ! truck mo/ urs to furIJi.h Doylon Sleel Wheels. You 
may have tJ:em by specifying them. 

The Dayton Steel Foundry Co. 
Dayton, Ohio 

• Production Clues to Up-Curves In 
If machines had the power of self-improvement, they 
wouldn't need counters. But improvement must come 
from someone watching the production-rate; from 
inventor or operator who follows up each clue to 
better results� Gains are recorded and sound devel
opments indicated, on the dial of your 

The large Set-Back Rev

olution Counter at  right 

is less than }5' actual 

size.  The small Revolu

tion Counter below is 
shown nearly full size. 

� 
COUNTER 

The Set-Back Revolution Counter above re
cords the output of the larger machines where the revolu
tions of a shaft record· operations, or output. Counts one for 
each revolution, and sets back to zero from any figure by 
turning knob once round. Supplied with from four to ten 
figure-wheels, as required. Price, with four figures, as 
illustrated, $ 1 0.00 (subject to discount). 

The Small Revolution Counter at left records 
the output of smaller machines where a shaft revolution 
indicates an operation. Though small, this counter is very 
durable ; its mechanism will stand a very high rate of 
speed, making it especially adapted to light, fast-running 
machines. Will mbtract if run backward. Price, $2.00. 

There 's a Veeder to help
' 
you in developing any machine-or 

machine operator-into a better producer. You'll find it in the 
nelV Veeder booklet; 80 pages 0/ counter data and picture3-free. 

The Veeder Mfg. Co. ,  1 8  Sargeant St. 
Hartford, Conn. 
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Name Your Purpose 
-We'll Do the Rest ! 

I F you have a special motor 
problem to solve, let us 
know about it. Just tell  us 

how the motor is to b e  used
we'll do the rest ! 

DUM ORE motors,  ranging 
from 1/40 to 1/4 h. p. ,  will 
meet your requirements just 
as efficiently as they have aided 
other manufacturers in equip
ping their motor-driven appli
ances with an unfailing, trou
ble-free power unit. And, be
cause of this inbuilt quality of 

dependability, you'll find that 
these sturdy motors possess 
a known merchandising value 
that will prove of  real assistance 
in marketing your product. 

. We invite your inquiries-so
licit difficult, hard-to-meet 
specifications. If you b elieve a 
specialized knowledge of frac
tional h. p .  motors and their 
application s would b e  of assist
ance to you, just write our Ad
visory Department. This serv
ice is free to all who request it. 

WISCONSIN ELJ!:CTRIC COMPANY 
4863 Sbtteentb Street Racine. Wlscoilsln DVHORE UniYelsa] MOTORS 

TEMP ERATURE INSTRU MENTS 
I N D I CATI N G  R E C O R D I N G  C O N TROLLI N G  

Converting the inaccurate intangible 

waste of steam into a tangible factor 
by accurate records and controls is 
the servi ce of Tycos. 

Man u facturers whose processes de

pend upon temperature in any way 
are requested to write for literature . 

can be pushed out at the right moment to 
trip the ball and cause it to fall into a 
pocket. in that quarter of the wheel where 
no heavy bets lie. This was soon afterward 
improved by changing the mule's ear to a 
fine needle, which jumped out in the same 
way when the croupier chose to stop the 
ball and cause it to fall where no big losses 
impended. 

Another inventor soon devised a wheel for 
those roulette devotees who like to play red 
and black at even money. In this machine 
the partitions between the alternate red and 
black pockets of the wheel were raised and 
depressed in turn. The croupier, if he saw 
that red was being heavily played, took the 
ball and spun it to the right with his left 
hand. Almost invariably the ball fell into 
a black pocket. If the big bets lay on the 
black, he spun it to the left with the right 
haud. 'l'he raised aud lowered partitions 
did the rest-the ball fell red. It was a 
good trick unless someone discovered that 
the ball was not always being spun in the 
same direction. 

Soon came a more brilliant adapter than 
all these, with a roulette wheel made up of 
two pieces, an inner saucer and an outer 
movable rim, but so cleverly fitted together 
that no eye could discover the joining. What 
happened ? If I played a stack of chips on 
18 and the ball actually fell into that socket, 
the croupier instantly touched a lever and 
the inner saucer moved over one space, leav
ing the ball reposing in 31 or 6, the neigh
bors of 18 on the wheel. This beautiful 
atrocity also had its day and went its way. 

Electricity, of course, was not slow to be 
applied to the roulette wheel. Here again 
we have the electro-magnet controlling a ball 
with a steel core, as in the dice game on the 
showcase. The magnet was placed under 
the wheel at a certain place, controlling an 
area of perhaps ten numbers, whichever 
spaces happened to be passing over it at the 
time the switch was connected. The croupier 
began turning the wheels and spinning the 
little ball with the steel heart. As long as 
all went well there was no cheating, but as 
soon as some player got to winning con
sistently, the dealer watched the numbers on 
which the chips were piling up. Now, as 
the wheel spun around, slowing toward the 
stop, the croupier waited until a quarter of 
the wheel passed over the magnet. In
stantly he  stepped on the switch and the 
ball dropped iuto a losing slot-losing for 
the player. Such wheels are still in common 
use wherever the fair lady Fortune is al
lowed to spread her perilous skirts. 

The many cheats at roulette, all of them 
dependent upon a visible control of the ball 
or the wheel by the croupier, led to a de
mand for a covered wheel. The theory was 
that if the wheel were concealed after once 
the ball had been spun, so that neither the 
player nor the croupier could see what was 
going on until after the ball had come to 
rest and the lid been lifted, it would be 
quite impossible to commit such gross frauds 
against the infatuated player. As a result, 
covered wheels were immediately provided, 
both fair and foul. 

On one of these pages you will find photo
graphs of such a cov\)red roulette wheel. In 
playing, the cover is not placed in position 
until the bets are laid on the cloth or table. 
vVhen all bets are down, the croupier care
fully places the lid in position and spins the 
ball or marble in the funnel at the top of 
the lid. The ball soon drops down through 
the neck of the funnel and, still spinning, 
passes through one of the holes in the under 
side of the lid, which you may observe in 
the raised cover. When the players have 
heard the ball fall into its pocket, the 
croupier raises the lid and-lo ! not a man 
has wou a bet. 

The reason for this ill luck ( Sic. ) is not 
far to seek. From the neck of the funnel 
a concealed tube or  track runs to one of the 
openings in the lower face of the double 
cover. In some of the best machines this 
tube is  a coil, so that the innocents may 
appear to hear the ball rolling about inside 
the lid. But whatever the arrangement, the 
ball always makes its exit from just one 
hole. This winning hole is situated at the 
point marked on the cover by the screw-head 
with the vertical slit, directly facing the 
reader in the illustration. The gamekeeper 
simply waits till all the bets are down and 
then places that screw-head directly over a 
number on which there are no bets. In
evitably, he wins and you lose. If you ask 
him to put the lid on before you lay your 
bets, you are but little better off. He sets 
his lid so that the exit hole rests on one of 
the partitions between two numbers. When 
the ball falls it does not enter a pocket but 
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is held up against this' partition. It can 
now be turned into the pocket at the left or 
the right by a slight twist of tlle lid in lift
ing. '.rhe croupier naturally turns the lid 
in such manner that the ball falls into the 
numbered pocket that profits the players 
little or not at all. 

The gambler-inventor is still at it. This 
is what he has done to date. Tomorrow's 
marvels may be more deeply desolating. 
Moral : Barnum was right. 

Doing Away with Dots and Dashes 
( Continued from page 183 ) 

on an antenna current varying from zero to 
hundreds of amperes. Thereby, to employ 
a picturesque phrase of the Signal Corps, 
"the ether of space is bombarded with a 
mass of frequencies never twice alike in the 
same lett'er." 

A gain of more tban 150 per cent in the 
specd of the transmission of telegraphic sig
n als is claimed in behalf of the sending of 
the Morse alphabet or code by the radical 
method outlined. In fact, the outstanding 
advantage of revision of the International 
Morse alphabet appears to be its accomplish
ment of facilitating a dispatch of a maxi
mum volume of telegraphic traffic with the 
use of a minimum number of signals. The 
Signal Corps has sketched a graph indicating 
the relative speeds of the International 
Morse alphabet, the Morse alphabet, and the 
newly proposed system of transmission. Tllis 
exhibit, while showing an incre�se of 150 
per cent by the use of the latter method, 
does not completely measure the advantage 
in this particular. The existing Morse 
cable alphabet involves the sending of some 
of the letters by adjacent signals of the same 
sign, although the signals occupy equal 
periods of time. For instance, in letters 
such as "a" or "1," three or four signals 
have the same sign. The alphabet proposed 
by the Signal Corps indicates that no two 
consecutive signals shall duplicate the same 
sign ; thus, for the first time a continuous 
wave of one definite frequency is used for 
the alphabet. Suell an arrangement permits 
of the utilization of electrical and mechan
ical tuning, ei ther or both. 

A chart drawn by the Signal Corps illus
trates the method of modulating a single 
frequen cy wave, tbe principle involved in 
the proposal of dispensing with the time 
element in the sending of code and dis
tinguishing the dots, dashes, and spaces by 
the varying intensity of the signals. It is 
arbitrarily decreed that the largest ampli
tude represen ts a dash, the median ampli
tude a dot, and the smaller or zero amplitude 
is reserved for representation of the space 
necessary in the transmission of the tele
graphic code. This method has been prac
tically demonstrated by engineers in both 
the United States and England. The prin
ciple involved in this system of sending code 
renders it possible to modulate a single radio 
frequency by a number of modulating fre
quencies, and thereby multiply the capacity 
of each radio frequency channel. 

This revolutionary theory with reference 
to a revision of the mode of transmitting 
the International Morse alphabet likewise. 
contemplates a reduction of "static" or 
atmospheric disturbances, the constant bane 
of radio reception during the summer 
months. In this system of transmission very 
low modulating frequencies are employed, 
aud according to the Signal Corps, i t  would 
seem relatively easy to devise instruments 
that shall be selective as between the low 
modulating frequencies and the higher fre
quencies of atmospheric and other natural 
disturbances. A chart prepared by the Sig
nal Corps shows that a modulating fre
quency as low as ten cycles per second, 
wbich is considered a very high frequency 
for ocean cable practice, corresponds to 75 
words a minute. This by far exceeds any 
form of sound reception. A modulating 
frequency of 60 cycles a second, the normal 
power frequency, corresponds to a speed of 
450 words a minute, with five letters to the 
word. 

If traffic dictates a reduction of this speed, 
according to this system of sending code, 
this may be accomplished by making the 
same perforations in the tape of the trans
mitting apparatus correspond to a suitable 
even multiple of a semi-cycle. To illustrate, 
hy making each of the signalling units cor
respond to six complete cycles of current, 
instead of one semi-cycle, the rate of sending 
radio signals is curtailed to 37112 words a 
minute. This approximates the speed of 
commercial traffic. Thus, i t  is seen in this 
new method of sending the telegraphic alpha
bet, wave trains or frequencies are used as 
the elements for signalling. 



Executives-To carry vital infor· 
mation that must always be instantly 
available-departmental records, 
manufacturing and sales reports. 
purchase records, balance sheets, etc. 
-the executive should have a battery 
of Greenbadu at his tinller tips. 

Engineers-"Out on the job" or 
in the office, Greenback keeps track 
of data of all kinds, that is otherwise 
scattered and hard to !let at. Placed 
between the covers of Greenback, it 
is instantlv available when needed. 

Salesmen-Thousands of sales· 
men make Greenback a portable 
office -a file for price lists, house 
letters, instruction sheets from the 
home office. cataloK pa&el and other 
live data that mUlt be kept accessible. 

Students -To keep all of his note. 
on half a dozen subjects in ship .. shape 
form-quicklv available for use
Greenback, with an index tab for 
each subject, fits admirably into the 
student's daily work. 

Professional Men-To hold 
specification sheets, plans, blue prints, 
sketches for the architect; as a case or 
policy record for the insurance man; 
and in many other similar ways, 
Greenback serves the professional 
man who wants to "keep track of 
things." 

Binders and forms 
for e�)I accounting need 

Steel the load here 
• 

CarrIeS 
The busiest men know that loose leaf ring books can carry a good 
part of the burden of "keeping track of things." And because of the 
constant use their ring books get, these men want a device that 
will not break down under the strain of hard wear. 

Now, for the first time, they can have a ring book that invariably 
wears well. Greenback, the Perfected Loose Leaf Ring Book, is 
made so that it will stand up under the hardest strains. 

Steel carries the load. Here the cover isn't simply stitched or 
pasted to the metal part as in other ring books. It is carried be .. 
tween two steel backbones, two strong steel plates, riveted to each 
other. Where wear hits the hardest, there's steel to meet the strain. 

You'll know it when you see it 
So that you may recognize this perfected construction when buying 
ring books, we make the back green-a beautiful, distinctive shade 
that you'll recognize at a glance. Look for it at your stationer's 
and insist on 

De IuxeJ 

Teen ac 
thePet·fected LooseledfRingBooh 

Ask Your Stationer 
The modern stationery store is a clearing house for 
the newest ideas and devices designed to make your 
work run smoothly. 

A.II: your stationer about these idea •. Let him tell you about 
Looae Leaf and other modern time-.avina .y.tem.. If he carrie. 
De Luxe Loo.e Leaf, (a. most aood stationers do) you'll find him 
well equipped to aerve you. 

Your tationer can help you in many ways. Give him a chance. 

Write for De Luxe Systems Catalog No. 93 �A 
Equipment and suppliu 

for all bookk«ping machinu 

WILSON-JONES LOOSE LEAF COMPANY, Chicago 

Prmted in the United States, by ANDREW H. KELLOGG Co. 
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ROLLE BEARINGS 

Timken Responsibility 
In transmissions, and on jack-shafts, and on differ
entials, and in rear wheels, and in front wheels, and 
in steering pivots, and in the power take-off of 
tractors-
On cylinder shafts, and on blower shafts, and other 
vital points of threshing machines-

And on ensilage cutter bars-

And on disc plow spindles-

AND in an ever-increasing number of locations· 
almost every type of agricultural implement, Timken 
Tapered Roller Bearings are used. 

With Timkens thus employed universally-in farm 
'- machinery, and in motor cars, and in motor trucks, 

and in other mechanism, Timken responsibility 
becomes correspondingly great. 

This duty Timken fulfills with hundreds of author
ized distributors everywhere, and 32 direct branches. 

The Timken Roller Bearing CO 
CANTON, OHIO 
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